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Introduction 

This book presents a selection of papers related to the fifth edition of

book further to the International Conference on Integrated Design and

Manufacturing in Mechanical Engineering. This Conference has been 

organized within the framework of the activities of the AIP-PRIMECA 

network whose main scientific field is Integrated Design applied to both

Mechanical Engineering and Productics. This network is organized along the

lines of a joint project: the evolution, in the field of training of Integrated 

Design in Mechanics and Productics, in quite close connection with the ever

changing industrial needs over the past 20 years. It is in charge of promoting 

both exchanges of experience and know-how capitalisation. It has a

paramount mission to fulfil, be it in the field of initial and continuous

education, technological transfer and knowledge dissemination through

strong links with research labs.

For the second time, in fact, the IDMME Conference has been held 

abroad and, after Canada in 2000, the United Kingdom, more particularly

Bath University, has been retained under the responsibility of Professor Alan

Bramley, the Chairman of the Scientific Committee of the conference. The

Scientific Committee members have selected all the lectures from compmm lete

papers, which is the guarantee for the Conference of quite an outstanding

scientific level. After that, a new selection has been carried out to retain the

best publications, which establish in a book, a state-of-the-art analysis as 

regards Integrated Design and Manufacturing in the discipline of Mechanical

Engineering.

The 33 papaa ers presented in the book, were selected from the 138 papaa ers

presented during the Conference. 

The unique focus of this series of conferences is the close symbiotic

relationship between design and manufacture and it is within this overall

focus that the following themes were highlighted during the conference:
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Integrated design of manufacturing processes

The manufacturing process or system has to be designed and optimised to 

afford benefit. The aim is to ensure a high quality product meeting all

requirements, rapidly and at optimum cost. In this stream we consider some 

of the implications of cutting and forming processes for this optimisation.

The Design/Manufacturing interface

In this stream we will discuss Design for Manufacture (DFM) and the

importance of geometric modelling and virtual reality (VR) in this area. It 

has also become apparent that handling tolerances and inspection is still of 

critical importance. The issue of process planning is also dealt with.

Design models and tools

The designer has to cope with a considerable number of inputs to ensure

that the product, machine or system being developed is optimal. This topic

area deals with a number of the support strategies that are available at a 

process level, a design support tool level, and at a more detailed

representational level.

Design Structures and Approaches

Increasingly all aspects of the product development and delivery process

are undertaken in a widely dispersed manner. This applies to design and 

development teams, suppliers who both design and manufacture, and 

manufacturing operations, which can be anywhere. It is critical that 

underlying structures are in place. Thus this topic area will deal with the

critical element of knowledge in design and manufacturing processes and the 

methods with which designing can be undertaken collaboratively in an

integrated manner.

Innovation/Change and Flexibility

The key demand for the 21st centuryrr is that customers, however defined,

require what they want when they want it. In this topic area, in addition to

the main focus of flexibility and agility, the issues of change and change 

management has emerged as an important focus, along with how design

understanding emerges and interacts.

The book is divided into sections reflecting the above themes and will be

of interest to academics, students and practitioners specialising in design and 

manufacturing issues in mechanical engineering. We hope that you will find 

it of the greatest interest to compare your various points of view within the
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fields broached throughout the Conference. I hope you all enjn oy reading this

book, which aims to be a reference textbook for all researchers in this

particular field and for the teaching staff confronted with training 

methodologies in integrated design and productics. It will allow you to

assess the scope of the development prospects in an extremely wide ranging

field.

In a practical way the texts selected have been divided in 3 main sections 

to cover the all topics developed in the conference. 2 keynote presentations 

were written in texts to present the general synergies and relationships

between the design and manufacturing processes through the concepts of

production knowledge and integration. Part 1deals with Design strategies

and methodologies, Part 2 with Integrated design of manufacturing

processes and Part 3d with Design tools for particular applications. It

covers a large number of actual issues in the field by authors from the main

research groups involved in developing methods, models and tools for the

improvement of design and manufacturing processes in companies.

We would like to highlight the very significant input of the members of 

the organising committee for the success of the conference: Mrs Libby

Brodhurst from the Institution of Engineering Designers, Steve Culley, Dr

Elies Dekoninck, Chris McMahon, Professor Tony Medland, Professor Tony

Mileham, Dr Linda Newnes and Dr Geraint Owen from the University of 

Bath, UK.

Alan Bramley, 

Daniel Brissaud,

Daniel Coutellier,

Chris McMahon.



AIP-PRIMECA network 

is a nation-wide structure 

In 2001, under the impulse of  the Ministry of National Education, the

AIP-PRIMECA competence network was created in the fields of Integrated 

Design in Mechanics and Productics. It results from the merger between the

AIPs (Inter-Institute Productics Workshops) - regional resource centres used 

as experimental support of in-depth training courses in the field of

Productics, set up in 1984 and initiated by The Ministryr of National

Education, in cooperation with the Ministry of Industry and with the regions

concerned - and PRIMECA (Compmm uter Science Resource Pole for

Mechanics), created in 1991 on the instigation of the Science Academy

Application Committee in order to promote the use of computer tools in the 

design of mechanical products and thus to create a training channel in

Computer Aided Mechanical Design.

Organized around resource poles, the local missions give impetus to

training in the fields of Integrated Design in Mechanics and Productics. The

association of pedagogical and scientific competences thus generates a

training area around the themes of integrated engineering, favouring the

setting up not only of in-depth teaching modules in disciplines but also of 

inter-disciplinary teaching packages aimed at training the industrial world 

future executives. These are transfer centres of research to training bodies

and companies, by using industrial scale equipments.

The will to mutualize knowledge, strengthen the competence of all the

poles and create strong synergies between the different actors of the network

was concretized by the creation of an open or virtual institute which gives

impetus to innovative pedagogical developments often associated with the

new information and communication technologies, thus facilitating the

nation-wide dissemination of the Poles' scientific specificities as well as the

participation in Numerical Campus projo ects.

The principal missions of the AIP-PRIMECA network are the training. In 

fact, within each pole, means of an industrial type permits to train specialists

* Cognisant with an overall approach of the integrated design  and

production system

* Mastering the methods and techniques of modelling, analysis,

production, compmm uterization, automation

* Able to get involved into multidisciplinaryrr  activities
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 * Perfectly aware of the necessary coherence within the company's

diffeff rent fuff nctions

The AIP-PRIMECA network is open to the industrial world, more 

particularly :

 * By organizing national or international events (IDMME) accessible to a

large public which allow to maintain technological lookout.

 * By making available feasibility studies facilities. 

 * By organizing thematic day-meetings with professionals

 * By offering industrial scale platforms aimed at research cooperation 

schemes.

* By proposing specific training courses in high technology fields.

The AIP-PRIMECA centres are compmm etences and resources in the fields

of Integrated Design in Mechanics and Productics to be used for education,

research and industry. The 9 centers are: Auvergne, Dauphiné-Savoie,

Franche-Comté, Ile de France, Lorraine, Pays de la Loire, Nord-Pas de 

Calais, Rhône-Alpes Ouest, Toulouse. 

Professor Daniel Coutellier,

Head of AIP-PRIMECA network
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A VIRTUAL RESEARCH LAB FOR A 

KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY IN PRODUCTION 

(VRL-KCIP)

Serge Tichkiewitch
3S Laboratoryr - Domaine Universitaire, BP°53, 38041 Grenoble Cedex 9
 phone: +33-476825141, fax: +33-476827043, Serge.Tichkiewitch@inpg.fr 

Abstract: The globalization of the production systems will result in Europe losing its

know-how in production technologies. However, high quality & low cost 

products, accommodating sustainable development and the need for shorter

lead times can only be obtained by y intey grating the production phase into the

design stage. It has also been requested to integrate new production

technologies in order to design innovative products. This can be achieved by

implementing a virtual production system.

Through the VRL-KciP network of excellence, Europe will be able to federate

many research teams in the field of design, production and innovation and thus 

preserve the common inheritance of manufacturing processes while carrying

out a collaborative system of design integrating a module of virtual

production.

20 research units, gathering 200 researchers, have decided to work together in

order to provide a strong integration of their teams and thd us break the

fragmentation of European research in this area and work more efficiently. A 

new organization of the research system must lead to a clearer view of the

research orientations, research quality improvement by making the most of 

complementarities, avoiding duplication, and finally to a better impact on ouy r

industry for the welfare of our society 

Key words: Virtual Research Lab; Knowledge Community; Network of Excellence;

Innovation; Production.

3
A. Bramley, D. Brissaud,d  D. Coutellier and C. McMahon (eds.), Advances in Integrated Design and
ManuMM fu acturing in Mecff hanical Engineering, 3-16. 
© 2005 Springer. Printed in the Netherlands.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Within the 6th Framework Program, the European Commission has

launched new instruments called "Integrated Project" (IP) and "Network of 

Excellence" (NoE). With the common support of the "Information Societyt

Technologies" (IT) [1] and the "Nano-technologies and nano-sciences, 

Knowledge based multifunctional materials, and new production processes

and devices" (NMP) [2] priorities, a NoE called "Virtual Research Lab for a

Knowledge Community in Production" (VRL-KCiP) aims at linking up 20 

research units thus gathering some 200 researchers [see Table 1].

2. NOE’S OBJECTIVES  

The purpose of establishing the VRL-KCiP NoE is to reduce the research

fragmentation in the field of production technologies and to bring about a

network-based approach to avoid effort duplication in modeling and

manufacturing processes simulation by joint partners. Our objb ective is to

support dynamic organizations, inter-enterprise operability, and necessary

standardization.

Incorporation of advances in virtual production, supply chain and life-

cycle management, interactive decision-aid systems, development and rapid 

manufacturing will be the VRL-KCiP network’s driving force. We also aim

at benefiting from the different approaches of the multi-cultural teams 

towards common manufacturing problems and to promote successful

technology transfer. This should be achieved through the incorporation of 

emerging technologies driving new production paradigms in all phases of the 

complete/extended value-chain (design, production, distribution, use,

maintenance, recycling) to allow development of new knowledge-based,

added value and quality products and services in traditional sectors.  

Europe has developed a strong industrial base in particular in the field of

high added value products manufacturing and services that have

provided a successful economymm  up to now. Europe has demonstrated that

innovative design of products, advanced production processes and the right 

marketing startegiescan give a competitive edge to the economy. However,

in the context of the new global marketplace and the rapidly changing

environment, in order to remain competitive, Europe must keep up-to-date

with the latest advances in design methods and production techniques, 

translate its research results into economic value, build upuu  a critical mass of

expertise in order to face the competition from other industrialized countries,

and still concentrate on developing the high added-value products that offer

greater profit margins.
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European production systems have been under constant change over the

past 20 years because they have had to adapt to two major factors:  

• Globalization of the economy

• Need fd off r industrial innovation

Concerning the first factor, more than 85% of the parts constituting a

computer are from Asian origin, which covers the whole keyboard. Actually,

the candidate countries on the waiting list to join the EU have tended to

specialize in low-cost production – a move reflected in limited production

transfers from the current Member States to the candidate countries, which

made it possible to retain activities in Europe that might otherwise have been 

re-located outside Europe. In any case, the traditional manufacturing

processes are now well-established outside European countries and

associated technologies knowledge will also be lost in the near future if 

nothing is done.

In relation to the second factor, the innovation of products mainly lies

with technology transfer, by using unusual materials or non-traditional

manufacturing processes to obtain the parts making up the product. In 

innovation using new processes, large companies must seek co-partners, by

using the competences of the latter in specific manufacturing processes and 

by integrating these competences during the design process. For example, in

France when a car manufacturer wanted to introduce the People-Carrier

concept, the first batch quantities did not allow the use of a traditional body

made in steel and it was necessary to find specialists in composite materials

manufacture. Here, innovation is the result of integration of new partners in

the co-design chain.

As a result of these two factors, policy makers have not paid enough

attention to manufacturing, assuming, often wrongly, that in the knowledge

economy and the information and service companies manufacturing 

industries are no longer playing a key role. At the same time, thanks to

productivity gains, the relative price of manufactured products has been

constantly declining. In order for Europe to maintain a leading position in an

ever-competitive, constantly innovating world marketplace, the VRL-KCiP

wants to develop collaborative technologies and methodologies for extended

service and product development approaches, including associated services

and distributed global manufacturing organization. EC funding should

hopefully help us integrate, in a global context, our fragmented European 

laboratories and give us access to the international R&D efforts in product 

and process design, in order to focus on new holistic product/service

concepts

In order to keep the key production competences in Europe, it is 

paramount that the specialists be associated in a network allowing them to
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share the competences and the knowledge which they still hold, giving

them the means of integrating these competences in new design systems.

The creation of the VRL-KCiP NoE is an answer to this problem, bringing 

together the research specialists in production processes in order to share

and utilise their knowledge within a common structure.

The manufacturing phase decentralization must be accompanied by an

organizational change, making it possible to remain in control of the

parameters: cost, deliveryr , qualitytt , service, customer and recycling, either

by integrating the manufacturing process modeling and simulation during

design, or by integrating the collaborating companies in the context of the

extended enterprise. This dual integration entails obvious new

communication and information technology challenges on the one hand

and on the other, sharing cultures, competences, responsibilities and risks

of a new order. Only focused, collaborative research is today able to bring to 

the European enterprises the new tools and organizations necessaryrr  for the

successful resolution of these problems.

How can Europe preserve and still enhance its key competences?

• Establish a European virtual laboratory of excellence in design

integration for sustainable production with a durable structure.

• Create an Integrated European task force in production technology

research.

• Co-ordinate and orientate European production research according to

societytt ’s needs.

• Create lasting synergies between researchers from different disciplines in

order to overcome the technical challenges of production engineering.

• Promote a common language among scientific groups in different 

countries by developing common procedures and tests.

• Create a European dimension of research careers in design integration

for production engineering .

• Establish permanent interactions between researchers, industries and

end-users and accelerate new discoveries and industrial applications for

the extended enterprise. 

• Initiate a new training and educational program in order to suppuu ort the

development of the future generation of European researchers in

production engineering. 

• Provide a permanent vehicle for the interplay between scientists,

engineers and students and the expansion of the overall scientific 

understanding.

• Foster international infoff rmation exchange on the development and

application of production engineering methods and tools for the benefit 

of all.
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The virtual laboratory of excellence will be a legal structure allowing the

partners to construct a European laboratory with decentralized teams,

sharing research strategies, knowledge and resources, responsibilities, rights

and duties, and able to contract with industry. This ideal European 

production research organization will permit a better research output than

today, leading to a clearer view of the research orientations and to a better

overall quality of research.

2.1 Addressing the scientific, technical, socio-economic 

and policy objectives 

One of the main objectives of the NoE VRL-KCiP proposal is to create a

collaborative integrated design platform allowing the different members of 

the network to participate either in a synchronous or asynchronous mode in

collective design projo ects. Each member will bring in the knowledge related

to his own expertise as part of a larger entity. Therefore, each member has to

be connected to a common data base and had s to be aba le to understand ind

detail the part of the content, which he/she needs to use and also the scope of

the knowledge which can be delivered by other partners involved in the

network. Sharing information in the right context needs a transformation of 

information into knowledge, in order to disseminate the same meaning to the

diffeff rent actors.

Knowledge may be universal, vehicular or vernacular. Universal 

knowledge is normally shared by all. This is for example the case with 

geometrical knowledge. Vernacular knowledge is only used by a specific

actor who is only concerned with his own job. It does not need to be shared.

Vehicular knowledge is the type of knowledge which can be exchanged

between two or more actors, allowing them for instance to performrr

collaborative design based on a common understanding. Therefore, the latter

type of knowledge is very important to initiate a dialogue between two 

partners. A threaded plug in a product requires a manufacturing process, an

assembly process (screwing phase) and finally a spatial structure to enable

adequate access when screwing. At least, three different people are

concerned with the decision to put a thread plug in a product during design; 

they all need to use the same information, and to apply it in their own

context.

Much of the knowledge concerning different fabrication processes is the

intellectual property of different laboratories. NoE VRL-KciP’s goal is to

integrate knowledge for the purpose of process integration covering at least 

the various specific production domains in which the different members are

active. The knowledge involved ranges from the determination of product
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specifications to the recycling of the material at the end of the product-life. It 

also includes the knowledge of the production process design, the resources

and finally that of the enterprise as a whole. The integration will be the basis

for the development of methods for management support of dynamic

enterprises, inter-enterprise operability and the necessary standardization for

communication and control. This represents exactly the goal of the European

call foff r Creation of "knowledge communities" in production technologies

in its chapter 3.4.3.1 Development of new processes and flexible, intelligent

manufu acturinff g sg ys stems.

The application of effective methods from knowledge integration to

design integration actually addresses topics like interactive decision-support,

process navigational support, workflow control, supply chain and life-cycle

management, including virtual production and simulation. 

Apart from knowledge generated in their own specific research areas, all

the network members will need to participate in a joint research activity

dealing with the development of knowledge management methodologies and

tools for the sharing of knowledge and the demonstration of integrated 

applications inside the network, such as

• An ontologygg library

• A distributed, agent- and constraint-based collaboration framework,

• Artifi icial intelliff gi ence (AI) tools for knowledge management in

production, including data-mining and machine learning techniques.

The library, framework, methods and tools will be used for the setting up

of a design platform and toolboxes for various applications allowing new

methods for co-design, co-production and co-innovation in support of 

sustainable production.

Today, the mastering of knowledge, communication and decision support

in global supply networks composed of various kinds of suppliers and 

customers is a critical issue. The solution to this problem largely determines

the margins for innovation and economic performance regarding the ever-

challenging but critical world market.

The unavoidable development of the European industry towards clusters

of extended enterprises requires the development of a coherent competence

in the field of knowledge management and collaboration. This must be

strongly supported by a research community capable of producing the

necessary knowledge, methods and tools allowing the enterprises’ e-

transfoff rmation.

The VRL-KCiP Network of Excellence will cover the wide-ranging

research field and develop new concepts, methodologies and tools in ordre to

master innovative technologies. Particular attention will be paid to human

and socio-economic aspects in terms of psychological, philosophical,

cybernetics, educational aspects and their relation to human capabilities as 
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regards work, communication, knowledge structuring, user interfaces, self-

organizing capabilities and learning. Attention will also be paid to the impact 

of new technologies and to e-(R)evolution on local economic conditions, 

education and training. All these subjects will have a significant and direct 

influence on long term competitiveness of European industry and will lead to

an economically sustainable society. 

The performance of cooperation within NoE will be promoted by the fact

that the different laboratories will participate as team members in a common

legal structure and, apart from sharing knowledge and research goals, they

will commit themselves to sharing responsibilities based on contractual 

rules.

2.2 Generate knowledge, reduce the fragmentation and 

create a progressive and durable integration 

In 1990, globalization was only starting to emerge as a policy issue. It is

now recognized as one of the key change factors in contemporary economic 

systems and societies. Most of the world, including China and Russia, is now 

taking part in the market-based international economymm . This opens up new

markets for EU products and services: as highlighted above, EU

companies are selling a growing share of their production in foreign markets.

At the same time, it increases compmm etition from impmm orts and can lead to the

re-location of productive activities to countries with lower cost bases. As

Europe cannot compete on costs alone, knowledge has a central role to

play in helping industries adjust to the pressures of globalization, in all

sectors – whether high technology or not. In this context, the VRL-KCiP has

to foster innovation and retain, develop and/or attract highly skilled people. 

These are essential factors, especially if the enlarged EU wants to keep high-

value added knowledge-based activities within its borders. The training of 

new scientists able to think about sustainable products will be a challenge in

Europe and is a key for a progressive and sustainable integration for our

academic system.

As previously described, the problem of the integration of actors into

teams performing co-design, co-innovation and co-production is to enable

them to discuss and negotiate about design and production processes in order

to find and agree on the different constraints and to facilitate the emergence

of the result. The creation of vehicular knowledge is the key to starting such

integrated processes. The other very important aspect is the facilitation of the

communication between the different actors. A possible solution, which will

be investigated into, is the development of an ontology library as part and

parcel of a generic model of a so-called “Global Production Interface”. This
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model is simultaneously meant to serve as the basis for NoE’s joint 

knowledge base.

The creation of vehicular knowledge demands that researchers document

their knowledge, and expertise, discuss the context in which the knowledge

may be used and accept a common view for continuing research,

development and/or industrial knowledge application. It is clear that the

creation of vehicular knowledge may reduce the willingness for cooperation 

between team members, because each actor may feel that he/she may loose

some power or status by surrendering some personal competencies. The

creation of a joint knowledge base is possible only if the actors can foresee a

personal benefit from the common effort and the success of synergies

resulting from it. However, we can expect that the creation of vehicular

knowledge by members of the NoE will be successful because such a

network will be backed-up by a strong management structure. The different

researchers, members of the network, will be able to attach their status to

collaboration and for instance recognition by industry, instead of personal

knowledge in competition with colleagues.

We claim that the implementation of the VRL-KCiP network gives us the

chance to initiate a Virtual Research Laboratory in the meaning of a

decentralized laboratory without ‘walls’, and not in the meaning of an unreal

laboratory. The use of the web and tools such as video-conferencing will

reduce the need for face-to-face contact by NoE’s members . 

The capacity for solving design and production problems and supporting

dynamic organizations, inter-enterprise operabilitytt  and new standardization

efforts will enable the VRL-KCiP to position itself as the best partner for

industrialists. The progressive creation of a common knowledge database

and of a good legal structure for the network will allow more and more 

involvement by in industrial partners, which in turn will secure the network 

and make it self-sufficient.

2.3 NoE’s Overall structure  

A conventional laboratory team participating in the network should 

consist of one or two senior researchers, some permanent researchers and

PhD studett nts. The senior researchers have the authoritt ytt to direct team work

into new research directions. The permanent researchers and PhD students 

will mainly be involved in carrying out R & D activities. They may also be

involved in knowledge dissemination by the different training programs they

are involved in, or by specific programs set up to disseminate the results to

industryr . The integrating strategies will mainly be designed by senior

researchers, who can define collaborative research projects by linking up
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complementaryrr  research groups together. The senior researchers will also be

greatly involved in the ‘dissemination of excellence’ activities. 

Normally, a network of research laboratories have collaborative research

activities. These activities are normally supported by regional, national or

industrial programs in order to develop synergies between partners and to

increase the task force on a specific subject. However, the consortium is only

valid during the program’s lifetime and once the project has been completed,

each partner returns to his/her own particular interest and activities.

The 6th framework program introduced the new instrument: “Network of

Excellence”, in order to transform the wayaa collaborative research is

conducted, with the goal of establishing a sustainable network that evolves

into a new legal European structure. In creating such a system, the

laboratories have to devote resources to some activities in order to integrate

their resources and to join the common structure, as shown in Fig. 1. These 

activities have to facilitate the integration of the teams, interaction with

global structure, reinforcing the communication system, sharing the tools

and platforms for a common use, managing the integration of knowledge, 

and suggesting exchanges of staff or students to foster cross fertilization of 

ideas.

Figure 1. Overall structure of the NoE

Such integration activities are to be conducted with the conviction of a

benefit: the group is stronger than the individual. Communication and 

dissemination activities may involve in-house partners, academic and 

industrial trainings, industries and non profit making organisms, for the 

benefit of science and societytt .
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3. APPROPRIATENESS OF USING A NOE 

The competitiveness of companies has passed successively from the

customer-supplier system to the "supply-chain" to the contemporary 

extended enterprise. In an extended enterprise, companies cluster

temporarily in an ad-hoc industrial structure to meet a common business

objective. This mode of management is drawn by the obligation to quickly 

make products of high qualitytt , at lower costs at the same time as being

mindful of other environmental issues. European companies must adapt 

themselves to this new operating mode to remain competitive on the world 

market.

In order to maximize the success of companies operating in extended

enterprises, it is absolutely necessaryrr that tools and methodologies for the

integration of the companies are developed through academic research.

These research programs can only be truly successful if the laboratories are

aware of all the issues concerning integration, and if they put forward a

holistic approach to the complex problem. It is not only a question of asking

the research team to work on common themes, but to work in a

multidisciplinarmm yrr approach in a structure close to the extended enterprise.

The network of excellence is a very powerful tool that allows the full

integration of the research teams and breaks up the actual current research

fragmentation in Europe.

The network must consider the following issues:

• A discourse in the fragmentation of the European research, 

• A lateral thinking and a holistic approach to address common problems

in diffeff rent fields.

• A multidisciplinary approach in order to overcome the variety of

technical challenges.

• A high level of European education in sciences.

• A creation of synergies with industry and end-users in order to supply the

market with highly innovative and competent products.

To achieve this goal, the network integrates 20 teams of researchers

whose expertise covers the entire field of production engineering: design,

technology, simulation, rapid prototyping, digital mock-up, various

production processes, maintenance, recycling and knowledge management.

It also integrates some educational networks in order to train engineers and

members of some organizations in charge of technology transfer. The

network also includes teams of researchers outside Europe, making it

possible to make use of links with similar projects outside Europe and to 

carry out a worldwide strategic survey. 
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4. POTENTIAL IMPACT  

4.1 Integration of research capacities and long-term 

structuring impact  

One of the goals of the network VRL-KCiP is the creation of a persistent

structure acting as a European laboratory. An integrated activity will be the

development and evolution of a new legal entity in line with future industrial

and research needs. The NoE VRL-KCiP will be able to build attractive

common research programs for the industrial partners due to the synergy

among these excellent laboratories. The VRL-KCiP has to develop authority

and recognition in its field of research in order to disseminate its results and

its newly created tools to the European countries and to be a driving force of

innovation. Its authority can influence the strategic attention of other

laboa ratories.

With a view towards developing a long term vision and having an 

ongoing impact on the European Research Area, the network will put focus 

on understanding the real industrial needs in knowledge based

production/engineering and merging the underlying future research and

industrial strategies To achieve this, it will “integrate” a number of key

industrial partners throughout Europe, through appropriate links to the

academic nodes. SMEs will also be addressed in this procedure. Alternative

options for this “integration” involve:

• creation of an industrial board thatd will define/confirm the research

directions and validate results, and/or

• provide industrial test beds to carry out real life pilots of NoE’s joint 

research results.

The VRL-KCiP will facilitate the effective merging of European research

priorities with the programs and initiatives funded by the Research Councils

of individual member states. This way, we foresee that a bi-directional

relationship will be established, harmonizing and co-ordinating initiatives

between state agencies and creating a dynamic presence in the European

Research Area.

Through such industrial links, VRL-KCiP aims at becoming a EU

advisor for its research policy in terms of vision and strategic reports. The

new research structure will greatly influence the national, regional or

industrial agenda, due to the reduction in time to report the results of 

research. The decrease in throughput times will increase the enterprises’ 

dynamic behaviour. One impact on industry may be the development of 

spin- off companies using the knowledge created by the network.
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4.2 Addressing the problems of knowledge of tomorrow 

Particular attention has been paid to achieve an extended trans-nationality

in structuring the NoE’s consortium. The network can therefore track a 

multi-cultural input on the specific knowledge-based concerns and needs of mm

the European society. This input might become a catalyst for merging these

needs with the network’s research strategies and effectively addressing

tomorrow’s problems of knowledge from a representative societal point of 

view.

At an enterprise level, knowledge problems will be addressed by the

close links of the network with numerous European enterprr rises. A multi-

sectorial understanding of industrial realitytt will be a sound background for

effectively structuring and integrating the R&D knowledge framework for

the future European knowledge-based enterprises. Given this background,

the network will build up its excellence addressing knowledge problems 

from all the different phases of a product’s life-cycle, such as design,

planning, manufacturing, recycling phases etc., as perceived from all the

different points of view, such as product, process, resource, system, and 

enterprise. The distribution of complimentary knowledge is expected to

highly contribute to the effectiveness of the network’s approach.

Knowledge management in Design and Production is one of the central 

aspects of compmm etitiveness for factories or enterprr rises. It concerns the

enterprise/ technological/ product life-cycles as used in extended enterprises.

The network will also understand how knowledge life cycle will be affected:

Indeed, the reduction in knowledge life-cycle imposes a change to the

traditional static view of knowledge, to work on knowledge flow that is

changing in a dynamic way. This allows uncompetitive knowledge to be

changed very quickly, adapted or even rejected whenever necessary. 

In the field of design knowledge framework, we not only have to

exchange and store a lot of information but also to build a common

perception of this information with the construction of the common

knowledge in order to use and share it. The creation of ontologies is an

answer to the creation of knowledge-based enterprises.

4.3 Spreading excellence 

Each member of the Network is a university professor in charge of

research and well experienced in the management of major international

conferences related to the NoE. We consider this participation in the 

management of conferences as an excellent method for disseminating the

results of the common work. This will also be the case in the worldwide

CIRP seminars or in IMS, ASME or JSME conferences. In IMS, the NoE
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will propose to create a CCI (Community of Common Interest) with other

similar networks in the IMS regions (USA, Canada, Japan, Switzerland,

Australia, and Korea). The CCI is a new instrument of the IMS program with

intentions similar to those of the NoE of this 6th FP. Our colleague and 

associated members in charge of the IMS program in Japan, such as Prof.

Kimura and Prof. Ueda, or in the USA such as Prof. Lu will be particularly 

concerned with the creation of a CCI.

At the end of each year, a general assembly will be organized and the

executive committee will meet to present the results of the year and to

propose the activities for the following year. A second proposed way to

spread excellence of the results is to open this general assembly to our

industrial partners. Publishing a scientific review of the Network, under the

name of a prestigious editor, will serve these objb ectives. We will also use the

associated partners of the Network to open the door to a larger diffusion of

results inside their international organizations.

At a national level, the participation in the Network of the groups such as

Berliner Kreis, Aip-Primeca or the Netherlands Research School of 

Integrated Manufacturing is designed to amplify the dissemination of the 

results in local training. Likewise, the participation of technology transfer

centres such as Pôle Productique Rhône-Alpes in France or Fraunhofer in

Germany will permit the research to reach SMEs more easily.

5. CONCLUSION 

The VRL-KCiP wants to develop authority and recognition in its field of 

research, in order to be the leader and to be able to propose normalization

and directives including the field of intellectual property rights. A better

understanding of common and distant work will be used for contributing to

standardization on commumm nication and on human interface definition.

Several Laboratories have strong links with International and US

standardization bodies and these will facilitate the effective representation of

European Research in the creation of new standards.

The use of a real network of international teams working on the

cooperative integrated design area will be a veryrr good field of

experimentation in order to test diverse communication protocols, data

exchange processes and sharing heterogeneous models. We wager that these

experiments will open up towards new standards and new regulations giving

an advance to the EC !
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Abstract: This paper outlines the development of product analysis procedures for

manufacture, service and environmental performance. The paper further

describes how these procedures can be integrated to give a predictive

assessment of the life cycle performance of products. This integration enables

design teams to evaluate design proposals and effect design changes to meet

the specific life cycle goals that are judged to be the most important for the

particular product under consideration.

Key words: Product design, Design for manufacture, Life cycle design, Design to cost.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The author and his colleagues have been involved in research and 

developments in the area of product design for manufacture and assembly

(DFMA) for the past 20 years or more [1]. Much of the basic research in

support of these developments has been carried out through a series of 

industry-funded projo ects. The underlying philosophy of this work is that 

early design decisions on product configurations, together with material and

process selection, lock in a high proportion of the subsequent manufacturing

costs. Thus suitable predictive analysis tools are required that can enable

design teams to evaluate the assembly and manufacturing aspects of product 

design proposals at the early stages of design. This quantification of design

decisions facilitates the development of simpler and more easily 

manufactured products, with reduced costs. This work has resulted in

17
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software that has become widely used in industry for the development of

more competitive products [2]. In addition these tools can be used for

product benchmarking and design to cost programs [2-5].

Figure 1. General Sequence for Design for Manufacture and Assembly

Over the years the projects undertaken have been widened to include

consideration of other life-cycle aspects of products, including design for

service and design for environment [6-8]. Again early design decisions on 

product configurations determine the serviceability and environmental

performance of products. The initial emphasis on design for assembly leads

logically to considerations of design for disassembly. Servicing of a product 

involves careful disassembly and then reassembly, after carryrr ing out some

service task. Design for service (DFS) evaluation tools effectively allow the

disassembly and reassembly tasks to be simulated, so that realistic estimates

of service times and costs can be obtained. This facilitates the redesign of 

products for ease of service [6]. Interest amongst the industrial collaborators

also evolved towards evaluating products for disassembly, recycling and

overall environmental performance. Several projects were carried out with

the aim of developing analysis tools that incorporate these aspects of product 

design [8, 9]. Some of this work was carried out in collaboration with the

TNO Industry Centre in the Netherlands and resulted in the development of 

a software tool for product design for environment [10]. This tool is

somewhat unique in that both a financial and environmental evaluation of
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the end-of-life disposition of a product is obtained from the basic

disassembly analysis, together with an environmental assessment of the

initial manufacture of the product. This program has also become used by a

number of industrial companies [11]. 

As these analysis procedures have been developed they have been

converted into separate software tools, but recent developments have

enabled these separate tools to be integrated such that the total life cycle

costs of a product can be evaluated at the early stages of design and this is

the focus of this paper. 

2. DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY AND MANUFACTURE 

Serious developments in product analysis procedures for DFMA began in

mid 1970s. The most widely used systems for DFMA analysis are those

developed by Boothroyd and co-workers [1], but other assembly analysis

systems have also been applied [12-15]. Development of design for

assembly (DFA) analysis procedures built on earlier work on analysis of

feeding and orienting of parts for automatic assembly [16]. The basic aim is

to predict assembly costs in the early stages of design, through time standard

databases accessed by means of a classification of part features. These

procedures have become widely used in industry and numerous case studies

of product impmm rovements exist [1].

Fig. 1 summarizes the steps in DFMA, consisting of the two main stages, 

DFA and DFM. DFA analysis is carried out first, aimed at product 

simplification and part count reduction, together with detailed analysis of the

product for ease of assembly. The basic input to a DFA analysis is the

product structure; a listing of items in assembly order, including the main

assembly and all subassemblies. Each item is then considered in order of

assembly. An essential feature of DFA is the analysis of the proposed 

product by multidisciplinary design teams as part of the design review 

process. Product simplification and part count reduction are facilitated by

applying simple criteria for the existence of separate parts, including:

• During operation, does the part move relative to other parts already 

assembm led?

• Must the part be of a different material, or be isolated from other parts

already assembled? Only fundamental reasons, e.g., material properties are

acceptable.

• Must the part be separate from other parts assembled because necessary

assembly or disassembly of other parts would otherwise be impossible?
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Figure 2. Processes Covered by Predictive Cost Models

Figure 3. Assessment of Diffeff rent Material Process Combinations for a Part

If an item fulfills none of these criteria, then it is theoretically

unnecessary. This analysis leads to the establishment of a theoretical

minimum part count for the product. It does not mean that the product can
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practically or economically be built of this number of items, but it represents 

a level of simplification to be aimed for. DFA is not a design system: the 

innovation must come from the design team. However team members are

challenged and stimulated to consider simplified product structures with

fewer parts. Detailed DFA analysis considers the geometry and other 

features which influence assembly difficulties, and hence assembly times. To

estimate assembly time, each part is examined for two considerations: how

the part is to be acquired, fetched, oriented, and made readydd  for insertion,

and how it is inserted and/or fastened. The difficulty of these operations is

rated, and, from this rating, standard times are determined for all operations 

necessaryrr to assemble each part, from a time standard database accessed 

through a classification of part features that affect assembly difficulty.

Besides enabling total assembly time to be estimated, items that contribute

the most to this time are also identified, which again leads design teams to

consider ways of improving ease of assembly. From the assembly time and 

minimum part count, a design efficiency or index can be determined, which

can be used as a metric to gage product improvements [1].

2.1 Design for Manufacture 

Figure 4. Materials Database Indicating Process/Material Limitations for a Part
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An outcome of DFA analysis will be alternative proposals for product 

simplification though elimination or integration of parts, including

alternative combinations of materials and processes. These alternatives need

to be evaluated economically as soon as possible. Thus Design for

Manufacture (DFM) analysis is focused on the early assessment of 

component manufacturing costs and selection of best process/material based

on realistic cost estimates. The objective is to influence the early decisions

on choice of material and process for a part, before detailed design is 

undertaken. This is because, once this decision is made, the items must be

designed in detail to meet the processing requirements of the chosen process.

The overall aim of DFM is to enable design teams to make cost trade-off 

considerations while these decisions are being made.

This has led to considerable effort on the development of predictive cost

models for a wide range of processes (see Fig. 2). The development of early

cost estimating procedures is somewhat similar to the development of 

computer-aided process planning (CAPP) systems. The process must be

studied in detail to determine factors that influence processing sequences and 

to determine the main cost drivers, thus establishing how part features

influence these. These models use general part information that is available 

during early product design to predict both piece part costs and tooling

investment. Initially these models were converted into separate software 

packages [1], but recently these have been integrated into a single package

(Concurrent Costing) [15], that links directly to DFA. This enables a

comparison of costs for a given part configuration for different 

material/process combinations to be readily obtained. For example Fig. 3

shows a typical comparison of costs versus quantity produced (life volume)

for several different processes. The package has been designed to work in

conjn unction with DFA, such that total product manufacturing costs can be

evaluated, but the program has also been used separately for effective cost

management initiatives [e.g. 5].

The DFM cost program uses an extensive materials database that 

includes the materials related parameters for each process. This database also

includes processing limits data that aid material and process selection byd

indicating combination suitability for a given part. This is illustrated in Fig.

4, where a green symbol indicates an acceptable combination and red

unacceptable, with amber indicating possible combinations but at increased

cost or difficulty. 

2.2 Design for Service 

The serviceability of products has a maja or influence on customer

satisfaction, warrantytt repair costs for manufacturers, and often, the useful
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life of products, since products are often discarded when service costs

become higher than purchasing a replacement product. In addition for some

products, such as transfer line equipment, the lifetime service costs may be

more significant than the initial manufacturing costs. Product analysis tools

for DFS enable design teams to evaluate the efficiency of service tasks

during design and compare the serviceability of alternative design

configurations [6]. This is done through the effective simulation of each 

service task. The output of a DFS analysis is estimates of service times and 

costs, determined from time standard databases of disassembly times,

accessed by a classification of the disassembly and assembly attributes of the

items removed during a service task. The reassembly times are obtained

from the DFA time standard database. In the current version of the DFS

analysis tool, the user selects items from the DFA structure chart to be 

removed to carryrr out the service task. After this additional operations may be

added and the reassembly sequence generated automatically using the DFA

databa ase.

Two other aspects considered are, a service efficiency index and an

importance ranking of service tasks/repairs. A time-based service task

efficiency index can be formulated, similar to the DFA efficiency index [6].

Three criteria, to establish the theoretical minimum number of parts that 

must be removed or unsecured to access a service item, or carrmm yrr out a service

procedure, have been proposed. A part, subassembly or operation is justified 

for disassembly if:

• The part/subassembly removed is the service item or contains the item

and will be replaced as a component; or the operation performed is the 

service operation.

• The part/subassembly must be removed, or operation performed to isolate

the service item, or subassembly containing the service item, from other

parts and subassemblies with which it has functional connections, which 

typically transfer fluids, electricity, electrical signals, motion or force. An

example may be a wire harness connection, drive belt or a fan blade 

connected to a motor.

• The part/subassembly removed is a cover part, or the operation performed 

reorients a cover part, which must completely obstruct access to the service

item and related parts to seal or protect it from the environment. A cover part 

may also protect the user from potential injn uryrr .

Multiple identical operations that have the same purprr ose must be

accounted for separately. For example, a set of connectors released to isolate

a service item must be considered independently. If several of the connectors

could be combined, into one larger connector, then only one of the group

may be counted as necessary in the disassembly sequence. Again

consideration of these criteria challenges the design team to simplify the 
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disassembly processes required for service tasks. From the minimum

disassembly steps and the total service time estimate an efficiency rating for

service tasks can be determined [6].

Important factors that should be considered in the design of any product 

are the frequency (or probability) of different failures, and the consequences

of failures. If an item is expected to fail frequently, then the required service

procedure should clearly be designed for easy execution. Furthermore, if a 

failure may result in grave consequences then easy preventive maintenance

procedures are necessaryrr even if the chance of the failure is small. To this

end, a Frequency Ranking and Consequence Ranking for service tasks can

be developed [6], based on similar principles to Failure Modes and Effect 

Analysis (FMEA). From these a Service Task Importance Ranking can be

derived. Service tasks with a high importance ranking should be designed

with high service efficiency. 

The DFS methodology has been successfully applied to a wide range of 

products including domestic appliances and computer peripherals [18].

2.3 Design for Disassembly and Environment (DFE)  

Materials have significant recycled value when they are divided into

clean, separate types, and viable recycling depends greatly on the efficiency

with which materials can be separated. The separation and recovery of items 

and materials from products can be approached in two main ways, which can

be used together. These are careful disassembly, and bulk recycling, which

involves shredding of mixes of items and using separation techniques on the

stream of particles produced. In the long term, however, recycling can be

made more effective by design of products for greater ease of disassembly

and recycling. This requires development of product analysis tools to enable 

design teams to evaluate ease of disassembly and recycling, in the early

stages of design, similar to DFMA and DFS.

Development of analysis procedures for disassembly has received some

attention [e.g. 19]. These procedures concentrate mainly on the economics of

disassembly, and not on environmental impact. Recently, tools that enable

consideration of a balance between the financial and environmental aspects

have been developed [8-10, 20]. Product analysis procedures for disassembly

are aimed at simulation of disassembly at end-of-life disposal and 

quantifyff ing the resulting costs, benefits and environmental impact.

Disassembly costs are determined from time-standard databases developed 

for end-of-life disassembly processes, which are accessed by classifying

disassembly attributes of items. Each item in the assembly is allocated to an

appropriate end-of-life destination (recycle, reuse, regular or special disposal

and so on) based on its material content, and this information, together with
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the item weight, enables the possible costs or profits to be determined from a

materials database. The user also provides information on disassembly

precedence of each item (items that must be removed immediately prior to 

the component). This information enables the disassembly sequence to

remove valuable items as early as possible to be determined.

Figure 5. End-of-Lifeff  Financial and End vironmental Assessment

An initial disassembly sequence can be entered directly by the user or is 

generated automatically from a DFA analysis, by reversing the initial

assembly list. Based on the resulting disassembly sequence, two main

analyses are performed: 1) Financial return assessment of disassembly and

disposal, including remanufacturing and recycling, and, 2) Environmental

impact assessment, resulting from initial product manufacture and disposal,

including remanufacturing and recycling.

The financial assessment, for the disassembly of a personal computer

(PC), is shown by the upper line in Fig. 5 as the return or cost as disassembly

progresses. This is determined as the difference between costs incurred to

disassemble each item and recovered value, plotted against disassembly

time. Disassembly times and costs are obtained from time standard databases

accessed by a classification of disassembly attributes of each item removed.

A point on this curve represents the profit or net cost if disassembly is

stopped at this stage.

To develop the environmental line, materials and manufacturing

processes are allocated environmental indicators based upon life cycle

assessment (LCA). At present two alternative databases can be selected by

the user; the first uses EcoIndicator 95 [21] and the second MET points [22].
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The environmental impact line (lower line in Fig. 4) shows the 

environmental effect at any stage of disassembly. A specific point on the

curve represents the net environmental impact of the product if disassembly

is stopped at this stage. Note that all indicator points are negative, since they

measure effects on the environment through emissions, use of scarce

materials, etc. Re-manufacturing or recycling of items reduces the negative 

effects of product initial manufacture and end-of-life disposal. The first point 

on the curve represents the environmental impact from initial manufacture of

the whole product plus environmental impmm act of disposal of the whole

product, by regular or special waste treatment. As disassembly proceeds, the

curve moves up if items are recycled or remanufactured, and some of the

indicator points are effectively ‘recovered.’

2.3.1 Allocation of Disassembly Precedence

A procedure for the user to allocate the precedence for disassembly has

been developed [7, 20]. In this process, starting at the top of the list, the

items or operations that must be removed or carried out immediately prior to

the item under consideration are selected. In this way, the disassembly 

precedence tree for the product is established. The assignment of precedence

is useful in highlighting to designers complex disassembly sequences for

specific items. 

2.3.2 Optimisation of Disassembly Sequences

In complex products, there may be numerous possible disassembly 

sequences, limited by disassembly precedences assigned to each item. For

example many items in subassemblies can be removed without removing the

subassemblies themselves from the product first or the subassembly can be

removed before disassembling further to reach the required item.

Determination of the most appropriate disassembly sequence for a product is

therefoff re of interest.

Procedures have been developed [7, 20] that will reorder the critical

items (those which produce significant steps in the financial curves) as early

as possible in the disassembly sequences, but limited by the precedence

constraints input with the initial disassembly sequences. The order in which

items are moved forward in the disassembly sequence is determined from the 

greatest yield (rate of improvement). 
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3. INTEGRATION FOR THE LIFE CYCLE COST 

ASSESSMENT OF PRODUCTS 

The product assessment tools for DFA, DFM, DFS and DFE have been 

developed as separate packages, although facilities exist for the linking of

DFA and DFM, so that the total manufacturing and assembly costs of a

product can be accumulated into the DFA cost summary. A scheme has been

developed for integration of these separate analysis tools into one integrated 

package that enables the total life time costs for a product to be estimated 

during the early stages of product design.

The complete analysis is driven from the DFA structure chart, which is a

tree structure listing of all items in the product in assembly order (Fig. 6). 

For the DFA analysis a response screen for identifying assembly attributes

and minimum part criteria is used for each item. Item manufacturing costs 

can be entered by the user or estimated by from the Concurrent Costing 

models that link directly to each item as required. This combination

determines the predicted manufacturing costs of the product, as the sum of

the assembly costs and the manufacturing costs of all items in the product. 

All materials related data is added to the Concurrent Costing materials 

library, including recycling values and environmental indicators. Sections of 

the libraryrr  have been added for use-phase items, such as consumables,

energy inputs and replacement items. From these the use-phase costs and 

environmental impmm act for the product can be determined.

The environmental impact assessment of the product is determined from

additional responses in the DFA analysis for each item in the assembly. The 

initial environmental impact of the materials and processes is then

determined, together with the end-of-life impact resulting from the end-of-

life scenario entered for the items in the product. The end-of-life analysis

includes the possibilitytt of bulk recycling the product or selected 

subassemblies. The user can select whether bulk recycling is available for

processing any portions of the assembly with mixed materials that are not 

disassembled. A disassembly sequence is generated automatically by

reversing the initial DFA assembly lists.

From this the user can assign the disassembly precedence and then the 

best disassembly sequence for maximum financial return at end-of-life is 

determined, as is shown in Fig. 5. The end-of-life costs are added to the DFA

product cost summary, together with the use phase costs. A separate

summary of the environmental impact for all life cycle phases is determined.
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Figi ure 6. DFA Structure Chart and Some Item Response Panels

Once the disassembly precedence relationships have been established, the

times and costs for any service tasks can be automatically determined. The

item to be removed foff r service or the last item to be removed foff r a service

task can be selected from the DFA structure chart. The shortest disassembly

sequence is then generated automatically, with the associated times

determined from the disassembly time standard database. The reassembly 

sequence and times are then determined from the DFA analysis data. Fig. 7

shows the items that must be removed in order to change the batteryrr in the

PC, together with an assessment of the service task costs and service task 

efficiency. The estimated service task efficiency is 20 percent, largely

because 6 screws are used to hold the cover in place. Elimination of these

screws would result in a service task efficiency of about 44 percent as well

as improving the initial assembly of the product. The user can then select or

enter the service task costs, to give the total service costs. All service costs

evaluated can then be added to the DFA product cost summary to give the

total life cycle costs of the product.

Product structure

chart – lists items in

assembly order
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Figure 7. Service Analysis of Clock Battery Replacement

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A scheme has been developed for integration of previously separate

analyses for DFA, DFE and DFS into one package. This development will 

enable the life cycle costs of a product to be determined during the early

stages of product design, together with a life cycle environmental impact

assessment. Design teams do not need to always carry out the complete

analysis, but can choose those sections of the analysis that are deemed the

most impmm ortant for the specific product under consideration.
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Abstract: Product development tends to strive towards radical innovations of products to

gain an advantage in a competitive market. Which tool should be used to 

evaluate environmental performance in order to reach the market faster with 

radically improved products? This paper discusses radical and incremental

innovation and combines them with tools for evaluating environmental

performance of products. The environmental tools examined or used in this

paper are design handbook, life cycle assessment (LCA), and environmental

effect analysis (EEA). This paper is based on a literature review in the field of

innovation and environmental research. Primarily journal articles and 

conference papers have been used but also books and dissertations. The result 

of the discussion is that a radical innovation should use EEA as a supporting

tool, and incremental innovation should use LCA. This is based on known

facts about EEA and LCA. A design handbook can easily be used as a support 

for both types of innovation.

Key words: Incremental and radical innovation, Product development, Design for

Environment (DfE), Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Environmental Effect 

Analysis (EEA)

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the major difficulties in product development is the design-

paradox as shown in Fig. 1. In the beginning when a development project 

starts the knowledge about the final product is limited. As the projo ect

33
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Manufacturing in Mechanical Engineering, 33-44.
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progresses and decisions are taken the freedom decreases. This is a paradox

that crucial decisions need to be taken in the beginning with little knowledge

of the final product. This is often called the desidd gi n paradogg x [1] and is

frequently used in design research. If wrong decisions have been taken and 

modifications are later needed, the cost of this increases rapidly with the

projo ect time. As long as the product is at the drawing stage changes are not 

so costly, but if production has started the cost of changing manufacturing

tools and re-educating staff is high.

Figure 1. The design paradox. Extended with the knowledge of the product [1-5]

Many ideas need to be evaluated in order to find one that can enter the

market as a success. According to Steven and Burley [6] as many as 3000 

raw ideas are examined ind order to achieve one commercial success foff r a

new product, where the raw ideas are generated during brainstorming. A

commercial success is not only when someone is willing to buy the product, 

the product should also generate profit for the company developing the

product.

2. AIM AND SCOPE 

The aim of this paper is to examine which environmental tools are best 

suited to different types of innovations. In this paper different eco-design 

tools will be related to different types of innovation. The different innovation
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approaches are radical and incremental. A short literature study has been

made to find the core appaa roaches in both radical and incremental innovation

respectively. The different tools used in this study are Design Handbook

(DH), Environmental Effect Analysis (EEA), and Life Cycle Assessment 

(LCA). They have been chosen because they have different levels of 

complexity and they use different information (qualitative and quantitative).

This paper gives a short description of these different tools, together with

some key advantages and disadvantages from the literature. The product 

development process in this paper shall be seen as an ongoing activity and 

not as a development of one product as an isolated action.

3. METHOD AND MATERIAL 

The research method used in this papaa er has been deductive. Deduction is

about deriving statements from other statements. Going from theories and

statements, explanations are sought that later can be confirmed in realitytt [7].

In summary, deduction has its base in theory. This paper is based on

information found in the literature. The literature study focused on the

innovation and tools for product development processes and different 

support tools that can be useful when developing products. 

4. INNOVATION 

Figure 2. Differences between incremental and radical innovation as S-curves [9].

Incremental is Technology 1 and Technology 2 as individuals. Radical is the jump from

Technology 1 to Technology 2.
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There are many different definitions of innovation and according to Tidd 

[8] “[…] innovation is a process of turning opportunities into new ideas and 
putting these into widelg yll  used practice”. There are two main kinds of

innovation depending on the extent of what is new for the product. This 

section will further describe radical and incremental innovation. The major

difference can be described with S-curves as shown in figure 2. 

Radical innovation may offer opportunities for new companies, while

incremental innovation is more likely to benefit established firms [10]. 

4.1 Radical 

Radical innovations take the innovation to a higher level than incremental

in order to create new industries, products, and markets [11]. According to

figure 2, radical innovation is the change between technology 1 and

technology 2. The technological improvement of the product is significantly

higher as compared to a change in efficiency, scale, and design could not

show the same result [12]. Tuchman and Andersson [12] and Koberg et al. 

[13] have defined radical innovation as strategic changes in 

products/services, markets served, and technological breakthroughs in order

to produce a product or render a service based on significant innovation.  

A radical innovation often needs more resources i.e. money and time than 

other types of innovation. To develop a breakthrough innovation can require

a ten-year period along with investment of millions of dollars [14]. Radical

innovations are often based on new technology, knowledge etc., which can

be difficult to find in a company that has focused on developing one single

product.

A radical innovation of a product does not necessarily need to be better

than other products on the market but it has large improvement potential and 

could in the future take a large market share. 

4.2 Incremental 

Tushman and Romanelli [15] describe incremental innovations as those

that encourage the status quo. Incremental innovation can be seen as an

update of software or a minor change of a physical product. The product hasf

still potential to be developed and reach better performance along the S-

curve. Incremental innovation means small impmm rovements between

generations of the product. According to Hall and Kerr this is technology

one or technology two studied as a unique technology. If the innovation

improves the knowledge of both component and architecture it is

incremental, if it destroys both it is radical [16].
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According to Abernathy and Utterback [17] a technological evolution of 

a product in a branch tends to emerge as a “dominant design”, which Suarez

and Utterback [18] have defined as “[…] a specific path, along an industryr ’s

design hierarchy, which establishes dominance among competing design

paths”. Following the development trajectory of this dominant design

product shows an incremental innovation.

5. ECODESIGN TOOLS 

There are many different tools that can be used by companies that want 

to handle environmental considerations in their product development.

Different tools have different complexities and this makes it difficult for

companies to choose which one to use. To make the choice easier some

classifications have been made. Kortman et al. [19] classifies tools into

analysis or improvement tools. According to Kortman [19], analytical tools

are used to identifyff  environmental impacts and are used for comparing

different design alternatives. One well-known tool for this is LCA. The aim

of improvement tools is to assist the designer in taking decisions. This can

be done with checklists, guidelines and design principles. Wrisberg et al.

[20] has made a distinction between analytical and procedural tools. With

the terminology from Wrisberg et al. [20] all three tools considered in this

study are analytical tools based on physical parameters. According to the

terminology from Kortman [19] the handbook containing guidelines is an

improvement tool, and LCA and EEA are considered as analytical. 

It can be difficult for companies to know which tool to use and how to

use it. Results from a survey show that too many tools can limit creativity

[21]. Also companies are not aware of the usefulness of a tool they have not 

tested. To get the best result out of a tool it should be one that fits together

with the product and the development process of the company. Nowadays

many companies use whichever tool or method is in fashion at the moment 

and which may not fit their company or their product. 

5.1 Design handbook 

It is important that the designer can find information easily during the

development. The handbook should contain information such as

representative design solutions, steering documents, checklists, and 

guidelines. Examples of steering documents can be found at Volvo where 

they have three “lists” for choosing materials. The “blacklist” [22], contains 

substances that are not allowed in Volvos products. The “greylist” [23]
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describes materials that are limited in Volvo’s products. As a compmm lement to

these two lists, the “whitelist” [24] gives recommendations for materials to

substitute from the “black-“ and “grey-list”.

As an aid for designers, suggestions of design solutions can be included 

in the handbook. This can be information of on how to design for ease of

assembly and disassembly, some specific parts to use, which surface

properties to have, etc. Guidelines are tools, which are easy to use and apply

in the product development process. The aim of these tools is to give some

general directions when it comes to material selection, guidelines for

suppliers, design options, etc. 

5.2 Environmental Effect Analysis (EEA) 

EEA has been developed from the quality tool FMEA (Failure Mode and

Effect Analysis), and uses the same structured way of working. EEA is a

qualitative method that can be used early in the development process since it 

does not need quantitative data on a detailed level. This is an advantage early

in the development process when the designer does not have sufficient 

product data or knowledge [4, 5].

EEA is carried out in five steps. The first step is preparation, which

contains the goal and scope of the study, creating a team that will conduct

the study, and identification of environmental demands and regulations

related to the product. This team represents different sectors or parts in the

lifecycle of the product. Positions that can be useful in the team are,

marketing, project leader, designer, manufacturing, after sales service etc.

EEA uses the skill, competence and experience in the group that carries out

the analysis. EEA focuses on the environmental requirements that

authorities, internal and external actors put on the product. Requirements can

be both absolute (legislation, decrees, etc.) and future legislation. Future

demands do not have to be met immediately but it is usually an advantage to

fulfil them nevertheless. Policy documents taken by the company have the

same value as an absolute requirement from an authority. 

Step two is the inventory of the product’s lifecycle. Depending on the

size of the studied system and the need for detailed information, this phase

can be very time consuming. The inventory starts with the knowledge that 

the group possesses. In addition to this extra information is usually needed.

When extra information is searched for it is impmm ortant to choose sources with

high reliability. The third step analyses the data from the inventoryrr . This

phase comprises an assessment of the data and proposals for actions. The 

assessment can be conducted using several different evaluation methods

[25]. From these a number of hot spots are extracted which will be taken 
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care of later. During this phase proposals on how to improve the product are

chosen.

Next step is to implement the chosen proposals followed by evaluation of 

the implemented proposals. An analysis is made according to the same

pattern as before to see whether the proposed changes gave the expected

result.

EEA is a qualitative tool, meaning that the tool focuses on improvements

or a trend in the right direction for the product instead of assigning absolute

values. The focus is on how to do something better instead of finding figures

and values as measures of the current environmental impact of the product.

The level of detail, as well as the time frame for EEA, can be varied

depending on chosen definitions of goal and system boundaries, i.e. it is a

flexible method. Assumptions and sources of data are accounted for in a

transparent and understandable way.

Since EEA is a qualitative method the result is intended for internal use

and especially for product development. One aim of EEA was to allow it to 

be used as early as possible in the development process. It is important to

transform information to a result that can be used to make decisions early in

the design process.

When working with EEA, the focus is on the available data, as compared 

to LCA that has a focus on the data missing to be able to make a complete

analysis. An analysis is carried out by a group of people forming a 

multifunctional team. As with all methods, EEA has some advantamm ges and

disadvantages, as shown in Table 1. 

TableTT 1. Advantages and disadvantages with EEA [3]

Advantages Disadvantages

Can be integrated in an EMS Two technical systems cannot be compared 

It is a qualitative method, can be used early

in the development process

Does not give a quantitative result 

It is based on environmental requirements The result cannot be communicated outside

the company

Easy to find datay

Less time consuming than LCA

5.3 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 

LCA is the most well-known and well-documented academic method for

evaluation and assessment of environmental performance of a product, or

service. This method is quantitative; to be able to use LCA numerical data

are needed [26]. LCA is described in the ISO 14 040-43, and in many

textbooks and research publications.
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An LCA study is conducted in a number of phases. In the first phase the

goal and scope of the study are defined. Issues to be defined here are what

data quality is needed, what is the system that shall be studied, and the aim

of the study etc. The second phase is to collect all data needed for the study.

This is usually the most time consuming part of an LCA study.

The impact assessment comprises classification, characterisation and

evaluation. This last step can be looked upon as a funnel. The collection 

phase provides a variety of data, which in the third part is transformed into

structured and aggregated information.

A search in the literature gives some of the key advantages and

disadvantages for LCA, table 2.

TableTT 2. Advantages and disadvantages with LCA [20, 27-33]

Advantages Disadvantages

Unveils material- and energy-flows upstream

and downstream that could had ve been hidden

with an other method

Performing an LCA on a new product/tt

process is expensive and difficult in relation

to the result

Gives suppuu ort for decisions for new ideas to

meet the demands of the fuff nction with less

environmental impmm act

Data is often missing and needs to be based

on short series of measures and thd eoretical

calculations

A base for making checklists/guidelines used

in Design for Environment

To be able to carry out an LCA specialist 

knowledge is needed

The result can provide solutions to

environmental controversy

The data quality is not always sufficient for

the purpose and this can make a big

diffeff rence in the final result

The result is given in values, based on

activities and fld ows

The time aspect makes it difficult to use in a 

product development process because it

takes time and rd esources

Possible to communicate to a third person There is a lack of compmm arable and reliable

LCA/LCI data

The possibility to compare environmental 

performanceff

No weighting-method is generally accepted y

6. DISCUSSION 

To be able to extract one idea that can be a success (from 3000 ideas),

tools are needed that can yield a result quickly and efficiently. Research

shows that EEA can evaluate the environmental performance of a new

product concept faster than LCA [4, 5] and this can be a reason for using

EEA to a higher extent in a radical innovation process. A design handbook

can be used as support during the development process. This method favours

experience from the designer. The most important success factor pointed out

in early stages in the new product development is intuition [34, 35]. Since

EEA is based on qualitative information, intuition and experience from the 
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designer is an important factor, this may be found subjectively. The team

also creates networks within and outside the organisation that are important 

for moving a radical innovation projo ect forward.

For making incremental changes, models and data from earlier products 

can be used. Less work needs to be carried out. This favours LCA since the

tool works with a model containing quantitative data built in a model that 

can be modelled in software. Changing this model and evaluating different 

ideas can be done with a minimal expenditure of time and resources. 

One extra problem can be that problems are never “black or white” but

continuous scales. It can be illustrated how incremental and radical changes

can be further divided into maja or and minor innovation changes. These

changes depend on whether new knowledge in the product is high or low,

and whether the new technology has been added or substituted into the

product. If the different types of innovation are further divided the difference

between them becomes less and less. When the difference becomes small it 

is difficult to provide clear guidelines on which tool to use in the different 

types. 

Figi ure 3. The "innovation plot" describing radical vs incremental [36]

For minor radical changes and major incremental changes both EEA and 

LCA can be used. For minor radical changes LCA can be useful because the 

existing numerical model from the initial design process can be used. For

maja or incremental changes it is the other way around, maja or changes favour

a screening method to achieve a rapid evaluation of concepts.
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Since a design handbook can contain information such as design

solutions, steering documents, checklists, and guidelines, it can be useful 

regardless of which kind of innovation companies have. It is important that a

design handbook should be a dynamic tool where experiences from earlier

projects are collected. The lone designer needs support, which is then easy to

find. In the end the quality of the work is often dependent on decisions taken

by a single designer or by the design team in the design process. The mere

existence of a structure or a model to follow does not automatically result in 

a sustainable product [37]. But the possibilitytt is higher when a company is

working according to well-defined procedures and with tools that are easy to

implement and easy to learn [38].

It has been stated before that it is not easy to integrate environmental

concerns into the product development process. According to Handfield [39] 

and Magnusson [40] management must set up environmental targets and 

goals and these shall be formulated in the same way as other targets in the

technical specification. Another way of reducing the gap between theory and

practice when it comes to implementing environmental concerns is to put a 

cost on creating a bad environment. This technique may be applied

regardless of whether the development is radical or incremental.
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Abstract: This article explores the problem of the evolution of collective practices inf

terms of design and offers the solution of doing this operation by integrating

new methods. In order to guarantee the success of the integration of a new

method, the process of change is viewed as evolving from being one that is

imposed to one that is participatory. An experiment, carried out at Bourjois, a 

cosmetics company, illustrates this method through the integration of 

functional analysis.

Key words: Collective practices, Integration, Method, Learning, Co-construction.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the performance and

productivity of a company were closely related. Then the idea of design

came to occupy a central place in the performance of the company’s

productivity. This evolution generated important organizational changes.

Interdisciplinary work groups appeared, including product development and

production engineers, quality control, marketing etc. Today, innovation has

become a very important part of a company’s performance. The number of

disciplines, and therefore of participants in the design of a product, has

grown considerably (ergonomics, sensorial evaluation etc.). These actors of 

design and innovation, specialists in their respective disciplines, have to 

learn to work together. Thus, the performance of a company is increasingly 

linked to the ability to work collectively. In order to do so, the individuals

have to evolve new collective practices.
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We know of two kinds of evolution of collective practices: the

improvement of collective practices that does not imply a radical change in

the designer’s mode of operation, and the transformation of collective

practices for which the design team has to abandon its old practices to

acquire new ones. This type of evolution implies the evolution of each

individual’s behaviour. It is more difficult to put in place.

There are several ways of operating an evolution of collective practices.

In this document, it is proposed to work specifically on the transformation of

collective practices in matters of design by the integration of new methods.  

The first stages of change, namely the diagnostic and the choice of 

method, have been dealt with by numerous researchers [1-3]. They will

therefoff re not be discussed here.

The first part of this article will explore the impact of the integration of a 

new method on the learning of individuals. The second part will envisage the

kind of learning process that is favourable for the evolution of collective 

practices. Thirdly, the integration of a new method through a process of

evolutionary change will be considered. Lastly, a fourth part will be devoted 

to the testing of the hypotheses laid out in the two preceding parts based on a

trial carried out at Bourjois, a cosmetics company, on the integration of 

functional analysis.

2. THE IMPACT OF THE INTEGRATON OF A NEW 

METHOD ON THE LEARNING PROCESS OF 

INDIVIDUALS

The introduction of a new method in a design process provokes a number

of disturbances. Individuals resist change; they are puzzled and try to project 

into the future. After a phase of imbalance, they very quickly adopt a “mode

of regulation”. Guillevic has identified three modes in the context of the

integration of a new tool: restructuring, articulation and rejection [4].

Restructuring corresponds to a reorganization of individuals’ schemes of g

action. They have put aside their old mode of action and have adopted a new

one, in agreement with the new method.

Articulation corresponds to a partial evolution of the individuals. Here:

“the project is technically completed, but culturally incomplete”
1

[5]. Under

the pressure of the evolving environment during the method’s integration,

individuals try to find a balance between the old procedures and those

specified by the new method.

1 Quote from a manaff ger of SOFREL  [5]f
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Finally, the last mode of regulation identified is rejection, in which the

team tries to find its way and repeats familiar patterns before giving up. 

Articulation and reje ection are the two modes of regulation that need to be

avoided, the team’s performance running the risk of never being improved.

At the beginning of integration, the individuals experience many

disturbances due, according to Guillevic, to the “search for an explanation of 

mistakes in the contradictions that emerge between anterior operational

knowledge and the operational needs of the new tool” [6]. During this

period, the individual is unsettled. He oscillates between his old and his new

landmarks. This imbalance acts directly on his performance. The evolution

of each individual’s performance during the integration of a new method is

represented in Fig. 1, in a very qualitative way. 

Individual
perfoff rmance

t

t = 0 beginning of the integration of a new methodt

Curve 1
(restructuring)

Curve 2

(articulation or
rejection)

Figure 1: Evolution of individual performance during the integration of a new method.

The phase of imbalance corresponds to phase (see curve 1).

Performance drops. In phase , the team evolves, learns and individual

performance improves. However, the benefits of the method cannot yet be

observed (in relation to the initial situation t = 0). In phase the benefits of

a well-integrated method can be monitored and effectiveness increases. 

Lastly, in phase , the individual performance is stabilized, the latter having 

mastered the method.

The first curve illustrates a successful integration, corresponding to a

restructuring mode of regulation. The second curve represents the evolutiong
of the performance of an individual who adopted articulation or rejection.

The mode of regulation can be detected at the very beginning of training.

This is why phases  and  are fundamental. They remain, however, the

most dangerous, each individual’s performance being inferior to their initial 

performance. ff
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The impact of integration of new methods on the learning of individuals

having been explored, a second part will now address the tytt pe of training

that is most favouraba le to restructuring.

3. THE EVOLUTION OF COLLECTIVE 

PRACTICES REQUIRES DOUBLE LOOP 

LEARNING

3.1 The Governing Variables: a lever for the evolution 

of collective practices 

Many authors include, in the representation of a companynn ’s Organization,

a fundamental notion. Mintzberg labels it “ideology” [7], Tushman and 

Nadler “core values” [8] and Argyris and Schön “governing variables” [9].

For the remainder of the article, the concept of Argyris and Schön

“governing variablesg ” will be used.

The governing variablesg , strongly determined by a brand’s strategy,

constitute an important lever for initiating a process of change. For Tushman

and Nadler, the core values, when they are in agreement with the processes

at play in the company, enable the “motivation of the different behaviours”

[8]. Mintzberg explains that thanks to ideologygg , “individuals and the

organization generate an “esps rit de corprr s”, a “sense of mission” and the

integration of individuals in the organization to produce a synergy” [7]. 

But in many companies, the governing variablesg  are not explicit. Kotter

has observed that many failures to implement change were due to a “lack of 
vision”. He observed indeed the wide diffusion of plans, directives and 

programs, but never that of vision [10].

Argyris and Schön have observed the same phenomenon and link it to an

incomplete mode of learning [9]. 

3.2 Double loop learning. 

According to Argyris and Schön, all Consequences to be achieved ard e

obtained by the unfolding of an Action Strategygg , itself informed by the

company’s Governing Variablesg (Fig. 2) [9].
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Governing

Variablesariables

Action

Strategy 
Consequences

Figure 2. Argyris and Schön double loop learning [9].

The Governing Variablesg correspond to the teams’ representation of the 

product, of the organization, but also of the market. It is those

representations that determine their approach of a product’s design. If the

company does not address the transmission of a common vision of the 

product and the organization, individuals will retain their own

representations of the product, linked to their past experience, and their own

representation of the organization, linked to their job description and their

role in the company.

Action Strategygg , for its part, is made upuu of methods, processes and

procedures in operation in the company. It includes, moreover, all the

individuals’ habits, directly linked to their Governing Variablesg . Indeed, if a

member of the design team perceives the product to be conceived as an

addition of elements, he will in the first place design its component parts,

and will then assemble them in order to create a product. On the other hand,

if he perceives the product as a sensory experience, he will conceive the

product around the sensory outputs aimed for and will work first and

foremost on the search for materials. He is not always conscious of the

approach he has taken, he is working with habits.  

Lastly, the Consequences correspond to products and to the

organizational structure of the company. 

Each type of evolution of collective practices is linked to a type of 

learning process:

The improvement of collective practices does not require the

modification of the governing variables. The objb ective of integration of a

new method is, in this case, to provide a strategy and tools for the design 

team so that its current practices are impmm roved. This does not necessitate a

change of habits. Only action strategy needs to be changed. For Argyris and y
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Schön, this amounts to generating a “simple loop learning”n (see loop ”  Fig.

2).

The transformation of collective practices requires a change of habits.

It is necessary to act on the action strategygg  while integrating a new method,

but mostly to evolve the governing variables so that they are in agreement 

with the new aims to be achieved (consequences). This corresponds to

“double loop learningdd ” (see loop” Fig. 2).

Since this article concentrates on the transformation of collective 

practices, it will only consider double loop learnindd g. A third part will now

address the type of processes of change favourable to double loop learnindd g,

the appropriation of change and of method.

4. THE INTEGRATION OF A METHOD: 

PROGRESSION FROM A PROCESS OF CHANGE 

IMPOSED FROM ABOVE TO A PARTICIPATIVE 

ONE 

To guarantee the success of the integration of a method and therefore the

transformation of collective practices, it is necessary to ascertain the

assimilation of change on one hand and the appropriation of the method
2

and

the tool
3

on the other. It is therefore necessary to put in place a process of 

change favourable to these two appropriations.  

In the literature, three main tyt pes of change have been identified [11],

[12]. Claret’s classification is used throughout this article, namely: the

imposed, participative or negotiated processes of change [12]. 

The imposed process of changTT e corresponds here to a coerced

integration of the new method. The participative process ofo  chanf ge, for its

part, unfolds wholly from the operational team, from the diagnostic to the 

implementation of the chosen solution. The operational team being actors of

change, this type of change generates, according to Claret, a “true collective

dynamic of change” [12]. Lastly, the third process is the negotiated process

of change for which “management provides the impetus, by indicating the

objb ectives and by choosing a frame of thought for the procedure to be

followed” [12]. A workgroup made up of operational actors is then set up to

implement the objectives and the proposals chosen by management.  

2 Method is a rational undertaking that needs to be followed in order to achieve desired 

effects. For example, FMECA, value analysis, functional analysis, QFD are all methods. 
3 A tool is a work tool. It is the technical consequence of method. It can be software, a form, 

an Excel sheet, etc. It is made upuu of a scenario of use, an architecture and of compmm onents.
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While certain researchers propose to choose the kind of process to be

followed before change takes place, this article proposes to begin with the

integration of a new method along an imposed process of change, in order to

transform it into a participative one, via different stages of negotiated 

change.

In the first instance, each phase of individual learning (Fig. 1) was

associated with a specific process of change: 

Phase  according to an Imposed Process of ChangII e:

At the beginning of integration, the design team goes through a difficult 

phase of change during which individuals are unsettled and see their

performance drop. It corresponds, for everyone, to a period of de-motivation

and discouragement that can provoke the articulation or the rejection of the

method. In order to prevent these two modes of regulation, it seems

reasonable to lead the design team strongly in order to help it achieve a new

balance. The imposed process of change does seem to be appropriate to

begin the integration of a new method.

In order to achieve a new balance and initiatd e restructuring, it is

necessary for the team to appropriate change. Sonntag and Oget have shown

that the “appropriation of change necessarily goes through a phase of speech,

discussion, of necessaryrr  articulation into words” and it is therefore necessary

for “the subjb ects to be able to deconstruct and reconstruct their

representation through symbolic exchanges” [13]. This stage, in a process of

change, corresponds to what Lewin has called de-crystallizationdd [14, 15]. It 

seems necessaryr  for the appropriation of change and has to be integrated in

the first phase of the process of change that is then in the “imposed” form.

Phase  according to a Negotiated Process of Change:

During this phase, the double loop learning has begun, the team 

appropriates change and sees its performance improve. In order to begin

appropriating the method, and then the tool, it seems necessary to make the 

team participate more actively in the process of change. However, its

performance still remains inferior to its initial performance. It is therefore

necessary to accompany and guide the team through this change. This is the 

reason why the negotiated process of change seems to be appropriate to this

phase of learning.

Phase  according to a Participative Process of Change.

In this phase, the design team has appropriated the change, the double

loop learning is completed, individual performance has risen above the

initial performance, the benefits of the method are manifest and the design
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team is convinced of the usefuff lness of the method. In this favouraba le

context, the design team can freely finalize change. A participative process 

of change is therefore proposed to complete the integration of the new

method.

For phases and , it is necessary to ascertain the appropriation of the

method and the tool. As Parise recommends [16], it is proposed in this article

to quickly associate the future users of the method (here the design team) to

the design of the tool. It is necessary to put in place the co-construction of

the tool by the latter.

At the source of the process of change, the person in charge of the

integration of the new method (the integrator), associating with the top

design management in a Guiding Coalitiong [17] will have to elaborate his

integration strategy.

From the diagnostic, the study of the individual and collective

consequences of the introduction of the new method, and the proposed

evolutionary process of change, the Guiding Coalition will be aba le to

conceive the process of integration of the method. It will then choose the

different stages of the process that will allow the de-crystallizationdd and thd e

co-construction, and then will identify the stages favourable to the transfer

from an imposed, to a negotiated and finally to a participative process. 

Lastly, it will meticulously prepare the first phases of integration of which it 

will be the main actor, the process of change being first imposed and then

negotiated.

In this fourth part, the results of a trial of this hypothesis carried out on

the integration of the functional analysis at Bourjois, a cosmetics company,

will be exposed.

5. HYPOTHESIS TRIAL : INTEGRATION OF THE 

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AT BOURJOIS 

5.1 The project and the strategy undertaken 

Following a diagnostic that revealed usability witness of certain Bourjois

products, it was decided to integrate functional analysis (FA). This 

diagnostic showed that the design teams seldom integrated the consumer at 

the beginning of the design and therefore did not anticipate the functional

problems of the products they designed. They were in a mode of operation

where they designed the product, controlled it and modified it in an iterative

way. 
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It was therefore necessary to change the collective practices of the design 

teams so that they would take into account the consumer restraints from the

outset of the project.

Functional analysis was chosen as the best method to engender the

transformation of collective practices.

In the first instance, the Guiding Coalition in charge of the project 

undertook the construction of the integration process along the guidelines

provided in 2 and 3. In the context of the co-construction of the tool, it had 

planned the formation of a workgroup composed of a representative of each

component of the projo ect design group namely: a product manager, a

member of the R&D Formulation team, a packaging engineer and a

production engineer. For reasons of availabilitytt , the latter was unable to

attend the workgroup (the effects of this absence will be observed in 4.2).

Then the Guiding Coalition deconstructed the integration process in three

steps: de-crystallization, the global design of the tool, and lastly the detailed

design.

1. De-crystallization

In agreement with the recommendation made in 3., the integration had to

begin with an imposed process of change. The Guiding Coalition was the

principal actor of this step. It was therefore necessary for it to prepare it.

It began by decomposing the FA method in order to adapt it to the design 

of cosmetic products. From the 6 tools and the 13 steps contained in a

theoretical FA, it chose 2 tools and 4 steps. It then constructed four scenarios

for the use of the method, that it analysed in order to select that most

appropriate.  

The chosen scenario is based on the use of generic requirement file and 

unfolds in two steps:

1. Exchanges in the work groups around the Generic Requirement File.
2. Choice ofo packaff ging.
Once the method and the scenario of its use were chosen, the guiding

coalition built its training plan. It consisted of a brief theoretical training

session, followed by the application of the method by the design teams on

their own projo ects.

Once the preparation for this step was done, the integration of the FA

began with the complete presentation of the projo ect to the design teams. This

presentation described the origins of the projo ect, its objb ectives, the benefits

of the chosen method, the chosen scenario and the steps to be followed. The 

exchanges that took place during this meeting initiated the de-crystallization, 

which was pursued in an “analysis of the projo ect needs” carried out by the
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work group, with the help of the Guiding Coalition. The work group then

undertook the training.  

2. Co-construction : global desigi n.

During this stage, it was envisaged to follow a negotiated process of 

change. The Guiding Coalition was still present at this stage, and the future

users of the method were to become actors of change. Still in a phase of 

imbalance, they did not have full degree of freedom. In order to associate

them with the process of change, the Guiding Coalition built between fourff

and eight possible architectures of tool, one for each stage of the scenario. 

For example for the first stage “1- Exchanges in the work groups around the
generic requirement fileff ”, the Guiding Coalitiong  proposed to provoke this 

exchange by undertaking a study of competition using the generic

requirement file as a filter, or by filling in generic requirement file to turn it 

into the specific requirement file for the product to be designed, or else by

introducing a role-play situation etc. Thus the future users constructed a

more precise scenario of the use of the tool. The latter became:

1. Specifyi ing the Generic requirement g fileff for the product to be desiff gi ned.gg
2. Evaluation of the three packaging solutions / choice of a solution.

3. Co-construction : detailed design.

The Guiding Coalition, after having checked whether the double loop

learning was clearly engaged, moved on to a participative process of change.

It left the work group free to elaborate the detailed design of the tool. The

group then chose freely the type of tool, its software application etc.

5.2 Results and conclusions of this trial 

This trial is still being evaluated, and here are the first results:

Evolution ofo the collective practices.f

The indicator to be observed foff r this criterion was the evolution of the

use of FA in the process of design for successive projects. At the beginning 

of integration, we observe that FA was only applied at the end of the design

of a product, before the transition to production. It was then use as a mode of

control. The design team tried to find the requirements of the product that it

had failed to address. This observation was made on only one projo ect. For

the three following projects, FA was used during the choice of packaging.

The method was then used as a helping tool for the decision making process.

Finally, for the last four projo ects, FA was used as early as the second

meeting of the work group. The design teams had therefore switched to the 
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anticipation of the product’s requirements. The evolution of the collective

practices therefore seems to have taken place.

The appropriation of the tool.TT
The first indicator of the tool’s appropriation by its users is how often it 

is used. Since the beginning of the integration, FA was applied to eight of 

the nine new projects. Moreover, out of twelve FA meetings (stage 1 and 2

of the scenario of the use of method), product managers were in attendance

at everyrr  meeting, packaging engineers at eleven meetings, members of the

R&D Formulation team at ten of them, while the production engineers at

only five meetings. We saw that they were no production engineers in the

work group. This seems to confirm that participation of the future users in

the design of the tool encourages the appropriation of the tool. Finally, the 

last indicator is recourse to the method for another use. During the

integration of FA, it was observed that some product managers took

inspiration from the generic requirement file to write the briefs of new

projects, that some packaging engineers used it to prepare and structure the

risk analyses, while some members of the R&D Formulation team took

inspiration from them to prepare consumer tests. Once more, there was no

sign of appropriation of the tool by production engineers as far as this

indicator is concerned.

The first results of the integration of functional analysis are positive for

now, and seem to confirm the hypotheses outlined in 2 and 3.

CONCLUSION

In this article, the evolution of collective practices in design through the

integration of new methods was proposed. After having discussed the impact

of the integration of a new method on the learning process of individuals as

well as the kind of learning (double loop) necessaryrr  for the transformation of

collective practices, the evolution of the process of change from an imposed 

mode to a participative mode was proposed, via various levels of negotiated 

modes.

A first trial seems to show that this kind of process is favourable to the

transformation of collective practices on one hand and the appropriation of 

the tool on the other.

However, the choice of an integration strategy by the Guiding Coalition
(design and choice of a scenario of use of the method, construction of a

integration process etc.) remains tied to its intuition. In order to accompany

it in the initial stage of change, the next proposed step is to work on a
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piloting tool of integration of new methods. This tool would include, in the

first instance, a study of the impact of integration of the method, which

would allow the integrator to make the right choices during the preparation 

of the process of integration of the new method in product design process. 
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Abstract: This paper illustrates how to conduct preference-based design research 

properly before redesigning a pleasurable product for success in the market.

The objb ective of this paper is to ascertain certain elements of the redesigning

process of a mouse. We would propose an effective appaa roach from two well-

known manufacturers; Logitech and KYE, to understand the critical properties 

manipulated to develop a pleasurable product. First, in this paper we discuss

the properties and factors which contribute to a newly redesigned product,

providing a customer-oriented specification to meet market demands.

Additionally, this studydd proposes to minimize non-value variations to meet a

broader market need. Second, results from a questionnaire, asking college 

students to answer based on their reactions to a particular mouse, were also

adopted as guidelines in the formulation of a newly redesigned mouse 

intended for sale on the market. Using a computer mouse case studydd , we

present a simple yet powerful method for (VERB) designing a pleasurable

product. Third, we develop the “four pleasures” metrics to construct a product 

specification and provide insight into and trad ce the customer’s mode of

thinking when selecting a given product in the market. This paper therefore

has generalized a design strategy for a product through an appropriate case 

study of a computer mouse product. Finally, companies can provide designers

with a quick overview of the impact of the products and assist them in the

design of a pleasurable product effectively and economically. It is hoped that 

the intention of this studydd will help provide effective metrics and design

strategies for redesign progress before a product reaches the shelf.

Key words: Redesign; Pleasurable product; Preference-based design; Design strategy;

Product development.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The importance of preference and attractiveness in a pleasurable product 

design has recently been increasing. To develop attractive products and 

systems, the research proposes creating rational approaches for “Preference-

based Design”.

1.1 Identifying customer needs 

The process of identifying customer needs is an integral part of the larger

product development process and is most closely related to generating

concepts, selecting concepts, competitive benchmarking, and themm

establishment of product specification. The customer-needs activitytt shown in

Fig. 1, in relation to other front-end product development activities, can be

thought of collectively as the concept development phase [1]. User needs

must be at the forefront of thinking for the designer during the developmentmm

of a successful product. In order to give the product relevance to operation,

and help the designer to prioritize ways in which the product meets 

expectations for its performance, analysis of user needs musmm t be critical and

reflect precisely what the user does based on direct observation and feedback

[2]. Pugh [3] emphasizes the importance of addressing user needs based on 

consultation in the foff rm of user interviews and questionnaires; the

examination of trends which may include buying habits, market data and 

investigation of user behaviours. Features that differentiate each product 

from the rest of the market, while still meeting identified needs, may be seen

as an added value by the customer and give it a further competitive edge. 

Identifyff

Customer

Needs

Establish

Target 

Specification

Generate

Product

Concepts

Select Select

Product

Concept(s)

Test

Product

Concept(s)

Set

Final 

Specificationecification

Plan

Downww stream

Development

Mission

Statement Plan

Build and TesTT t Models and Prototypes

Benchmark Competitive Products

Perfoff rm Economic analysis

Figure 1. Customer-needs activity in relation to other concept development activities [1]

1.2 Organize the needs hierarchically 

Functional analysis is a key component in determining the requirements 

of a product that will be included in the product design specification.

Conducting a needs analysis for a product will reveal a number of preferred
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performance requirements based largely on market data and expert opinion.

A functional analysis is essentially a method of breaking down the product 

into its component parts. Identifyff ing and elaborating technical processes that

serve to achieve sub-functions and the main function can develop that 

function analysis further [4].

1.3 Evaluating the competitive products 

Cross-referencing needs analysis and functional analysis for a product 

may indicate design conflicts and leave questions unanswered. Solutions 

must be fouff nd and d evaluated befoff re a suitable concept design can be

generated. The search for solutions begins with an analysis of what has 

already taken place and an evaluation of the effectiveness of existing

products relative to their current situation. This can be achieved by mapping

design features of current products using matrix analysis and parametric 

analysis [5]. Parametric analysis can be carried out as a ‘desk top study’

comparing specifications from different products. This requires an

availability of comparative material for a range of products from different 

manufacturers. Matrix analysis enables a study to set its own parameters 

which can be measured and d rd ecorded for a range of existing products.d

Technical processes taken from function analysis for the product are in turn

considered and solutions from existing products are identified and evaluated

to determine their effecff tiveness.

1.4 Exploring the solutions for concept generation 

Controlled convergence of design solutions can be achieved as the

concept is ‘narrowed down’ to the most suitable solution through the

addition or removal of ideas. All compatible solutions should be evaluated

by cross-referencing needs and functional requirements [6]. Through this

process those features that are considered to be impractical, inefficient or

incompmm atible with other features can be discarded, leaving a host of 

preferable solutions for inclusion in a concept design.

1.5 Organize the needs into a hierarchy-the four 

pleasurable

Tiger [7] discovered and identified a useful way of classifying different 

types of pleasures. His framework models four conceptually distinct types of 

pleasures: physical, social, psychological and ideological. A Physio-pleasure 

includes pleasures related with touch, taste and smell as well as feelings of 

sensual pleasure. In a Socio-pleasure, this enjn oyment derives from the
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relationships with others. A Psycho-pleasure pertains to people’s cognitive 

and emotional reactions, whereas Ideo-pleasure pertains to people’s values. 

Tiger posits that a structured approach facilitated using a framework can 

help ensure that possible benefits are not overlooked. 

2. METHOD 

In this papaa er, a compmm uter mouse has been chosen as our model product.

This study investigates how to conduct pre-desit gn research properly before

redesigning a product form to increase the success rate of a redesigned 

product in the market. It is important to note how to increase the interaction

between a customer and a product. The chosen scenario entertains a product 

having already been designed and produced where, in the next phase;  non-

value variations from the previous one will be reduced.

The following methods can be divided into quantitative and qualitative

characteristics. The quantitative method includes three stages. First, the 

study collected and classified existing information about mice produced by

two well-known manufacturers, Logitech and KYE. Next, analysis of style

formulation techniques was used to compare the differences in order to 

ascertain how certain elements were manipulated to create a newly

redesigned mouse. The analyzed elements included shape, color,

material/texture, and detailed treatment/design features, all of which are

essential elements to style formulation. 

Third, according to the above data and literature, we compiled a 

questionnaire listing all statements. It was answered by the 140 colleget

students regarded as the target consumers in this particular study. The

questionnaire contained three parts; the first and second parts included two

kinds of response scales. Scales were also classified as categorical (rating) 

scale and comparative (ranking) scale, respectively. During the first part, the

respondent was asked to agree or disagree with each statement, each 

response given a numerical score reflecting its degree of agreement, and the 

scores were totalled td o measure the respondent’s preference. We would 

measure the degree of agreement in size, weight, texture, material, form

factor, color and size of button using the Likert 5 scale. The above properties

are critical elements for a computer mouse, embodyd ing the essence of the

very product for most designers. The numbers indicate values assigned to 

each possible answer with 1 indicating a strong disagreement, 5 indicating a

strong agreement, and 3 indicating a neutral position. This section also 

includes four sets of contrasting pairs of adjd ectives: large vs. small, heavy vs.

light, geometry vs. curve, and symmetry vs. asymmetry. The second part of 

the questionnaire analyzed the importance of function for a mouse. We
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asked whether the respondents had a stronger agreement when deciding 

which function was important to a mouse, including the scrolling ball,

rolling ball, wireless or optical enabled and high-tech images. We also 

skewed the degree of agreement using the Likert 5 scale. The third part 

provided the respondents with an open-ended question. Disregarding the

questionnaire statements, what features or benefits are important for you

when choosing to a mouse? We constructed an effective metric of designing 

a pleasurable mouse to meet the needs of the user for new product 

development.

Under the qualitative method, there were three designers, two senior

college student designers, and one expert designer with six year’s

experience. During the redesign session, all designers were asked to model a

computer mouse consistent with the four pleasures from the above analysis

results.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Sample descriptive statistical analysis 

As part of the study, we can determine the sex and the design experience 

from the 140 college students (Table 1). All together, 35 males and 105

females were represented in the case study. Overall, there was a good ratio dyd

of design experience between males (54.3%) and females (45.7%) (Table 1).

Table 1. The cross-analysis between sex and design experience

Design experience

No Yes Total

17

12.1%

18

12.9%

35

25.0%

SEX    Male                 Number

Total percentage (%)

Female Numberm

Total percentage (%)

59

42.1%

46

32.9%

105

75.0%

Total                             Numberm

Total percentage (%)

76

54.3%

64

45.7%

140

100.0%

3.2 Preferred properties of a mouse 

We can now locate and define the preferred properties of a mouse. First, 

VolumVV e refers to its size, big or small. Second, Weight refers to its mass, t
heavy or light. Third, the Propertytt of TextuTT re refeff rs to the smoothness of its

surface or the  roughness of its surface when holding it. Fourth, its Material
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refers to its outer casing, whether its plastic or metal. Its color refers to ar
mouse with the same color or devoid of color completely. Finally, its Button
refers to the symmetric or asymmetric buttons.

As a part of the study, it was possible to extrapolate a figure for the

propertyt of FoFF rm, most being preferential to a higher mean score (i.e. 4.01)

(Tables 2 and 3).  For Color, the lowest mean score (i.e. 2.75) indicates less

effectiveness to a mouse. Furthermore, the properties of Weight, Texture,

and Volume have the closest margin. It is evident that the Weight is higher t
than the others in mean score. The property Button is 3.84 and Md aterial isl
3.72 respectively.

Table 2. Statistics of effective properties

Volume Weight Texture Material Form Colour Button

Number Valid

False

Mean

Std.

Total

139

1

3.92

.75

545

139

1

3.97

.68

552

140

0

3.93

.82

550

138

2

3.72

.85

514

133

7

4.01

.75

533

140

0

2.75

.93

385

131

9

3.84

.77

503

Table 3. Statistics of preference-based properties

Volume Weight Material Texture Form Colour

Likert

Scale
Freq. Per.

(%)

Freq. Per.

(%)

Freq. Per.

(%)

Freq. Per.

(%)

Freq. Per.

(%)

Freq. Per.

(%)

1

2

3

4

5

8

21

84*

26

5.8

15.1

60.4

18.7

1

2

22

89*

25

7

1.4

15.8

64.0

18.0

2

7

41

65*

23

1.4

5.1

29.7

47.1

16.7

1

7

25

75*

32

7

5.0

17.9

53.6

22.9

1

4

19

78*

31

8

3.0

14.3

58.6

23.3

2

5

24

81*

19

1.5

3.8

18.3

61.8

14.5

Total 139 100.0 139 100.0 138 100.0 140 100.0 133 100.0 131 100.0

3.3 The preferred functions of a mouse 

Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the mean scores of those functions as being from

3.72 to 3.95. Forever, they indicate a close degree and the function “Optical” 

is preferred to a mouse.

TableTT 4. Statistics of function 

Scrolling ball Rolling ball Wireless Optical

Number Valid

False

Mean

Std.

Total

137

3

3.88

.99

531

140

0

3.89

.98

544

140

0

3.72

1.01

521

140

0

3.95

.88

553
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TableTT 5. Statistics of preference-based functions

Scrolling ball Rolling ball Wireless OpticalLikert

Scale Freq. Per. (%) Freq. Per. (%) Freq. Per. (%) Freq. Per. (%)

1

2

3

4

5

1

13

31

*49

43

.7

9.5

22.6

35.8

31.4

1

15

24

*59

41

.7

10.7

17.1

42.1

29.3

4

10

42

*49

35

2.9

7.1

30.0

35.0

25.0

1

5

37

*54

43

.7

3.6

26.4

38.6

30.7

Total 137 100.0 140 100.0 140 100.0 140 100.0

3.4 Effective factors 

After producing a correlating matrix and rotated matrix, the extraction of

components is illustrated in Table 6. The 5 factors, according to factor

eigenvalue >1 and factor loading > 0.5, have been extracted from 12 factors

and these five factors account for 70.19 % of total variance explained.

Therefore, we will name these five factors by their commonality. First,

component 1 identifies the factor of product image that includes form, color

and high-tech image. Second, component 2 identifies the tactile factor

including material and texture. Third, component 3 identifies the phyhh sical

factor and the technical factor including volume and weight.

Table 6. Principle factor analysis

Component

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Form

Color

High-tech

image

Material

Texture

Volume

Weight

Wireless

Optical

Rolling ball

Scrolling Ball

Button

*0.828

*0.809

*0.587

0.212

0.491

0.123

0.131

*0.868

*0.748

0.184

0.315

0.120

0.161

-0.382

0.443

0.402

0.146

0.302

*0.803

*0.800

-0.125

0.245

0.276

0.278

0.101

-0.108

*0.867

*0.719

-0.106

0.327

0.130

0.149

0.191

0.156

*0.816

*0.580

0.485

Cumulative% 70.19%

Factor name Product

image

Tactus Physics Technology Operation
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Fourth, component 4 identifies the technical factor, including wireless

and optical. Finally, component 5 identifies operational factor including 

rolling ball and scrolling ball. 

3.5 Correlation of different properties pertaining to sex 

and design experience 

3.5.1 Correlation between sex and preference-based properties

Tables 7 and 8 show the different preferences between males and females

in their respective properties: volume, weight, form style, button size, button 

number, button form and scrolling ball location. Sex vs. volume and sex vs.

scrolling ball location have considerable significance. Males prefer large size

mice (i.e. 14%: 10%) while females prefer smaller sized mce (i.e. 27%:

47%). Meanwhile, it is significant to note that a - square value of 0.032 <

(0.05) shows the selection of volume are different in regard to sex.

Furthermore, males and females both prefer scrolling balls located on the

topside of their mice. Also, it is quite significant with an - square value of

0.010 < (0.05). Females however, (i.e. 81%: 17%) prefer a scrolling ball on

the top more often than males (i.e. 14%: 12%). Finally, other properties 

make little obvious difference. Males and females prefer equal

characteristics when choosing a mouse, i.e. light, curved form, large buttons, 

symmetric buttons, a scrolling ball on the topside and two buttons.

TableTT 7. Correlation between sex and preference-based properties

Properties

Volume size Weight Mouse’s outlined

foff rm

Button size

SEX Large Small Heavy Light Geometry Curve Large Small

Male

Female

ToTT tal

20(14%)

38(27%)

58(41%)

15(10%)

66(47%)

81(57%)

30(21.8%)

94(68.2%)

124(90%)

5(3.5%)

9(6.5%)

14(10%)

6(4.5%)

31(22.9)

37(27.4%)

28(20.8%)

70(51.8%)

98(72.6%)

31(22.2%)

88(62.8%)

119(85%)

4(2.9%)

17(12.1%)

21(15%)

2 0.032 0.348 0.14 0.494

TableTT 8. Correlation between sex and preference-based properties 

Properties

Button number Button foff rm Scrolling ball location

SEX 2 3 4 Symmetry Asymmetry Up Side

Male

Female

ToTT tal

18(12.8%)

71(50.7%)

89(63.5%)

15(10.7%)

33(23.5%)

48(34.2%)

2(1.4%)

1(0.7%)

3(2.1%)

24(17.3%)

86(62.4%)

110(79.7%)

11(7.9%)

17(12.4%)

28(20.3%)

18(14%)

81(63%)

99(77%)

12(9.3%)

17(13.7%)

29(23%)
2

0.88 0.058 0.010
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3.5.2 Correlation between design experience and other properties

Tables 9 and 10 illustrate the different preferences between designers and

non-designers in regard to properties: volume, weight, form style, button 

size, number of buttons, button form and scrolling ball location. Design

experience vs. button form has much significance and a - square value is of 

0.008 <  (0.05). Males and females generally prefer symmetric buttons (i.e.

47.8% and 6.9%), as well as non-designers (i.e. 31.8%: 17.1%). Moreover,

the additional properties make little difference. Finally, these findings can

determine males and females preferences with regard to differences in size,

weight, form factor curvature, button size, button symmetry, presence of a

scrolling ball on the topside and the presence of two buttons.

Table 9. Correlation between design experience and preference-based properties

Properties

Volume size Weight Mouse’s outlined

foff rm

Button sizeDesign

Experience

Large Small Heavy Light Geometry Curve Large Small 

No

Yes

ToTT tal

28(20.1%)

30(21.6%)

58(41.7%)

48(34.6%)

33(23.7%)

81(58.3%)

7(5%)

7(5%)

14(10%)

68(49.5%)

56(40.5%)

124(90%)

24(17.8%)

13(9.6%)

37(27.4%)

49(36.25)

49(36.25%)

98(72.5%)

61(43.5%)

58(41.5%)

119(85%)

15(10.7%)

6(4.3%)

21(15%)

2 0.2 0.73 0.122 0.087 

TableTT  10. Correlation between design experience and preference-based properties

Properties

Button number Button foff rm Scrolling ball locationDesign

Experience 2 3 4 Asymmetryr Symmetryrr Up Side

No

Yes

Total

52(37.1%)

37(26.4%)

89(63.5%)

23(16.4%)

25(17.8%)

48(34.2%)

1(0.7%)

2(1.4%)

3(2.1%)

9(6.5%)

19(13.7%)

28(20.2%)

66(47.8%)

44(31.8%)

110(79.7%)

51(39.8%)

48(37.5%)

99(77.3%)

19(14.9%)

10(7.8%)

29(22.7%)
2 0.381 0.008 0.183

3.6 The effective metric of the preference-based design 

As noted, pleasure enhancement can be divided into four sub-categories:

Physio-pleasure, Socio-pleasure, Psycho-pleasure and Ideo-pleasure. The 

four-pleasure framework may be used as a means of structuring thought with

respect to pleasure with a mouse (Table 11).
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Table 11. The four criterions for experiencing pleasure using a mouse

Physics Useful functions (scrolling ball, wireless, 

optical, rolling ball)

Ergonomics

Easy to use (large button, 2 buttons, scrolling

ball location- top (finger), operation)

Physio-pleasure

Tactus Good in hand (light-weight, texture or

sensorial pleasing feeling, volume size: small,

form)

Easy to hold (weight, volume, texture)

Feel comfortable against the hand (material, 

hand sweat-resistance, for use foff r over several

hours)

Technology Wireless, OpticalPsycho-pleasure

Operation Easy to use at the first attempt (guessable,

compatibility)

Fun to use

Scrolling ball location- up (finger) 

Socio-pleasure Product image Color, Form, High-tech image

Ideo-pleasure Color Aesthetic pleasure (curve & streamline mouse

form, scrolling ball location – up (finger))

3.7 Concept Generation and Concept Selection 

Table 12 considers these three groupings: generating a concept, final

concept selection and computer modelling. Table 12 illustrates three

designers’ different models for a mouse based on the effecff tive metric of the

preference-based design. We find that these sketches of redesigned mice

match the four aforementioned pleasure criterions. Designer A focuses on

texture and a product with emphasis on pleasing the senses. Its form closely

resembles that of a cell phone. Designer B begins with a lateral thinking 

model which empmm hasizes the shapaa e of the hand. More importantly, it focuses

on operation and ergonomics. Moreover, the expert designer shows a wholly

different representation. He focuses on the high-tech image and the size of 

its base. Finally, we can find these redesigned sketches of the two novices 

and the one expert to follow a process of redesigning that are consistent withf

the four criterions for experiencing pleasures.
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Table 12. The redesigned sketches

Redesigned sketches

Senior College

Student Designer: A

Senior College Student 

 Designer: B

The Expert Designer:

six years of

experience
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This study has first described how using a design strategy could provide

structure to the problem of redesign, allowing a degree of logic to be used in

the search for solutions. Second, the holistic pre-design approach could help

to make it easier foff r those involved ind the design process to consider the full 

spectrum of pleasures and functions that a product can offer. Moreover, it is

not a theory of the design process, but simply a tool that can aid when taking

a structured approach to a newly redesigned product. Third, each of the four

distinctions of pleasure can provide further insight into and trace the

customer’s mode of thinking in the design strategy. In addition, it is hoped 

that this study will provide effective metrics and better design strategies

when redesigning a product which will ultimately find the market.

Furthermore, a product designer and/or planner should always keep them inr

mind.

Futut re research is that the effecff tive strategy will be required to be refined 

and validated. This work may be extended to cover conceptual testing and 

comparison with the existing products in the market. Also, the scope may be
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broadened to encompass a setting where greater amounts of noise and 

greater amounts of information are incorporated.
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Abstract: In the early phases of the product life cycle, cost controls became a major

decision tool in the competitiveness of companies due to world competition.

After defining the problems related to these control difficulties, we will

present an approach using a concept of cost entity related to the design and 

realization activities of the product. We will try to apply this approach to the

fields of the sand casting foundry. This work will highlight the enterprise

modelling difficulties (limits of a global cost modelling approach) and some

specifics limitations of the tool used for this development. Finally we will

discuss the limits of a generic approach.

Key words: Cost management, Enterprise – Product – Cost modelling, Cost entity 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the early Seventies, studies in the United Kingdom and in the United 

States highlighted the strategic role of design activities. The conclusions led 

both compmm anies and authorities towards new appaa roaches in order to impmm rove

the economic performances of companies. At the end of the Eighties, the 

paramount role of quality in design was reinforced in the United States by

the Made-in-America report from the MIT “Commission on the

Productivity” [1]. The Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems

study (from the United States’ Committee on Engineering Design Theoryr

and Methodology) confirmed these conclusions in the “Designing for

Competitive Advantage” report [2] in 1991. 
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As described by Perrin [3], the design phase is the key factor of the 

product development process. The ability to produce new products with a

high quality, a low cost and which fit with the customer requests is

fundamental to improve national competitiveness. Consequently, costs (and 

cost management from the early design to the end delivery) become as

important as the other technical requests.

Due to the global market and the worldwide competition, reactivity and 

agility are the only way to maintain company competitiveness. This can be

characterized by the ability of a company to change its products and/or

processes in a veryr short time and at minimal cost. Cost control, at the early

stages of design, becomes a key factor of success, since this phase fixes an 

average up to 70 to 80% of the end product costs (depending on the kind of

production).

Moreover, the distribution of costs (respectively direct and non direct) is

changing: more time and services are dedicated to the studies for smaller

product batches and shorter product life. The former cost-sharing methods

and the analytic or analogical cost-accounting methods no longer give

efficient results. Thanks to studies from CAM-I (Computer Aided 

Manufacturing-International [4]) and authors like Johnson and Kaplan [5], 

the increasing gap between “traditional methods” of cost estimation and the

new management requirements have been highlighted.

All these works lead to new approaches integrating the complete cost and 

promote accounting methods based on the enterprise activities (Activity

Based Costing for instance). The French economist, Perrin [6], since the

Sixties, has also developed a method based on one single cost-inductor

through all the steps of the product development process (Added Value Unit

method). We implemented such a costing management in a French sand 

casting foundryrr in order to allow a multi-level management approach, based

on indicators linked to the exact costs of the product to be delivered [7, 8]. In

this work we validated the concepts and also the methodology required for a

complete numerical traceability. 

The work that will be presented in this paper concerns this former study

and uses a concept called “cost entity” [9]. It includes several concepts: cost

inductors from activity-based accounting methods, features from computer-

aided design (CAD) and homogeneity from analytical cost accounting.

Consequently, in order to define a cost entitytt , it is necessaryrr to fill in several

attributes linking technical and economical variables. The product model

uses the concept of manufacturing feature. Costs are evaluated on the base of

specific knowledge and reasoning models with the tool “Cost Advantage”,

giving information on costs to the CAD model. This is adding a cost 

semantic level to the CAD model. This model (called costgramme) makes

the expertise of the manufacturing cost available to the designer.
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Some models, dedicated to the sand casting production of primary parts,

were created with the wish to evaluate a meta-model that could be deployed 

in all sand casting industries. Thus, the goals of this study were, on the one

hand, to create the most generic model related to sand casting jobs, and on

the other hand, to determine how it is transposable from one company to

another (or from a production line to another…). So we will define and 

discuss which are the limits of the concepts from the triptych

product/process/cost, and what level of detail is necessary to implement the 

methodology in most industrial environments.

This study is realized in collaboration with Cognition Europe, software 

developer of the tool Cost Advantage, and based on an industrial

experimentation in the SMC Colombier Fontaine casting enterprise.

2. VALUE AND COST MANAGEMENT 

The concept of cost or value is strongly connected with the context.

Today, the selling price depends on the price the customer is ready to pay

according to the value that it appreciates. Consequently, the margin is not 

used to calculate the selling price, it results from it. The selling margin and 

price must be defined beforehand; they determine an "objb ective maximum

cost", known as "objb ective cost".

According to Perrin the indicators relating to costs are mainly to be

classified among the results’ indicators and not driving indicators [3]. The

two criteria considered are on the one hand the cost of the product and on the

other side the respect of the budget:

• The respect of the product cost is proposed within the framework of the

development of the target costing methods (management by cost-target) 

and Activitytt  Based Costing (ABC). The idea is to fix a target cost as an

objb ective to which one must make the cost of the product correspond.

The indicator then used is the relationship between the effective and the

objb ective product cost,

• The respect of the budgets (in particular for the studies’ and 

industrialization services), is the second element to be taken into account 

at the financial level. The indicator is then naturally the ratio between the

actual exceeding and the initially fixed budget.

Evolving industrial practice is changing the nature of the costs in the

company. Formerly, the final costs included a large majority of direct costs

(often about 70%), i.e. directly assigned to the products (labour or raw 

materials). The other costs could be the subjb ect of global distributions; the

choice of the scale hardly influenced the result. The method of cost 

accounting with indirect expenses shared through allocation of a fixed
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percentage overhead could be admitted as long as their proportion was not 

too big. But the proportions are now reversed, and direct costs often do not 

constitute more than 30 % of the total cost. Not only do indirect expenses

create an arbitrary factor in the calculation of the costs, but they make

control difficult. These two concerns gave place to much research that ended

up in deeply modifying the systems of cost evaluation.

Let us analyse the product life cycle and the impact of decisions in terms 

of generated costs. The early phase of design implies between 70 and 85% of

the product cost and, at the end of the detailed design, the margin on the final

cost is thus veryr  limited (Fig. 1.). Contraryrr , the evolution of the costs really

engaged by the company is veryr  limited in these upstream phases. However,

it is there that the control of the costs should be really exerted [10]. 

Global Costs

ProductionIndustrialisationStudies

Engaged costs during

the studies phase

Evolution of the

engaged money

Potential saving

Figi ure 1. Cost evolution during the PLM 

Consequently, the more the product is defined in detail, the less 

straightforward is cost reduction. Modification becomes increasingly

expensive. There is thus an obvious economic interest to have product

optimization at the early step of the process. The profit potential is 

significant and the committed costs are weak. Design choices, inexpensive in

terms of resource consumption, can be very expensive in production, when it

becomes extremely difficult to carry out modifications [11, 12].
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3. DESIGN TO COST 

Design to cost can be defined as a principle of action aiming at

establishing rigorous objectives. It allows compromises between

performance and cost [13, 14]. The "cost" constraint becomes capital and

this data should be managed on the same level as technical performances.

Then the cost objectives become constraints and the technical performances,

variaba les.

The interest in integrating cost management at the design phase is shared 

by the customer and the seller since it makes it possible to control 

development according to exact needs for the future users (it stimulates the

search for new ideas required by the economic constraints), in addition, it 

makes it possible to prepare and organize its production veryrr early and to

better control its margin [15]. 

Once again, this method of design takes the steps of activities or tasks

with a focus on the cost limits. This results in an extension of the design time

due to the successive iterations needed to agree on the solutions after

negotiation (technical or economic). This leads enhance the relation within

the company of economical, engineering and production services and can be

used jointly with methods of costs analysis like ABC. This also enables a

very thorough analysis of the product functions linked to its costs [12].

One can however point out that the design phase takes longer. But the

debugging step (pre-production) is no longer disturbed by modifications as it 

occurs in a traditional step. We then accept, in fact, to ”waste“ time in the

design phase, therefore with the quasi-certainty to regain it downstream

before the delivery date.

3.1 The Cost Entity concept and the modelling logic 

The aim of our study is to carefully manage the costs (direct and indirect)

during the production of sand casting parts. As illustrated previously, it is

imperative to give a tool to the engineers of the engineering and design

department in order to help them to control the costs of part design. In 

collaboration with the company Cognition Europe, and on the basis of then

tool Cost Advantage, we worked on cost models to apply in the case of the

sand cast steel parts. We based the approach on previous work, proposing an

integrated approach for the sand foundry, realized within the framework of a

thesis in partnership with SMC Colombier Fontaine (France) of group AFE

Metal [7]. This work allowed the formalisation of the knowledge base

necessary to control the product life cycle in a foundry company. In addition, 

we validated an approach, a methodology and a deployment leading to an
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exact knowledge of the part costs and their impact on the output of the

company [8].

Let us start with the concept of cost entity and context, which are our

modelling bases.

3.1.1 Costs Entities

A Cost Entity is a grouping of costs associated with the resources

consumed by an activity. The general condition is due to the homogeneity of 

the resources, which makes it possible to associate a single inductor: the

entity cost [5]. The model allows expertise formalisation, knowledge

capitalisation and to have, at the early design phase, some information about 

the production steps. Moreover, it helps communication between all

collaborators during the product life cycle.

3.1.2 Contexts

The contexts specifyff defined entities at three levels in our model. The

first is defined at a process level, the second at a material level and the last is

directly related to the feature. This context is a cross between a process, a 

material and a feature, connected to an environment (cf. Fig. 2.). 

Figure 2. Sand casting modelling 
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3.2 Sand casting modelling 

Based on this analysis, a generic model using Cost Advantage Software

was created. The first step closely defines the production process dedicated

to this industryrr . The master parameters acting upon the product cost must be

identified in order to enrich the cost semantics of the model.

The generic approach quickly highlights the problems of the context 

characteristics, which are how to define a significant cost for the part and at 

which level of detail in order to be generic? We will not answer this

question, but present the paths or solutions used.

First, let us describe the sand casting organization through the part life 

cycle in the enterprise. The cost model will be reduced to the production

phase, without taking into account the tooling design and part 

industrialisation phases. 

3.3 Step induced by the use of Cost Advantage 

Fig. 3 presents a functional view of the process with the compound (raw

material, tooling) and the elements needed to manufacture a part linked with

the major indicators dealing with the final cost (loss, scrap ratio, production

rate).
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mould 

Upper mould 

production
Free frame 

Lower mould 

production

Recasting 

Cores, tooling 
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Metallic raw 
material and 

additives

Shot 

Figure 3. Process view of a sand casting production cycle
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Fig. 4 represents a transposition under the concepts of Cost Advantage of

this model grouping together the three levels of entities defined in the

software. To illustrate this, for example, the mould, the tooling and the cores

are components required to carry out the assembly named moulding by the

operation (feature) of remould. It is thus necessary to define the final part, to

carry out the two assemblies, which are the moulding then the casting. 

Pièce_Brute

ParachParach èèvementvement

ContrContr ôôlesles

Moule

Outillage1

Outillage3

Noyau1

Noyau2

Noyau3

Moulage

RemoulageRemoulage __NoyauNoyau

RemoulageRemoulage __OutillageOutillage

FinitionFinition

Coul ée Alliage

inal Part

Finishing

Control

Mould

Tooling1

Tooling2

Tooling3

Core1

Core2

Filter1

Moldingg

Core insertion

FinitionFinishing

Feature

Assembly

Legend

Feedingg Alloy

Component

Tooling remold

Figi ure 4. Cost Advantage modelling example, at the assembly levely

In terms of model design, the functional view identifies the assemblies

needed, it is then necessary to define the components and choose and define

the related operations. An ascending step must be practiced, starting with the

components up to the definition of the assemblies. The cost calculation is 

presented in Fig. 5 and the structure of the implemented data in Fig. 6. 

Calculations simply take into account volumes of material, rates of 

production, losses and the machine and labour costs. To say nothing about 

the difficulty in knowing the exact parameters, the problems we met were

model and data organization, more than process modelling.
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Direct machine cost

Rate of production

Machine cost / part

Average cost machine

Machine cost

Surfaceff

Process Cost

Tooling cost

Indirect machine cost

Paying of Maintenance cost

Number of operators

Figure 5. Process cost structure exampmm le

The rules of calculation then implemented will make possible for the

future user to inform only the relevant data about his or her study. Indeed,

only the operational process, rates, dimensions, numbers of cores (etc.) will

be required (or deduced directly in a CAD software) to allow an automatic

calculation of the cost of the part according to its particular characteristics.

4. DISCUSSION 

The principal remark on this model, implemented with the Cost 

Advantage platform, is that it does not integrate the global aspect of the costs

management. For instance, the indirect share due to the development and the

design of the tools (master pattern, core boxes…) is not taken in account. 

But let us keep in mind the framework of the use of such a tool: to help

the designer to achieve a cost objb ective related to expected technical

functions. He can then propose design modifications (j(( oint section, cores,

quality…) or process (number of parts in the mould…) to achieve its goal.

Moreover, when the whole partners validate this design, the parameter costs

are fixed (in agreement or not with the objective laid down initially), the cost

is well known and will no longer be a consequence of later decisions.

During this work a principal difficulty has been identified, which for this

modelling impacts on the multiplicity of the elements on the availability for

their characterization and for their organization. Even if the manufacturing

sand casting process seems simple, it uses many components (alloy, cores,

mould…), and we limited the definition in terms of model refinement since

each one of these components could be the subjb ect of a finer-detail

modelling. The difficulty was to choose this limitation in order to represent 

the general process without going closer into enterprise specificities.
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For example, the cores or material melting process are not completely

defined since they depend on the machines, uses and other specificities of

the workshop. In fact this remark is common for all the components entering

into the realisation of the finished part. Finally, we think that this model,

according to our understanding, define a basic minimal skeleton,

transposable from one company to another using the sand casting process.

5. CONCLUSION 

To conclude this work, our approach was:

• First, understand the logic of cost oriented modelling through a tool using 

the concept of cost entitytt .

• Then, in order to ensure a generic aspect of our work, limit the details of 

the operations, components and assemblies. Indeed, the development of

these elements takes into account many parameters that it seemed to us

initially overflowing to define.

• Finally define a structure that we think minimal, as well as the indicators

necessary to evaluate the whole costs without the indirect part.

The next two steps of this study are, on the one hand, among other sand

casting companies, to apply this modelling, configure the model with the

existing processes and inform the exact values of the indicators. But also on

the other hand, to calibrate the model and the results on real studies that have

already been done. These two last steps enable us to compare the

effectiveness of the various companies and could be used as a benchmark. A

foreseeable difficulty is the possibility of obtaining this information.

Moreover, these factors are often managed in a total cost accounting 

approach. As a result, the efficiency indicators may be sunk in a not veryrr

transparent accounting system or may be aggregated with other ones, that are

not relevant to the particular issue of concern.

The other significant continuation to give to this work is the taking into

account of the global costs mainly related to the indirect shares (structural).

Our introduction highlights the lack of management of these aspects and our

first approach did not result in a better control of these factors. However the

work is done and the workers must be paid (designer, maintenance, buyers,

logistics…) even if their work is not as well managed as through a cost 

management system. A better specification (by means of indicators, of some

metrics) of the tool design phase, tool lifespan, etc. could integrate a real

cost of the complete series. The question of the relevance of the tool used for

this type of approach then arises. Some solutions come from the use of

single or very limited number of cost inductors such as time and they define
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a minimal global enterprise cost per hour to balance its financial objb ectives.

Such an approach enables a multi-level management of the impact of parts

and gives real time information to assess the enterprise objectives and 

manage strategies and operational decisions.
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Abstract:  Market price demands and legislation are forcing fast-moving consumer goods

manufacturers to use thinner and lighter weight packaging materials to convey

their products to the consumer. In general these thinner, lighter materials, and 

materials containing high levels of recycled substrate perform less well on the 

present designs of packaging machinery. This problem is further complicated 

by the fact that customers are demanding improved operating efficiencies and 

expect machines to be able to handle an increasing number of product types 

and pack sizes. The packaging machinery manufacturers are therefore looking

to develop machinery that is more flexible and responsive to changes in 

material properties as well as better matching new materials to current

processes and specific machine designs. In order to achieve this, a fundamental

understanding of the interaction between machine systems and the packaging

materials used on them is required. This paper presents a design methodology

which suppuu orts the identification and consideration of the machine-material

interactions, and the assessment of the impact of these interactions on the 

process performance and the machine capabilities. From this assessment, a set 

of design rules for the particular packaging operation and class of packaging

material can be generated. These design rules can be used to support the

design of responsive packaging machines, or to reverse engineer package

design (shape and size) and material specification for improved processibility.

Key words: Packaging machinery, Material properties, Design rules 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the UK alone the packaging industry represents an annual spend of 

£11 billion of which £9 billion is spent on materials and £2 billion is spent 

on machinery [1]. The manufacturers of packaging machinery do not only

have to design machinery that is capable of handling these materials but also

more intricate and often novel pack designs. Market price demands and 

legislation through the European Packaging Waste Directive are forcing fast-

moving consumer goods manufacturers to use thinner and lighter weight 

packaging materials to convey their products to the consumer. In general

these thinner, lighter materials, and materials containing high levels of

recycled substrate, perform less well on the present designs of packaging

machinery. Furthermore, these rapidly evolving requirements need to be

handled by machinery with improved performance capabilities, reliability

and reduced waste [2]. The packaging machinery manufacturers are 

therefore looking to develop machinery that is more flexible and responsive

to changes in material properties as well as better matching new materials to

current processes and specific machine designs.

The ability of many packaging machinery manufacturers to deliver these

requirements is frustrated by the fact that the fundamental design principles

of many packaging machines are the result of incremental improvements 

made over the last few decades. In many sectors of the industryr ,

organisations often lack the fundamental understanding of the process and of 

increasing importance is an understanding of the machine-material interface,

which more often than not dictates the performance capabilities of the

machine and a given packaging process [3]. As a consequence of these

factors, machine development in the packaging industry is typically

undertaken with a trial-and-error approach. This time-consuming activity is

necessaryr to attempt to match existing machines and tooling to new

materials, although this process can often be unsuccessful, requiring a

number of iterations, or leads to a very sensitive process setup. In addition to

this, rather than supporting the design of the next generation of machinery

capable of handling new material variants and pack designs, the process can

add considerable complexity. All of this seriously frustrates the

manufacturers’ ability  to be responsive and agile in terms of their ability to

deliver in the required lead-time a packaging solution that meets the desired 

performance requirements and materials handling capabilities. 

In order to address these issues a design methodology has been created 

and validated using industrial studies. The methodology supports the 

identification and consideration of the machine-material interactions, and the

assessment of the impact of these interactions on the process performance
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and the machine capaa abilities. This assessment involves a detailed

experimental program and where appropriate theoretical modelling. From

this assessment, a set of design rules for the particular packaging operation 

and class of packaging material can be generated. These design rules can be

used to support the design of responsive packaging machines, or reverse

engineer (match) pack design and material for improved processibility. 

Figi ure 1. Vertical form, fill and seal process 

This paper presents an overview of the methodology and its individual

activities. A detailed discussion of the application of the design method to an

industrial problem is provided. The high-speed packaging process

investigated in this paper involves the production of a bag or pouch from a

reel of packaging material, which is then filled with product and sealed. This 

process is shown in Fig 1 and is more widely known as a form, fill and seal

operation. Such a process is commonly used to package crisps, snacks and

pasta. The method is appaa lied to this problem in order to understand the

interaction between the materials and tooling and the influence of key

machine components during setup and run-up. 

2. UNDERSTANDING MACHINE-MATERIAL 

INTERACTION 

The design methodology presented in this paper has been created to

improve the design of packaging machinery, and in particular, provide for
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the development of an understanding of, and the evaluation of, the 

interactions between packaging material and packaging machines. The

specific aim of the methodology is to expedite the characterisation of the

machine-material interactions and thd e identification of critical material and

machine parameters. The relationships between these parameters are 

explored through theoretical modelling and experimental investigation. This

process assists in the identification of limiting factors and the design bounds

for critical parameters in order that the process efficiency is acceptable.

These factors can be used to generate design rules and provide the basis for

creating and evaluating possible design solutions for the next generation of 

more flexible and responsive machinery. For example, solutions may be

sought from various combinations of materials and mechanisms that 

maintain the bounded conditions over the full performance range of the

machine. An overview of the full methodology is shown in Fig. 2, and the

key phases are discussed in the following sections. The application of the

methodology to a vertical form, fill and seal machine is described in detail in

section 3.

2.1 Evaluation of machine system 

This first phase of the methodology (Fig. 2) involves the evaluation of 

the machine system, the product and the process. In particular, the aim of

this phase is to identify the key interactions that occur between the machine,

materials and product during the process. An interaction occurs where all or 

only part of the product/material is in contact with one or more machine

elements in order to achieve, or support the undertaking of a particular

function. For example, a number of interactions may occur during material

or product transport, manipulation, filling, closing and sealing. Where an

interaction occurs it is necessary to identify the properties or attributes that 

impact or influence the success of the operation. These properties or

attributes may be related to the pack, the material, environmental conditions,

machine operation or individual machine elements. This process can be

undertaken for the complete system, part of a process or a particular

operation. This phase culminates with the identification of relationships

between the properties and attributes of two or more interacting elements.
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Figure 2. Design methodology for understanding machine-material interaction
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2.2 Investigation of relationships 

During the second phase of the methodology the relationships between

the various properties of the pack, material, environmental conditions,

machine system and effector during interaction are investigated. In this

work, the effectors are those elements which physically interact with the

pack or material. This phase of the methodology may involve machine trails,

experimental assessment (such as Taguchi) and physical testing of machine

elements and materials. The testing may involve known parameters and use

accepted metrics or may demand the development of new more 

representative test procedures and metrics [3]. In addition to the practical

studies, theoretical modeling and analysis may be undertaken to understand

the nature of the interaction [4]. The results of the practical studies and

theoretical modeling are compared and contrasted with current practice and 

where available, perceived wisdom. In this paper perceived wisdom

encompasses the current understanding held by the manufacturer or industry.

The results of comparative assessment may either substantiate the perceived 

wisdom, and assist in the expression and quantification of the relationships, 

or highlight shortcomings or even anomalies.  For the latter case, further

modeling or practical studies might be necessary and are denoted by the

iterative paths in the methodology.

The objective of this phase is to be able to quantify the permissible range

of values within which it is possible to achieve successful undertaking of the

process or of a particular operation. This is obtained when an acceptable

performance is achieved; that is to say that products fall within acceptable

quality limits and there are no adverse effects for other operations. It is also

important to understand the reasons why it is successful, and it is often this

fundamental understanding that is lacking. This deficiency or

incompleteness complicates the transfer of knowledge to different machines,

processes, materials and products. It also frustrates an organization or even 

an industry’s ability to be flexible and responsive. In Fig. 2, this region of 

successful operation is the intersection of the five sets shown, denoted by the

hatched area. Such relationships mayaa be dependent upon factors such as

speed of operation, load distribution, point of application, material

compliance or surface friction. During this phase it is also important that 

these dependencies between properties/attributes are identified across the

five elements of the pack, material, environment, machine and end-effector.

The outcome of this phase of the methodology is the implementation and 

quantification of relationships that govern the machine-material interaction.
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2.3 Generation of design rules 

The penultimate phase of the methodology supports the generation of

what can be thought of as design rules. These design rules are a collection of 

bounded parameters and constraints that describe the relationship necessaryrr

for successful processing. The design rules define the influence of the pack

attributes, the material, the environment, the machine system and the end-

effector upon the success of a particular operation. These rules are necessary

to provide an understanding of the interaction and are critical for the

development of responsive and agile packaging machineryrr .

2.4 Redesign/optimization 

The design rules, generated through the application of the methodology,

define bounds and relations between product, materials, machine elements

and tooling that must be satisfied to achieve acceptable process efficiency. 

These rules can be used to support the redesign of machinery, the refinement

of the process, the matching of materials to tooling or even govern the

alteration of the pack design. The critical parameters of all of these elements

may be altered to improve processiblity and the impact of their alterations

considered. For example, during the task of redesign these rules can be used 

to test a redesign concept. Or in the case of optimizing an existing machine

system, the design rules can be used to formulate the objective function(s) to

be satisfied by the optimiser.

3. INDUSTRIAL PROBLEM (VERTICAL FORM-

FILL-SEAL PROCESS) 

The industrial problem investigated in this paper is the class of packaging

operation known as form-fill and seal. The process involves the formation of 

a bag or pouch from a flat web of packaging material, which is then filled in

with product and sealed. This process is shown in Fig. 1 and is commonly

used to package crisps, snacks and pasta. In this process the critical material

handling elements are the material transport mechanism and the forming 

shoulder. A schematic overview of the machine system is shown in Fig. 3. 

The primaryr function of the forming shoulder is to guide the material from

the flat roll to a tubular shape around the product feed tube. The edges of the

film are overlapped and are either heat sealed or glued to form a tube into

which the product to be packaged can be inserted in measured quantities.

The tube of packaging material is then cross-sealed to form a closed bag.
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The final seal also forms the base seal of the next bag. This approach has

been adapted to produce a variety of different packages such as packs

designed with bottom gussets or flat bottoms [2].

F
s

Sea
asse

Trans
mecha

Cross
ja

asse

on
ment

Figi ure 3. A schematic overview of a vertical form, fill and seal machine

The successful creation of the pack is largely dependent upon the

performance of the forming shoulder, which in turn is highly dependent

upon the surface geometryrr  of the shoulder [5]. A different forming shoulder

is required for not only different bag widths but also different materials and

sometimes print finishes. The size of the former is directly related to the bag

width whilst the surface geometry depends upon the material properties and

the properties that govern the interaction between the former and the

material. For example, the upper portion of Fig. 4 shows various forming

shoulder geometries for the same size of bag. Here the key parameter is what 

can be thought of as the height to radius ratio. Effectively, altering the height 

of the former has the effect of reducing the included angle between the

vertical portion of the former and the fin. This is necessary to satisfy the

conditions for a continuous developable surface [6]. The primary reason for

altering the height to radius ratio is to reduce the forces necessary to draw
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the material over the shoulder and hence the magnitude of the tension field 

in the material. Such an approach is common practice within the industry,

however, there is little or no quantitative data. Rather manufacturers will

produce a number of standardised shoulders that induce various levels of

stress the material. These are necessary to accommodate materials with 

different levels of compliance. This matching of former geometry to material

is very important. However, it is widely accepted that the greater the

height:radius ratio the worse the tracking. As a consequence, a trade-off has

to be made. Achieving the optimum trade-off is further frustrated by current

production techniques.

Various shoulder configurations for a particular bag width

The construction of the forming shoulder

Figure 4. The geometry of the forming shoulder

3.1 Current design practice  

Although some attempts have been made at casting or moulding forming

shoulders the maja oritytt of formers are manufactured from a flat metal sheet

cut into in two parts. For the purpose of this paper, these sections are 

referred to as the tube and the collar, shown in the lower portion of Fig. 4.

The tube portion of the forming shoulder has a circumference equal to twice

the full bag width. The process for constructing these parts is best described

in terms of a single curve, referred to as the bending curve. This bending

curve is inscribed on a flat sheet. The portion below the curve is rolled into a
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cylinder to form the tube, whilst the section above the bending curve is 

formed around the top of the tube. This is shown in the lower portion of Fig.

4. The shape of the resulting forming shoulder depends on the bending curve

and the tube radius. The current production method results in a degree of

imprecision in the final geometry of the forming shoulder. Such errors or

deviations are corrected during trial-and-error testing by the engineers. This

typically involves slight alterations to the surface of the former.

As previously mentioned in addition to ensuring that the material passes

over the shoulder without excessive shearing or distortion, the engineer must

also ensure that the material tracks uniformly over the former. In order to

fulfil these requirements and produce a suitable former, a number of 

shoulders may be made from different bending curves and different height to

radius ratios. Each of these is fine tuned through trial-and-error testing to

obtain acceptable tracking without distorting the material. This can be a 

costly and time-consuming process. But, if the material and shoulder

geometryrr  are not suitably matched, process efficiency can be seriously

affected. In addition to this, machine setup can be altered to attenuate errors

and improve tracking. In particular, the ‘banjo arm’ and film carriage

assemblies, shown in Fig. 3, can be used to increase web tension and alter

the inclined angle and orientation of the web respectively. However, there is 

little understanding of the complex relationship between materials, the web

tension, orientation, the forming shoulder and tracking.

4. INVESTIGATION OF RELATIONSHIPS 

In order to develop a more in-depth and quantitative understanding of the

relationship between, materials, web tension and the forming shoulder the

current understanding or perceived wisdom held by the manufacturer was

assimilated. Two practical studies were devised: the physical testing of the

former and the evaluation of the sensitivity of tracking to the setup of the

‘floating arm’ assembly.

4.1 Current understanding 

The current understanding is discussed in the earlier sections and is

summarised in Fig. 5. Here, as the material stiffness reduces the height to

radius ratio is increased so as to decrease the stresses in the material and

hence minimise any stretching/distortion. However, with large height to

radius ratios the tracking of the material is less reliable and tends to be more 
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sensitive to changes in setup. In order to overcome this, the web tension is

increased and this appears to reduce the sensitivitytt .   

Material stiffness

Height:radius ratio

Tracking sensitivity

Web tension

Small value Large value

Large  value Small value

High Low

High Low

Relative relations between tooling, setup and ,materials

Figure 5. A qualitative understanding of the relationship between machine and materials 
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4.2 Material testing 

This study investigates the force required to draw (pull) material over a 

range of forming shoulders. Two different films (foil and polyethylene

laminates) were considered and in total six forming shoulders. The forming

shoulders were selected (three shoulders were manufactured specifically for

these trials) to represent the continuum of feasible height/radius ratios for a

particular bag width. The studydd  was undertaken to provide a practical

understanding of the relationship between the force necessary to draw

material over a forming shoulder and the geometry of the former. In

particular, the relationship between the height/radius ratio and the force is

considered.  The trials were repeated a large number of times. The

characteristics of the height/radius ratios against average force for each film

are shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that tht e foff rce decreases as the ratio increases.

Increasing web tension
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No. bags to 60 degrees

No. bags to 40 degrees

No. bags to 10 degrees

Material failure
(stretching)

Slip between the 
material and

transport system

Figi ure 7. Web tension against time taken to unacceptable tracking offset

4.3 Machine investigation 

The machine investigation involves assessing the sensitivity of the

tracking to changes in web tension, the inclined angle of the web and the

orientation of the web. The approach adopted is to set the machine up for a

given material and obtain acceptable process performance/efficiency. These 

machine settings are then used as the datum points and the sensitivity of

changes to the settings are evaluated by introducing small changes to each.

The results of the investigation into web tension are summarized in Fig. 7. In

particular, it was found that web tension was a key factor in influencing

tracking and is discussed in more detail in section 4.4. The machine
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investigation also showed that altering the orientation of the web influences

tracking and could be used to correct small deviations.

4.4 Comparative study and assessment 

The practical studies undertaken agree with the perceived wisdom and

provide a more detailed quantitative understanding of the relationships that 

govern the interaction. In particular, the materials testing program revealed 

that between the extremes of feasible height/radius ratios almost a two

hundred percent increase in applied force is necessaryrr . The machine

investigation revealed that web tension can be used to influence tracking.

Increasing web tension will reduce the rate at which tracking offset occurs, 

which in turn increases the meantime between machine reset, and improves

process efficiency. At very high tensions the tracking problems appear to be

eliminated, however, slip between drive belts and rollers can cause other

problems. Furthermore, at these high tensions the material can exhibit 

stretching and distortion. As a consequence of these findings, further work is

necessary to evaluate quantitatively the impact of increased tension on the

forces necessary to draw material over the former. This can be used with the 

understanding already developed to determine quantitatively the optimum

trade-off. Arguably with the current level of understanding it would be

possible to cancel out the benefits of using a large height/radius ratio by

excessively increasing web tension.

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In order for packaging machinery manufacturers to be agile and 

responsive, in terms of their ability to deliver a solution in the required lead 

time that meets the desired performance requirements and materials handling 

capabilities, a fundamental understanding of machine-material interaction is

required. This fundamental understanding must involve a qualitative and,

where possible, quantitative relationships. This in-depth understanding

provides the basis for knowledge to be transferred across different machines

and processes as well as the capability to evaluate the ability of these

machines or processes to handle different packs and materials. To address

these important research issues a design methodology is presented. The

methodology supports the characterisation of the machine-material

interactions and thd e identification of critical material and mad chine

parameters. The relationships between these parameters are explored through
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theoretical modelling and experimental investigation. This process assists in 

the identification of limiting factors and the design bounds for critical 

parameters in order that the process efficiency is acceptable. These factors 

can be used to generate design rules and provide the basis for creating and

evaluating possible design solutions for the next generation of more flexible

and responsive machinery.

The overall methodology is applied to an industrial problem to

demonstrate the key activities. For the case considered, it is shown how the

methodology can be used to assess current design practice (perceived

wisdom) and provide a more quantitative understanding of the relationships

that govern machine-material interaction. This understanding enables the

manufacturer to better match tooling to particular materials and understand 

the impact of what is a complex setup procedure on tracking and ultimately

process efficiency. 
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Abstract: The elementary conceptual design loop is made of understanding and 

measuring the customer need, proposing product concepts and propagating the

customer need along the product deployment, and finally assessing concepts in

a multi-criteria way in regards to the need. Many methods from various

disciplines (industrial/design engineering, psychophysics, multi-criteria 

decision analysis, marketing, artificial intelligence, statistical analysis)

presently contribute partially y to support this desiy gn loop. But few methods

propose an integrated and coherent framework to deal with this elementaryrr

conceptual design loop. In this article, we propose such a methodology which

is a coherent combination of classical methods in psychophysics, marketing

and decision theory, namely multidimensional scaling, semantic differential

method, factor analysis, pairwise comparison and Analytical Hierarchy

Process. Our approach provides designers with a tool which helps the

definition of the semantic part of the need, it rates and ranks the new product 

prototypes according to their proximity to the “ideal product”, and it

underlines the particular semantic dimensions that could be improved. To

illustrate our approach, we have performed users’ tests and applied our fof

methodology to the design of table glasses. For clarity, each stage of the

methodology is presented in detail on this particular example.

Key words: Product semantics; Conceptual design; Multidimensional scaling; Pairwise

comparison; AHP.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE PRODUCT 

PARAMETER TRAIL ISSUE 

That is an evidence to say that capturing the customer needs, propagating

these needs all along the product parameter cascading1 and comparing or

assessing product alternatives in a multi-criteria way in regards to the need,

represent a major issue in design engineering. Indeed, the challenge is to 

better decode the intricate customer needs and to link them to the product

engineering specifications so as to monitor that the resulting product 

emerges from the voice of the customer. Many methods are assumed to fulfil 

a part or even the totality of these requirements. One can regroup them

according to the disciplines they come from:

– Methods from industrial/design engineering. They are used to performrr

a target cascading (or ag parameter trail); the two most famous are thel))l
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [1] and t Axiomatic Design (AD) [2].

QFD assists the designer to explicitly list the customer requirements, to

establish qualitative mappings between successive levels of parameters, 

i.e.: the customer attrtt ibutes, the functional requirements, the designdd
parameters and finally the process variables, to identifyff tradeoffs and to

compare product alternatives. Nevertheless, after Aungst et al [3], QFD

suffers from a number of severe limitations. First, there is no reason to a

priori guess the customer requirements since it requires to be discovered 

with a non trivial measurement procedure. Second, QFD uses at any level 

raw subjective rankings. Third, the 3 mappings between the 4 levels of 

parameters could be known quantitatively as precise engineering

relations instead of being expressed qualitatively. In a similar manner,

Aungst et al [3] criticize the Axiomatic Desigi ngg approach because it only

considers linear mappings between levels of parameters, allowing only

sensitivity analyses around narrow ranges. 

– Methods from psychophysics that are based on user’s tests.

MultiDimensional Scaling (MDS) [4] aims at identify the perceived g
dissimilarity between products to a distance in a metric space. Pairwise
Compm arison (PC) methods [5] are based on the subjective comparison of 

the ratio between two levels of a given property for a pair of products.

These methods may be used to build an understanding of the product 

perception with no or few pre-existing assumptions on the perceptual

dimensions. But they do not cover the entire spectrum of the problem like

the previous industrial engineering methods could pretend to. 

– Methods from Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). The

Expected Utility-Value TheorEE yrr (EUVT) has been developed in the

1 One also finds the parameter deployment ortt trail.
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beginnings of the fifties by Von Neumann and Morgenstern [6] to 

express in an aggregated formula the satisfaction of a customer regarding

a good. It is a mathematically grounded theory for quantifying the

contributions of the utility drivers. It is a compensatory theory, in the

sense that any non-satisfaction may be compensated by more satisfaction

elsewhere. Despite this compensation cannot be generalized between

performances in engineering, the EUVT is become the basic theory to

express an objb ective function in engineering and the basis of Decision-
Based Desigi n (DBD). DBD (see the DETC/DTM/Open Workshop on

Decision-Based Design http://dbd.eng.buffalo.edu/) is a general topic of

engineering design that puts the emphasis on evaluation and decision in

the design process. In this context, more general aggregation formulas,

possibly non-compensatoryrr ones, are considered under the name of 

preference aggregation models [7] for the theory and the SPEC approach

[8] for a performance and risk monitoring system in design. Also, the

traditional multi-criteria rating and ranking methods can be used in

design. Let us mention the most famous: the Analyll tic Hierarchyh  Process
(AHP) [9] and the outranking approach developed in the ELEEE CTRE
methods [10]. A sub-topic linked to DBD is design selectiondd  [11].

– Methods from marketing. The Semantic DiSS ffi erential Methodff
(SDM)c[12] and Conjoint Analysis (CA) [13]. The Semantic Differential 
Method (SDM) consists of listing the semantic attributes of the product todd
analyse, and carrying out user-tests in which the user must assess the 

product according to these attributes. Conjn oint Analyll sisyy [13] is a more

technical and structured marketing approach also based on consumer

tests. Recently, researchers have begun to merge market analysis and the 

design stages of requirement definition and concept generation [14].

Complete marketing and conceptual design platforms have been

proposed in [15, 16]. Despite the authors claim they provide platforms to

design for profidd t, it turns out that such appaa roaches appaa ear to us to be

paradoxical and not adapted to a conceptual stage. Indeed, a set of

product configurations with their corresponding production costs should 

be enumerated in advance before really starting the design stage with the 

best list of functional requirements with options and variants.  

– Methods from artificial intelligence. The subjective evaluation of af

product utility by fuzzy logic is a well developed discipline [17]. For 

instance, the Method of ImprecisionMM (MoI) has been developed to fuzzily

capture requirements on the product performances and to perform

tradeoffs between design parameters and performance variables [6, 18]. 

The MoI provides primitives to express non-compensatory preference

aggregation models, well adapted to engineering assessments. This
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fuzzy-based method is also well adapted to the management ofo
uncertaintytt in desigi n research topic. Japanese researchers investigate the

customer’s ergonomic feeling under the name KanseiKK EngineeringEE
Methods [19]. These methods aim at performing a forward mapping of

the customer’s feeling for the product to the design elements and a

backward mapping of design elements to a feeling assessment. It is made

by the way of databases and artificial intelligence tools.

– Methods from statistical analysis. Factor Analysis (FA), Principi al
Component Analyll sisyy (PCA), Desigi n ofo Experimentsf (DOE) and

Metamodels (MM) [20] are statistical analyses methods for identifying

approximated mathematical models between for instance a set of designdd
parameters and ad set of functional requirements. After Aungst et al [3],

these methods may be advantageously used to establish non-trivial (i.e.

quantitative and non-linear) mappings between parameters of different 

levels in the target cascading instead of qualitative mappings of QFD and 

linear mappings in AD.

2. A NEED FOR AN INTEGRATED METHOD IN 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

The previous review of the literature reveals a multitude of available

methods for dealing with the representation of the customer need, the

successive mappings with the product and process parameters and the

elementaryrr  and comparative solution assessment issues. These methods are

efficient in a certain context to tackle a part of the problem. But, there is no

or few methods that conveniently integrate all three aspects in a conceptual

design stage.

Aungst et al [3] have proposed to solve this problem in extending QFD

with a fourth mapping, named House of Quality #0HH , between a perceptual

space and the customer attributes space. Indeed, the user’s or consumer’s

perception of a product is by essence subjb ective and hazardous to a priori

express whereas other mappings may be more easily captured as technical

relations. Product semantics, related to how a person perceives the

appearance, the use and the context of a product, is an important problem in

industrial design [21]. This is particularly the case when people is more

sensible to subjective/esteem functions of a product (including aesthetics or

styling attributes) than to objb ective/usage functions, which is the case of 

luxury goods and even apparently technical products such as cars, house

equipments, clothes, etc. Some studies surprisingly showed that a number of 

trendy goods were much more designed to satisfy designers’ trends than the 

customers’ ones [22]. This is due to the fact that subjb ective functions and
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criteria are often neither named nor objectively assessed. Aungst et al [3] use

a semantic analysis of the product and a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to build this first perceptual model of the consumer. 

In comparison to Aungst et al’s [3], we present in this article a

complementary integrated approach more dedicated to the conceptual design

stage. We adopt a bit more sophisticated combination of methods to build 

this consumer perceptual model and we provide multi-criteria elementary

and comparative solution assessment facilities that are more theoretically

grounded than the ones imbedded in QFD. Our method is decomposed into 8

stages, each of them including users’ tests performed by a panel of subjects.

3. A CASE STUDY OF TABLE GLASSES 

The starting point is a set of representative existing products which all

answer the same usage functions, but differ from a perception/esteem point 

of view. A study on wine glasses has already been proposed [23], where the 

authors presented a method for form generation. For our study, we imagine a

company, which build a range of glasses (shapes given Fig. 1), and which 

wants to design a new glass in order to diversify its products portfolio. We

propose to show in this paragraph how our method can be used to assess in a

solid way product semantics of several design solutions.

2 105

11

153
12
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13

7
4

91
6

Figure 1. Shapes oSS fo the 15 f glasses proposed for the studff ydd .

3.1 Stage 1: definition of the semantic attributes 

The 15 glasses have been physically proposed to 11 subjb ects (10 males, 1

female) for a detailed evaluation. Subjects are asked to verbally describe

their perceptions about the glasses freely. A list of relevant semantic criteria

is extracted from this description. An analysis of their descriptions has led to

the setting up of 17 antonymous adjd ective pairs (v1 to v17) (Table 1).

3.2 Stage 2: determination of the perceptual space 

Multidimensional Scaling method uses dissimilarity assessments to create g
a geometrical representation of the perceptual space related to a family of
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objects [24]. This method, developed initially for psychometric analysis [4],

is a process whereby a distance matrix among a set of stimuli is translated 

into a representation of these stimuli inside of a perceptual space. The lowest

dimension of this space is computed so as to interpret at best the 

dissimilarities as Euclidean distances [25]. For each pair of glasses, subjb ects

were asked to sort the products into mutually exclusive groups based on their

similarities. No constraint is given on the number of classes to make. The

assumption underlying this method is that products occurring in the same 

group are more similar than products occurring in different groups. The

sorting data for any subject consists of a matrix of 0 and 1, indicating 

whether the subject grouped two glasses together or not. Individual

dissimilaritytt matrices are then summed for all subjb ects, leading to the

group’s dissimilarity matrix (Fig. 2). Here, one assumes, for the moment,

that the group members behave in a somewhat similar manner, i.e. we do not

deal with clustering considerations of the group. Given this matrix as input, 

non metric MDS has been used to calculate the perceptual coordinates of the 

glasses. A 2-dimensional space turned out to be sufficient (Fig. 3).

Table 1. The 17 adjective pairs of the SDM test and the corresponding semantic attributes
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Figure 2. Group’s dissimilarity matrix.     Figure 3. 2D perceptual space. 

Modernity 
Ease of drinking with
Decorativeness

yStabilityyy
ySimplicityyy

Ordinariness
Ease of filling
Showiness
Ease of handle

Adjective pair Semantic attribute

Smartness 

yOriginalityyy

Quality 

yFragilityyy

v1: Traditional-modern
v2: Easy for drinking/not…

v3: Decorative-practical
v4: Unstable/stable

v6: Complicated-simple
v10: Multiusage-occasional

v8: Easy to fill-not…
v9: Flashy-discreet

v11: Easy to handle-not…

Adjd ective pair Semantic attribute

v12: Classy-vulgar
v7: Common-particular

v13: Unoriginal-creative
v14: Existing-new

v15: Good perceived 
quality-bad…

v16: Strong-fragile
v5: Masculine-feff minine

v17: Coarse-delicate
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3.3 Stage 3: raw determination of the semantic space 

Next, Semantic differential method (SDM) is applied. It consists in

carrying out user-tests in which the subjects were asked to assess each glass

on a 7 levels Likert scale according to the list of adjd ective pairs (Table 2). A

cluster analysis has been performed on these data in order to find the panel

as much homogeneous as possible. One subject, whose the assessment was

very different2 to the rest of the group’s assessment, has been removed. We

have then calculated the average of the assessment for 10 subjects only.

The Principal Component Analyll sisyy on the average data allowed the

research of underlying dimensions of the semantic space (Fig. 4). Factor 1

and factor 2 account for 64% and 17 % of the variance respectively. So, 91 

% of the variance is accounted by a two-dimensional factorial space. Each

adjd ective pair is represented in the factorial space by a “vector”, the scalar

product between 2 vectors being the correlation coefficient between 2

adjective pairs. After an analysis of the correlations between adjective pairs 

(colinearity of the vectors), we have extracted a minimal list of semantic

attributes (Table 1). For example, adjective pairs v16, v5 and v17 have been

merged because they are highly correlated (Fig. 4), and they are furthermore

synonyms.

TableTT 2. A typical SDM evaluation sheet filled by a subjb ect

2 The subjb ect’s understanding of the meaning of several adjd ective pairs was “opposite” to the

group’s one.

 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

raditional × Modern

Easy for drinkiny g ×   Not easy for drinkiny g

Decorative    × Practical 

Unstable   × Stable

Masculine × Feminine

Complicated   × Simple

Particular × Common

Easy to fill ×   Not easy to fill

Flashy ×  Discreet

Multi-usage    × Occasional

Easy to handle    y ×  Not easy to handle

Classy ×  Vulgar

Unoriginal ×  Creative

New ×  Existing

Bad perceived quality  ×  Good perceived quality

Fragile × Strong

Coarse × Delicate
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3.4 Stage 4: fine determination of the semantic space 

Instead of assessing a particular score for the performance of a product

on a scale in an absolute manner, subjects were asked to estimate for some

pairs of products the relative importance of the scores for a given semantic

attribute. A qualitative 7-levels scale (<<, <, <~, =, >~, >, >>) is defined.

With the pairwise comparison (PC) matrix as input, a score vector summing

100% of importance over the 15 glasses is next computed (Table 3).
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Table 3. A typical PC matrix to pairwise qualitatively compare the “originality” of row

product i with column product j’s. Next, an “originality” score vector is computedn

Pairwise comparisons are known to be easily administrated because 

decision makers (DMs), or customers assessing the products, in our case,

only focus on a pair of products and on a criterion instead of brutally facing
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the whole multi-attribute issue. So as not to compel DMs to fill the overall 

PC matrix like in the well known eigenvector method [26], we used the

Least Squares Logarithmic Rege ression (LSLR) PC method proposed by de

Graan and Lootsma [27]. Sparse PC matrix are then tolerated, which is

preferable for the relative assessment of numerous products (more than

eight). Each product is then assessed more precisely and robustly 

(information is given in excess) with pairwise comparison tests. By this

process, for each attribute, a percentage of 100% of importance is shared

among the set of 15 glasses. In practice, each of the 10 people is asked to fill

at least 30 pairwise compmm arisons in each of the 13 compmm arison matrices

(corresponding to semantic attributes) of 15×15 size (for the 15 products). 

Next the LSLR pairwise compmm arison method [27] is used to calculate the

scores relative to a given semantic attribute from the superimposition of the

10 corresponding PC matrices.

In a second step, in order to infer the meaning of the perceptual axis, and

to find which semantic attributes are determinant for the perceptions, the

semantic space is mapped onto the perceptual space. This is done by a

multiple regression, using the perceptual axes as independent variables and 

the semantic attribute as the dependent variable. The outputs of this method,

called PROFIT (for PROperty FITting), are the correlation coefficients and 

the direction cosines (rescalings of the regression coefficients). The

attributes for which the multiple regression is significant (according to

Fisher-Snedecor table with P-value = 0.05) are called the determining dd
semantic attrtt ibutes (in grey in Table 1); it is assumed that they play an

impmm ortant role for user’s perceptions. The vector model of these attributes is

plotted in the perceptual space. The origin of the vector is located arbitrarily

in the origin of the frame, the values of the direction cosines give the 

orientation of the arrow, the arrowhead points in the direction of increasing

attribute values and the norm of the vector is proportional to the regression

coefficient (Fig. 5). 

3.5 Stage 5: perceptual products positioning and 

synthesis aid for a new specification 

When the company decides to develop a new glass, it should be made 

possible to position it in the perceptual space as a perceptual specification.

Indeed, this perceptual positioning is determined to avoid the cannibalisation

of the other successful products and to fight against competitors. It must be 

possible to determine from which existing product the new specified glass is

perceptually close and to synthesize the vector of semantic attributes of the 

ideal glass (called IG) as a specification for the design department. Here, we
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propose to specify ideal glass IG in a very flexible and intuitive way by

qualitative compmm arisons under each semantic attribute. Then, a new row and 

a new column are added (for IG) to the 13 pairwise comparison matrices that 

are somewhat completed and recomputed into new semantic scores. This is 

one of the strong point of the methodology: It’s easy and intuitive to give

specifications by comparisons, particularly when we have to deal with

semantic attributes. For example, an absolute value of “originality” = 8/10

doesn’t make much sense. On the other hand, a specification of “originalityt ”

formulated as “less original than glass #8 but more than #2” is interesting

and more easily understandable. A group session is particularly suitable for

this specification stage, where each participant can bring a particular light on

what could be the new product: The perceptual space and the vector models

give for that a convenient support for discussions. Let us recall that our

chosen PC method allows to omit some comparisons when no particular

specification has to be made. Again this last facility strengthens the

flexibility of our methodology.

It has been proposed the following orientations for the ideal glass to 

develop: A creative and original glass, for occasional usage, which suggests

a feeling of solidity, but neither massive nor rough. The corresponding

positioning of IG is represented in Fig. 5. It has been specified by instance 

that the originalitytt of “IG” is “less than #15 but more than #7”. The resulting

score vectors looks like the ones presented in Table 4. 

Finally, in order to adapt the product to the market’s segment, pairwise

comparison is used again to weight the importance of each semantic

attribute. This step is classical in value analysis where the importance of 

functions is weighted so as to take various aspects of the customer need into 

account. The processing of the pairwise comparison matrix has led to the

semantic attributes’ weights wi presented in table 4 (penultimate column). 

3.6 Stage 6: design stage 

Two glass prototypes (a real and a virtual) are candidates in Fig. 6 for thetut

new design. 

Figure 6. Glasses candidates for the new design: N1 (left) and N2 (right).
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3.7 Stage 7: assessment of the candidate products 

Again, new glasses N1 and N2 are added to the PC matrices and some

relative assessments are provided by the subjb ects. The scores of all glasses

are recalculated (Table 4) entailing a slight modification of the previous

scores for the #1 to #15 and IG glasses.

TableTT 4. Semantic scores for the existing glasses (#1 to #15), ideal glass IG, and new

proposed concepts N1 and N2. The two last columns compmm lete the specification

3.8 Stage 8: rating and ranking of the products 

The first step of this process is to calculate satisfs action vectorsff foff r each

product: existing products (i.e. #1 to #15 glasses) as well as new products

(i.e. N1 and N2 glasses). This satisfaction is an estimation of the “closeness”

between a given product and the ideal product IG. A satisfaction must be 

maximum (i.e. equal to 1) when the score of a given product perfectly 

matches the score of IG, and it must be minimum (i.e. null) when the scores

are so different that they are considered as not acceptable.

So as to express that closer the scores, higher the satisfaction, we have

defined 3 types of satisfaction curves (Fig. 7). Then, a specification typs e
must be attributed to each semantic attributemm (see the last column of table 4).

In Fig. 7, Ci is the “target value”, which represents the performance (the 

score) of the ideal product, given in column “IG” of table 4. x% and y%

allow the definition of limits of validity and flexibility, classical in

functional analysis. Different values of the percentages x% and y% for each

semantic attribute allow the definition of appropriate satisfaction curves. The

affectation of the type of satisfaction curves to an attribute depends on the

meaning of the attribute and affects how the need is formulated.  
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GradGG edd
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Figure 7. Definition of the 3 satisfaction curves / specification types.

Starting from the scores, the weights and the specification types given in

Table 4, a satisfs action tablff e is computed (Table 5) through a basic

spreadsheet. Note that obviously IG obtains satisfaction grades equal to1

everywhere. For the final grade of each product, a classical multicriteria 

evaluation procedure, adapaa ted from the AHP, is used. Let Sij be thej
satisfaction for product j and semantic attributej i, let siji be the normalised
satisfaction, N the number of products:

=
=

N

j

ijijij = SSs
1

/
(1)

Let wi be the relative weight of semantic attribute i, M the number of

attributes: The final evaluation of product j, grade(j)jj , is given by:

=
=

M

i

ijii swjgrade
1

.)(
(2)

A rank of the products can then be established, ideal product IG being of 

course ranked number one. In our case, the new design N1 is the best ranked

by the group (2nd, after IG) and glass N2, ranked 6th, has to be improved. The

semantic criteria to work on for glass N2 are highlighted (Ease to handle,

Simplicity, originality, decorativeness and modernity). Various propositions 

can be made with CAD systems and virtual prototyping during group

sessions.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We proposed in this paper a new integrated and consistent methodology

that help designers in the four following conceptual design stages:

– Understanding the need related to product semantics–

– Findin– g relevant criteria to characterise and express the need  

– Specif– yff ing the requirements of a new product 

– Assessin– g the performances of new solutions
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Table 5. Satisfaction’s grades and final rank of the glasses 

The methodology is efficient to grasp subjective assessments of people.

Indeed, the building of the perceptual space and its relation with the subset

of relevant semantic attributes is made along several progressive stages. This

allows a better comprehension of the market logic. Consequently, a choice in

the perceptual positioning of a new product to develop entails an automatic

determination of a semantic specification vector for an ideal product.

Finally, our methodology performs a multi-criteria subjb ective evaluation of

new design solutions in a precise and flexible way. Subjective evaluations of

existing products (pairwise comparison matrices) can be capitalized into a

database that can be enriched throughout the new projo ects. It takes time to

complete the tests. Fortunately, the pairwise comparison method that is used 

runs without all the comparisons, letting believe that our method is tractablerr

in practice. This evaluation procedure is particularly suitable to use in a

group session, during which a unique answer of the group is recorded for

each comparison, after discussions and negotiations. The next step is to

incorporate synthesis tools of design parameters, like in Kansei Engineeringi
approaches [19], so as to support the design stage itself. 
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Abstract: The result of a study on the incorporation of uncertainty into engineering

design analysis processes is reported. The work presented comprises a review

of deterministic and probabilistic design methods in approximating a design

performance function and a comparison of their strengths and weaknesses asf

tools to aid designers in producing optimum designs. Probabilistic design has

existed for more than 40 years, but the culture of deterministic design still

dominates in engineering manufacture. An important question for the engineer

concerns how probabilistic ideas may be used in design, which is the most

appropriate probabilistic approach to use and what are the advantages and 

disadvantages of each approach? The authors seek to contribute towards an

answer to these questions through a comparative assessment of probabilisticmm

design techniques and two methods of deterministic design.

Key words: Probabilistic design; Uncertainty; Design performance; Modelling.

1. INTRODUCTION 

A deterministic approach to engineering analyses may result in

inconsistent products (over- or under-design) owing to limitations in the

information about design, service, material and manufacturing related 

parameters inherent in the approach [1]. This situation may in the future be

unacceptable due to increased customer concern about reliability, the need to

improve energy utilisation and increased global market competition in terms

of cost and timd e to market. Probabilistic design offers the required realism

needed in engineering analysis and provides the opportunity for

improvement in product and business performance in terms of:
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• Economics of design (avoiding material wastage, excessive space)

• Improved reliability of products (failure probability predicted, greater

robustness, safety) 

• Reduced failure costs (redesign, rework, warranty, liability claims)

• Increased confidence in analysis (more design information, sensitivity

relationships)

• Reduction in need for prototypes (which are both expensive and time-

consuming).

Many probabilistic design techniques have been developed to facilitate

the use of probability theory and to allow knowledge of uncertainty to be 

applied more effectively in the design process. However, their full use in

manufacturing industry is still limited owing to many factors including: the

computational intensity of several of the techniques, the requirement for

strong statistical knowledge by the user, lack of confidence in the application 

of the techniques, limitations in the availability and difficulty in data

collection [2]. Nevertheless, high volume and customer sensitive

manufacturing sectors, such as the automotive industry, would potentially

benefit greatly from the use of probaba ilistic design. However, a cultural and 

educational step-change, and significant impmm rovement in available data, are 

necessary for it to be fully integrated into design activities. A first stage in 

this process is understanding by the engineer of the capabilities and 

limitations of the available techniques in different problem domains. Current 

improvements in computer performance, identification of potential failure

modes and in computer databases for materials, dimensional and loading 

conditions indicate that the feasibility of probabilistic design keeps 

increasing. Increased confidence in the use of probabilistic design techniques

will facilitate a move towards fully simulation-based design leading to

eventual cost savings on prototype validation prior to the production stage.

Key concerns designers have in using probabilistic design techniques are

how reliable are the techniques when they are incorporated into the design

process, and which of the many available techniques is most appropriate to

apply at different stages of the process. This author seeks to contribute to

answers to these concerns, firstly through a review of deterministic and 

probabilistic design techniques, and then through presentation of a method 

for comparing the strengths and weaknesses of various techniques in

application at different stages in the design process.

2. DETERMINISTIC DESIGN 

Deterministic design accounts for uncertainties by introducing Factors of 

Safety (FS) and using a lower bound strength value and an upper bound load 
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value. The selection of FS value greatly depends upon the designer's

engineering knowledge and experience, which may not be available for new

designs. Excessive conservatism in the selection of FS will lead to over-

design, which is uneconomic, whereas lack of conservatism causes under-

design, which results in low reliability and high failure costs. Often, both

will be present in a single product. Deterministic design, by definition,

results in the loss of probability information.

2.1 Interval Analysis 

Interval analysis is the simplest way of representing uncertainty when no

information concerning the likelihood or probability of any particular valuer

within the range is available. A common application of interval analysis is inap

tolerance stack analyses. In an Absolute Worse Case (AWC) design, for

instance, the variables are either set to the lowest or largest expected value

depending on the respective partial derivatives of the variables and on 

maximising or minimising conditions. AWC is thus an approach to account 

for the statistical nature of a design environment in a deterministic way [3].

The prerequisite of this approach is a monotonic performance function, i.e.

its first derivative is of a constant sign (+ or -).

2.2 Partial Safety Factor (PSF) 

PSF is a widely used approach in civil engineering. It employs the limit 

state concept (see section 3 below) with separates safety factors on loading

(γfγγffγ ) and strength (f) γmγγmmγ ) in order to account for the different amounts of

variability associated with each of these. The factors are availaba le in

standards such as BS5950 and Eurocodes [4], the latter providing more

conservative values. Although variability in load and strength are accounted 

for by the use of partial factors, this conventional design method tends to

over-design owing to conservatism in the factors applied. In addition, there

is no estimate of probability of design failure, only an indication of whether

the design is in a feasible region or otherwise.

3. PROBABILISTIC DESIGN 

The limit state theoryrr is the foundation for the development of many

probabilistic design techniques. These generally attempt to solve the limit 

state functions, sometimes called the performance functions. Limit state

theory provides a framework within which the performance of components

can be assessed against various limiting conditions, such that the component 
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is no longer capable to fulfill its intended function [5]. Owing to its

importance in structural safety, the limit state is often defined in terms of 

load and resistance or stress and strength, but in principle any performance

parameter can be used in its formulation. Mathematically, the performance

function for a strength limit state is defined as the difference between the

resistance, R and load, P as in Eq. (1).P

g(x((x( ) = R – P = 0x)) (1)

where x is the vector of basic random variables,x g(x((x( )x)) < 0 represents the

failure region and g(x((x( )x)) > 0 represents the safe region. The Probability of 

Failure (POF) can be evaluated by the integral of the joint probability

function, fxffxfxf (x((x(( )x)) of the random variables in the system over the entire failure

region, given by Eq. (2). 

( )=
0)( <g (((

x dxf ( )xfPOF (2)

3.1 Coupling Formula 

When the limit state function is a combination of more than two

statistically independent variables, xi the variance of response g(x(( i)i)i can be

approximated by Taylor expansion. Ignoring second order and higher terms,

the variance foff r a fuff nction g(x(( i)i))i , σgσσg can be analytically approximated by Eq.g

(3), where σ is the variaba le standard deviation and µ is its mean.

2

2

2
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i
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g σσ
∂xxxx∂x
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The standard normal variate can be calculated from the coupling formula

given by Eq. (4) [6]. This method is sometimes known as the First Order

Second Moment (FOSM) method. The POF is then determined from the

standard normal distribution function, Φ as in Eq. (5).

g

PRz
σ

µµ −−= (4)

POF = Φ(z(( )z (5)
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3.2  Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 

In many practical problems it is not possible to directly evaluate the POF,

and in these cases Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) allows its evaluation by

simulation involving repeated computation of the performance function for

randomly generated combinations of input variables and generation of the

POF from the distribution of these calculated values. MCS is effective in

representing the variability in design parameters, however the number of 

iterations must be relatively large (~105-107) to produce reasonably accurate 

results. The coefficient of variation of the POF estimator for a specified

POF, νPOF is given by Eq. (6) [7]. F

POFn

POF
POFOO

*

1−=ν (6)

where n is the number of iterations. For problems with high reliability (i.e.

low POF) n must be large to generate an accurate estimator of POF,

requiring expensive computation which is time consuming. This limitation

makes the application of MCS in some domains, such in stress analysis using

Finite Element Analysis (FEA), expensive and difficult. Various variance 

reduction techniques have been proposed in the literature to speed up the 

standard MCS. Some of the most widely used variance reduction techniques

in engineering reliability analysis are importance sampling [8] and Latin

Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [9]. These techniques reduce the computation 

time over the standard MCS.

3.3 First Order Reliability Method (FORM) 

In FORM, the limit state is linearised around the “design point”, the point 

on the limit state with the highest probability, also called the Most Probable

Point (MPP). Owing to this linearisation, FORM may not be sufficiently

accurate for highly nonlinear problems. In addition, as the degrees of 

freedom (DOF) or the number of variables of the problem increase, the error

increases rapidly. It also fails to utilise the distributional infoff rmation but has

the advantage of simplicity. Transforming the original random vectors to

standard uncorrelated normal vectors, the reliability index, β is then defined

as the shortest distance from the origin to the MPP on the limit state

function. In the standard normal space, the POF is given by Eq. (7) [10]. 

POF = Φ(-β) (7)
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 The Second Order Reliability Method (SORM) is constructed by fitting

a parabolic surface, as opposed to a plane surface in FORM, to the limit state

function at the design point. The information about the curvature of the limit 

state function is utilised in SORM, therefore improving results compared 

with FORM, but at the expense of greater computational complexity. Several 

methods have been proposed in the literature to solve for POF from the

SORM approximation functions [11, 12]. 

3.4 Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 

The RSM is an approximate mathematical function of the limit state,

which avoids computations of the actual performance function. The principletuut

behind the RSM is that a smooth surface and a suitable polynomial can be

used as local approximations over some limited region of current interest. A 

second order polynomial is most common as it is sufficiently accurate in

representing many engineering problems. Due to its experimental nature,

RSM is very useful when a closed-form performance function is not 

available. Bucher suggests a response surface function, g’(x((x( )x)) of the form Eq.

(8) [13].

g’(x((x( ) = a +x)) ΣbΣΣΣΣ ixixixixi i +ΣcΣΣΣΣ ixixixixi i
2 (8)

The points xi are chosen to be mean values ix and xi = ix ± f±± fffff σiσσ where ffff
is an arbitrary factor. This reduces the number of calculations of the actual

performance function, g(x((x( )x)), to 2k+1, where k+k k is the number of variables. Ak
conventional MCS may then be applied, using g’(x((x(( )x)) as the performance

function, often with considerable savings compared with using g(x((x( )x)).

3.5 Advanced Mean Value (AMV) 

AMV works on the basis of the assumpmm tion that if a limit state function

g(x(( i)i))i  is smooth then a Taylor series expansion exists at the mean values, and 

the approximation given by Eq. (9) may be used [14].

( ) ( ) ( )'
i

((
x

g
gg ( ) ((''

∂xxx∂xxxx

∂gg∂g+( )g(( (9)

where xi* is the co-ordinate of MPP. Using perturbation or finite difference

techniques to evaluate the derivatives, g’(x((x( )x)) is updated with information

from the actual limit state function, g(x((x( )x)) in each iteration, making it 

converge rapidly to the MPP and β can be determined frd om the shortest

distance between the mean value point and the MPP. The number of 
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evaluations of g(x((x( )x)) in AMV is reduced significantly compared to MCS,

improving the efficiency for cases with complex performance function, g(x((x( )x)).

3.6 Fast Probability Integration (FPI) 

FPI is an approach which evaluates the actual performance function, g(x((x( )x)),
but approximates the MCS [15]. This approach differs from the RSM, which

approximates g(x((x( )x)) and uses the actual MCS. The results from FPI are 

accurate and efficient, even for highly nonlinear performance functions, 

owing to the utilisation of information originating from g(x((x(( )x)). The FPI is in

principle similar to AMV, but a nonlinear limit state function is first 

approximated with a quadratic function (Eq. 10) using a Taylor’s series

expansion around the design point. It is then transformed to a linear function

(Eq. 11) via the transformation of xi to yi using Eq. (12). FPI is robust to

variability in the input parameters, by effectively approximating non-normal 

distributions with equivalent normal distributions but this requires some

extensive programming. 
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4. CASE STUDY EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Development of Evaluation Criteria 

In order to fully understand the obstacles of incorporating probabilistic 

design techniques into the design activity, a number of evaluation criteria are

proposed, based on the issues listed below. It is suggested that these criteria

may be used to compare the efficiency and effectiveness of each technique 

in solving problems in design analysis generally speaking:
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• Criterion 1 concerns the time required for probabilistic analysis 

compared with the conventional deterministic approach. It is a

combination of set-up (i.e. analysis) time and computation time. The set-

up time is a “one-off” cost and includes time in learninuu g the method and

creating the model whereas computational time accounts for evaluating

the model to identifyff POF.

• Criterion 2 concerns the cost of implementing the methods in terms of 

the equipment and software required. This is the initial cost incurred in

acquiring and implementing the techniques. Other costs involved are in

learning and model creation, consolidated into the set-up time. 

• Criterion 3 concerns the accuracy of the probabilistic model. The

accuracy required is dependent on the level of risk associated with the

product and its failure consequences and the stage in the design process

the technique is utilised.

• Criterion 4 concerns robustness of the approach towards the complexity

of the performance function. It comprises the ability of a method to cope

with non-linearity in the performance functions, non-normal variable

distributions and the number of DOF in the performance functions.

In the next sub-section, a case study will be introduced in which

qualitative criteria are used in order to compmm are techniques in a simpmm le

engineering problem. In the next section, the implications of the criteria in a

more complex example are discussed.

4.2 Bolted Joint Case Study 

Avoiding bolted joint separation is a typical engineering problem faced by

designers, a practical failure mode of which is steam escaping from a flanged

connection. The performance function for this problem can be readily

foff rmulated and d will be used td o assess the merits and demerits of each

technique based on the evaluation criteria discussed. The bolted joint 

diagram and derivation of the joint separation performance function are

shown in Fig. 1. For a joint separation to occur, the forces in the clampmm ed

members must equal zero, indicating that the entire externally applied load is 

load, P is therefore greater than the reaction force in the bolt,P R.

Analytically, the condition of failure occurs when P > R and the performance

function can be written as in Eq. (1). Table 1 summarises the source data

used to construct normal distributions to characterise the input variables in 

the final performance function [16, 17]. Where a range is given from the 

source, these limits are taken as ±3σ from the mean values (which account

for 99.73% of the normally distributed variables).

It is suggested that for this problem a useful indication of the relative

merits of the different appaa roaches can be obtained by using simple numerical 
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or qualitative ratings for each criterion. For the time criterion, in this

example the set-up time is rated on a scale ranging from 1 (no set-up effort) 

to 5 (extensive training and model development required) and the execution 

time is indicated in CPU seconds for different appaa roaches. A qualitative

judgment of time requirement is obtained by using the product of these two

values. A qualitative judgment is again used for implementation cost, based 

on platform type. The values used were 1 (mental calculation only needed), 

2 (calculator), 3 (spreadsheet), 4 (programming language) and 5 (full

commercial package required). A scale of 1 to 5 was also used for judgement 

of robustness, where 1 = robust only to linear, normal and low DOF 

performance functions and 5 = robust to non-linear, non-normal and high

DOF cases. In this example, accuracy was compared by taking a MCS with 

106 evaluations as the accurate result.

Figure 1. Bolted joint arrangement and derivation of performance function.

Ideally, cost and total time should be low with a high robustness to the 

objective function. Since robustness is dependent on the complexity of 

performance functions, and cost and time factors are resource based, the

combination of these suggest an improved rating for selection purposes. For

this reason a combined rating based on cost, time and robustness is used to

combine the overall traits of the techniques evaluated. Error, being inherent 

to each technique may be treated in isolation. The rating is given in Eq. (13).

TimexCost

Robustness
atingCombined_R = (13)
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Table 1. . Source Data and Normal Distribution Parameters for Input Variables.

Normal Distribution

Variable Symbol
Source Data/

Unit Mean (µ)
Standard

Deviation (σ)

Major diameter d (9.78 to 10.00) mm 9.89 mm 0.037 mm

Threaded length lT Normal (12, 0.117) mm 12 mm 0.117 mm

Unthreaded

length
ld Normal (18, 0.117) mm 18 mm 0.117 mm d

Plate thickness l 20 ± 0.07 mm 20 mm 0m .023 mm

Modulus of

Elasticity
E

208 MPa,

Cv = 0.03 (worst)
208 MPa 6.24 MPa

Applied Torque T (16.272 to 16.724) Nm 16.498 Nm 0.075 Nm

Nut faff ctor K (0.10 to 0.16) 0.13 0.01

Coefficient of

Friction
µ 0.15 ± 0.03 0.15 0.01

Load Pd µP ± 30% 11.0 kN 1.1 kN

TableTT 2. Summary of Evaluation Criteria for Each Technique.

Technique

(number of

iterations)

Set-upuu

Time

(Ratings)

Comp.mm

Time

(s)

Compmm .

Time

(Ratings)

Set-up

Time x

Compmm .

Time

(Ratings)

Error

(%)
Robustness Cost

Coupling

Formumm la
2 0 1 2 114.29 1 2

Commercial

MCS (104)

(spreadsheet

package)

2 54 3 6 14.29 5 5 

MCS (106) 2 440 5 10 0 5 4

FORM 3 0.05 1 3 114.29 2 4 

RSM (105) 3 37.46 2 6 6.43 4 4

AMV 5 0.77 1 5 2.86 4 4

FPI 5 0.77 1 5 2.86 5 4

AWC 1 0 1 1 - 3 3

PSF 1 0 1 1 - 3 2

The results corresponding to the evaluation criteria are summarised ind

Table 2 for the bolted joint problem. By plotting these results a visual 

indication of techniques performance may be obtained. Fig. 2 shows an

example – error vs an overall rating obtained using Eq. (13). As noted, error

is based on the POF calculated using MCS with 106 iterations (POF =

0.0014). Error estimates of the POF are not available for the deterministic

methods (PSF and AWC), however, POF = 0.05 relates to a design that is

safe for a serviceability limit state [18]. In contrast, AWC, being more

conservative, classifies it as an unsafe design. There exists an inverse

relationship between the error and total time. MCS requires long execution

time (for the given number of iterations) whereas analytical methods and
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FORM are fast, but are the least accurate. The less accurate methods are

more suitable in the initial stages where high accuracy is not needed as there

is limited information about uncertainties in the design parameters. The 

sensitivity analysis results available from FORM can be used subsequently 

to guide more effective information collection. Methods such as RSM, AMV

and FPI represent trade-offs between accuracy and time. MCS can be

applied in later stages where accuracy becomes more important as the design

proceeds. Fig. 2 shows that FPI, AMV and RSM are within 10% of MCS the

result, and have a high overall rating, when robustness to the objective 

function is included. For problems with time constraints and complex 

performance functions, these methods are preferred, but the more robust the

technique is, the more expensive it is.

4.3 Front Suspension Case Study 

The bolted joint case study above mentioned uses an explicit, closed 

form, non-linear objb ective function with seven DOF and all variables are

assumed to be normally distributed. It is also a static problem where loading

is time-invariant. However, objb ective functions formulated for many real

engineering problems are likely to be complex in nature. For instance,

explicit performance function is not available in computational analyses such 

as FEA, Multi Body Systems (MBS) etc. A more realistic case study 

analyzing a suspension system for a sports utility vehicle is an example of a 

complex mathematical as well as engineering problem. In this situation, 

probabilistic design may not be so straightforward but probabilistic 

approaches may be used to draw correlations between analytical results for

the loads on the chassis of the car (performance parameter) and experimental 

road load data, and to direct the collection of statistical infoff rmation about the

key parameters in the suspension system e.g. bush stiffness, damping

coefficient, spring rate, jounce stiffness, etc. including the characteristics of 

the compmm onents (linear, non-linear). The aim is then to demonstrate the

feasibility of probabilistic design and how it addresses uncertainty in such a

complex analytical problem. For this purpose, a half vehicle model is

developed in Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems

(ADAMS) and a simpmm lified quarter car model is developed in Visual Basic.

• TimeTT : As this is a pilot analysis of complex system, the difficulty of

setting-up a probabilistic design within a computational package could be 

overwhelming, therefore more weight should be given to the set-up time

over the computational time. The ability to understand and the ease of 

modeling with MCS are crucial to provide a better visualization of the
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problem. More advanced techniques could be justified once the

probabilistic model is verified.
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Figure 1. Error versus combined rating for each technique.

• Cost: The cost of implementation is not considered important in this 

problem. 

• Accuracyc : The ADAMS model needs to be verified to facilitate

uncertainty analysis, therefore the accuracy of the probabilistic 

techniques incorporated is crucial. 

• Robustness: The transfer functions in this dynamic problem are implicit 

as they require exhaustive numerical integration in solving them. The

interface of probabilistic design and such complex computational 

analysis could be most easily achieved by executing the existing model

repeatedly, updating the variables at each iteration. The random variables

could be generated externally according to its characteristic probability 

distribution to form a matrix of realistic random systems, this is

effectively a MCS approach.

It is demonstrated that the implementation of probabilistic design in such

complex problem is feasible and it facilitates better understanding of

uncertainty in design analyses but the inherent complexity of the problem

governs the selection of probabilistic techniques. A response surface

function obtained describes the relationship between the performance 

parameter and the critical design variables, which is valuable for a

parametric study.  
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A method for evaluating probabilistic design techniques to aid their

selection based on the computational and modeling issues of time, accuracy,

cost and rd obustness has been outlined. With the help of information

presented, the probabilistic design techniques can be applied in more

strategic contexts, so that design optimization procedures can be carried out 

more efficiently and judgement of when in the design process to apply them

can be made to suit the nature of the problem. Some of the techniques also

give sensitivity measures, which could augment the strategy for probabilistic

design applications – providing insights into critical variables to aid further

data collection. Case studies of both simple and complex design situations 

were adopted to provide the basis for discussion, but more cases of varying

dimensions should be taken into consideration to aid a more compmm rehensive

study taking into consideration opinions of many engineers. Selection of 

probabilistic and computational techniques is important to reproduce the 

physical problem for analysis.

With the availability of commercial software, learning time could be

reduced drastically. This factor could be of less importance if commercial

software is available to aid the probabilistic design process, the only

software to date that includes the wide range of probabilistic techniques is

called NESSUS [19]. However, the accuracy and validity of the probabilistic

models still rely on the knowledge and experience of the engineers who

develop them. Other less comprehensive probabilistic commercial packages

are also available, mostly to provide the MCS and LHS on more user-

friendly platforms. It can be argued that computational time is redundant 

given the increase in the speed of computers today, but is of concern when

probabilistic design is to be applied in applications such as FEA and MBS,

where probabilistic design, which typically involves thousands of iterations,

could amplify the already time consuming simulation process, e.g. from

hours to days. Performance functions that are implicit of the actual design

variables and uncertain system parameters could only be evaluated in a

numerical sense, i.e. FEA. Hence, numerically efficient probabilistic

algorithms for evaluating this type of system response are required [20]. 

Although no extra modelling effort is required in the problem formulation in 

probabilistic design over a deterministic one, time to collect data has been

recognized widely in literature as a contributing factor to the lack of 

probabilistic appaa lications. Most pubu lished sources only quote deterministic

values such as minimum expected values, nominal values etc. Making

available statistical information such as standard deviation, coefficient of
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variation, etc. will certainly encourage more probabilistic design

appaa lications.
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Abstract: Today in industry yr , product development is becoming an increasingly

complicated activity and design teams can be composed of people from

different cultures who are geographically dispersed. This projo ect investigates

the problems caused when required to work between engineers from different 

domains (differing 'professional cultures), in order to suggest new approaches

and to develop a framework supporting collaborative global design. A general 

cultural study was made to analyse the product development processes within 

mechanical and electrical engineering that identified optimization as being a

key stay ge in the development of electromagnetic products. Electrical engineers

often use an analytical optimization environment to give dimensions to an 

'overall' initial electromagnetic structure. Segregated analysis carried out by

mechanical engineers at this stage can be very inefficient and ineffective.

Analysing a specific example, the dimensioning of a spring in an

electromagnetic plunger, has highlighted the advantages offered by improving

collaboration. What has been proposed is an integrated approach to

optimization, which involves mechanical and electrical engineers working

together to jointly dimension a structure. An ICT (Internet Collaboration Tool)

prototype supportinyy g this type of work has been developed and optimizationyy

results can now be disseminated automatically to all of the designers in a

global design team. This is a step in the development of a computer

environment supporting collaborative design for multidisciplinary teams.

Key words: Distributed design, Collaboration, Optimiz ation, Electromagnetics
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Economic context 

Industrial Design is an activity where collaboa ration is fuff ndamental.

Indeed, many actors collaborate to achieve a common goal: The definition of 

a product that can be used and may be sold. Each one has its own knowledge

and know-how, its own uses. If everyrr  one speaks about the same objb ect, the

product, the representation that each actor uses is not unique. "Designing

industrial products is a collective, and distributed activity, implying 

cooperation, information sharing and coordination among several skilled

actors who have got specific knowledge in their own domain" [1]

In this context collaboration must be organized to allow better

communication between actors. Concurrent engineering methodologies are

developed in order to involve the different points of view on the product, all 

along its life cycle. This trend is pushed by the evolution of the products:

design of complex artifacts and systems requires the cooperation of

multidisciplinary design teams providmm ing optimization from any point of 

view. Several different people from different countries, companies and 

professions can now be required to work together during a product's 

development, which impmm lies that different cultures have to be considered in

the management of the product development process which can cause huge

problems. Cultural studies carried out [2, 3] suggest four main types of 

culture that are apparent in industry today: National Culture, Corporate 

Culture, Branch Culture and Professional Culture. Profeff ssional culture,

which relates to someone's profession, is at the heart of this study.

At the same time the globalization of the industrial activity and

decentralization of many manufacturing processes leads companies to work

in relation to veryrr distant collaborators. Let us cite the example of Airbus 

planes built in several different European countries. Then, let us keep in 

mind the growing interaction with suppliers. B2B (Business to Business)uu

needs strong support for integrating the design chain. A design which might,

in the future, also integrate the consumer to allow full product

customisation…

1.2 Collaborative design environments  

The expansion of Internet-based tools has opened new opportunities for

collaborative work improvement. This can explain the development of a new

generation of tools designed to support this kind of activity: Internet/Web
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and CSCW (Computer Collaborative Work) in design [4]. They intend to

offer to a team of engineers (design, production or sale offices, 

subcontractors...) the way to work together, sharing data about the product 

[5]. The functionalities of the bests tools of this kind are: the integration of 

several tools supporting communication, a PDM (Product Data 

Management) system, and the capacity to visualise a common 3 Dimensional

model, and sometimes to annotate and modify it. The rigidity of these

solutions seems to be a problem for the support of a satisfactoryrr  technical

communication among a multidisciplinary design team [6]. The challenge

for software developers is to provide users with solutions that allow the best 

compromise between communication among themselves, and ergonomics

for each of them in his/her daily activities.

2. A DESIGN EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Goals  

To stress the communication exchanges, we decided to perform a 

distributed design with a team of engineers with different professional 

cultures [7], or say from different worlds, as defined in [8]. Mechanical and 

Electrical engineers have quite different ways to solve design problems, andt

diffeff rent simumm lation tools that do not manipulate the same concepts,

information or parameters. The problems caused by having to work between 

professional cultures are apparent in several areas of industryrr today and poor 

communications can sometimes prevent the advancement of innovative 

technology [9]. An interview with two engineers from Schneider Electric,

suggested that when mechanical and electrical engineers are required to

work together in industry there really are problems. In a lot of cases it seems

that electromagnetic product development is a veryrr segregated activity,

designers adopting an 'over the wall' approach - an electrical engineer 

carrying out a study in isolation before passing the results onto a mechanical

engineer to continue with product development. When the two engineers 

need to dialogue, it is not surprising that there are often misunderstandings 

and that the product development process can be very iterative and 

inefficient. What are the problems? How can we enhance collaborative 

work?
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2.2 Teams 

Eight Members of the “Laboratoire d’Electrotechnique de Grenoble”

(LEG) and of the laboratory 3S "Sols-Solides-Structures”, (Grenoble,

France), worked together in different physical places communicating over

the Internet, trying to reproduce the working conditions of different 

professional groups collaborating over the Internet [10]. The different groups

were often composed of one or two people depending on their professional

competencies: mechanical or electrical engineering, structure definition, 

electro-mechanical sizing, manufacturing process definition, etc. tut

2.3 Product 

Magnet 

Striker Body
Spring

Winds

Figi ure 1. Stand-by position and released position

They designed an electromechanical plunger. (circuit-breaker) (see fig 1)

which presents the particularity of being a problem involving numerous

aspects: mechanical, magnetic, electrical, thermal which are moreover very 

coupled. This product was chosen to lay emphasis on collaboration and 

communication.

2.4 A Different Professional Culture : the electrical 

world

Different stages of the electromagnetic product development were

analysed at the LEG and comparisons drawn with the approaches adopted by

mechanical engineers. Electrical engineers use lots of variants and adaptive

designs. As a result there is little support for upstream phases of innovative 

design projo ects. They put a lot of emphasis on the embodiment design stages

with several computerized tools to support optimization and dimensioninuu g

[11]. An analytical (as opposed to a geometric) representation is usually at
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the heart of the product development process, which offers advantages and 

disadvantages when working with other engineers. The nature of 

electromagnetism restricts designers to an 'overall' approach, which makes 

the decomposition of products for isolated studies veryrr difficult.

Figure 2. Flux 2D, magnetic F.E.M analysis

Nowadays, a specialist computer environment also contributes to the

"specialist view" that has been discussed in the previous section. A study of 

computer applications used by electrical engineers has suggested that they 

use veryrr specific software like Flux 2D (fig 2) and CDI Optimizer. In the 

LEG, optimization is often regarded as a method of dimensioning an initial 

structure with an objb ective function driving this embodiment stage of the

design process. Note that this approach implies that most of the design 

parameters and optimization criteria can be analytically expressed, in a 

coherent manner.

2.5 Meetings 

We observed that, from all the available tools, the team mainly used 2

kinds: highly specific technical tools such as a solver for magnetic flux, a
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C.A.D (Computer Aided Design) geometric modeler, F.E.M (Finite Element 

Model) analysis or process planning… along with non specific

communication tools like e-mail, forums, ftp, web space storage,

Netmeeting, Paltalk (voice sharing). Special functionalities of the specific

collaborative tools were not interesting in our case as for example, 3D model

sharing is not adapted for the electrical engineers who do not use a 3D model 

as a working base! Different kinds of meetings were performed. Let us cite

collaborative preliminary design, sizing, manufacturing, and review type 

meetings. This was completed by asynchronous exchanges when needed.

3. A SIGNIFICANT EXAMPLE – THE 

DIMENSIONING OF A SPRING 

The problem of dimensioning a spring may look simple at first sight, but 

it is a veryr good example because the team of designers did not succeed in 

solving it! Finding an admissible set of values for the parameters in a 

distributed design context appeared to be very complicated. 

3.1  Detailed view of the problem  

The striker of the plunger is held in the low position by a magnetic force

generated by the magnet. When an electrical current flows through the

windings, a magnetic flux starts to counteract the magnet magnetic flux.

Therefore the net magnetic force becomes weak. At this point the main force 

on the striker is the force of the spring pushing up. The striker begins to

move.

Functional requirements:

• Holding an acceleration in the low position of (a=2000m.s-²)

• Maximum time to react (3,5 ms)

• Percussion energy (0,12 J)

• Residual force in high position (15N)

• Maximum size of the plunger 40*50*50mm

3.2 A complex and coupled problem 

The behavior of the system is greatly influenced by the sizing of the

structure. For a given geometrical configuration, the magnetic flux is

influenced by aspects like the thickness of the walls, the gap between the 

different parts and the magnetic properties of the material.
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The electrical engineers made an analytical optimization study in order to

perform the structure sizing. Their objective was to minimize the overall bjj

volume of the plunger. At this point they asked the mechanical engineers for

the spring specifications, more precisely the force equation (in order to know 

this value in the compmm ressed state).

As the team did nd ot know the size of the magnetic parts, it was not 

possible to size the overall structure. But it was possible to take into accountt

the requirements which did not depend on the magnetic force. So the 

mechanical engineers started to develop a mechanical model of the spring

compliant with these requirements.

k.X=F (1)

 weightFmagneticm.2000k.Xlow m.200020002000 (2)

 weight15k.Xhigh 151515 (3)

The problem is that the geometryrr of the striker is related to:

• its mass, hence the force corresponding to a 2000m.s-² acceleration, the

time to move out, and the final kinetic energy. (Moreover the mass of the 

spring is not negligible).

• the magnetic flux which can flow through it.

The mechanical engineers gave their equations to the electrical ones, in 

order for them to try to find a structure satisfying the magnetic requirements.

But it failed. First the optimization did not converge. On the second try with

another spring, the magnet needed was too big for the structure.

Mechanical engineers tried to make new calculations, but were blocked 

because they did not know which parameter to move and in which direction. 

They faced the complexitytt of this veryr coupled problem. The whole

procedure (exchanging the parameters and equations, looking for an

admissible solution) took several hours of collaborative work between the

two teams. The cultut ral issues led to misunderstandings that slowed the

development process. But after cultural barriers were overcome, the tuut

technical difficulty of solving this very coupled problem appeared.

Eventually, no satisfactory solution was found. 
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4. TOWARDS A COLLABORATIVE 

OPTIMISATION ENVIRONMENT  

Figure 3. Coupled multidisciplinary optimisation

As opposed to handing over the results of an isolated studydd , an approach 

involving several elements of physics was required. In order to construct a 

coupled model to be computed in the existing optimization environment at 

the LEG, the mechanical team had to set up a group of equations describing 

the spring behaviour. Then the teams had to define common parameters

between the two trade models, to define constraints to the parameters, and to 

create links between the common parameters. Once the overall analytical 

model is built (Fig. 3), the constraints and initial values have to be placed on 

the parameters. After this has been performed, the optimization engine 

carries out the iterative task of dimensioning the spring, whilst 

simultaneously optimizing the overall electromagnetic structure.

Table 1. Optimisation iterations and qualitytt resultsy

Optimisation  Number of iterations Objb ective Function Value

No optimisation 6 No convergence
Continuous values 24 7931.98

Discrete values 422 8648,68
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The first results were disappointing because the spring had but two coils, 

and the diameter of the wire was too thick. The mechanical result was good,

but the technological one was not. So we added technological constraints to

our model. Afterwards, realizing the importance of standard components in

mechanical engineering [12], the optimization was carried out for discrete

values corresponding to the real characteristics of springs available from one

manufacturer [Tab. 1]. Although the discrete experiment did not incorporate 

the cost of the spring, this can be done in order to increase the supplier’s

involvement in the product development process. This approach was

successful in providing a technical support to solve our veryrr  coupled 

problem. 

4.1 A view of a collaborative optimization. Environment.

Integration with CoDISS II

The study of the spring, linked with the electromagnetic plunger overall 

structure optimization, clearly demonstrates the advantages of developing a 

multi-trade om ptimization platform.

Figi ure 4. CoDiss2

In order to integrate this concept in collaborative distributed design, we

have to support it in a distributed environment where you have to understand

and comply with constraints imposed by other designers, more often than not 

from a different culture. In order to do this, we integrated the optimization
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process in our CoDiss2 (Collaborative Data and Information Sharing

System) tool (see fig. 4).

The main objective of the CoDISS II [1] project is to create a framework

supporting collaborative design with a common space of shared information,

linked to several trades’ interfaces. People use their ordinaryrr software in 

conjunction with CoDISS II which supports the link between them. These

links provide support for communication (both formal and informal) and 

also a mechanism to create “live” relations between the trade software’s

inner parameters. So the multi-trade optimization aspects studied in this

paper are one of the aspects of this collaborative design environment 

<Optimization>

<Iterations Number="23">
<Iteration Number="0">

<Inputs Number="34">
<Input Name="nr" Value="17.0"/>
<Input Name="muzero" Value="1.2566E-6"/>
……… tous les autres ‘inputs’ pour la première itération 
</Inputs>

<Outputs Number="59">
<Output Name="c13" Value="24.0"/>
<Output Name="c12" Value="2.9999999999999982"/>
……… tous les autres ‘outputs’ pour la première itération

</Outputs>
</Iteration>
<Iteration Number="1">

   ………
  </Iteration>
  ………toutes les autres itérations 
       </Iterations>

</Optimization>

Figure 5. XML formalization of the parameters exchanged between the trades

The implementation of a new function allows parameters within CoDISS 

II to be updated automatically using the XML results file generated by CDI 

Optimizer (Fig. 5). The designers are always aware of the last version of the

value of the set of parameters they are interested in, and are able to submit a

modification to all other designers. This creates a mutual awareness of the

problem.

Furthermore, the CoDISS II mechanism will not only provide coherence

in data, but will also allow constraints already exchanged during up-stream

phases to be used for optimization. Eventually, it will provide a means of 

diffusing optimization results for individual analysis by a designer.
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In carrying out this specific optimization study, it emerges that analytical 

optimization environments are often used as a method of ff giving dimensions

to an initial structure. Segregated approaches between mechanical and 

electrical engineers during this stage may be ineffective. The very act of 

defining a component within a system puts constraints on the system from

the component definition itself [13]. By adopting an integrated optimization

approach, the optimization engine supports the iterative embodiment design 

tasks, thus avoiding long development loops between designers, and 

providing an effective way to find an acceptable set of values corresponding

to the product requirements. It can also be quickly identified if common

solutions do not exist, favouring trends towards dynamic construction of

Product Development Specifications. As products become more

complicated, the advantages offered by an integrated optimization approach

still increase. Equally, if companies manufactutt re variants of the same

products it is possible to capitalize on the time invested in the development 

of a composed analytical model.

Collaborative optimization represents an effective method of carrying out

parts of the embodiment stages of an overall design project. The fact that 

designers are forced to discuss the optimization specifications is another

benefit because this also means that collaborative optimization represents a 

platform for formal discussions of differing constraints imposed on design 

parameters by different engineers.

The design experiment has also shown the need to support collaborative 

problem formalization, constraints and interval negotiations. We have to 

enrich infoff rmal commumm nication tools in a collaboa rative environment to better

support these preliminary aspects of  the optimization problem construction.

Optimization only works on formalized models. Thus a new overall design

experiment should tryrr  to answer the following questions:

• To what extent can mechanical considerations be incorporated into the 

analytical environment?  

• Is it necessary to develop new tools in order to ensure data coherence?  

• Once a composed analytical model is created, how easy would it be to

adapt it to other variants of the product (thus capitalizing on the time 

invested at this stage)?

• Are there domains, other than mechanical and electrical, where this

approach could be relevant? The development of Micro-Electro-

Mechanical products (MEMS) is an area that also requires close co-

operation between mechanical and electrical engineers, and may take

benefit from this work.
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Abstract: Collaborative design efficiency expects to go further than concurrent 

engineering in breaking down sequential organizations: in concurrent

engineering experts must act on the product as soon as possible but their

actions constrain the next ones. To collaborate, the experts must share these

constraints with a common language about the product. Here, a new productab

model dedicated to collaborative design is proposed. Some examples and 

usage sequences highlight the main benefits in a collaborative context. The

model is used in the French IPPOP project (Integration of Product Process ando

Organization for Performance Enhancement in Engineering) where a

framework dedicated to innovative collaborative design is under construction.

Key words: Concurrent engineering, Product model, Collaborative design, Multi-expertise

1.  INTRODUCTION  

CAD systems are mainly based on geometric models [1-2]. The current 

trend is to attach more and more technological information to form features,

but these geometric models remain centralized and imply to be fully defined 

before any other expertise starts. Design activity remains sequential and is 

still led by geometric modelling. In the last decade, technological product 
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models [3-8] were proposed to enlarge the scope of CAD system. The design 

of a new product is based on a very large set of computer services. Dedicated 

skilled services use a geometric model as input, complete this model with

technological information, assist experts in the achievement of their task but 

do not help them to propose design evolution. Expertise mainly depends on 

expert knowledge. Sometimes, engineers configure generic services to 

encode their own knowledge. Spreadsheets, databases, mathematical solvers,

etc, are used for this purpose but are hardly shared.

The model concepts may be the same for a couple of services. However,

the model encoding is specific to each service. Each service has its own

storage format, which is rarely compatible with others. Standards were

developed to ease the translation between services but they are sources of

data loss and of information duplication. PDM provides a way to handle the

large amount of files created during the design process. It provides a

repository where designers share files defining the product. However each

file is understood by a few services. Moreover atoms of information inside a

file are not available as sharable items. Engineers use PDM to publish

information but not to collaborate. The STEP standard [9-10] was offered as

an integrated model to support all the product information. However too few

applications are proposed to share STEP objects in a dynamic and 

collaborative mode [11]. Moreover the evolution of STEP is not quick

enough to deal with new concepts of new emerging technologies. 

This paper proposes a new product model based on a small number of 

concepts to be easily used during collaborative design. The number of 

concepts is minimized to offer a very comprehensive language. This product 

model allows derivation of several views of the product and linking of these

various definitions. Since few concepts are introduced, this product model

can be extended with representations issued from other product models, like

STEP representations. Thus it completes other product models to support 

collaborative design. The third section describes some examples of 

instantiation of this model while the final section describes how this product 

model can be shared in a collaborative design activity. 

2. A NEW PRODUCT MODEL  

2.1 A product model dedicated to collaboration in 

innovative design

A unique language for collaboration around product definition [12-13] is

proposed. Many product models have already been defined in the literature.
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They are more or less complex and specific to some design area. Even if 

STEP should be considered as the basis of a common product model, STEP

Application Protocols are dedicated to specific fields or industries. Here, a

first requirement is to provide a product model generic enough to support 

collaboration for any technical expertise. A second requirement expects this

language to be simple enough for innovative design where the main

structures, functions and behaviours of the product are not established at the

beginning of the design activity. As a consequence, the product model must 

be defined on a small numbers of concepts.

2.2 Multiple axis definition of the product 

Since the product model is dedicated to collaborative design, it must 

support the link between the various representations of the product handled 

by designers. Four axes to decline the product definition were integrated in 

the current product model:

1. Service representations: each computer service defines its own model

encoding according to the managed theory but also of technical choices

depending on the service developer.

2. Various levels of detail must be described in thd e model to allow the

collaboration to focus on any detail respect to the undertaken problem.

3. Various cultural representations reflect various view points about the 

product. Within an electro-mechanical component the structure

decomposition depends on the expert analysing the product: An

electrician models the gaps between parts while mechanical analyst does 

not mind about these. They will not use the same decomposition.

4. The product life-cycle from the earliest design stage to the final recycling

process involves various states for its sub-systems. Each sub-system

may be defined at this various stages. Obviously, if several stages are

considered during the design activity, then the various representations

associated with the product evolution should be linked together to follow

this view of the life cycle.

The product model proposed in the next sub-section intends to present 

and store in a same model every declination axis. 

2.3 Main concepts 

Since the product model must be used by many designers whatever their

culture and know-how, we proposed to reduce its internal concepts to a

minimal set of concepts presented in an UML class diagram on Fig. 1.
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1. Component: a compmm onent is a partition of the product. A compmm onent can

be subdivided into a set of sub-components. There are three kinds of 

components according to the semantic of their subdivision 1) Common 

Compmm onents (CC) that define a real partition of the part: – 2) Alternative

Compmm onents (AC) are decompmm osed into optional sub-compmm onents: an

alternative component can be substituted in any of its children – 3). View

components (VC) are decomposed into several points of view: each sub-

component is a correct representation of the product but it is attached to a

specific culture shared by a sub-set of designers.

Modelled Entity 

InterfaceComponent Behaviour

ACCC VFAFCF

VIAICI

Modelled Entity MModelled EntityModelled Entity 

F nctionFunctionFunctionInterfaceInterfaceInterfacerfacefaceaceeerrInterfaceComponentCCCComponenttttComponent BehaviourBehaviourBehaB hB hBehaviouriouriourBehaviour

VCVCVCCCCCVCACACACACCAACCCCCCCCCCCCC VFVFVFVFVFVFAFAFAFAFAFAAFCFCFCFCFCFCF

VIVIIVIVIVIVIAIAIIAIAIAIAAICICICICICICI

Figi ure 1. Product Model Class Diagram

2. Interface: an interface is a handler of a component, i.e.: a property by

which the component may be linked to an interface of another

component. A component may have mechanical, electrical, etc. handlers.

Like components there are three kinds of interfaces 1) Common

interfaces (CI) 2) Alternative interfaces (AI) 3) View interfaces (VI).

Interfaces can also be subdivided intd o sub-interfaces to detail their

definition.

3. Function: a function links at least two components through interfaces. It 

is a relation between the components. The function defines an objb ective

to be achieved within some threshold defined by a criterion and a goal 

value for this criterion. Like components there are three kinds of 

functions 1) Common functions (CF) 2) Alternative functions (AF) 3)

View functions (VF). For the definition of detail, functions are

subdivided intd o sub-fuff nctions.

4. Behaviour: Behaviour defines a modal state inside the lifecycle of the

product. Behaviour is defined by a set of components, interfaces and 

fuff nctions.

All these concepts define the main characteristics of the product. We

assume that they are generic and simple enough to be understood and used 
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by any designer. The model of the product is a data-base stored definition of 

these features and the relationships between them.

Mixing system Rack-pinion detailMixing systemMixini ii i g systemmmmMixing system Rack-pinion detailRack-pinion detailpinion detailinion detailRack-pinion detail

nnnn

Figi ure 2. A mixing machine and its rack-pinion detail.

Special representations may be associated to the previous feature. A large

range of special types of value should be defined such as length, volume,

images, and any other characteristic of interest as the location of a file url 

issued from any external service. Thus a part declared as a component in the

product model can be associated with various external files modelling the

part in heterogeneous software services. 

3.  EXAMPLE OF INSTANTIATION 

3.1 A simple assembly: introduction 

A mixing machine is used to illustrate the instantiation of the model. Fig. 

2 shows the global assembly and focuses on a sub-system: the vertical

column and thd e rack. Two alternative design solutions are considered: the 

column and the rack are bonded or screwed. Fig. 3 presents three trees

corresponding to the structure, the interface, and the function tree. In the

structure tree, the component named assembly is decomposed into three sub-mbb

components: the column, the fixed part and a component depending on a
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technological choice. If the parts are bonded together, the glue will be the

third component whereas if the parts are screwed together two screws will be

added in the system. The structure features are linked to their interface while 

interfaces are associated to the function. Finally, functions are linked with

components fulfilling the function.

CC: Assembly

CC: Column

CC: Scotch

CC: Screw1

CC: Screw2

AC: Assembly component

CC: Screws

CF: Positionnig and fixturing

CF: Cylindrical pair

AF: Fixturing
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CI: Cylinder

CI: Helicoid2

AI: Fixture

CI: None

CI: Cylinder

CI: Screw Interfaces

AI: Fixture

CI: None

CI: Screw1Interface

CI: Plane

CI: Helicoid

f
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CF: helical pair
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CI: CylinderCI: CylinderCI: Cylililillll nddddddderrrrrrCI: Cylinder

CI: Helicoid2CI: Helicoid2CI: Helililillll co d2d2d2idididdCI: Helicoid2

AI: FixtureAI: FixtureAI: FiiiixtureeeeeeeeeAI: Fixture

CI: NoneCCCCCCCI: NoneeeeeeeeeCI: None
CI: RackCI: RackkkkkkkCI: Rack
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Figure 3. Model for the assembly of the column and the rack. 

3.2 A geometric tolerancing cultural representation 

In this section, only the bonded solution is considered. A geometric 

tolerancing tool manipulates three sources of essential information: 1) the

standardized specifications. A standardized specification is a set of

conditions on situation characteristics between elements of the same part 

and/or a set of conditions on intrinsic characteristics of an element (an

element can be a face, a line or a point) 2)  the contact specifications

between the parts of an assembly. A contact specification is a set of mating
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relations between the parts of the product 3) the geometric condition of an

assembly. A geometric condition is a set of conditions on situation

characteristics between elements of the product and/or a set of conditions on

intrinsic characteristics of the product.
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Figure 4. Geometric Tolerancing viewpoint of the assembly of the column and the rack 

A view interface of the product model defines an element. In Fig. 3, a

common function defines only the number of degrees of freedom between

components. A view function (Fig. 3 and 4) may be a geometric

specification by tolerance zone, a contact specification or a geometric

condition. A specification by dimension defines a set of conditions on

attributes of a view interface i.e. elements. Fig. 4 presents the 3D-dimension

chains to ensure a geometric condition of the common function “Positioning

and Fixturing”. Fig. 5 gives an illustration of a surface graph as in [14] and 

[15] extracted from the instantiation of the product model from Fig. 4. The

location specification and the dimension specifications according to 

envelope requirement give a result from the transfer of the common function

“Positioning and fixturing” onto the parts column and rack: see Fig. 4 and 5.

The 3D-dimensional dimension chains can be foff rmalized in thd e surface

graph [16] as well as in the product model. Current geometric tolerancing

tools simulate the manufacturing defects of parts but they do not have a great

influence on the design process. With the current product model, the trace of 

geometric specifications is available. If a geometric specification is not 

satisfied, the unsatisfied functions are identified. The integration of standard 

components (bearing, screw, nut, etc) and their impact on geometric 
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specifications is taken into account and id s linked with the choice of these

components. 

Figi ure 5. A 3D-dimensional chain in the product model for the assembly of the columny

and the rack according to a geometric tolerancing point of view.

4. SCENARIO OF COLLABORATION 

4.1 General usage sequences 

The next usage sequence presents the collaboration steps for several

designers sharing the product model:

1. Each actor joins the projo ect (product data). At this stage they all work

separately: this involves a) Identification with a login and a password. b) 

Reception of the personal task list. Information required for each task

(product data, objectives of the tasks, the human and material resources)

is issued from the design process model [17].

2. The expert seeks if the product data already exists in the product model:

if a) the data was already shared among the design group, then the expert 

finds the data in the shared database – or else if b) the data was not

shared among projo ect group. The expert will have to require information 

– or else c) the data exists but the expert does not find it. In fact, even–

ways to search for information (keywords, filters, dictionary, etc.) may 
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fail. The data could be defined frd om different points of view, different 

ontologies, etc.

3. The expert requires some data. So far, two ways of indicating

requirement are proposed: 1) using a formal call mechanism developed in

the IPPOP project, and 2 ) using a usual way such as e-mail.

4. Other members of the design group share the required information via the

product model. Then the initial expert accesses this information.

5. The expert processes his product assessment. He uses his own model and

services. At this stage he does not share his results that should only be

declared in the product model when collaboration is needed (goto items 3

and 4): if expected by other experts, the expert shares his results via the

product model.

The expert waits for new notifications: 1) Notification of a new task (goto

item 2); 2) Notification of a modification on an already declared task (goto

item 2); 3) Notification of a call for sharing product data (goto item 4).r

4.2 Illustration on the rack-column sub-system 

This example deals with a rack and pinion system. This system is part of 

the mixing machine shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the initial stage of the

product model in order to begin the illustration. At this stage, the shared 

infoff rmation concerns the fuff nction and the mapped technologies that have

been selected: 1) Function: to set the position and to fix the rack on the

column; 2) Technology: two screws or bonded as an alternative; 3).

Interfaces physically represent functional surfaces that transmit mechanical

flows to fix the rack. Both functions and technologies are shared among the

design group to provide a main common product definition to every expert.  

TableTT 1. Various needs expected by mechanical analysisi and manufacturing expertise

Mechanical analysis needs Manufacturing expertise needs

The foff rm feff atures of the rack The foff rm feff atures of the rack

The material characteristics The material characteristics

The loading values on the rack 

At this stage, this illustration presents how two experts connect the

database in order to assess the product, to create new information and maybe

to share this infoff rmation with others. On the one hand the “mechanical

analysis” expert carries out the structural analysis, on the other hand the 

“manufacturing” expert proposes what the manufacturing process for the 

rack could be.
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Table 1 enumerates some basic needs required by the two areas of 

expertise. Currently, this information does not yet exist in the rack model.

Each expert requires it (sequence item 4). Other members of the design

group share geometrical, material and loading information by associating

attributes to corresponding rack components: 1) A geometric representation

is presented as a CATIA file. Only the path to this file is refeff renced in thd e

component. 2) A vector that defines the loading of external components on

the rack. 3) The material name that should be delivered by a database to

reference all the characteristics of this material (Young’s Modulus, elastic 

stress limit, etc.).

Figi ure 6. Shared information issued from the experts’call.

This information can be either totally specified or still free for

modification or even incompmm lete. The two experts with this extra information

assess the rack (sequence item 6): 1) The first one finds that the tensile stress 

(300 MPa) is higher than the elastic stress limit of the material (200 MPa). 

The rack will then fail – 2) The second one proposes to drill the screw holes

using a conventional High Speed Steel drilling tool and thus conventional

cutting speed (200 m/min)

Figure 7. Rack model with new shared infd off rmation

Information issued from both mechanical and manufacturing assessments 

are shared with already defined information, issued from the first call. The

link between the two experts is not direct but specified via material

compatibility identified by the corresponding function (Fig. 7). The 

notification of any information evolution (deletion, modification) can thus be

propagated to each expert. In the current illustration, the “mechanical

analysis” expert now specifies and justifies a material change to tempered to

allow the loads to be borne. The “manufacturing” expert via interfaces and 

functions is then notified. The collaboration among them can be set.
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5.  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

A new product model to share design information in a collaborative 

context was introduced. This model provides new concepts dedicated to

information sharing and does not aim at competing with other existing

product models. This product model was illustrated and d demonstrated with

examples. Usage sequences consolidate the information managed in the

product model and the collaborative aspect via a shared environment. 

Sequences also assist the specification of the Graphic User’s Interfaces that f

will be generated. 

Presenting several product trees, the paper demonstrates on the one hand 

how a single expert can share his product data using multiple levels of 

representation. Those levels are necessary to manage data linked to the

whole design process. The non shared information is kept in a local 

environment in order to avoid overload of the product database. On the other

hand, data in the shared environment can be linked via Interfaces and

Functions. Those links support the notification of changes (creation, deletion

and modification) to respective experts. Further work will provide a

computer-supported demonstrator to prove: 1). Multiple services

connections to the model. A Direct Application Programming Interface

would be developed. 2). Notifications mechanisms to experts. A list of

messages could be tested to provide information in sequence 2.
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ANALYSING DESIGN DECISIONS FROM A 

PRODUCT AND PROCESS PERSPECTIVE 

Raymond Holt and Catherine Barnes
School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Leeds, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds, LS2 9JT y

Abstract: Most approaches to integrated product and process design focus on decision

support – providin– g designers with information about the implications of their

choices for different stages of the product life cycle. When the needs of

different life cycle stages conflict, however, these techniques provide no basis

for determining which should take precedence. This paper proposes a

methodology for helping designers assess trade-offs between the competing 

needs to minimize cost and maximize quality, by drawing on principles from

decision analysis. Research on decision analysis in design tends to focus on 

the mathematics of decision-making, but this methodology takes the view that 

the value of decision analysis is in the insights, not the numbers, it generates.

It is argued that decision analysis should not be a normative tool for making

optimal choices, but a framework for systematic discussion of important life 

cycle issues. This paper discusses the implications of manufacturing for design

decisions, and proposes four conditions that a systematic approach to design

decision-making should address to take these implications into account. The

methodology is described, and illustrated with a case study. The paper ends by

discussing the future work needed to validate and refine the methodology.

Key words: Design decision-making, Design for manufacture, Decision analysis 

Every aspect of a product is determined by the decisions taken in its 

design, and those decisions have implications for every subsequent stage of 

the product life cycle. By failing to consider these implications, designers 

can inadvertently make choices that lead to expensive or low-quality

products, or require subsequent alteration. Current Integrated Product and 

Process Design (IPPD) methods  – design guidelines, software packages and

cross-functional teams – provide information about manufacturing

implications, but no basis for assessing trade-offs when functional

performance and ease of manufacture conflict. These techniques provide 

decision sudd ppu ort, concerned only with giving designers the information they 
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need to make a decision. How the infoff rmation is used id s the domain of

decision anald yll sisyy . This paper presents a methodology for analysing design

decisions from product and process perspectives, by combining conventional

IPPD decision support with principles of decision analysis.

1. DECISION ANALYSIS AND INTEGRATED 

PRODUCT AND PROCESS DESIGN 

Many researchers have investigated the use of decision analysis

techniques in design. This section considers the approaches to decision 

analysis currently taken in design, and how decision analysis can be used to

accommodate manufacturing concerns when taking design decisions.

1.1 Analysing Design Decisions 

Decision analysis has long been used in design. Pahl and Beitz [1] and 

Pugh [2] both advocate simple techniques such as the weighted objectives

tree, and controlled convergence. Other design researchers have shown 

interest in more formal techniques, such as Utility Theory [3, 4], Outranking 

[5] and the Analytical Hierarchy Process [6]. These reduce decision-making

to a mathematical problem, with the emphasis on rational formulae for

aggregating preferences and expectations numerically. This approach has 

two serious problems. The best known is Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem

[7], which demonstrates that there is no mathematically consistent way of 

aggregating the preferences of multiple individuals. To get around this, some

researchers advocate the use of Game Theory [8, 9] – which models

decision-making under conflict – as a way of reconciling the different needs

of product and process design. This addresses the mathematical issue, but

not the more fundamental problem: the importance of social interaction in 

design, highlighted by Bucciarelli [10]. Designers must negotiate a shared

understanding of what they are tryrr ing to achieve, a process that cannot be 

substituted with a mathematical algorithm. This does not mean that 

mathematical decision analysis techniques are without value, but their value 

comes from the systematic basis they provide for analysing a decision

situation, and the insights and discussions that arise from this process.

They function as requisite decision models [11]: instead of calculating an 

“optimum” compmm romise between product and process, designers collaborate

to build a model they can all subscribe to. In fact, the principle ofo  thef flaff t
maximum [12] suggests that regardless of the mathematical technique used,

the “best” alternatives will tend to be rated ad bovea the “worst”. It does not

matter which technique is used, as they all encourage systematic thinking.
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No methodology can provide the “correct” algorithm for considering

both product and process perspectives when taking design decisions. Instead,

the emphasis has to be on providing a systematics method for accommodating

manufacturing concerns in design decisions. This means understanding how

manufacturing relates to product performance.

1.2 Design Requirements and Manufacturing 

Design is an intentional activity, undertaken to satisfy a perceived need, 

be it to overcome an existing problem, or to exploit a gap in the market. In 

design methodology, this need is interpreted as a formal requirements

specification [1, 2], which forms the basis of all subsequent activities. The

requirements specification, therefore, should be the basis of everyrr design

decision. The only manufacturing issue that designers need to consider is 

how manufacturing the product will imp act on its ability to satisfy the

specified requirements. Requirements can be divided into two classes.

FunctionalFF  requirements measure a design’s fitness for purpose: they define l
the conditions that the design must meet to satisfyff the need that initiated the

design process. There are also constraints upon the time and money that can

be invested in making the product, represented by Economic requirements.

Manufacturing impacts each class of requirements in a different way. A 

product’s behaviour is determined entirely by its shape and material

properties: two identical objects will function in exactly the same way, 

regardless of how they were made. So, when assessing a candidate design 

against functional requirements, how it was made is irrelevant. The only

question is whether the specified design can be made. Conversely, 

manufacturing contributes directly to the cost and time of making a product.  

To compare a design against economic requirements, designers need 

some idea of how it can be made. However, the range of processes available,

and the development of solid freeform fabrication techniques in particular, 

mean that almost any design could be produced, given enough time and dd
money. More pertinent is whether the proposed design can be made with

existing production facilities. If not, the designers know that they must either

abandon that design, or include the capital cost of investing in new processes

when assessing the proposal’s performance against economic requirements.

This suggests that, to accommodate manufacturing concerns in their

decisions, designers must: 1) identify the processes currently available for

making that product; 2) consider what is feasible given those processes; 3)

include the cost and timd e of manufacture when estimating a design’s faf

performance against economic requirements; and 4) make any trade-offs on 

the basis of the requirements specification. The next section proposes a

methodology that takes designers through a series of activities that
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systematically satisfy these conditions, using decision analysis as a

framework for exploring the decision.

2. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology presented here only addresses choices about the form

and substance of a product: it does not address process selection. Rather, itt

encourages designers to reflect on which issues are important for the 

product, and how its manufacture affects them. The methodology has four

stages, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The preliminaries and framing set the decisiong
context, preparing the information in the requirements specification for the

subsequent stages. ValidationVV  compares candidate designs against the

available processes, to help designers understand which are feasible, and 

how they can be made. Evaluation uses existing decision analysis techniques 

to compare feasible candidates against the requirements specification.t

Figure 1. Main stages of the methodology

2.1 Preliminaries 

The preliminaries lay the groundwork for all subsequent decisions. These

activities encourage designers to think about the manufacturing processes 

currently at their disposal, the relative importance of each requirement, and 

how manufacturing affects them. The designers must first determine which 

requirements are economic, and which are functional. Economic

requirements represent constraints, and must be satisfied. For functionalt
requirements, designers must identifyff which are mandatoryr , and must be

satisfied, and which are optional and can be traded-off (often referred to asl
demands and wishes, respectively [1, 2]). To quantify trade-offs between the 
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optional requirements in evaluation, numeric weights must be assigned to 

indicate their relative importance. The exact method for assigning weights 

depends upon the decision analysis technique used for ranking (see §2.4),

but larger weights always indicate greater importance. This provides the 

basic information needed for evaluation, but it it s often difficult to assess

whether an incomplete design will satisfy a given requirement, as this 

depends on subsequent choices [13]. For exampmm le, the maximum load of a

strucrr tut ral membem r cannot be estaba lished from the choice of material: it also

depends upon choices in relation to its shape. Measures that meaningfully

compare the candidates in the current decision are needed, but can only be

established once those candidates have been generated. 

2.2 Framing 

Framing develops surrogate criteria, relating the requirements to the

candidates being considered. Where requirements apply to every decision 

about a product, each criterion is unique to just one. Each criterion relates to

an attribute – a measurable property common to all the candidates, so that

they can be compared – which influences the requirement’s satisfaction. 

Sometimes a single requirement may be represented by several criteria;

sometimes, the requirement itself will be suitable for comparing the current 

candidates, and no additional criteria are necessaryrr . Criteria for optional 

requirements are used for ranking, and must be assigned weights to indicate 

their relative importance, and scoring functions, to relate each attribute level

to a utility. Weights are assigned by dividing the requirement’s weight

among the criteria representing it. This done, the requirements specification

can be used as a basis for evaluation, but the designers must first establish 

which candidates are feff asible and how they can be made.

2.3 Validation 

Validation analyses candidates from a process perspective, getting 

designers to think about the demands they are placing on the available

processes. Where evaluation draws upon existing decision analysis 

techniques, Validation uses a new method called the feasibilitytt  test,

described in §3. This draws on ideas from decision analysis to provide the

same structured approach to comparing available solutions (the process)

against requirements (the properties of the candidate designs). First, thef

designers must describe each candidate as a set of properties, representing

the demands it places upon the processes used to make it. This stage only

considers candidates at the compmm onent level, and how each compmm onent will

be made – how the components are assembled is beyond the scope of this
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work. It does not matter how detailed the candidate is – the designers simply

define the properties established at the time of the decision. No CAD model

or formal drawings are needed. By identifying which processes can satisfy 

each property, the designers can construct chains of processes capable of 

making each candidate. If a design has at least one feasible process chain,

then it is deemed feasible and passed on for evaluation. If not, the designers

know that they must abandon the candidate; amend it; or investigate the cost 

of obtaining new processes.

2.4 Evaluation 

Evaluation analyses candidates from a product perspective, encouragingm

designers to think about how well each candidate satisfies the requirements 

specification. This involves two stages. ScreeninSS g eliminates any candidates

that do not satisfy all the economic and mandatory functional requirements.

When comparing candidates against economic requirements, the designers

need to take account of the process chains identified in validation. If several 

process chains can make the candidate, the designers can either choose the

most promising for economic estimates, or consider the implications of usingr

different process chains. If every process chain for a candidate violates the 

economic requirements, the designers will know that the candidate cannot be

produced given the available resources. If only one candidate survives

screening, then there is no need to go any further – that candidate can be 

adopted. If several candidates survive, then the designers need to rank them.

Any compensatory decision algorithm can be used for this purpose, in 

conjunction with the optional criteria, weights and scoring functions

assigned in framing. In this research, SMART [13] has been adopted for its

simplicity, but Multi-Attribute Utility Theory, or the Analytical Hierarchy

Process, among others, could also be used without changing the 

methodology. The designers are under no obligation to base their choices on 

the numbers generated: the insights that emerge from applying these

techniques are much more important.  

3. THE FEASIBILITY TEST 

The decision analysis techniques used in evaluation are well-established,

and do not need to be examined here. Validation, however, draws upuu on a

new method known as the Feasibility test, which this section describes. The

feasibilityt test is not a method for process selection. Nor does it require t
detailed descriptions or CAD models – designers can describe each

candidate in as much or as little detail as they have available. Instead, it 
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provides an “early warning” so they can avoid choosing designs that, on 

reflection, they believe will be infeasible. A candidate deemed feasible now

may prove infeasible when further details are added, but designers can only

go off the information they have available. A candidate whose general

design is deemed infeasible will not suddenly become feasible when more 

details are added. The feasibility test has three stages: assigning properties;

testing compatibility between candidates and processes; and establishing

feasible process chains for each candidate.

3.1 Assigning Properties 

To assess a candidate’s feasibility, it must be described in terms of five 

basic properties: material, shape, surface roughness, dimensions and

tolerances. The candidate is first decomposed into its constituent 

components: as each component is manufactured separately, their feasibility

can be assessed independently. Each component comprises a basic
compm onent, and a set of features. Features are not strictly defined: any area

where properties deviate from those of the basic compmm onent - a hole, for

example, or a face with a different surface finish – can be considered a 

feature. The aim is to get designers thinking about the candidate’s properties,

not to provide a perfect calculation of manufacturability. Both the basic

component and its features are described in terms of the same five 

properties, with the exception of material: a feature cannot be a different 

material from the component it is part of. Fig. 2 illustrates an EXPRESS-Gt

data model for capturing this information. Designers can assign as many, or

as few of these properties as they are able: there is no need for the candidate

to be fully defined. This done, they can begin comparing these properties

against the capabilities of the available processes. 

Figure 2. Data structure of design candidate properties used in validation
description descriptionvalue value
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3.2 Process-Property Compatibility 

Process capabilities are compared with candidate properties using a 

compatibility matrixii , one for each compmm onent. This lists the available

processes across the top, and the component properties down the side. Each 

cell in the matrix indicates whether the given process can satisfy the given

property. If it can, the cell is left blank; if not, the cell is marked with a cross,

to denote a violation. An example compatibility matrix can be found in §4.

To determine whether a process satisfies or violates a propertyt , designers

must consult sources of decision support for process selection – PRIMAs

[14] for example, or the engineers responsible for process planning.  This 

often requires qualitative judgement. For each property, the designers have

to ask themselves if there is any reason to believe that the process in 

question won’t satisfy that property. 

As well as the basic capaa abilities of the process – the materials and shapaa es

it can handle, the surface roughness and accuracy it can provide – designers

must consider two complicatinmm g factors. The first is process specific

limitations: problems such as cold shuts, or hot tears, or thin walls crumbling

in powder metallurgy. The other is dependency between properties – if a 

process violates one property, then it may violate others automatically. For

example, if a process cannot produce a given shape, then it cannot produce 

any of that shape’s dimensions. The dimension is meaningless without a 

shape to be attached to. Equally, if a process cannot make a given

dimension, then it clearly cannot satisfy the associated tolerance. Fig. 3 

illustrates the dependencies between properties. Machining and other 

material removal processes can be used to cut features into parts that have a 

basic shape that is beyond the process’ capabilities. Where a process violates 

a property because of this precedence, the relevant cell can be shaded to

highlight this. Once the designers have worked through each process in turn,

and identified which properties it satisfies, they can then turn their attention

to establishing which candidates are feasible, and how they can be made.

Figi ure 3. Dependencies between compmm onent properties in validation
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3.3 Establishing Feasible Candidates and Process Chains 

A product is normally made using a combination of processes known as a

process chain. A process chain can make a given component if, for every

property of the component and its features, there is at least one process in the 

chain that can satisfy it. A component is considered feasible if there is at

least one process chain that satisfies all of its properties. A candidate is

considered feasible if all of its components are feff asible. The next section

gives an example to illustrate the methods described here.

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

The decision analysis techniques used in evaluation are already well-

established, and can already be investigated more thoroughly in the available 

literatutt re. This section aims to clarifyff  the methods presented for the

feasibility test, by demonstrating their use. The example given is deliberately

simple – the purpose is to highlight and illustrate the mechanisms of the

feasibility test, not to prove the feasibilitytt of the component in question. 

4.1 Scenario 

The component considered is a counter flange for the inlet/outlet of a r

pump assembly. A simple candidate design for the component is shown in 

Fig. 4. Notice that not all aspects of the compmm onent have been determined at 

this stage. Some features are pre-determined – thd e size and location of bolt

holes, and the diameter of the outlet hole, are determined by the equivalent 

characteristics of the pumpmm . Four processes are available: sand casting,

powder metallurgy, drills and lathes.

Figure 4. The Component design to be analysed 
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4.2 Assigning Properties 

Three main features can be identified: the main inlet/outlet hole (Feature

1), a set of four bolt holes (Feature 2), and the mating face of the counter

flange, which needs a smoother surface finish than the rest of the faf

compmm onent. All other properties can be deemed part of the “basic

component”. This is not the only possible division of features for the part – 

the flange might be treated as a separate feature, for example, or the bolt 

holes might be treated as one feature each, but there is little to be gained by

doing so. The properties identified for the basic component are shown in the 

Compatibility Matrix illustrated in Fig. 5. 

4.3 Process-Property Compatibility 

The design is assessed using Booker and Swift’s PRIMAs [14]. Sand

casting cannot produce the surface finishes and tighter tolerances needed for

the features. The lathe cannot produce the bolt holes (feature 2), as they are

not in line with the axis of rotation, and drilling is unable to handle the basic 

shape of the component, or the mating face (feature 3). On the strength of 

basic capabilities, powder metallurgy satisfies all the properties. In terms of

process-specific limitations, sand casting requires a draft angle of 1 to 5°, but 

this can be added without interfering with the part’s function. The sharp

change in section between body and flange make it unsuitable for powder 

metallurgy, where marked changes in section should be avoided [14].
PROPERTY VALUE/ 

DESCRIPTION 

Sand

casting

Powder

Metallurgy

Lathe Drill

BASIC PROPERTIES

Material Cast iron

Shapea See Fig 4 X X

Surface Roughness 12.5µmRa X X

Dimension a 13mm X X

Tolerance (on a) ±0.8mmmm X X

Dimension b 90mm X X

Dimension c 40mm X X

FEATURE 1: Thrurr ’ Hole

Shape See Fig 4 X

Dimension 1a 20mmmm X

Surface Roughness 1.6µmRa X X

FEATURE 2: Bolt Holes (x 4)

Shape See Fig 4 X X

ension 2a 29mm X X

ension 2b 7mm X X

(on 2b) +0.4mm/mm -0mmmm X X X

ension 2c 15mm X X

ension 2d 12mm X X

FEATURE 3: Mating Face

Shape See Fig 4 X X

Surface Roughness 1.6µmRa X X X

 Compatibility matrix for illustrative example 
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In terms of dependencies, the lathe violates all properties of feature 2, as

it cannot produce the required shape. For the same reason, drilling violates

all properties of feature 3, and all but the material for the basic component.t

Because drilling is a material removal process, this does not prevent it being

used for features 1 and 2. Powder metallurgy, however, violates the basic

shapaa e of the compmm onent, and therefore automaticallyll violates all the

properties of its features, as it cannot be used for post-processing. Fig. 5

summarizes these as a compatibility matrix. None of the available processes

satisfy all the properties of the component, but this does not make it 

infeasible – as long as a feasible process chain can be formulated.–

4.4 Process Chains 

By referring to the compatibility matrix (Fig. 5), the designers can 

identify suitable processes for each feature. Sand Casting or machining on 

the lathe can be used to produce the basic component. Feature 1 can be 

produced by either the lathe or drilling. Feature 2 can only be produced by

drilling, while features 3 and 4 can only be produced with the lathe. This 

offers four feasible process chains for making the component, as shown in

Table 1. The compmm onent is deemed feasible, and passed on for evaluation,

where the process chains identified can be used to assess its performance

against economic requirements.

Table 1. Feasible process chains for illustrative example

Chain Basic Shape Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4

1 Sand Casting Lathe Drill Lathe Lathe 

2 Sand Casting Drill Drill Lathe Lathe

3 Lathe Lathe Drill Lathe Lathe

4 Lathe Drill Drill Lathe Lathe

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

The needs of different product life-cycle stages often conflict, and 

designers must sacrifice one to satisfyff  another. This paper has argued that 

decision analysis can help designers assess these trade-offs in terms of what 

the product is meant to achieve. Not by calculating optimum trade-offs, but 

by helping designers reflect on the implications of their choices from mpm

different perspectives, in terms of the specified requirements. Af

methodology has been proposed for analysing design decisions from a

product perspective – using existing decision analysis techniques – and from

a process perspective, using a new feasibility test. This helps designers relate
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the information provided by conventional IPPD methods, so they can decide 

when manufacturability or functionality should take precedence.

Further work is needed in two areas. Firstly, success or failure in 

applying a methodology depends upon how it is used by the human beings

who put it into practice. Testing is needed to determine the practicality of the

methodology in design decisions taken by a group of designers; initially

under controlled lab conditions, and subsequently in actual design projects.

Regardless of any theoretical strength, a methodology is of no value if it is

never used – or never used correctly – in practice. Also, manufacturing is

only one aspect of the product life cycle that designers need to consider. The

methodology presented here could readily be expanded to accommodate

issues such as Design for Assembly, or Design for the Environment. The

structured framework provided by decision analysis has the potential to help 

designers explore their decisions from many points of view, and not just 

manufacturing.
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Abstract: In the early phases of a traditional design process, many decisions are  made

by designers. For that purpose, they take advantage of their experience and 

company knowledy ge. These decisions are necessaryr  in a sequential desiy gn

process but may hide many embodiment solutions. Moreover, designers often

use a trial-and-error mode to find a working combination of standard elements.

To overcome these difficulties, a decision support system based on constraint 

programming is proposed. The objb ect of the design process set out in this

paper is to facilitate the embodiment design phase by avoiding a-priori

decision making and searching for feasible architectures in which all the points 

of view of the various participants in the project are taken into account. A

preliminary search of structuring characteristics of the design problem is 

necessary and is detailed here. This methodology is applied to embodiment

design of the automatic weight-winding system of a monumental clock. To

determine the most interesting solutions, objb ectives and performance

indicators are entered. Finally, the benefits of our approach are discussed.

Key words: Embodiment design, Design problem analysis, Decision support system,

Structuring characteristics, Constraint specification

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a traditional design process, the conceptual design phase ends with a 

selection among several relevant concepts. Even if several methods and tools

may be helpful to designers, concept selection is a critical step because all

subsequent design activities are based on the decisions made at this stage [1], 

159
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trade-offs must be made [2]. Then, embodiment design consists in rough

arrangements and selections of structural dimensions, materials, components

and technologies [3]. Designers have to identifyff  relevant design parameters

to start the design process based on the concept retained. Thus, the

embodiment design phase is often performed according to professional

habits and designers' experience [2]: designers must make assumptions [4] 

and make irreversible decisions which restrict the solution space. All these

decisions may hide interesting solutions and lead to a non-optimal solution. 

Moreover, life-cycle cost can be influenced up to 70% by decisions taken

during conceptual and embodiment design stages [5], as design knowledge is

still low [6].

A decision support system (DSS) is proposed in this paper to assist 

designers in the embodiment design phase. The design problem is defined as

a numeric Constraint Solving Problem (CSP). Inverted Integrated Design [7,

8] proposes to express functional requirement criteria, technical skill rules,

physical behaviours, variables ranges, by using constraints. The domains of 

design parameters are finite, but they are set to the widest limits so that no

solutions are dismissed. Using a CSP solver, these domains can be narrowed 

and the designer can focus on feasible embodiments while observing the

objectives already expressed at this stage of design. A difficulty is to

correctly formalise knowledge to make this base of knowledge coherent, non 

redundant and complete. A preliminaryrr design problem analysis proves

necessary. A four-level approach is proposed in order to express the 

structuring characteristics of the design problem [9]. This methodology also

assists in the transcription of the design problem into a set of constraints.

In this paper, embodiment design is applied to a mechanical device to

illustrate the selection between two relevant working structures, and the 

search for feasible embodiments. Two design processes are compared: The 

difficulties met in a traditional sequential method are highlighted. The

benefits of a design process based on this decision support system are

explained: the possible use of standard elements is checked out and standard 

elements as well as structuring dimensions are selected. A priori decisions

are avoided.

2. EMBODIMENT DESIGN PROBLEM 

The decision support system is used in embodiment design for the

automatic weight-winding mechanism of a monumental clock. The design

requirements specify that drums must be driven periodically by the

mechanism. So, the drums must rotate freely in the opposite direction. A

maximum overall dimension requirement must be met. The mechanical
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loads applied to the clock must be equivalent to those generated by a manual

operation. The general concept retained, as a result of conceptual design, is

to drive each drum with a geared motor located on a mounting above the

clock (Fig. 5). Transmission is via pulleys and a flat belt. Engaging is

achieved by the tension of the belt. 

WS #1
Disengaged Engaged

WS #2
Disengaged Engaged

Figure 1. The two selected working structures (WS), in disengaged and engaged positions

In order to control the tension of the belt, two relevant working structures

(WS) have been retained and are based on the use of a jack. The belt is

stretched by a roller (Fig. 1, WS #1) or by moving the motor (Fig. 1, WS 

#2). Our decision support system assists in making a choice among these two

working structures.

FunctionalFF bloc Standard elements

Drive Transmission Clutch

rum

pulley

Motor

pulley

Assembly -

integration

Control

Lever Roller Housing Drum
axis

t #2 t #1tWSWS

Moving
plate 

Automatic weight-winding system

Figure 2. System decomposition (two alternative working structures for belt tensioning)

The technical organisation chart shown in Fig. 2 describes the two

working structures: functional blocks are derived into components and 

standard elements (hatched), bespoke elements and interfacing constraints

are identified. Indeed, at this stage of concept description, some choices are

already made (using a geared motor for example). Some standard elements

(concept already controlled or component defined in a catalogue) have to be

selected in databa ases and others have to be dimensioned.
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2.1 Difficulties experienced in traditional design 

processes 

Several concepts are achieved as a result of conceptual design. Designers

have to make a first selection among relevant concepts and they tend to

focus early on solutions they can handle. Thus, interesting alternatives may

be discarded for they are unknown or unusual.

In the early phases of the design process, designers usually validate a

principle solution after setting many parameters and making various

calculations. Thus, iterations cannot be avoided before design solutions are

achieved [10-12] and detail design is started. Embodiment solutions are

strongly dependent on all these initial decisions [11]. Moreover, all the

elements of the design problem are not taken into account simultaneously in

the choices made: qualification criteria, physical behaviours, design and 

manufacturing rules, etc. Designers often use their technical expertise and 

skills in pre-dimensioning processes. Sub-assemblies are simulated only 

once they are definite because most of the simulation tools require an

exhaustive definition of the product.

Despite the low number of parameters and standard elements of the

automatic winding mechanism dealt with in this paper (Fig. 5), a great 

number of combinations is possible. The main embodiment problem is to

select standard elements in catalogues (geared motor, belt, jack) which

match the geometrical parameters (relative positions of pulleys and roller,

lengths of lever or moving plate). In a sequential design process, some

parameters have to be set to make it possible to determine the other

parameters, as all these parameters interact with one another. Designers use a 

trial-and-error mode.

A group of designers has been observed. They prove to make important 

decisions: First, they selected the working structure (WS #1). Then, they had

to determine diameters and positions for pulleys. They also selected a motor

compatible with the required rotational speed and torque. Then, they

performed iterations in order to find a standard belt length. In every loop,

they made calculations (roller offset and force) to meet the mechanism

requirements. This design required many iterations and the proposed 

solution could had ve been enhanced: the radial load is aboua t 123.N; the

approach based on the decision support system leads to better solutions.

2.2 Constraint programming in design 

A strategy to deal with conceptual design problems in a constraint 

modelling environment is proposed by [13]. Starting from a list of design
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requirements, design objectives and critical factors in a successful design

process are collected in an unstructured manner. Each requirement is 

foff rmumm lated intd o a testaba le constraint rurr le. Even if the list of rurr les is not

completed, the authors specifyff  that it is sufficient to allow various

configurations to be developed. Even if inter-element compatibilities are

checked, conflicting inter-component requirements must be solved [11, 13].

Embodiment design is a constraint specification and satisfaction task 

[14]. The author proposes a software ("Cadet") with a database of

components. It facilitates the writing of the product model and automates the 

generation of component constraints for a single design concept. Many

concepts can be successively tested by reducing the time to generate

embodiments. However, an advanced concept is necessary to build the

product model and to find a feasible embodiment [15]. Moreover, the studied

mechanisms have to be described using the listed components.

Our decision support system assists in the structuring of design problems

and in the generation of feasible embodiments, starting from different 

relevant concepts and working structures. All the conditions that determine 

the characteristics of the mechanism (geometry, physical behaviours,

standard elements, technical skill rules, manufacturing constraint, cost-

related elements, etc.) are translated into constraints (equality, inequality or

logical rules). Variables may belong to continuous domains; thus designers

do not have to perform a-priori selections and the potentialities of each

concept are preserved. Variables may also be discrete, enumerated or 

tabulated. Each relevant working structure is described by a set of specific

constraints.

The use of a CSP approach actually avoids a-priori decisions, by

preventing causalitytt  and sequentialitytt in calculations. The CSP solver1

searches for combinations of variables that satisfy all the listed constraints.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM AND 

STRUCTURING ELEMENTS 

When a designer initiates the design process, he only chooses the

necessary and sufficient relevant functions and characteristics. The size of 

the design problem is limited. These essential elements structure the design

activities when a first architecture is being searched for.

A method for analysing conceptual design data is proposed in [2].

Parameters for evaluating a concept and a set of most relevant components

1  The solver used is "Constraint Explorer" (CE), developed by Dassault Aviation, within the

framework of the "CO2" project (French national network of software technologies) [16], 

involving the LINA, LIP6, TREFLE and LIPSI laboratories.
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are obtained. Design knowledge is extracted from a given set of previous

designs and necessitates such a database. An analysis and structuring

methodology is proposed in [9] in order to facilitate the writing of

constraints by designers: a four-level (need, function, structure, physical

behaviour analysis) approach is used to identify the structuring 

characteristics and fd uff nctions which are then translated intd o constraints. The

different stages and job status of our design approach are illustrated in Fig. 3.

This process takes place between the conceptual and detail design phases. It 

starts from several relevant concepts and leads to a feasible embodiment 

solution.

Concepts /
WS

Functional 
strucrr turuu e

Physical
behaviours

Structuring
parameters 

Model of the
design problem

Feasible
embodiment d.

r oi

e l

oupl

logem

Horloge &oror

poidsoo

environnem

énergéé igg e

utlislii ateurssss [100,200]

[80,150] 

[440,500]

('CE' software) 

-pulley & belt 
-geared motor

-clutch by
tension of belt

-structuring
fuff nctions

-standard
elements

-relevant physical 
behaviours

-conservation
balances

-key parameters (of 
geometry and

standard elements)
-variables domains

-all constraints together
-specialised constraints

for each WS 
-adjd ustable context

-validated
parameters

-design solutions 
sorted

90∅∅ 190190

eared motor :eared motor :
44,8 rpm44,8 rpm

7,6 Nm7,66 Nm7,6 Nm

180180

440440
JaaJa

BeBeeBe

Embodiment Design as enhanced by the Decision Support Sy ystem
Detail

design

Constraint formalization - CSP solvingAnalysis & structuring of design problem

Conceptual 

design

Figi ure 3. Different job status in the embodiment design phase, as enhanced by DSSy

3.1 Need, function, structure analysis 

With this methodology including tools for needs, functional and 

structural analysis, the following structuring characteristics and functions

(Table 1) that have to be converted into constraints can be obtained.

Table 1. Structuring characteristics and functions.

Customer qualification criteria - loads on the clock : radial force, rotational speed

- servrr ice lifeff  and rd esistance to external stress

- cost

Function under no flexibility - maximum overall dimensions (x,y,z)

- no damage to the clock (maximum loads)

Imperative constraint functions - use of electrical power

- weight to be wind up
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Manufacturing constraint - maximum pulley diametey r

Function with risk - clock undisrupted (residual friction in disengaged position)

Standard elements - geared motor, belt, jack

Elements to be defined (geometry) - pulleys- lever and roller / moving plate

Functional interfaces - pulley-belt- pulley-drum axis , etc. 

3.2 Physical behaviours involved in product operation  

3.2.1 Analysis 

For the most important life cycle stages ("automatic winding", "clock

operation"), block diagrams of the mechanism are written. Contact and 

energy fluxes are thus identified. We propose to add "substances" (materials 

carried by fluxes) to these diagrams, to identify the effects of the fluxes with

verbs of action between blocks, and to characterise these actions (useful,

harmful, insufficient). The physical phenomena involved in the operation of 

the product which have to be taken into account in the design problem model

can be defined using substance-field diagrams based on TRIZ theory [17].

Modelled effects can be described more or less precisely according to the

analysis of the designer.

Figure 4. Substance-field diagram – working structure #1. 

Figure 4 describes the physical behaviours of the elements of the WS#1,

for the life-cycle stage "automatic winding". This graph has been determined 

using the software MAL'IN [18].

3.2.2 Interpretation

In the previous graphs, each action identifies one or more physical

models and the relevant variables to be taken into account (Table 2). This

graph is usually an innovation tool; it is used to identify technical or physical 

contradictions to be solved. Harmful actions must be eliminated. In our case,

the working structures described are selected. The harmful effects are
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undergone and taken into account. To lead to acceptable consequences, the

harmfuff l effecff ts induce limitations which are often translated into constraints

by inequalities, whereas physical laws are usually defined by equalities [1]. 

TableTT  2. Identification of relevant parameters and physical behaviours (working structure #1).

Component Action Component Variables Relationship

Pulley Drive /

SliSS pi
Belt C, ω, ∅, belt tensions,

coef.ff of friction

Adhesion conditions,

Torque transmission

Roller Tighten Belt jack force, ∅, belt

tensions & lengths

Balance of forces,

Geometry

Jack Pull Lever lever lengths, forces,

jack stroke

Balance of forces &

torques, Geometryr

Pulley Drive Drum C, ω, ∅, clock weight Torque calculation

Pulley Pull Drum belt tensions, radial force Balance of foff rces

Roller

etc.

Stretch 

etc.

Belt

etc.

torques, % lengthening

etc.

Belt manufacturer

recommendations

3.3 Structuring parameters 

Standard component variables :
-Geared motor : Torque, rotational speed
-Belt : Length 
-Jack : Stroke

Variables in intervals :
-pulley diameters y
-pulley positions (x,y) 
-lever lengths
-drum rotational speed

Fixed (but adjustable) parameters :
-coefficient of friction
- weight to be wound up

motor pulley ∅

drum pulley ∅

roller ∅

lever

lengths

offset mounting

height

geared motor :  C, ω

belt :  L

jack :

course

clock drum velocity

mass

motor pulley ∅

drum pulley ∅

roller ∅

lever

lengths

offset mounting

height

geared motor :  C, ω

belt :  L

jack :

course

clock drum velocity

mass

Figi ure 5. Key desiy gn parameters, for the working structure #1.

When possible, ranges of variation have to be proposed for variables.

Their limits are as wide as possible so as not to limit the search space and to

avoid dismissing solutions. For example, even if a rotational speed 

corresponding to a manual action is required for the clock drum (N_drum),

the variable must belong to a given interval. Indeed, constraints imposed by

standard motors (discrete rotational speed) cannot generate a value of

N_drum exactly equal to an integer. Intervals translate either the flexibility

linked to variables, or the uncertainty. Finally, the design problem takes the

variables indicated in Fig. 5 into account. The clearance provided by the 
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housing determines the maximum dimension ranges. As regards the standard

components defined in industrial catalogues, the variables are discrete,

enumerated or tabua lated.

3.4 Translation into constraints 

Some of the structuring functions have already been taken into account in

the selections made in the first level of design. The other functions are

translated into constraints, with the formalism of 'CE' software as shown

below. Some constraints only relate to a single working structure. 

 Key parameters : weight : 28kg (bell drum), 12kg (clock drum) ;

maximum diameters : bell drum pulley=∅110mm, clock drum pulley=∅200

mm ;  coefficient of friction (depending of conditions of use).

 Variable ranges: ∅_drum=[40,200]; (manufacturing capacities) 

mounting_height=[590,650]; (overall dimensions)

N_drum=[55,61];   (requirements)      etc .

motor_
ref

N_motor
torque_
motor

motor_
weight

motor_
cost

belt_
ref

belt_
length

belt_
cost

jack_
ref

jack_
stroke

jack_
cost

1 37.4 11.2 6.3 253 1 750 15 1 50 166
2 43.8 9.8 6.3 253 2 800 16 2 100 182
3 48.9 8.8 6.3 253 3 850 17 3 150 198
… … … … … … … …
20 64.4 24.1 10.3 319 18 1700 34

Figi ure 6. Tables of key parameters for standard components.

 Catalogues : Lists of the available components and the corresponding

parameters : the manufacturers’ references are stored in a spreadsheet

program (Fig. 6). For instance, the motors can only be selected among a 

defined list (motors in the range from 0.06 kW to 0.18 kW). Each motor

reference is linked to relevant data. An embodiment solution (Table 3) can

only use one of these existing components. The conditions of use of the 

standards (imposed by manufacturers) are also constraints; for example, for 

belts, the admissible rotational speed is translated into logical rules:  

speed<=20 ∅_motor >= 40 and ∅_drum >= 40 and ∅_roller=40; etc.

 Physical behaviours :

T/t=e^(f*θ); (T&t:belt tensions; f:coef. of friction; θ:angle of belt winding)

torque=(T-t)*∅_drum/2; torque_motor > torque; etc.

4. RESULTS 

When the model and context have been completed, a first filtering

operation is performed very quickly, which reduces the domains of variables

or shows their incompatibilities. There may be numerous solutions due to the

wide variaba le domains. Perfoff rmance indicators are used td o sort the solutions.
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Table 3. First solutions for the 12kg drum weight, sorted according to the objective function 

Sol.

No

N

motor

Ν
drum

coef of

friction
WS

min 

torque

motor

torque

jack

stroke
cost offset

roller

∅
motor

pulley ∅
drum

pulley ∅
roller

offsetf

jack

force

mounting

height

pulley

length

jack

length

belt

length
weight

motor

weight

low belt

tension

high belt

tension

radial

force

cost

indic.

r. force

indic.

OBJ.

funct.

rpm rpm N/m N/m mm mm mm mm mm mm N mm mm mm mm kg kg N N N λ=0,5

12 56.3 60.80 0.5 1 6.10 7.6 50 516.0 0 40 216 200 100.82 168.03 590 111 51 1550 12 6.3 14.82 71.31 86.13 0.829 0.9 0.865
6 48.9 55.17 0.5 1 6.37 8.8 50 515.9 0 40 220 195 100.25 177.28 590 115 51 1550 12 6.3 15.20 73.14 88.34 0.829 0.923 0.876

22 57.1 60.81 0.5 1 6.02 12.4 50 532.0 0 40 213 200 107.04 173.81 590 109 48 1550 12 7.3 14.82 71.31 86.13 0.855 0.9 0.877
11 56.3 60.97 0.5 1 6.12 7.6 50 512.7 0 40 209 193 60.29 116.43 590 112 82 1500 12 6.3 15.36 73.90 89.26 0.824 0.933 0.878
10 56.3 60.13 0.5 1 6.03 7.6 50 511.5 0 40 204 191 78.57 143.13 590 114 67 1500 12 6.3 15.52 74.67 90.19 0.822 0.942 0.882
16 49.6 55.17 0.5 1 6.28 14.2 50 532.2 0 40 218 196 102.83 177.72 590 107 47 1550 12 7.3 15.13 72.77 87.89 0.855 0.918 0.887

137 56.3 59.13 0.5 2 5.93 7.6 100 541.1 0 40 209 199 0 146.14 590 90 209 1550 12 6.3 14.90 71.67 86.57 0.87 0.905 0.887
17 49.6 55.20 0.5 1 6.29 14.2 50 531.9 0 40 217 195 106.35 182.94 590 115 49 1550 12 7.3 15.20 73.14 88.34 0.855 0.923 0.889
20 57.1 60.93 0.5 1 6.03 12.4 50 529.0 0 40 207 194 63.87 119.03 590 114 81 1500 12 7.3 15.28 73.52 88.80 0.85 0.928 0.889

136 56.3 59.44 0.5 2 5.96 7.6 100 539.1 0 40 208 197 0 164.98 590 90 180 1550 12 6.3 15.05 72.40 87.45 0.866 0.914 0.89
3 48.9 55.14 0.5 1 6.37 8.8 50 512.4 0 40 212 188 63.35 130.64 590 107 71 1500 12 6.3 15.77 75.86 91.63 0.823 0.957 0.89

4.1 Objective function 

Solutions are sorted out using the objective function (equation 1) defined 

by using relevance indicators (In) derived from customer qualification

criteria. The objb ectives that can be expressed at this stage of the design

process relate to cost elements, geometrical requirements, expected physical

behaviours. These indicators are weighted by factors λ [10].
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functionobjective λλ2λ2λ11
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In our study, relevance indicators are radial force to drum and cost. Cost 

evaluation: standard elements are determined using our decision support 

system; their costs are known and depend on characteristics such as power,

size, etc. Moreover, the costs of raw materials are easy to calculate. As for

the parts to be manufactured, economic indicators rather than real costs are

expressed. The only costs retained are those relating to the parts’ geometrical

parameters. For the same manufacturing conditions, the differences between

part costs correspond to differences between machining time. Nevertheless, 

embodied solutions can be compared using these economic indicators. 
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, λ∈[0,1] (2)

The objective function only necessitates two performance indicators

(I/Imax). The objective function defined in equation (2) must be minimised. A

comparison between solutions can be either absolute (each solution is

compared to objb ectives by using criteria) or relative (solutions are compared

by using criterion-defined measurements) as with performance indicators. A

negotiation factor, λ, varies the weights of performance indicators: if the

designer wants to give more importance to cost, he will set λ to a value

closer to 1. Table 3 shows the first solutions, as sorted according to the
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objective function, for indicators of equal weights (λ=0.5). In this table, each

row corresponds to a solution (feasible embodiment).

4.2 Results analysis 
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Figure 7. Minimum values of the objective function according to indicator weights, and 

corresponding solution.

Fig. 7 shows the minimum values of the objective function for each

working structure, plotted against λ. The best solutions appear with WS #1 

foff r each value of λ. Solution No. 12 is the most interesting for λ∈[0.1 , 0.8]

and solution No. 7 emerges for λ=0.9. The use of this weight-factor method

raises the problem of value assignment for the factors [10]. Moreover, the

interest of such a weighting process does not appear clearly here. Indeed,

whatever the value of λ, the solution No. 12 is almost always the most

relevant one (Fig. 7). In fact, cost is influenced by each criterion. A more 

relevant method would be to write a global objective function only based on

costs. The radial force can be linked to the service life of drum bearings, and

thus to an amortisation period according to the cost. This work is under

development. The solutions, as sorted according to increasing indicators

(Fig. 8), shows that the WS #1 appears to be more relevant than # 2. The

"staircases" observed in this figure correspond to the jumps existing in the

enumerated values of the standard elements. The diffeff rences betweett n the

working structures mainly influence cost (Fig. 8b). However, no solution

displays both indicators (radial force and cost) at their minimum values. The 

first solutions obtained (Table 3) displayaa interesting indicators. Both

working structures may be appropriate, depending on context. Thus, a

solution using WS # 2 (No.137, table 3) appears among the first solutions.

Another improvement of results analysis could be obtained by searching for

the Pareto front in the whole solutions space. It highlights the non-dominated

solutions, according to the minimisation of the performance indicators. 
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Figure 8. Performance indicators for each working structure.

5. BENEFITS OF THE PROCESS BASED ON A 

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 

5.1 Decision-making 

The main difficulties result from decisions to be taken during the early

phases of a classical design process. The proposed decision support system

avoids the a-priori decision-making, which limits the field of design

investigations. In our example, decision making is assisted in the selection of 

values for structuring characteristics and in the selection of standard 

elements. The designer is also helped when selecting a working structure 

that best meets all the requirements and objectives.

5.2 Detail design and time saving 

The detail design phase has been shortened because the designer has a

validated embodiment solution as well as dimensioning elements available.

The results of the embodiment design phase have been used directly. Since

all the structural parameters – dimension and positioning – (Fig. 5) have 

been defined, and standard elements selected, the detail design phase (Fig.

10) is quick to perform. In this design case, a global time saving was 

observed compared to the traditional process (§ 2.1). Traditional design

methods require an iterative search of standard elements but also repeated 

topological fitting and calculations. Our approach focuses on an architecture

guaranteeing that geometrical and mechanical constraints and technical skill

rules are satisfied using only available standard components. It avoids rr a-
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posteriori backtracking on the concept and limits iterations. Writing the

design model is time consuming, but the model could be used afterward in

order to adapt or change the design. This process capitalises knowledge,

which is useful for the company. Standard component catalogues

(spreadsheets) are supplied by the manufacturer. A new design often starts

from a previous design and formalised knowledge appears to be useful then.

However, this method must be applied to sub-problems that designers are

able to describe, and for which many different configurations are possible.

Figure 9. Assembling drawing of the automatic clock weight winding system

5.3 Minimisation of objectives 

Sorting solutions can minimise performance indicators. In our case, the

radial force to the clock is, for example, about 86 N for the solution No.12.

Compared to the traditional method, radial force is reduced by 30%. The

designer and his customer have to agree on the relative importance of the

relevance indicators. There are no more decisions to be made and nd o more

design parameters to be set. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The object of the design process set out in this paper is to facilitate the 

embodiment design phase by avoiding a-priori decision making, integrating

many points of view, and searching for feasible architectures. The proposed

methodology structures knowledge into structuring characteristics that are

translated into constraints. Then, the CSP solver reduces the domains of 

problem variables. Starting from different relevant concepts or working

structures, a field of feasible embodiment solutions is obtained. Optimal 

combinations of structuring parameters and standard components are worked 

out. The solutions obtained satisfy the functional, physical and technical 

skill-rule constraints expressed at this level of the design process. Then,

solutions are sorted according to objectives. The total duration of the design 

process is low compared to the traditional method because the trial-and-error
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mode is avoided. We are currently using this methodology for an industrial

design problem in the aeronautical field. The problem model requires the

translation of complex mechanical and thermal behaviours. The evolution of

the software should lead to the identification of non-compatible constraints,

in the event of a conflict between several constraints.
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Abstract: The integration of product design and manufacture has been pursued and 

advanced for over 20 years. Further advances continue to be pursued in the

knowledge that success can lead to significant competitive advantage. This

paper provides a contribution to the view that integration through information

and knowledge sharing has the potential to offer designers and manufacturing

engineers improved decision support based on the provision of high quality

information. Our current research into both the definition of manufacturing

information and knowledge models and knowledge sharing techniques is 

explained. Further, the potential for process specification languages to provide 

improved knowledge sharing is discussed.

Key words: Information shariny g, Knowledge sharing, Languages, Inter-operability,

Manufacturing

1. INTRODUCTION  

Since the 1980s, when CAD/CAM systems became the first integrated 

tools to support designers and manufacturing engineers, the capability of 

software tools have advanced substantially, with advanced parametric and 

knowledge based CAD tools linked to design analysis, manufacturing

planning and code generation. In addition, the introduction of Product Data

Management systems, Enterprise Requirements Planning systems and web-

based tools are starting to provide a basis for information sharing and

workflow analysis[1].
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However, the level to which information and knowledge can be shared is

still very limited. Information sharing in today’s systems tends to be at a

human comprehension level and the recognition that clearly structured meta-

data approaches are needed for computational comprehension has led to 

significant efforts in the area of ontologies and languages for information

sharing and knowledge interchange [2]. The information sharing problem is 

further complicated by inter-operabilitytt  problems when multiple system

solutions are required which is typical of the situation in global development 

teams and supply chains. The work of the STEP standards community, [3],

has made some progress with product data sharing, starting with geometry

interchange and now providing further standards for product life cycle

systems [4] and for manufacturing applications such as process planning [5]. 

Similarly the work of MANDATE [6] is providing a foundation for sharing 

manufacturing resource information. However, the breadth of information

and knowledge types involved in the support of design decisions means that 

there is a significant amount of research still needed. While the currently

accepted approaches of defining information infrastructures to provide

comprehensive support to decision making can still provide valuable

advances in understanding there is now a need to investigate approaches that

can offer more flexible solutions [7]. This is especially true in design, which

typically involves many members of a design team, each taking a different

perspective on the problem.  

This paper explores the issues involved in providing information and

knowledge which can be shared across teams of designers, focusing

particularly on manufacturing support. The approach taken attempts to 

ensure flexibility in system development, system maintenance, and the

provision of high quality information to aid the decisions of design team

members. The current status of our work on manufacturing information and

knowledge modelling is explained and a route to providing flexible

information sharing is discussed. The limitations of syntactic infrastructure

development are also discussed and our current research exploration, to

overcome these through the use of languages to ensure meaningful

communication of information, is explained.

2. FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN MANUFACTURING 

INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING 

Manufacturing businesses are becoming more and more globally

dispersed and companies are becoming more willing to work closely

together in order to remain competitive, It is therefore essential that 
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information and knowledge sharing systems are able to support the global

nature of business interactions. While Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)

and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are starting to offer

effective support for communication, it is important to recognise that this

support is typically in document and process management tools which

provide a valuable aid to human interaction. However, for substantial

additional benefit to be gained there is a need to share information at a level

where computational sharing is possible. The resolution of this issue,

illustrated in Fig. 1, requires an improved definition of the information and 

knowledge to be shared as no human intelligence is involved in its

interpretation.

Even at the human interaction level, successful implementations of PLM

and ERP systems require a huge business commitment to information

classification and to change management. Nonetheless the potential value of 

successful computer based information sharing is substantial. Even at current 

levels of information communication between CAD systems it has recently

been estimated that the costs of inter-operability problems in the US

automotive sector run at around $1 billion per annum [8]. Add to this the

broad range of additional information which could usefully be

communicated from successful computer based information sharing and it 

can readily be seen that vast industrial benefit could result. 

A further point, which can bring substantial confusion in the area of

information and knowledge sharing, is the broad range of meanings used for

the terms data, information and knowledge. Often data and information are

Interpreting
text
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Figure 1: Compmm uter or human interprr retation of information
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used as interchangeable terms and no substantial distinction is drawn

between the terms information and knowledge. In this work we use the

following definitions [9]: Data relates to words or numbers, the meaning of 

which may vary, dependent on the context; Information is data which is

structured so that it has a particular meaning; Knowledge is information with

added detail relating to how it may be used. We believe that these are in line

with the definitions arising from a recent discussion paper [10]: Data are

simply symbols with no context and no relationships; Information is data

within a specific context; Knowledge is an information relationship within or

across contexts.

The range of information to be shared is not only wide, but needs to be

viewed from different, multiple, perspectives. This is because each team

member is likely to be interested in different aspects of the information, such 

that the significant attributes involved will be different and have different 

levels of significance. For example the designer of an injection moulded 

product may have a requirement for a particular set of dimensions and 

tolerances on a plastic component. The tool designer needs to have an

understanding of the plastic to be used before he/she can specifyff  the

appropriate dimensions for the mould and whether the required tolerances

can be achieved. Similarly the need for a location fit in a mechanical product 

has implications for the assembly dimensions and tolerances, which in turn

will have impmm lications for the manufacture of the compmm onents required. A

simple illustration of this is provide in Fig. 2. In addition to viewpoint 

dependency, there is also a time dependency on information. The existence,

and relevance, of particular information will vary with time through the

design process.

A basic requirement of any effective information support tool is to 

provide the user with information that is useful without being swamped by a

significant volume of irrelevant information. This type of information

overload problem is common with Internet searches. If future information

support systems are to be valued by their users it is important that a level of 

knowledge is encapsulated within the system to ensure that only high quality

infoff rmation is offeff red.

The provision of information, which can be communicated at a computer

interpretable level, generally requires the definition of common

infrastructures which can be shared by the systems which need to interact.

However, on large scale interactions this tends to lead to monolithic data

structures which are inflexible and difficult to change. While these may

work for a specific organisation for a short period of time they are unlikely 

to be well suited to a variety of businesses which tend to develop their own

organisational structures and functionality. Also as business requirements
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change rapidly the information and knowledge requirements of the business

also change. It is therefore essential that methods for information and 

knowledge sharing are flexible and extensible if they are to be worthy of the 

investment which will be needed in their impmm lementation.

An issue, which is typically given inadequate treatment in the generation

of information systems, is that of the meaning of the entities defined within

information infrastructures. Typically definitions are made using simple

textual statements which can then be mis-interpreted by system developers

leading to confusion and misunderstanding of the levels of communication

which can sensibly be achieved. For this reason, although difficult to

achieve, a semantic definition of entities to be shared should be provided.

Information and knowledge sharing can be considered to be an issue

within a specific support system. However the more extensive issue of inter-

operability between systems should not be overlooked. While some progress

may be made at a single system level of sharing, it is important to recognise 

that the costs mentioned earlier in this section cannot be substantially

reduced without due consideration to inter-operability between systems. The

unacceptable alternative would be to tie all users to a common system.

I want this

part to be 

anodised

I’ll need to change

the “as

manufactured”m

dimensions

Figi ure 2: Viewing information from different perspectives
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The overall concept which we have been exploring to provide an

appropriate information and knowledge sharing environment is illustrated in

Fig. 3. 

3. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFORMATION LAYERS 

FOR INFORMATION SHARING 

The commonly accepted approach to sharing product information has

been through the construction of Product Models, which provide a source

and repositoryrr for all product related information, utilized during product 

development. This approach can be extended to support information sharing

by defining multi-viewpoint product data structures and adding a knowledge

transformation layer which captures the understanding of the relationships

between layers. 

A multi-viewpoint product data structure is illustrated in Fig. 4. This

takes the approach that each life-cycle perspective has a view and each sub-

Globallobal

Manufaff ctutt re

Infoff rmation

KnowledgKnowledge

Figure 3: An Information & Knowledge Sharing EnvironmentAn Information & Knowledge Sharing Environment
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area of significance to the team has a sub-view. Each of these then provides 

access to the information needed from that viewpww oint.

The problem then is how to deal with the inter-relationships between

these multiple views. The relationships between views are of two types: (a) 

access to identical data, but from different perspectives; (b) access to

information which changes from one view to another based on an

understanding of the relationships between the views.  

Figi ure 4: A multi-viewpoint product structure

The first of these is typical of feature technology approaches including

shape, function, machining, and assembly features. These views may be

related e.g. a functional requirement for a mechanical product can influence 

an assembly relationship between component parts, which in turn will effect 

the tolerance requirements on the compmm onents. More compmm lex relationships

exist where alternative manufacturing methods are considered. For example

the choice of casting or injn ection moulding as a process has implications for

the shape of the part as it will require taper angles in order to eject it from a 

mould. The choice of machining as a process would imply a regular shape

for the part in order to ease fixturing requirements.

The approach being pursued in this research is to define a knowledge

layer, which lies below the information views, to support the interaction and 

translation of information. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The

knowledge layer captures knowledge which support transformation between

views and knowledge which is specific to a particular view.
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4. A MANUFACTURING INFORMATION AND 

KNOWLEDGE MODEL  

The need for a model of manufacturing information, to capture the 

manufacturing capability of a manufacturing enterprise, has been accepted

for some time now [11] as an appropriate means by which manufacturing 

information can be exchanged and shared across activities which require

manufacturing inputs. The typical representations of such information has

been to build structures which enable the capture of manufacturing resource

information and in some cases manufacturing process information and the

relationships between these two.

The significant issue in the work which has been pursued here has been

to consider how to extend such an infoff rmation model into the realms of a

knowledge model, such that only high quality manufacturing information is

provided to decision makers. A second requirement has been to have a

clearly defined structure that will enable manufacturing information and
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knowledge to be readily maintained as a business changes and develops its

capability.

The range of manufacturing knowledge is extensive and the types of

knowledge is equally wide ranging. While we have focused largely on

machining knowledge in our work in this area, we have attempted to utilise

an accepted structure of knowledge types, classifying knowledge as explicit,

tacit or implicit. This has enabled us to identify the potential routes to the use

of manufacturing knowledge. For example, explicit knowledge in the form

of tables, procedures and graphs can all be captured in such a way that the

knowledge can be computer processed. This is not the case with tacit 

knowledge, such as that captured in a video clip. The use of this structure 

and the understanding of the relationships between information and 

knowledge is enabling us to pursue an improved route to the capture,

maintenance and use of manufacturing knowledge. An illustration of the top

level structure of our manufacturing facilitytt  model, along with examples of 

information and knowledge, is illustrated in Fig. 6.

5. SHARING MEANING THROUGH THE USE OF 

DEDICATED LANGUAGES  

The work described above provides significant syntactic improvement in

the representation and capture of information and knowledge for information

and knowledge sharing than is typically available in present systems. Further

it provides the necessary first steps towards system definitions that can hope

to provide a basis for sharing across system boundaries. That is, it provides a 

number of schema against which systems can interoperate.
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However, as the sharing requirement between systems becomes more

complex the need to avoid confusion in the definition of the meaning of the

classes involved becomes significant. For example the sharing of geometric

information is well understood if a boundary representation model is agreed 

as the basis for sharing. However, manufacture does not have the same

focused level of understanding of terms. A manufacturing operation in one

case may be all the machining to be done on a specific machine tool or, from

another perspective, it may a single piece of geometry to be machined with a

single cutter. If effective sharing is to be assured then there is a need to

provide a means by which the terms shared can be assumed to share the

same semantic definition. The use of ontologies and dedicated languages has

the potential to provide this level of definition.

Our work is starting to explore the use of the Process Specification

Language (PSL), [12] whose development started at the National Institutt te of

Standards and Technology (NIST). This is a formal language aimed at 

creating a neutral, standard language for process specification. At this stage

the scope of PSL is limited to the realm of discrete processes related to

manufacturing, including all processes in the design/manufacturing life

cycle. The language is being standardized through the ISO TC 184 SC4/SC5

to produce ISO 18629.

5.1  The PSL language 

PSL is based on a lexicon, or a set of logical and non-logical symbols,

and a grammar i.e. a specification of how these symbols can be combined to

make well-formed formulae. All are chosen to represent the basic concepts

in the PSL ontology. The underlying grammar used for PSL is based on the

Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF). 

Ontology can be defined as a lexicon of specialised terminology along

with some specification of the meaning of terms in the lexicon [11]. The 

foundation of PSL is its ontology, which provides rigorous and unambiguous

definitions, based on first order logic, of the concepts necessaryrr for

specifying manufacturing processes to enable the exchange of process

information. The PSL ontology is essentially two-tiered. The foundation of

the ontology is a set of process-related concepts that are common to all

manufacturing applications. These concepts constitute the core of the PSL

ontology and include concepts such as objb ects, activities, activityt

occurrences, and timepoints. Since these concepts, alone, only allow for the

exchange of very simple process specifications, the ontology includes a

mechanism to allow for extensions to these core concepts (the second tier) to

ensure the robustness of the ontology.
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The PSL core consists of core definitions of classes, relations and

functions. These are objb ect, activity, activity_occurrence, timepoint, before,

occurrence_of, participates_in, between, beforeEq, betweenEq, exists_at, 

is_occurring_at, beginof, endof, object, activity, activity_occurrence and 

timepoints. Significantly, these are each supported by a set of axioms written

in the basic language of PSL which provide a mathematical foundation for

each definition.

The addition of outer core extensions is an essential part of PSL as these

provide the basis for identifyff ing terms that are more specific to a particular

manufacturing purpose. The current extensions deal with activity, temporal

and state, activity ordering and duration, resource roles, resource sets, and 

processor activities.

5.2 Exploring the use of PSL  

In our most recent work we are committed to the need foff r well-defined

semantics as a basis for effective knowledge sharing. We are exploring the

application of the PSL approach to two areas of manufacturing. The first is

in knowledge sharing between design and manufacture. The second is in

supply chain interoperability.

Sharing knowledge across design activities requires multiple product,

manufacturing and business factors to be considered. PSL potentially

enables betters sharing and reuse of manufacturing knowledge, but does not 

solve the wider problem. We therefore anticipate that while one aspect of the

research will involve exploring the applicability of PSL to manufacturing

knowledge sharing, there will be a need to explore its relationship to other

approaches which may be more appropriate to broader design requirements. 

The "Standard Upper Ontology" (SUO) [13], currently under development, 

may provide a framework which can be used to meet this need. This appears

to be particularly appropriate as SUO already incorporates the PSL core.

Supply chain interoperabilityt  requires multiple businesses to share

manufacturing knowledge if supply chain decisions are to be made

effectively. Here we are exploring the interface between the construction and

the manufacturing sectors, as companies in these two areas are likely to have

interestingly different views of manufacture. For example a construction

project is typically a one off project with multiple sub-contractors coming 

together for the duration of the projo ect, while manufactured products are

likely to have an on-going infrastructure of businesses involved in the supply

chain.

The approach we are taking to these two diverse areas of manufacture is 

to attempt to understand the processes involved and their relationships,
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through the development of IDEF3 process models. These can then be

evaluated against the existing lexicon available with PSL in order to identify

the limitations of the existing language and the requirements for its

extension. A further issue here is the need for flexibility and extensibility in

a knowledge-sharing environment. The extent to which the use of this

approach limits this will also be assessed.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has highlighted the importance of software tools that can 

enable the sharing of information and knowledge. It has highlighted that 

while communication between individuals may be problematic, the problems 

of communication between the software tools which people use are even

more complex. However, the potential benefits to business of achieving 

information and knowledge sharing between these tools is immense.

 The levels of information exchange and information sharing has been

advancing over recent years, especially through the work of international

standards bodies such as STEP and MANDATE. Howeverd , there is a further

need for an understanding of how to share knowledge as well as information.  

This paper has explored an extension to traditional information sharing

approaches to enable knowledge sharing across multiple contexts and has 

focused particularly on manufacturing knowledge sharing. This has shown

that clear classifications of information, knowledge and their relationships

has the potential to advance current levels of system capabilityt .

The paper has also identified the significance of semantic definition in 

manufacturing knowledge sharing and described two areas of research were

the use of languages with mathematically defined semantics are being

explored. It is believed that this approach has significant potential for the

future if flexibility in the implementation of knowledge sharing tools can be

achieved.
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Abstract: The choice of a manufacturing process (machine tools, cutting tools, part-

holders, process plan) which allows the production of parts conform with the 

objective in  terms of quality and price depends on many criteria. One of these 

is the compmm liance with  the functional part tolerances. To check this point, the

manufacturing process is simulated (positioning and machining operations).

This simulation results in a Model of Manufactured Part (MMP). The

deviations of all the MMP surfaces are described with regards to their nominal

position (nominal part) using a small displacement torsor. Then, for all the 

functional tolerances to be checked, a virtual gauge is designed and developed 

and assembled with the MMP and the gap between the tolerance zone and the

toleranced surface is calculated. The verification of each tolerance is

performed via a system of inequalities representing the non-penetration

conditions between the toleranced surface and the tolerance zone limits. Thefafaf

ability to machine a series of parts close to the functional tolerances being 

verified, the ISO or non-ISO manufacturing tolerances to specifyff  they

workpiece at the end of each set-up is determined. These tolerances are useful 

to follow the conformity of the workpiece at the end of each step of they

machining process.

Key words: Manufacturing process, Manufacturing defects, Tolerance analysis,

Simulation, Tolerance synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Designing a new product in an industrial context supposes the certainty

to be able to produce it with an improved quality and at a controlled cost. To

achieve these goals, it is necessary to design the product and the process

together. It is also necessary to be aba le to simulate the process designed to

get information about the likely productivity and quality to be expected. The 
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process will be considered suitable if it verifies the criteria imposed (by the

client) in the field of productivity and quality. Complying with the functional

tolerances for each manufactured part is in fact one of the qualitytt criteria.

The tools most widely used (tolerances chain) [1] assume that the foff rm

and orientation defects are negligible in comparison with the dimensional

defecff ts. Each dimension can thus be modelled by a vector. Projecting these

vectors, algebraic relations between various dimensions are calculated.

These relations can be used td o determine the manufacturing tolerances that 

verify the functional tolerances imposed. It is also used to distinguish the

fuff nctional tolerances from the fuff nctional requirements. It can also be used to

simulate the feasibility of a part starting from manufacturing process defects

(dispersions) as in the l method. Several methods were then developed to

enlarge transfer or simulation to 2D or 3D [2]. The works of Ballot and

Bourdet [3] model the interactions between the parts of a mechanism, in

order to predict the position and orientation variations of these parts in af

three dimensional space. The variations are supposed to be small enough to

use the concept of the Small Displacement Torsor (SDT) [4] except for the

expected movements of parts. This method has been enlarged since 1999 to

simulate the manufacturing process. F. Villeneuve and O. Legoff have

developed a method using the SDT to simulate a machining process and to

predict its defects. They have applied this method to an example of millind g

process plan [5]. The clearance and deviation spaces method [6] allows, just 

like the previous one, to simulate the influence of defects. The deviation

spaces due to the defects and the clearance spaces due to the clearance

between parts of the assembly are determined. The calculation of these

spaces is achieved by the sum of Minkowski of the spaces due to the initial

defecff ts or clearances. To check the functioning of the assembly, it is then

sufficient to check that the deviation space is contained within the clearance

space. The applications presented only concern functional tolerance

problems. Morse and Zou use quite a close method for tolerance transfer

from functional to 1D manufacturing using a statistical approach [7]. The L

method has also been improved taking into account a three dimensional

analysis, particularly the orientation defects [8]. This method proposes a

process plan graph, a tool that includes both the process and positioning

deviations and thd e fuff nctional tolerances. The defects description  is carried

out by a SDT. Checking the functional tolerances is done by the position

analysis of the surface under consideration into a tolerance zone. The

defects description and the analysis of each functional tolerance are brieflyf

presented and seem to be somehow difficult to implement.

For all these approaches, the main problem consists in determining which

surfaces and which set-up are implied in complying with a functional
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condition. The method presented hereafter proposes a solution to this

problem.

The method hereby presented simulates the process and determines its

effecff t onto the manufactutt red part in terms of surfd aces deviations. To that faf

aim, a Model of Manufactured Part (MMP) is virtually manufactured and the

deviations of its surfaces are expressed with regards to their nominal position

(nominal part). The nominal part is fixed in the MMP and allows to stack the

defects generated at each set-upuu of the process. The MMP is one of the

manufactured parts model . Knowing the 3D capabilities of the production

means, it is possible to determine the probabilitytt density function or the

extremes of the deviations of  all the parts produced.

The MMP is then used to analyse the functional tolerances. Each

tolerance is interpreted and a virtual gauge is created and assembled with the 

MMP. The next point is to check if the toleranced surface of the MMP is in

the tolerance zone of the virtual gauge. This task is performed for the

extremes MMP or a probability density can be calculated.

Once the process feasibility has been checked, there remains to find the

manufacturing tolerances that will permit to follow the conformitytt of the

workpiece at the end of each set-up. For each tolerance, startinr g from the

verification result, the active (positioning and manufactured surfaces of eachd

set-up) surfaces are identified and a set of ISO or non-ISO tolerances is

proposed. The value of each tolerance is then calculated.

For this paper, to simplify the presentation, a 2D example of a

manufacturing part has been chosen. However the method presented here has

been developed to simulate 3D manufacturing processes. 

2. THE METHOD 

The method presented here is based on the determination and the analysis 

of the deviation of the surfaces of a part with regards to their nominal

position (nominal part). The method is developed in two steps (Fig. 1):

• The first step consists in determining the effects of the process in terms

of part surface deviation. At the end of this step, a model of the

manufactured part with deviation defects is generated (it will be called

MMP for Model of Manufactured Part).

• The second one consists in analysing the incidence of the process over

the compmm liance with the functional tolerances (analysis) using the MMP

and transferring these tolerances into manufacturing tolerances.
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Figure 1. Overview of the method

The deviations of the MMP surfaces are expressed with regards to their

nominal position in the part (nominal part). This is the key point of the

method and d thid s article will show that:

• The existence of a nominal part allows to collect throughout the process

the defects generated by the successive operations.  

• The position of the nominal part in the real part has no impmm ortance

because the deviations are always at least grouped by 2 when a tolerancet

is analysed or transferred. 

These deviations can be expressed by a small displacement torsor and the

variations of the intrinsic characteristics of the surfaces (diameter in the case

of a cylinder or a sphere). The variation domain of the parameters

characterising these deviations represent the 3D capabilities of the machine-

tools, the cutting tools and the part holders used during the machining

process.

The MMP is compmm osed of ideal surfaces that have to be associated with

the real surfaces using an optimisation criterion (e.g least square criterion).
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3. FROM THE PROCESS TO THE  

MANUFACTURED PART MODEL 

The manufacturing process chosen for the part in Fig. 1 includes 2 set-

ups. Starting from a block, the process consists in 2 successive milling 

operations. This process is described in Fig. 2. The surface positioning

system  is hyperstatic but organized in a hierarchical way (primary surface,

secondary surface, ...)

Figure 2. Nominal process

A process generates positioning deviations (due to the deviations of the

part-holder surfaces and of the MMP surfaces) and machining deviations

(deviation of a surface manufactured with regards to its nominal position in

the machine) as represented in Fig. 3.

Figi ure 3. Process deviations
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The deviation of each surface machined can be determined with regardsd

to the nominal part by expressing for each set-up:

Deviationrealised surface/nominal part = Deviationpositioning+ Deviationmachining (1)

or, using a more compact expression 

Deviationpart,surface = - Deviationmachine,part + Deviationmachine,surface (2)

This operation must be repeated for each set-up until the final part is

obtained.

For the process described in this paper, the stock is a parallelipipedick

imperfect block with deviations of its surfaces with regards to the nominal

stock. This stock is assembm led with the part-holder in set-upuu 1. The part-

holder surfaces have a deviation with regards to their nominal position in the

machine. The determination of the position of the part due to this assembly

operation is processed using the method developed by Ballot and Bourdet [3] 

and Thiebaud [10] for a standard mechanical system. The position of the part 

with regards to its nominal position in the machine is function of the 

deviation of the part-holder and part positioning surfaces and of the gap

between these surfaces. The values of these gaps are determined by the

contact properties (primary, secondary, fixed, floating). The part is then

“machined” and thd e surfaces thus obtained had ve deviations with regards to

their nominal position in the machine. Using equation (2) the deviation of 

each surface with regards to the nominal part can be determined. This task is

repeated for each set-up until the deviation of all the surfaces of the part is 

obtained. Developments of this method have already been presented [5, 9].

The deviations of each surface depend only on the process chosen and 

can be expressed by a small displacement torsor. For example for surface 3: 

3

P,P3

O ,x,y,z3

TP P3T

1l ( ) U111lll
2 2S23 2 2S2 ) Uu 2S23 ( ) U( ) U( ) U111

2 2S2 2u u (u 1
2 2S2 2u (2S2u (((111

2
3 2 2S22 2S22 2S23 2 2S23 2 2S23 2 2S2

2
U 0U 0

2S2U 3 23 2 2S2UU 2S22S22S2UUU γ3 23 23 23 2

This torsor describes in a generic way the deviations generated by the 

process on a part. Each defect parameter (u1, u2, …, γ1γγ1γ , …) can be identified

on the manufacturing means and can be expressed by a variation domain (or

a probability density function). Thus it is possible to know the domain of

variation of the surfaces of all the manufactured parts.
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4. TOLERANCE ANALYSIS 

Figure 4. Tolerance of the part 

In ordre to carryrr out a functional tolerance analysis,  the first step consists

in creating a virtual gauge corresponding to this tolerance in compliance

with the ISO standard [10]. The virtual gauge corresponding to the position 

tolerance Fig. 4 is a datum plane and a tolerance zone (TZ) limited by 2

planes distant of t (Fig. 5). The second step consists in assembling the MMP 

and the virtual gauge abiding by the constraints imposed by the ISO

standards (hierarchy of the surfaces, type of contact). For the example under

study we have a fixed planar contact between surface 3 of the MMP and thefaf

datum plane of the virtual gauge. In the third step, the gap between the

toleranced surface and thd e tolerance zone is determined using:

Gapaa TZ,TolerancedSurface = DeviationTZ,Datum + Deviationm Datum,Part +
DeviationPart,TolerancedSurface

where the assembly operation gauge part can be expressed by 

DeviationD,P= GapD,PartDatumSurfacff e + DeviationPDS,P

and the virtual gauge being a perfect part 

DeviationTZ,D = 0

so this gap can be calculated by

Gapaa TZ,TS = Gapaa D,PDS + DeviationPDS,TS (3)
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For the present example there is a primary planar fixed contact between

the datum plane of the gauge and the datum surface of the part. So we can

write:

Gapaa D,PDS = 0

and (3) become

GapTZ,TS = DeviationPDS,TS

This deviation can be expressed by the following small displacement 

torsor

1

P3,P1

O ,x,y,z1

TP3 P1T

u u u u l / 2( )2S21 U
u u u l / 2(l / 2(l / 2(u u3 2 2S2 1 2u u l / 2(uu2 2S21 3 2 2S2 1 2 2S2 )2S21 U

l / 2( )2S2

3 2 2S2 1 23 2 2S2 1 2 )))2S22S22S2111 UUU3 2 2S2 1 23 2 2S2 1 23 2 2S2 1 2

l / 2(l / 2(l / 2(2 3 22 3 2 2S2 )2S2 )))2S22S22S22 3 22 3 2lll2 3 22 3 22 3 2

U 0U 0

1 3U
γ − γ1UUUUU

2 2S2γ2 2S2

UUU −γ + γ2

The last step is the verification of the ability of thef process to produce

parts conform with the functional tolerance. This is done by verifying that

the Gapaa TZ,toleranced surface comply with the non-penetration condition between

the limits of the tolerance zone and thd e toleranced surface.

Figure 5. Tolerance analysis using a virtual gauge 

This verification is expressed by a system of inequalities to check. For

the example, this system of inequalities expresses that the uppuu er and lower
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point of the ideal toleranced plane of the MMP do not intrude into the limits

of the tolerance zone. So, 4 inequalities are obtained:

1
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1
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This system, called functional inequalities system, has to be verified 

whatever the value of the parameters within their domain of variation in

order to claim that the process chosen is able to produce conform parts.n

5. TOLERANCE SYNTHESIS 

The starting point of the tolerance synthesis is the inequalities system

determined by tolerance analysis (functional inequalities system). It is also 

necessary to know the source of the defects (which set-up is concerned) and ff

the portion (whole, lines, points, ...) of the surfaces used for positioning in f

each set-upuu .

From the functional inequalities system, a manufacturing inequalities

system is determined for each set-up. These new systems limit the defect 

allowed for each set-up to produce a final part conform with the functional 

tolerance. In order to abide by this rule, the limits of these inequalities must 

guarantee the respect of the limits of the functional inequalities system [11].

In the present example, the functional inequality hereafter:
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In this case, if limit1 + limit2tt = limit, the functional tolerance is complied 

with. Limit1 and limit2tt  represent the functional tolerance transfeff r. These

manufacturing inequalities systems can be considered non-ISO

manufacturing tolerances for each set-up. It may be sufficient to express the

needs for the manufacturing process. 

Figure 6. A solution of manufacturing tolerances

If one considers that it is better to determine ISO manufacturingr

tolerances, the first step is to identify the surfaces to be specified for each

set-upuu . These surfaces are indicated by the parameters limited by the

manufacturing system of inequalities. Second step, a set of manufacturing

ISO tolerances has to be proposed for each set-up (Fig. 6). The

manufacturing inequalities provide information on the tytt pe of tolerances

likely to be convenient for the set-up. Some methods can be proposed to

automatically propose a suitable tytt pe of tolerances starting from the DOF to

constrain [12]. Third step, for each tolerance, a virtual gauge is assembled

with the Model of Workpiece (MWP, model of the part at the end of each

set-up) to generate a  ISO manufacturing inequalities system.

For example

1
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The limits chosen for these ISO inequalities (here t1 and td 2) must

guarantee the compliance with the functional inequalities system and thus

with the functional tolerance. The last point is to determine the best set of

manufacturing tolerances constraining each set-up as less as possible. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The method presented simulates a manufacturing process and determines

its effect on the manufactured part in term of surfaces deviations. A model of

manufactured part (MMP) was introduced. It is virtually manufactured and

the deviations of its surfaces are expressed with regards to their nominal 

position. The nominal part is fixed in the MMP and allows to stack the 

defects generated at each set-up of the process. Knowing the 3D capabilities

of the production means, it is then possible to determine the probability of 

the deviations of all the parts produced. The MMP is then used to analyse the

functional tolerances. Then, for each tolerance, starting from the analysis

results, the active surfaces of each set-up are identified and a set of 

manufacturing ISO or non-ISO tolerances is proposed. 

Most of the similar approaches in bibliography are confronted with the

problem of determining which surfaces and which set-up are involved in the

compliance with a functional condition. The method presented proposes a

3D solution for this problem. It is impmm ortant to keep in mind that the nominal

part is the link between the different set-upuu s and that the position of this

nominal part in the real part has no impmm ortance because the deviations are

always at least grouped by 2 when a tolerance is analysed or transferred.

We showed, in previous papers [5, 9, 11] that it is possible to express our

method using Small Displacements Torsors. We deliberately did not develop

the mathematical expressions in this paper to propose an overall view of the

method. However, some important points are still to be developed:

• For the moment, the tolerance analysis is proposed in the worst case. It 

seems to be more interesting to consider a statistical approach. But we

have not defined yet how to use the SDT parameters  in a statistical

appaa roach.

• The parameters of such a model need to be identified in terms of ff

manufacturing tools. Some experiments have already been conducted

[13], but it seems to be necessaryrr to go further into this work direction.

• To automate the choice of ISO manufacturing tolerances should be a very

important help for process planner. We have only proposed today some

heuristics to solve that problem. On the other hand, we are able ton

identify which surfaces and which set-upuu  influence the compliance with a

fuff nctional tolerance.

• Proposing some help for the designers is one of our goals. We hope that 

the solutions presented here contribute to that goal, proposing a link

between functional needs and manufacturing means. However, a

graphical approach combined with a PDM should be necessaryrr  to express 

the process plans and to help define the product functional needs.
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3D GEOMETRICAL MANUFACTURING 

SIMULATION  
Compared approaches between integrated CAD/CAM systems 
and small displacement torsor models 
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IRCCII yCC N, Institut de Recherche en Communications et en Cyy yCC bernetique de Nantes, UMR 
CNRS 6597,7  1 Rue de la Noe BP 92101, 44321 Nantes Cedex 3, France.

Abstract: In the context of tolerance allocation in process planning, our interest has 

focused onto manufacturing defects 3D  modeling . This paper presents two

approaches towards geometrical manufacturing simulation. The concept of

small displacement torsor is used in order to model geometrical defects of part 

surfaces. The first approach uses a CAD modeler in order to extract the

geometrical data for  mathematical processing using a symbolic computational 

software. The model that we developed for manufacturing considers each

manufacturing set-up as a single mechanism. A chart representation has been

defined to express the geometrical manufacturing conditions of the process

plan as a torsor chain. The second approach uses the features of an industrial

CAD/CAM system in order to reproduce and industrialize this model. Then we

carry out a virtual numerical metrology of the model thus obtained. Through

examples, we present comparisons of numerical results from both applications.

The approaches converge towards the same results. Finally we propose a

comparison table which enables to identify the advantages of each of the two

approaches.

Key words: Process planning; Geometric modeling and simulation; Virtual manufacturing;

Tolerance chart; Small displacement torsor; CAD/CAM. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the industrial context of integrated design and manufacturing,

tolerance charting represents an essential step in process planning. This

activitytt  is used to optimize the process choices by dimensioniny g the
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acceptable geometrical variations on the part while matching the functional

and manufacturing constraints. Knowing the process plan, the usual method

proceeds in two stages: Simulation (appraisal and validation of a process by

predicting and estimating the minimal manufacturable values for each

tolerance) and optimization (for instance enlarge some tolerances in order to

reduce manufacturing costs). This paper presents two approaches for the

geometrical manufacturing simulation. The concept of Small Displacement

Torsor (SDT) is used to model geometrical defects of part surfaces. The first 

approach uses a CAD modeler in order to extract the geometrical data then

used to generate the equations needed for a mathematical processing

(synthesis and analysis of manufacturing tolerances). The second one aims at 

using a CAD/CAM system’s functionalities in order to reproduce this model. 

2. PROCESS PLANNING 3D MODELING 

2.1 SDT Model 

Several research works show that the use of the small displacement

torsors allows to model the defects of the parts in mechanisms [1]. The

hypotheses associated with this model are: the parts are rigid; the 

displacements are small and the form defects of surfaces are negligible. A

SDT is defined by two vectors representing the values of three rotations and 

three translations of a surface. The displacement of a plane P compared to itstt

nominal position in its local coordinate system Rp (origin Op on the surface 

and vector z the normal of the plane) is defined by:

{TP}Op = {DOpO , Ω}Ω}ΩΩ} with:
Ω = UxUUxU RpxxR +UyUUyRpyyRy +wzRpzzR = ( U , U , w )RpRR

D
OpOO

= αxαααxxα RpxxR +βyββyyβ RpyyRy +UzUUzU RpzzR = ( α , β , U )RpRR

where U represents the undetermined compmm onents. Thus, the 

displacement of any point Pi of the plan is obtained by: DPi =i DOpOO + Ω ∧
OpPiPPiP .

2.2 Application to manufacturing 

The model developed for manufacturing [2] considers each

manufacturing set-up as a mechanism comprising (Fig. 1): a machine-tool

MT, a part-holder H and its surfaces Hh, several manufacturing operations

Mm, their surfaces Mmj and the active surfaces Pi of the workpiece P

(location and machined surfaces).
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Figure 1. SDTs at set-up 10, machining M1.

On the charts of Fig. 2 and 3 each pole represents a geometrical entity

and each arc a SDT characterized potential defect. If we want to define the

defects of the part-holder surfaces relatively to the machine-tool using the 

full model, we need to be able to measure TMT,MTt, TMTt,Hh, THh,H, and TH,Hh

with t ∈ {1, 2} and h ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In practice, it is easier and faster to

measuruu e TMT,Hh directlyl  on a machine-tool but the SDT model refers to the y

nominal geometry. Thus, we chose to use a compacted model (Fig. 2) withll
TMT,Hh = TMT,H + TH,Hh for the part-holder and TMT,M = TMT,Mm + TMm,Mmjm for

the machining operations. Three types of torsors are used [3]:tt

• SDT Deviation: displacement of a surface relative to its nominal

position: TH,Hh, TP,Pi, TMm,Mmjm (undetermined components of this kinduu
of torsor are not useful, so they are all set to 0y ).

• SDT Connection: displacement caused by the connection between two

surfaces off f two parts:f THh,Pi, TMmjm ,Pi.

• Overall SDT: displacement of a part: TMT,H, TMT,Mm .

Figure 2. Full and compacted model of a set-up 
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In the machining context, the joints are organized hierarchically, i.e. the

main contact TH1,Pi is ensured having prioritytt over the secondary y one y TH2,PjP

and so on. This is very useful during the unification operation which will be 

detailed further down in this paper. The complete graph of a manufacturing 

set-up (Fig. 3) considers the part only through its active surfaces becausefaf

these are the only surfaces whose positions are controlled in the set-up. The 

data structure defined in those charts follow the following rules: 

• Part-holder surface Hh:  h numbers indicate the contact hierarchy  (i.e.

H1 is the main contact surface an so on).

• Machining operations Mm: m indicates the machining operation

sequence (M1 is machined first)t .

• Machining operation surfaces Mmj: j is only a surface number, a 

diffeff rent one foff r each surface.

Figure 3. Charts of three set-ups.

We assume that each Geometric Manufacturing Condition can be

specified with constraints on torsor components [4-5] (GMCs being made up

with stock removal allowances and design tolerances). So, in order to check

the feasibility of the process plan (tolerance analysis) or to optimize it

(tolerance synthesis), the SDT related to each GMC has to be validated. 

Using the charts associated to the set-ups each one of these SDTs can be

automatically written as a torsor chain (like a dimension chain by using a 

traditional 1D tolerance chart modeling). The expression of the defect 

between two surfaces of the finished part TPi,PjP is obtained by following the

path (sequence of arcs and poles on charts) starting from the last

manufactured surface Pi up to the first one Pj. If the first manufactured

surface is not on same chart as the other one, this means that the two

surfaces have been machined in different set-ups. In this case, it is necessary

to pass through the location faces and to restart the same process. During the

tolerance analysis of process planning, two classes of GMCs are considered 

related to the set-up planning: direct GMCs (those for which the twot
surfaces involved are active within the same set-up) and indirect GMCst
(between faces that are not active in the same set-up, i.e. using an

intermediate set-up datum to machine the two surfaces in different set-upuu s).
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2.3 Example 

Figure 4. Manufacturing process.

The example used to illustrate our approach the part of the process plan

shown on Fig. 4. The charts of the three machining set-ups 00 (in this set-up 

all surfaces are manufactured simultaneously), 10 and 20 are shown on Fig.

3. Moreover, we consider thereafter that the location of the workpkk iece on the

part-holder is hyperstatic. All contact surfaces between the workpiece and 

part-holder are of the same type, i.e. in set-up 10: H1, H2 and H3 are

considered as planes.

Figure 5. Path from P1 to P7.

Let  us consider an example of a direct GMC between machined facest
and location faces in the same set-up:TP1,P7 = −T20M11,P1 −T20M1,M11 −T20MT,M1

+T20MT,H +T20H,H2 +T20H2,P7 is obtained by following the path from P1 to P7 on 

the chart of set-up 20 (Fig. 5). But, as H2/P7 is the secondary contact in set-tt

up 20, a unification operation (this operation is detailed further) is performed

in order to consider the primary contact H1/P10 and the relationships

between P10 and P7 in the previous set-up (Fig. 5). So, our 3D model shows

that thett GMC is not so direct as the traditional 1D tolerance chart modelingt
would have initially let us thought. Let us focus our study onto the angular

component a (Figabout z0 4):Fig. ΩP1,P7PΩP .z0 = α20M11−β20H1−β20H1,P10−β10M32+β10M11.
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Let us consider an indirect GMC t TP10,P48, following the paths on charts 

(Fig. 6), we obtain three torsor chains:

TP10,P48 = T10P10,H +T10H,H1 +T10H1,P42 −T00M12,P42 −T00M1,M12 −T00M1,P48

TP10,P48 = T10P10,H +T10H,H2 +T10H2,P41 −T00M11,P41 −T00M1,M11 −T00M1,P48

TP10,P48 = T10P10,H +T10H,H3 +T10H3,P47 −T00M17,P47 −T00M1,M17 −T00M1,P48

with:

TP10,H = −T10M11,P10 −T10M1,M11 −T10MT,M1 +T10MT,H

T00M1,P48 = T00M1,M18 −T00M18,P48

Figi ure 6. Path from P10  to P48.

The resolution of the 18 linear equations gives the needed TP10,P48

components. Let us consider condition TP5,P46: P5 is manufactured in set-upuu

20 and P46 in set-up 00 and P46 is never a location face. So, we have to pass

throutt gh the location faces of the two machining sets-ups. This gives for

TP5,P46: 9 torsor chains, i.e. a set of 54 linear equations. However, the

resolution of all linear equation systems, related to all indirect GMCs, results 

in solving identical subsystems several times. These subsystems are those

related to the unification of the workpiece location in a set-up. So, our

strategy is to solve these subsy ystems before using their results in the initial 

equations. This process simplifies and speeds up computations during the

resolution. In the example, two unifications have to be done, one for each

set-up. To illustrate the method, the unification of the set-up 10 is developed. 

The location of the workpiece is defined by three similar SDTs: 

H1,P10 is the main contact, thus the expression for this contact is:

−β20H1−β20H1,P10; the manufacturing defect of P1: α20M11. H2,P7 being the 

secondaryrr  contact, the location of P7 depends on the relative position of 

P7/P1 which are both manufactured in the preceding set-up: −β10M32+β10M11.

This is why TP1,P7 is not really what we call a direct GMC because it depends

on a previous set-up.
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with (h,i) ∈ {(1,42) , (2,41) , (3,47)}

The workpiece having a unique location on the part-holder and its 

location faces being not independent, they are defined by y machininy g

operations previously done. We can write that the relative position of two

location faces in set-up 10 is the same as their relative position when

manufactutt red: T10P42,P41 = T00P42,P41 and T10P42,P47 = T00P42,P47, this gives

T10P42,H+T10H,H2+T10H2,P41 = T00P42,M12+T00M12,M1+T00M1,M11+T00M11,P41

T10P42,H+T10H,H3+T10H3,P47 = T00P42,M12+T00M12,M1+T00M1,M17+T00M17,P47

with T10P42,H = T10P42,H1+T10H1,H

Solving the system hierarchically  (i.e. the equations related to the mainy

location faces T10P42,P41 = T00P42,P41 are solved befoff re T10P42,P47 = T00P42,P47 in

which the first results are integrated) enables us to get: the expression of all

undetermined components and the compatibility equations related to the

hyperstatism of our machining fixture (3 equations in our case).

3. FIRST APPROACH: AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION 

OF THE GEOMETRICAL FEATURES 

In order to solve the equations previouslyl  presented we use a numerical

and symbolic calculations software (Mathematica). The resolution requires, 

as a preliminary step, the entry of all geometrical data (all SDTs related to 

the part-holder, the workpiece and the machining operations) whilett

complying with the data structure we have defined with our charts. Thus, in

the case of our example, if we consider only plane and cylindrical surfacestt

we obtain 47 surfaces. For each surface and for each contact workpiece/part-

holder, it is necessary to define: a local coordinate system (an origin and at 

least two orthogonal 3D vectors) and the characteristic surface SDT 

(expressed in the local coordinate system at a chosen point, the origin, on the

surface: two 3D vectors). We chose to extract all these data starting from a

workpiece CAD model. First, it is necessary to re-design the workpiece by

following the operation sequence of the process plan; then, all GMCs have to

be defined. The objective of the feature extraction is to create a data

structure identical to the one defined in our charts. We developed Visual

Basic API within a CAD modeler based on an objb ect-oriented approach. 

Here we do not detail all data structure of our VB API, the two main objb ect

classes are:

10 , 10Hh,Pi 10Hh,Pi 10Hh,Pi 10Hh,Pi

10Hh,Pi 10Hh,Pi

10Hh,Pi u10Hh,Pi v10HhPi 10Hh,Pi 10Hh,Pi

( , U )R10Hh,Pi
{ }O10Hh,Pi

(U , U , w )Ru10Hh,Pi v10HhPi 10Hh,PiU w

HhHH , =
=

=
T111

DO111

Ω
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• Geometrical featurff e: the poles of our chart, composed bt y a nominaly

geometry and a set of surfaces.

• Link: the arc of our chart, defined by the SDTs (the SDT itself and itst

local coordinate system) linking the two geometrical features betweett n it

identifies a defecff t.

So, a process plan object integrates several set-up objects and a 

workpiece (geometrical feature:(g( {P, Pi}). Each set-up can integrate a

machine-tool, a part-holder and the machining operations (geometrical 
features: {MT}, {H, Hh}, {Mm, Mmj}). All these data and their related 

links are extracted directly by exploring the workpiece design tree and 

geometrical data. With regard to GMCs, they are computed according to the

method we have presented previously after the extraction of the other data.

They are plotted in tables of links. All the data extracted from the CAD

model of the part into a file including the instantiation and the resolution of 

all the equations  we need for the symbolic and numerical calculations. So,

we only need to import this file into our computation software in order to usey

the model. In the case of our example, more than 300 equations are

automatically generated.

4. SECOND APPROACH: CAD/CAM 

INTEGRATION 

4.1 Description of the CAD/CAM integration 

Usually the purpose of CAM sy ystems is mainly to generate and validate

tool paths. In our case it is used to create the solid resulting from the

machining operations. Then we carry out measurements on this solid to note

if it is in conformity. We use the CAM software like a “black box”. To

simulate manufacture as well as possible, it is enough to integrate the

geometrical and dimensional defects with an incidence in the set-up. Each

element (MT,H, …) is modeled with its defects to lead to part P in its final

geometrical state.

The necessary data are: the digital models of the rough part, the part-

holder, the nominal finished part (P), the machine-tool and the tools. We

start with the digital model of the rough part P(00) which we install in the

part-holder of the first machining set-up 00, by complying with contact

surfaces between part P(00) and part-holder with the defects (Fig. 7). After 

the definition of all machining operations for a set-up S, we can get thett

workpkk iece model in its final machined state P(S) from the CAD/CAM
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system. This new digital model then becomes an input datum for the

following set-up.

Figure 7. CAD/CAM integration. 

The model of part P(S) obtained at the end of the set-up S depends on the

machining operations of the set-up but also on part state P(S-1). The current 

CAD/CAM systems can update these dependencies dynamically. So, set-up

after set-up (Fig. 7), by using this model as the stock of  the next set-up

P(S+1) we can finally get a geometric model of the finished part P(n)

following the process plan. In this approach, the geometrical defects

manufactured are integrated into each part’s CAD model:

Stock:

• The geometrical variations of P(00) are modeled by adding geometrical 

and dimensional parameters to the CAD model of the rough part. 

Machining:
• The positioning deviations (machine-tool/part-holder: TMT,H and part-

holder/workpiece: THh,Pi) are simulated by introducing a parameterized 

offset (rotation + translation): between P(s-1) and the part-holder H on

the one hand, the machine-tool and H on the other hand.

• The machining defects are taken into account by parameterizing the tool 

shapaa es.

We compare P(n) with the nominal CAD model P in order to validate the

manufacturing process. The whole set of the defects is described on a 

spreadsheet linked to the CAM files. Dimensions of the simulated workpkk iece

are usable to check the conformity of the part. By using the CAD system, we

carry out a virtual numerical metrology of the model obtained.

4.2 Examples of GMCs: distance line/plane 

We can study the P7 axis parallelism and position  compared with P1 

(datum plane). We will analyze cylinder P7 with plane P1. Let us note that 

P7 is the secondary H2/P7 connection 20 (Fig. 8).
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We saw TP1,P7 = −T20M11,P1−T20M1,M11−T20MT,M1+T20MT,H +T20H,H2+T20H2,P7

Figure 8. Parallelism and position (simpmm lified two-dimensional view).

In view of the difficulties to quantifyff the deviations between the

manufacturing operations [6] Mm and their surfaces Mmjm during

experiments, we initialize the SDT: TMm,Mmj  = 0. This cancellation does not

simplifyff the model, but compacts it. Variations of P7 position  comparedy

with P1 are calculated by displacements:y

L(7,1)1 =30+D+DQ71P1,P7PP
.zRp1zzR and L(7,1)2 =30+D+DQ72P1,P7PP

.zRp1zzR where 30 is

nominal size P1/P7.

After development, for L(7,1)1 we find a linear equation with coefficients:

Coeffe icients Contributionff

β10M11

u10M31

u10M32

β10M32

 
 −47.907

0.217
−0.217

47.907

Influence variations generated at the time of the

set-up 10 on the secondary contact of the set-up 20.y

β20H1

β20H1,P10

47.907

 47.907
Main contact H1/P10// .

u20H2

u20H2,P7

1.217

1.217
Secondary contact H2/P7.y

u20H3

u20H3,P6

−0.217

−0.217
Tertiary contact H3/P6. y

w20M11

α20M11

β20M11

−1

−46.354

−14.721

M11 machining in set-up 20.

On the detail of Fig. 8, we notice the effect of some coefficients, in

particular the defects 10M32 of the preceding set-up.

On the CAD/CAM system, we can introduce these deviations. w20M11 will

be taken into account by parameterizing the machining stock allowances or
dimensions tools. α20M11 mainly highlights a machining straightness defect
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related to the geometry of the machine tool.y β20M11 corresponds to a tool

orientation defect. Admittedly, the integration of these defects is not always

simple and requires procedures which deviate from pure CAM activity. In 

practice, these angular variations α and β (associated usual dimensions of

the parts) are nett gligible compared to w.

With the CAD/CAM system we simulate these distances function of

β20H1,P10. We propose a comparison ∆L(7,1)1 and ∆L(7,1)2 with SDT model (left

of Fig. 9). It is noted that the errors are larger for point Q72 when the 

rotations are negative. The phenomenon is not symmetrical. The error isyy

allotted to the CAD/CAM system because the model SDT is symmetrical.yy

The error surfaces ∆L(7,1)1 according to the three values u20H2,P7, u20H3,P6 and

β20H1,P10 is plotted on  Fig. 9 (right handside).

Figi ure 9. Compmm arison between STD Model and CAD/CAM simulation : Distance plane P1 /

line (cylinder) P7.

In these two comparisons we note that the errors are acceptable compared

to the necessary requirements in mechanics (0,37y µm, Fig.9 left).

4.3 Examples of GMCs : Perpendicularity between 

centerline and plane 

Figi ure 10. Perpendicularitytt between centerline of P2- P3  and the plane P10. 
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More complex specifications can be studied, e.g the perpendicularity

between the centerline of faces P2 and P3 and plane P10 (Fig. 10). With the 

SDT model, perpendicularity is calculated :

Pp2-3,10 = − (DQ32P3,P7022P
.y.yyRp10yyyRy  + DQ22P2,P7022P

.y.yyRp10yyRy )/2 − (D(((D( Q33P3,P70PP
.y.yyRp10yyRy  +

DQ23P2,P7PP 0
.y.yyRp10yyyRy )/2

Pp2-3,10 = 48.04[(α20H1-α20H1,P10)+0.5(α20M13-α20M12)]

with 48.04 is the part height.

With the CAD/CAD model, we define Q2, Q3 the mid-points of 

Q32Q22, Q33Q32 and Q2’ the projected point Q2 on P10. Then in virtual

metrology: Pp2-3,10 = Q3Q2’. yRp10yyyRy . On the comparison graph of Fig. 10, we

observe the difference between the approaches function of α20H1,P10 : ∆∆Pp2-

3,10 = Pp2-3,10/CAM – Pp– 2-3,10/SDT. We again note a negligible difference

between the two approaches.

From these two examples of GMCs, simulated dimensions and

geometries are comparable by model SDT or CAM integration. This report

also applies to other GMCs (direct,tt indirect....) which are not to be presented

in this papaa er.

5. COMPARISON OF THE TWO APPROACHES 

We first define the input data that the two approaches share: the part

definition (a CAD model and a part draft with GD&T Geometric

Dimensioning and Tolerancing) and the process plan (raw workpiece

definition, machining operation sequencing, location faces and GMCs). 

Starting from these data, the stages for each approach are:

• SDT Model and feature extraction

1. Re-design of the workpiece (by following the operation sequencing of the

process plan)

2. Geometric data extraction: Face features (deviation SDTs); Connection 

between components (H/MT P/H) in each set-up (connection SDT);

Torsor chains related to each GMC build from the chart model

3. Mathematical resolution (symbolic and numerical) unification andyy

computation of torsor chains

4. Representation of part defects (torsor components) to check GD&T

5. Tolerance analyll sis and synthesis usinyy g linear equation systems

• CAM/Integration

1. Creation and sequencing of all the set-ups (into CAM system)

2. Setting parameters of the variations in each set-up 
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3. Virtual metrology of the simulated workpiece

4. GD&T analysis

The construction of the comparison table 1 has enabled us to identify the

advantages of each of the two approaches.

TableTT 1. Comparision of the two approaches.

Criteria SDT Model CAM/Integration

Tolerance

analysis
 Linear equations

 Numerical results without

tendency analysis.

Tolerance

synthesis
 Linear equations

 Difficult with current CAM

systems

Process plan

modification

management 

 Rebuild the

workpiece model 
 Recreate all set-ups 

Management of

defecff ts valuell

modifications

 Symbolic

calculations

 Difficult, re-execute the

process plan

Virtual metrology
 Difficult, translation

of GT&D into GMCs. 

 Immediate except for stock

removal allowances

Taking into

account of all 

variations types

 Yes but without

foff rm defecff ts

 Difficult, requires procedures

which deviate from CAM

activity.

No foff rm defecff ts

Final 3D CAD 

model of the part 
 No (not yet) 

 Yes (automatically created

for each set-up, usable in CAD)

Automation  Yes
 Slower, stability depends on

the CAM system tt

Accuracy
 Limited by SDT

hypothesis 

 Limited by the CAM system

accuracy

As we show in the example, the two approaches converge towards the

same numerical results. Thus, the numerical accuracy is not a criterion

retained among the criteria used to compare them in the Table 1. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have presented two different approaches from the 3D geometrical 

manufacturing simulation. One is directed towards a mathematical modeling

using the Small Displacements Torsor (SDT) concept. The other one is

applied and implemented on a CAD/CAM system. Our mathematical model

allows us to know and control the process plan but can become somehow 

bulky. The CAD/CAM integrated approach quickly provides a numerical
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result but all the parameters are not easy to simulate. If a sensitivity analysis

is wished it will then be necessary to associate both approaches. 

A 3D modeler with an integrated representation of the geometricalA

defects of surfaces would be really useful, not only for our research work but

also in a more general context (assembly, clearance, …). However, as we

saw in the numerical results, the precision of 3D CAD/CAM systems should 

not be neglected, although the results converge with the calculations

linearized by the SDT modeling.

According to the comparison of the two approaches, our future research

works will focus on: How to simulate a process plan and to obtain virtually

manufactured 3D model; How to design a method and tools for tolerance

analysis and synthesis; How to automate as much as possible all tasks andyy

have accurate calculations.
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Abstract: In the frame of concurrent engineering the design of the parts, the production

planning, even the production system must be addressed quite simultaneously.

In this way the design and development cycle is reduced and the

manufacturing constraints are taken into account as soon as possible. The need 

of a short reconfiguration time leads to the concept of Reconfigurable

Manufacturing Systems (RMS): using those systems, the manufacturer only

uses elementaryrr  cells (such as milling cells, supports, tooling, etc ...) which

can be easily and quickly replaced as soon as the demand changes.

Alternatively, this higher reconfiguration speed can be improved by using

Virtual Manufacturing: the manufacturer can design, draw and simulate the

line and its evolution in terms of quality, flows and costs. Evaluating the best

performance of several configurations before the system is built, results in a

gain of time. In the frame of virtual manufacturing this paper will deal with

creating and simulating machining process using a computer aided engineering

software in order to address technical, economical and production constraints.

Key words: Manufacturing process, Concurrent engineering, Manufacturing reconfigurable 

systems, Virtual manufacturing.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays market fluctuation and fashion ask for more and more new 

and different patterns, decreased batch size and the need to design and

manufacture with reduced delays. So the concept of concurrent engineering

[1, 2] must be used. The design of the parts, the production planning and the

production system must be considered quite simultaneously. Thus the design

215
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and development cycle is reduced and the manufacturing constraints are

taken into account as soon as possible, and the design phase must take

account of manufacturing constraints but these must not restrict the

creativity of the design.

Integration product-process concept is illustrated in Fig. 1: the quality of 

mechanical parts depends on the expression of specifications (shapaa es,

functions, dimensions, surface quality and materials), the abilitytt of shaping

processes and resource capability (defects in machine-tools, tools, fixtures).

To meet optimization objectives, models and processes are used to generate 

production processes or design production systems or to validate a product's 

manufacturability, as well as defining the product qualification procedure.

By process, we mean processes (forging, casting, stamping, machining, 

assembling, fast prototyping..), production resources (machines, tools..), and

conditions for implementation (setting and holding in position, operating

conditions…), operation scheduling and the structure of the installation.

Production constraints (process capability, producible shapes, precision...)

must be taken into account at the same time as economic (cost...), logistics 

(lead-times, reactivity, size of production runs...) or legislative (recycling,

safety...) constraints. On the one hand, knowledge and constraints must be

structured, formalized and represented (data and processes), using 

experimental data (processes and resources) and models of industrial

conditions so that different types of expertise can be integrated coherently

using appropriate models, methods and tools so as to meet production

optimization objb ectives (quality, reactivity, productivity, cost…).

Figure 1. Reference diagram of our approach. 
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2. VIRTUAL MANUFACTURING OF 

RECONFIGURABLE MANUFACTURING 

SYSTEMS

In order to reduce design times and to give a help to choose the most 

suitable system for a specific process, Virtual Manufacturing appears helped

by the developments of numerical methods for computing. We quote that 

Virtual Manufacturing is present all along the product cycle, hence its

importance; the company must share its knowledge 

Besides the concept, Virtual Manufacturing is based on numerical tools,

such as:

- global database: all the ownerships within the company are listed and 

the staff can easily design or improve the factory with available stuff;

- 3D Manufacturing simulations: it enables the company to plan, detail, 

analyze and simulate the product life throughout the Manufacturing

Lifecycle Engineering; 

- logistic software (e.g. ERP and PDM): it matches all the actors of the 

product, from the provider of the provider to the customer of the customer. 

Manufacturing global demand and rapid changes in process technology

(e.g. the evolution of the product, of the quantities, of the varietytt of

products) require creating production systems easily upgradable and into

which new technologies and new functions can be integrated in the fields of 

manufacturing (mechanics, controls, flows and so on). Thus, there is a

growing trend to produce smaller quantities with frequent small variations

within a product family, so called mass customization. For example, if the

customer orders a variation of the number of holes on an engine block and/or

an angular variation of those latter’s, the manufacturer must change his

process as quickly as possible. So the concept of Reconfigurable

Manufacturing Systems (RMS) appears [3, 4]. Previously we could only

process with two extreme kinds of Machining Systems: Dedicated Systems

(high productivity) and Flexible Systems (high flexibility). RMSs are placed 

somewhere in between those two boundaries, what we call customized

flexibility, a solution is to use only elementary cells (machining, actuator and

control cells) and to reconfigure them according to the demand of the

customer (Fig. 2).

The idea is to design the production system around the concept of part 

family to achieve a lower cost and therefore a higher production rate with the 

required flexibilitytt : basic process modules (hardware and software) are

incorporated and can be rearranged or replaced quickly and reliably. So 

customized flexibility is provided for a particular part family. So rather than

being replaced, they can be improved, upgraded, etc ... The appeal of 
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reconfigurable manufacturing is to meet market demand with the right 

amount of the right product at the right time in an era where product 

development time is shrinking. So a given RMS configuration permits a

reduction of lead time for launching and reconfiguring systems, and a rapid

manufacturing modification and quick integration of new technology or

specification. These systems will not run the risk of becoming obsolete, 

because they will enable the rapid changing of system components and the

rapid changing of components and the rapid addition of application-specific

software modules. They can be improved continuously by integrating new

technology and be reconfigured rapidly to accommodate future products and 

changes in product demand rather than scrapped and replaced.  

Figure 2. Geometrical and kinematical model of reconfigurable manufacturing system.

Developing a production system which constitutes a specific, but unique

product necessitates some specific methods and tools. A great deal of work

is being done on production system design, but is mainly concerned with

logistics aspects (installation, scheduling) based on technical and temporal

data (sequences, times, production resources) provided by the methods 

department. Work on designing the operative part of production systems is

still limited [3, 5-7]. A methodology is therefore proposed to help in defining

a flexible manufacturing line with the intention [8] of integrating the

manufacturer's expertise based on a strategy using production features and in

order to respect productivitytt , cost, flexibilitytt  and quality constraints.

The selected architectutt re musmm t meet:
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- technological requirements needed to produce each machining feature

(respecting surface condition, geometric and dimensional tolerances) and

equipment capability (precision, torque, power, speed...);

- economic constraints;

- logistics requirements: quantitytt , series, lead-times;

in a coherent approach based on a methodology, models and tools.

3. TOOLS AND METHODS USED 

3.1 The idea of a feature 

Product manufacture must simultaneously meet design and production

requirements (processes and resources). The description of the part and of 

the production process is defined via the concept of a feature [2, 9-11]

(feature, characteristic).

A feature is a semantic group (modeling atom) characterized by a set of

parameters, used to describe an objb ect which cannot be broken down, used in 

reasoning relative to one or more activities linked to the design and use of 

products and production systems.

The objb ective of modeling in features is to facilitate:

- the formalization of expert assessment;

- the capaa italization of expertise;

- to provide information about production activities very early in the 

design phase;

- to improve communications between people working on the product 

throughout its life cycle.

This concept uses a high level of semantics, but the functional-feature –

machining-feature link is not necessarily one-to-one. An universal catalogue

of features cannot be envisaged because it depends so heavily on the 

industrial context. Every company, depending on its needs and habits, needs

more than one baseline catalogue.

Features are characterized by a set of information:

- intrinsic characteristics: dimensions, surface quality, tolerances of the

feature's own shapes;

- geometric relations between features: dimensions, geometric orientation

tolerances, geometric position tolerances;

- topological relations: proximitytt or interaction relations
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3.2 Homogeneous coordinates matrix 

Each feature and part of the kinematics chain has an associated local

identification, the position of which, relative to the part position, is defined 

by the matrix with homogeneous coordinates (4x4). The 12 terms which are

non null or equal 1 characterize rotations (3 X 3 terms) and translations (last

column). This matrix-linked notation is routinely used and found to be an

efficient mathematical tool which can easily be manipulated in formal 

calculations tools. Positioning of the part feature on one hand and the tool on

the other can be directly calculated by a product of matrices (open chain of

solids), the terms for machining being written by the identity of the 12 terms

of the two matrices (equation (1)) for passing from frame to feature and 

frame to tool:

[Base Feature] ]]]] [Base Tool] with             (1)

[Base n] =Π1,n [ i-1  i ]

where [ i-1  i ] define the position (angular and linear) of the part i in

relation with part i-1. So knowing the geometric and cinematic

characteristics of each element the tool position in relation to the feature

position can be compmm uted.

This procedure is an efficient framework for kinematics modeling and

systematic design of re- configurable machine tools. The common 

representation scheme used to capaa ture the motion characteristics of both

machining tasks and machine modules enables automatic selection and

synthesis of machine tools. The module selection and synthesis process is

reduced to simple computable operations such as matrix inversion and 

matrix multiplication (Fig. 2). The generalized kinematics modeling method 

we have shown above is only the first step towards development of an

integrated tool for designing machine hardware and control schemes. The

methodology can also be extended to include dynamic characteristics, error

propagation and control logic by using small deviation matrices (paragraph

5.).

4. DESIGNING RECONFIGURABLE 

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS 

The methodology is defined in two steps:  

- analyzing the part, 

- designing the system,

which are split in several activities.

At first, the work piece is analyzed with the classical procedure known in

process planning [12]; note simply that some machining operations, notably 
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involving milling, can be performed on both casings during the same

operation.

The part is fitted onto the pallet, we assume that all fitting features are 

sufficiently good qualities to help for fitting the part. Part fixturing is

determined so as to remove any risk of the part overbalancing or sliding, 

while avoiding the risk of deformation due to the force applied. Of course it

is necessary to analyze dimensional and geometrical tolerances surfaces

roughness which constrain the part set-up and the cutting conditions.

The set of features to be machined, their types, intrinsic characteristics, 

topological relationships and associated basic processes are defined (Table

1). The location of each in the part baseline is also defined by using 4 X 4

matrixes.

For each feature, it is necessary to choose the operations, the tools and 

the cutting condition. For example every hole can be machined with a simple

tool or a variable diameter tool, by using a multi-spindle or a single spindle

head In a context of RMS, we should prefer to machine separately each hole,

because a variable diameter tool is more expensive; however, if we are sure

that the product will exceed an impmm ortant number of parts, the variable

diameter tool will become cheaper, because machining time will be reduced.

Then the cutting conditions and the machining times are computed. It is also

necessary to identify the directions of accessibility, for the most common 

case the characteristic polyhedral is a cube with a 2 or 3 axis CNC machine.  

TableTT 1. Example of feff atures definition

Next machining times have to be determined. They are the sum of

technological and auxiliaryrr  times. Technological times are calculated from

cutting conditions defined using standard software (Couple tool material) 

Features Feature shape Way of

machining

Topology

interaction

Tool

axis

(x, y, z) axis

motion

Acces

sibility

Geometrical

datas

Technological

datas

P1 Plane Surfacing H1, H2, H3, 

H4, H5, H6

X/Y2// /Z

2

PT, C, C x- Included in 

Ø130

Ra2.5

Localization 0.2

Parallelism 0.05 

Planeity 0.05y

P2 Plane Surfacing D Z2/X/Y

2

C, C, PT Z2- Included in

70(x1)x30(y

2)

Ra3.2

Planeity 0.05y

P3 Plane Surfacing E Z2/X/Y

2

C, C, PT Z2- Included in

70(x1)x30(y

2)

Ra3.2

Planeity 0.05y

C11 Emergr ing hole Boring C13, C21,

P1

X PX, PT, PT X Ø57.4 D7 Localization 0.04 

Ra2.5

C13 One-eyed

hole

Boring C11 X PX, PT, PT x- Ø22.3 JS7 Localization 0.04

Ra2.5

C21 Emerging hole Boring C23, C11,

P1 

X PX, PT, PT x Ø57.4 D7 Localization 0.04

Ra2.5
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and take into account the possibilities of simultaneous machining to obtain a 

baseline for technologically feasible minimal times. Auxiliary times are 

estimated by timing or analogy.

Then it is necessary to define the machining process with elementary

machining cells in order to shape a RMS. So, how many holes have to be

drilled simultaneously? How many cells does the machining process require?

These issues are among the main challenges of RMS. The different elements

that can be used are: drilling cells, multi-drilling heads, tooling, actuator

cells, fitting tools, supports on which elements are attached. Thus a library of 

these elementaryrr devices which allow the design of the virtual

manufacturing system is created

From all this information and the precedence’s ‘conditions, several

architectures which fulfil the technical requirements can be proposed.

Position of each module on the line depend of technical and economical

constraints such as: the available volume, the kinematics links to be created,

the possible vibrations during milling, the module price, the flexibility

required or foreseen. Several configurations (Fig. 3) can thus be built and

their performances compared by multi-criteria analysis.

Figure 3. Several manufacturing system configurations [13]

After that it is easy to develop the digital model of these architectures by

using a software dedicated for the design of robotized manufacturing

systems (Technomatix or DELMIA for example). Translation movements 

are then added and several devices are attached in adequate position on the

support all along the manufacturing system in order to build the 

manufacturing system (Fig. 4).

By defining relevant criteria, the performance of a system can be 

accurately assessed. It should be a part of the Product Data Management 

System and can be used by several persons of the company:
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• process planner: from the parts that will be machined, he defines

manufacturing feature, precedence constraints, machining time …;

• machine designer: he will choose the equipments in order to fulfil the 

technical requirements (size, accuracy, speed, power), type of energy needed

(electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic)…

• manager: he will see the cost (production , maintenance), production

time, productivity, flexibilitytt (type of part produced), flexibility

reconfiguration average time for each product variation, integrability,

maintenance, evolution ability, customization, human factors, safety, 

ergonomic …..

• software master: he has to develop the models, undertake the

simumm lation in order to obtain relevant data.

So a lot of characteristics for multi-criteria analysis can be defined to

evaluate the system some of then can be easily quantified, for others their

quantification is mainly subjective. 

Figi ure 4. Module and manufacturing line digital models

5. WORKPIECE ACCURACY PREDICTION 

The obtained surface quality is function of the machine tool movements

quality during its functioning. The defaults of surfaces are the important 

characteristics to identify the causes and sources in order to predict work

piece accuracy and/or undertake corrective tasks. The cutting process and the

active forces, the resources capabilitytt , the process planning (set-up, various 

parts' states) are the main elements that exercise influence on the work piece

quality, usually these elements interact, so simulation ensables the prediction

of part quality.

For each part, it is necessary to describe the deviation resulting from the

joint between the part and the holder in each set-up in a base part reference
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(Fig. 5). At the end we obtain the maximum deviation on a manufactured

surface so the values of the tolerance which can be obtain with the real

manufacturing equipments. For this objective, a parameterized formal 

expression of the nominal position, the normal vector and the deviation of 

each manufactured point in a single base reference according to the

manufacturing deviation causes, adjustment parameters and nominal lengths

is determined by using small deviation homogeneous coordinates matrix. 

The origins of defaults are also caused by the machine tool mechanical 

structure stemming from geometry, kinematics, dynamics, thermal, and 

vibrations. We can say the same thing for technical structure (vice, fixturing

systems). The structure of actuators and sensors can lead to defaults of

stabilitytt and motions errors. These errors are less important than the

mechanical and technical structures, except for the control of high speed

machining. The different factors influencing part accuracy, more to complete

the description quasi static errors and dynamic errors [14] must be taken

intoaccount.

Figure 5. Deviation of a manufacturing surface estimation due to several set-up 

In order to analyze the effects of the work cell defects (addition of 

machine, work piece, and set-up defects) on the work piece we present the

result of the simulation based on a 3 axis NC machine tool of our workshop.

We study each type of work cell defect separately and compare them with a

work cell that has all the defects inside. Thus, we design five work cells each

one composed by the same machine, tool, fixture and work piece but with

five different types of defect. Each of them will machine the same designed 

work piece (they all have the same machining program). Consequently, the

five final machined work pieces should all be different, four having the 

result of a particular work cell defect type and a fifth having the results of all

the work cell defects. By the way, we can compare the effects of each workr

cell defect tyt pe on the work piece by analysing each piece (we do not take

into account tool and work piece deflections). After taking the measures of
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each work piece, we compute all those measures to get valuable and

comparable results. Fig. 6 gives the picture of the machined work piece 

compared to the perfect piece and the influence of work cell defect on the

machined work piece accuracy (which work cell defect causes what tytt pe of

work piece geometric error).

It seems that for the piece location errors, the most influential defects are

the rotation and the piece location errors.

Figi ure 6. Work piece tested and influence of work cell defects on work piece geometric
accuracy.

6. CONCLUSION 

Virtual Manufacturing gives a new dimension to manufacturing design

by dramatically reducing times at each step of product life cycle. This tytt pe

of methodology, to which simulations of kinematics or dynamic

performance of the equipment and flow can be added, provides a tool to aid

in decision making for process engineering, thus helping reduce the time and

cost of production engineering. But the use of these new tools necessitate a

structured methodology we have described.

Simulation technique enables the prediction of the surface quality of a 

machine part function of the machine tool quality, the set-up and the cutting

process. Then, the user can anticipate those errors and manage to reduce the

influence of the work cell defecff ts. But at this moment the models are so

complex that it is not possible to take into account all the phenomena

involved in particular tool and work piece deflections.
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Abstract: As the global automotive sector strives to achieve enhanced levels of 

efficiency and unprecedented cost reductions in the product realization 

process, a number of key issues have emerged in the area of the integration of 

the design and manufacturing processes. These include new considerations in

the decision-making processes that must be integral in determining the maja or

parameters of a new product and the formation of a new technical team of

product development personnel. The papaa er describes these issues and based on

the experience of the author in working with companies, it relates how they are

being addressed in the North American automotive sector with particular

reference to auto parts suppliers who are under severe pressure to lower costs

and decrease product development time. The paper poses questions for

consideration in advancing the state of the art in these key topics of concern. 

Key words: Tools for design and manufacturing decision making, Design personnel 

1. INTRODUCTION – THE CONTEXT 

The modern automobile is one of the most complex and pervasive

products ever created for the mass consumer marketplace. The capital,

physical infrastructure, logistics and skilled human resources required to 

produce even a simpmm le vehicle are vast. For exampmm le, it is estimated that the

development of a new vehicle platform can cost from $1.5B USD to as much 

as $6B USD and require from 500,000 to over a million person-hours of

work. Even a relatively simple freshening of an existing product can cost
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upwards of $3-500M USD. Automakers are attempting to compress the 

design cycle into ever-smaller periods of time with the most advanced 

companies developing a new vehicle in 15-25 months as opposed to as much

as 60-72 months taken to develop previous generations of vehicles. The

investments and product development tasks must be borne by a number of

companies ranging from the automakers themselves to a whole array of

supplier companies ranging from small tool and die shops to large system

integrators who may be responsible for entire vehicle systems (or chunks)

such as cockpit modules, wiring harnesses or seating systems. All of the

design decisions made in this process must be coordinated and 

communicated throughout the supply chain and production system and it

must be done quicklmm y and without error while still maintaining strict

confidentiality of the new vehicle’s design features. The fact that most of the 

decisions are made by the automakers who are only responsible for

designing a portion (often less than half) of the vehicle parts means that 

suppliers must be agile and use foresight in planning their design and 

manufacturing processes.

1.1 The Automotive Supply Chain and Over-Capacity 

The automotive supplier system is arranged in a series of layers or “tiers”

and the tier level of a given company and a given product depends upon to

what type of organization it is sold. Generally, the companies which supply

directly to the automakers are known as Tier 1 suppliers while those who

supply components to the Tier 1’s are referred to as Tier 2’s etc. Thus, a tool

and die shop would be a Tier 2 supplier to a company that supplies interior

mouldings for the cockpit of the vehicle and the plastic resin supply

company would be a Tier 2 or 3 supplier to the same moulding company.

Tier 1 companies tend to be global in structure while lower tier suppliers are 

sometime more local in nature. Most automakers are tryr ing to decrease the

number of supplier companies in the supply chain for reasons of cost and

business complexity as will be detailed below. This trend has resulted in 

considerable displacement within the supplier community as companies

jockey for position as one of the chosen suppliers to the companies in the tier

level above. The global auto industryrr suffers from a significant amount of

excess capacity in vehicle assembly volume and, to a certain extent in the

attendant parts manufacturing operations of external supplier companies and

within the in-house parts divisions of the automakers alike, especially in

some markets for certain companies. The over-capacity issue has been

estimated to represent the output of up to 60-80 assembly plants world-wide,

a number that is basically equivalent to all of the vehicle assembly plants 

operating in North America at present. 
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Contributing to the issue of over-capacity is the trend toward common

platforms and corporate consolidation that has been sweeping the automotive

industry in the last five years. Automakers are increasingly using a given

platform and powertrain for a wide array of vehicle types in order to

amortize the cost of development over a larger number of sales. The term

“mass-customization” has often been used to signifyff  the fact that each

customer wants a personally unique vehicle but economies of scale dictate

that it is more cost effective to have the basic underpinnings of a number of 

vehicles be identical, resulting in large scale production of a maja ority of

parts, especially those requiring expensive tooling. In fact, cost control and

reduction is the major issue for virtually everyone in the automotive sector

today and the pursuit of cost reductions while maintaining qualitytt  is the

maja or task of all supplier companies. Fig. 1 below shows the results of

survey taken at the Automotive World Congress of the Society of

Automotive Engineers in March 2002 and 2003 in Detroit. he whole issue of 

cost reductions is clearly at the “top-of-mind” for most engineers working in

the auto industryrr  today [1].

Figi ure 1. Survey of maja or concerns of automotive engineers taken at the SAE World 

Congress – Detroit 2002 and 2003 [1].

An example of mass customization and cost consciousness is seen in the

number of recent models of light-duty sport utilitytt vehicles which have all 

wheel drive but are being built on the same platform as passenger sedans 

which only have front-wheel drive. There is one platform used by a maja or

European automaker across their entire stable of brands built in several 

countries that is used for well over a dozen distinct vehicles ranging from a

high performance two seat sports coupe to an economy four-door hatchback 

sedan for family use. Given the practice of most automakers to assemble

vehicles in, or close to the markets where they will be sold, it is likely that a

significant number of new factories will be opened in certain parts of the 

world (chiefly in the emerging markets of China and potentially India) while
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other locales will likely see a number of plants close or be downsized 

(although the latter option is not attractive as there are economies of scale

that larger plants can achieve). This trend of consolidation in more mature

vehicle markets such North America and Europe has resulted in some plant 

closures in recent years, particularly for automakers that had excess

assembly capacitytt  in those markets. The resulting disruptions of labour and 

infrastructure are serious issues for the communities where these plant 

closures have occurred and represent very difficult adjustments for both

supplier companies and individual workers.

1.2 The Modern Vehicle as an Integrated Product 

The modern motor vehicle is built of a wide array of materials including 

sheet and wrought steel, cast, sheet and forged aluminium, cast iron,

stainless steel, magnesium, many grades of both thermoplastic and thermoset 

materials, glass and fabrics including both synthetics and natural materials

such as leather along with an increasing array of natural fibres (such as wood

fibres or even agricultural crop waste fibres) for applications related to noise

and thermal insulation and even some lightly loaded structural parts. In

addition, there are significant amounts of electronic materials incorporated

into the information and entertainment (often referred to as infotainment 

system) of the vehicle and small amounts of precious metals such as

platinum in key components such as catalytic converters which provide

improved environmental emissions performance. As well, advanced coatings

are applied to the interior and exterior surfaces of the body structure to

protect it from corrosion. In manufacturing motor vehicles virtually all

traditional processes are used including die and sand casting, injn ection, blow

and rotational moulding, stamping, machining, welding, bonding, bolting 

and even riveting (especially in the case of some of the latest aluminium

body structures such as in some recent Audi, Jaguar and Rolls Royce 

models). Many relatively new processes such as hydroforming are used in 

certain components such as high strength truck frames and cross-car beams

and new coatings processes such as dry powder coating, e-coating and

water-borne paints are also in routine use. The introduction of new

manufacturing processes has necessitated the development of a range of new

materials such as hydroformable alloys of both steel and aluminium, more

reliable alloys of magnesium for some veryrr large die cast parts along with a

large number of specialized engineering plastics for high temperature

underhood applications including a vast array of specialized electrical

connectors which must function at militaryrr standards of reliability in a veryrr

severe environment.
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1.3 Auto Sector Market Realities and Integrated Design 

and Manufacturing 

One of the other key issues in vehicle design is that of time-to-market 

and the need to respond veryrr  rapidly to the changing tastes of the automotive

market. These needs and tastes are difficult to anticipate and so the lead time

to develop new vehicles plays a key role in an automaker’s ability to capture

a market segment or respond to a new trend such as a shift in the price of 

fuel due to international events or the introduction of a new government 

safety regulation. In addition, various automakers have attempted to create

new market segments by developing whole new vehicle types and these have 

sometimes been veryrr successful (such as for example the family minivan)

while others have been failures, or at best, limited successes. In North

America, there have been a number of vehicles which were initially

successful but have lost market appeal very rapidly and several have even 

been discontinued after only 2-4 years on the market versus a usual life of 7-

15 years. The Ford Thunderbird (introduced as a 2002 model) has just been

cancelled with the 2005 models likely being the last available. This is in-

spite of the vehicle winning a number of prestigious design awards and

being in great demand for a period of time following its introduction. The

Volkswagen New Beetle has suffered a similar peak and fall in sales but it 

remains on the market at this point. The cost of creating a new vehicle

design is obviously a maja or concern to car companies in the highly

competitive world market as it plays a key role in determining the final

selling price as well as in defining the resources needed to actually bring the

vehicle to market. The design decisions made by the technical team plays a

role in the materials and manufacturing of each new vehicle model and the

increasingly competitive automotive industry is demanding new decision-

making models and a new technical team to maximize efficiency and

minimize product development time. A key factor in minimizing

development time is the use of computer-based design tools and data 

management systems. These can allow a designer to evaluate a large number 

of design alternatives quickly to ensure that an optimum solution has been

developed. A maja or pitfall of this type of virtual design, especially from the 

standpoint of a parts supplier, is that the designer must have a solid 

understanding of the manufacturing processes and typical materials selection

options that are available to his or her company. This need for experience

and knowledge has not been diminished by the introduction of computer

design tools, in fact, the need for better educated technical people has

actually increased because several roles are being combined and decisions

must be made more rapidlmm y by fewer people in order to meet demanding
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product development schedules. The abilitytt of a given parts supply company

to compete will be founded on their abilitytt to provide effective and 

innovative products rapidly at the lowest possible cost while maintaining

quality and the reliability of delivery logistics. 

2. DECISIONS ABOUT MANUFACTURING AND 

MATERIALS – THE CAPABILITY INVENTORY 

Among the key decisions to be made by any supplier are which materials

to use and which manufacturing processes to employ in producing the

product. Each company has a distinct range of design and manufacturing

expertise and supply-chain capabilities. This could be thought of as the 

available “capability inventory” of the company and it forms a maja or factor

in what type of project the company can realistically undertake and points

the way to what sort of decisions would need to be made as the company

tries to enter new markets. Fig. 2 below illustrates the capability inventory 

concept and lists what lies within a given company’s inventoryrr . Note that 

figure does not provide a comprehensive listing for all companies but shows

typical items which must be considered in making decisions about design 

and manufacturing of a typical automotive component.

Figure 2. The capability inventory of a given company is made up of the human and physical 

resources infrastructure of the company, plus the capabilities of its suppliers.

In considering design decisions about new products, every company makes

strategic judgements about new business areas and these decisions are

usually made by senior level executives. This group of people can be

considered thd e primaryr decision-makers.
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2.1 The Primary Decision-Makers 

In considering new projo ects or product lines, the primaryrr decision-makers

consider issues such as the availability of financing, staffing and major

physical resources needed to carry out the projo ect in question and what 

pricing and payment terms are being offered by the potential customer. The 

measure of effectiveness of the primary decision-makers is really a measure

of how aware they are of the capability inventory of their company as well

as the likelihood that a particular business opportunity will be successful. In

that respect, most automotive supplier companies today are successful and

make infoff rmed decisions at the macro-business level. If this were not the

case, these companies would likely have gone bankrupt over the last few

years of very demanding business competition. As was noted above in Fig.

1, the maja or concern of auto sector companies today is cost reduction and in

that respect, most of the decisions that are within the typical purview of 

primary decision-makers have already been made. Typically, these types of

cost reduction decisions include facility location, consolidation and 

rationalization, financial arrangements and employee staffing and 

compensation levels and supply and delivery logistics.

2.2 Design Engineers - The Secondary Decision-Makers 

In working with a number of manufacturing companies both within and

outside of the automotive sector, the author has noted the following facts:

• many key decisions are made at the drawing board (or CAD station) in

the design office,

• these decisions are often made by design engineering personnel (the

secondaryr  decision-makers), who are often relatively junior people with

little access to primary decision-makers or to the information and 

decision making tools they employ,  

• these drawing board decisions are seldom reviewed by the top

management of the company (i.e. the primaryrr decision-makers).

These “drawing board” decisions are often as important, if not more

important than those made by the primary decision-makers in terms of their

impact on product cost and competitiveness. Typical decisions made within

the above group of people include:

• choices for materials including new or non-traditional materials,

• choices for manufacturing methods including processes are new to the

company, 

• choices of stock items such as fasteners, coatings, joining methods and 

heat treatments.
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These decisions will essentially determine the key characteristics of the

product and thus they will have a direct impact on the cost and eventual 

competitiveness of the company in the market. In addition, these types of

decisions will have a direct effect on the company’s internal cost structure

because they impact issues such as:

• the tytt pe of equipment and consumables needed to produce the product,

• the required floor space will be needed in the production facility,

• the amount of warehouse space required to stock parts and materials,

• the type of training needed by production workers to use the chosen

manufacturing processes, 

• the number of different suppliers required to assemble the resources to 

produce the new product, 

• the likely product life-time in the competitive marketplace.

A typical example would be that of a manufacturer which has 

traditionally produced a line of products that are made of stamped metal

components assembled in jigs and welded into an assembly. A new line of

products is developed and instead of a stamped steel weldment, an

aluminium structure is chosen by a designer and approved by his or her

immediate superior (also a secondary decision-maker). The aluminium

structure will require an entirely new welding process with different 

equipment, consumables and training requirements for the operators, new

finishing and coating processes and consumables and likely a new supplier

to provide the aluminium stock for the product. The seemingly simple

decision to substitute aluminium for steel effectively results in a cascade of

supply and manufacturing process decisions for the new product. The higher

cost of aluminium will dictate a much higher material cost, resulting in a

higher final product cost, although the lower weight may provide an off-

setting benefit in certain market segments. In fact, decisions such as this are 

made every day by relatively junior people and yet they can result in

significant extra costs for the company before the decision actually gets a

final review by the primary decision-makers who must approve the capital

purchases necessary to implement the new design. If the capital purchases

are not approved by senior management, then the company may not have

sufficient time to implement the design in the traditional materials before the

close of bidding takes place and so the whole project may be lost as a result.

Thus, the secondaryrr decision-makers actually take on a role that can be as

important as that of the primary decision-makers without having the

knowledge or authority to make these judgements. This situation may be 

indicative of poor communications within the company, but nonetheless,

these things sometimes occur even in well-managed companies. The

magnitude of the decisions made by secondary decision-makers may not be

as large as the one described above, but they may still have a significant
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impmm act on the corprr orate cost structure and thus the compmm etitiveness of the

whole product line. A prime example of the type of seemingly small decision

that can have a large effect is a case where a designer calls for a fastener that

is not presently in the company’s stock fastener library. The new fastener

may be a non-standard size or it may even duplicate an existing part number.

To introduce the part into the production system will require that a

purchasing agent put out a call for quotes, source and buy the part which will

then require space in the company’s stockroom and resources in the

inventoryrr system. All of these activities cost money and thus they impact the 

bottom line as well as affect the time required to bring the new product to

market. The author has worked with a number of companies who were not 

aware of the number of different fasteners in their own internal parts supply

system and there were several that had identical components that had been

issued two or even three separate part numbers and were being sourced from

different suppliers simultaneously. Even large automakers are susceptible to

this type of problem. One maja or international carmaker admitted to having

over 20 different windshield washer bottle lids simultaneously in their

internal parts system while their competitors only had three or four different

types of lid. Another example cited by an automaker was the case of interior

ashtrays for cigarette smokers. One company had 28 different tytt pes of

ashtrays while another only had four in their system for a comparably

comprehensive line of vehicles. The cost of carrying the different part 

numbers in their respective systems was estimated by the company to be on

the order of $8-15,000 USD per part, per year resulting in a total cost of asr
much more than $400K USD per year for ashtray variants. Note – that figuremm

is only the cost of having the open part numbers – not the cost of actually 

producing, buying, stocking or installing any of these parts. One must of 

course consider the added value to the customer of having 28 different 

variants of ashtray, and there may indeed be some value, but clearly this type

of duplication drives up cost, diminishes efficiency and impairs the 

company’s ability to compete with leaner competitors. In the automotive

sector, the scale and pace of the industryrr means that not caring for these

small details costs so much money that companies cannot remain

competitive for long, especially when automakers continually ask for cost 

reductions of as much as 8-15% from year to year.

2.3 The Way Forward 

The fact that key decisions are often made at the drawing board or CAD

tube btt y relatively junior people is not new, nor is the fact that sometimes

these decisions never receive a thorough review by senior corporate
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management before it is too late to reverse them. The new fact is that in

today’s cost driven environment, even the largest automotive companies 

cannot afford to leave these seemingly minor decisions in the hands of 

people who do not understand or consider the full range of potential

consequences. Given that the time of senior executives is at a premium and 

that no single person can ever be fully aware of all the ramifications of every

set of technical decisions, there is a clear need for the development of a

mechanism to ensure that all of the factors and components in the corporate 

capabilities inventory are communicated to those who are making the

secondary decisions – the design engineering staff.

Such an awareness program can be relatively simple and it will seem

familiar to many more senior members of the design community because

most companies had similar programs in previous times. Examples of

measures that have been fouff nd td o be effecff tive include:

• having all new designers spend a period of time (typically a month or

more) on the shop floor learning first-hand what processes and equipment 

are in use at the company, 

• having a display board of all standard fasteners and other stock

components currently in the supply system of the company prominently

located within the design office and then requiring all designers to defend 

choosing a non-standard component to their superiors.

The second of the above two items can actually have a benefit before

even introducing it to the design staff because the mere act of assembling the

display board will make obvious any duplication in the existing supply

system of the company. It may also suggest opportunities to reduce the

number of different components and thus achieve economies of scale for

future supply purchases. The development of a corporate capabilities

inventory tool is of key importance for all companies but most especially for

smaller companies who are less able to add manufacturing processes or

equipment and who are more sensitive to fluctuations in internal cost

structures in today’s competitive world of integrated design and 

manufacturing of modern products.

3. THE HUMAN RESOURCES SIDE OF 

INTEGRATED DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 

The other important factor in ensuring good technical decisions is the

quality of technical human resources. To achieve good decisions that do not

need to be reviewed within the top echelons of the company, it is necessaryrr

that the people who make those decisions be better equipped to understand

all of the ramifications of their decisions. Given the drive to lower costs and
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speed-up the process of developing new products, it is necessary to

concentrate more capability in a smaller number of people on the technical

team by distilling it to only include higher capability people [2, 3].

3.1 The Automotive Technical Team – Past and Present 

In past times and in many places today, the product development process 

in automotive companies is carried out by a team that practices in relatively

narrow specialties as shown below in Fig. 3. The product engineer is

responsible for the basic conceptual design of the part while the designer

prepares the working drawings and details them. Analysis tasks are passed to

a specialist analyst and the manufacturing plan for the part is devised by yet

another specialist. Each of these groups in the technical team has had a

typical career path and set of prerequisite qualifications for entry. For

example, analysts usually had at least a Bachelor’s degree in engineering 

while many designers are trained at technical colleges rather than at degree-

granting institutions and some only had a secondary school education. Their

responsibility for performing any engineering calculations is strictly limited 

[3]. This system has some distinct disadvantages including: difficultytt in

managing the work of several people developing the same component, 

limited career progression for some people due to the potential for “pigeon-

holing” and overall higher costs due to the need to provide a salary and 

benefit package and physical infrastructure for each person on the product 

team.

Figi ure 3. The existing automotive engineering product team – made up of several specialists

each contributing to the development of the physical component.
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The availability of powerful, reliable and easy to use integrated

design/analysis packages (such as EDS Unigraphics, and CATIA) along with

specialized tools for optimization of design alternatives has made the need to

have separate people perform tasks such as stress analysis and detailing of 

drawings much less clear. In the hands of a sufficiently experienced and 

well-qualified person, the same computer running an integrated software

suite can now be used to create the geometry of the part, quickly detail the

working drawings and finally, carry out the engineering calculations to 

ensure compliance with specifications. Thus, it is becoming less cost-

effective to perform these functions in separate parts of the company using

separate groups of personnel. In fact, it is often the case that some of these

tasks are being done in different countries and the results of the design effort 

are being shipped over the internet directly to the manufacturing facility.

Intense competition has caused industry to require each employee to 

contribute as much value as possible to the product realization process. If the 

team can be consolidated without compromising quality, product 

performance or logistics and delivery schedules, then only the most capable

employees, specifically those capable of performing multiple tasks, can be

retained if the organization is to maximize profitabilitytt [4].

3.2 The Design Engineer 

One of the key points on the issue of consolidating the technical team is

that no amount of sophisticated computer hardware or software can replace

engineering judgment or remove the necessity for a critical review of all

product characteristics before a production decision is made. As was seen

above, the secondary decision-makers must be fast and they must be correct 

or corporate competitiveness will be seriously impaired. As a result, a

product development team is emerging that combines the roles of designer,

analyst and, to a certain extent, manufacturing engineer into a highly capable 

individual known as a Design Engineer. Due to the need for the Design

Engineer to be able to make complex decisions in several fields or

subspecialties, the logical educational background to fill this role is an

engineering degree, perhaps with formal post-graduate education but 

certainly with an on-going program of upgrading and professional

development to update skills and build new capaa abilities. In compmm arison with

the technical team shown in Fig. 3, the Design Engineer combines several

roles and creates both the part geometry and does the analysis needed to

ensure compliance with specifications. He or she may also develop the

manufacturing plan for the part. In some cases, the Design Engineer will call

upon senior specialists in a mode which uses them in consultative fashion as

needed rather than routinely for everyr job as shown below in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. The future automotive engineering product team – the Design Engineer combines

several of the previous roles and uses modern design technology to speed the product 

realization process. Advanced technical specialists are brought-in to assist with complex

problems or to research new methods rather than on routine matters.

The term “consultant” does not necessarily imply an outside consultant. 

In the case of larger companies, these people are in-house but are only 

available in sufficient numbers to assist with projects on an occasional or as-

needed basis rather than on every project. Also, while the roles of Product 

Engineer and Design Engineer may be combined, it is often the case that the

Product Engineer is employed by the automaker while the Design Engineer 

works for the supplier company and so they would, of necessity, be separate

roles.

3.3 Educating and Training the Design Engineer 

The focus of the automotive supplier industryrr on cost reduction and

speed of the product development process is driving companies to upgrade

their human resources to include only high value-added employees. This

imperative is made doubly clear when one considers the effect of the

secondary decision-maker issue which highlights the need for a high level of

sophistication even in people who work on CAD stations due to their role in

making far-reaching decisions for the company. Modern product 

development companies simply cannot afford to have poorly educated and 

trained people designing their products because the cost of a senior

management review of every single decision is too high and the 

consequences of poor decisions are disastrous. A large number of

engineering personnel are therefore needed to actually design new products

and operate the manufacturing plants. These people are mainly mechanical

and manufacturing engineers, but there is a significant need for electrical,

computer and materials engineering expertise as well. The educational

foundation of all of these disciplines will likely remain the Bachelor’s degree
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but people who want to progress or perform industrial research and 

development will need to consider doing post-graduate work as well, with a

large majority being at the Master’s level and some key positions requiring a

Ph.D. In the context of educating people and preparing them for life,

universities have a dual mission. The first is to provide instruction in specific

material (training) and the other is to prepare the student for whatever

changes and developments might occur in the course of their professional

life (this is education). Training is concerned with the development of skills 

to meet the needs of employers for highly qualified personnel today.

Education provides knowledge and preparation that will allow people to

respond to future developments in an agile fashion. The evolution of the 

Design Engineer is not an easy or even a particularly rapid process because

of the broad range of knowledge required to carry out the role effectively. In

general, few recent engineering graduates possess all of the skills and 

knowledge needed to fill this role effectively. In Europe, the basic degree

program is longer than in North America and many programs require a 

significant amount of industrial experience. This has been found to provide a

much better level of skill and accounts for the fact that many successfulmm

Design Engineers presently practicing in Canada were educated in Europe 

[5-6]. Recently, hiring efforts in Europe have found fewer candidates

available to fill these jobs suggesting that EU programs may be moving

away from imparting the very characteristics sought by product development 

companies around the world and prompting Canadian schools to revamp 

their curricula to provide better preparation for the Design Engineer role [7].

One key problem that has emerged in the development of the Design

Engineer and the curricula for teaching these people the necessary body of

knowledge is that, while there is no shortage of positions available for

people with the necessary skills, there is a reluctance on the part of many

engineering graduates to accept a long term position working on a CAD

station. Thus, the very inclusion of routine design tasks (such as geometry

creation) in the Design Engineering profession is actually making it difficult

in some instances to attract young engineers to take up this vital career path

and as a result, some less qualified people are still doing this work to the

detriment of the companies in question. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND QUESTIONS FOR THE 

FUTURE 

The integrated design, development and manufacturing of a new product 

in the automotive industry is an extremely complex process involving
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billions of dollars in assets and the livelihoods of hundreds of thousands of

people in many countries. The entire process is highly optimized with the 

goal of making the best possible product at the lowest possible cost and

doing it in the shortest feasible time to respond to changing market trends.

With trade barriers dropping around the world, higher cost manufacturing

nations and areas such as Western Europe, Japan and North America are 

under intense pressure to optimize even further and so the consequences of 

either a bad business decision or a sub-optimal technical decision can be

extremely serious.

The decision making processes involved in the product development

process include both macro-level (or primaryrr ) issues such as corporate

finance and plant location along with more immediate technical choices (the

secondary decisions) such as whether or not to implement a new

manufacturing process, introduce a new material or even call for a non-

standard fastener in the next generation product. Each of these decisions,

when considered separately may seem minor, but taken in the context of the 

scale of automotive product development and production, they can spell

disaster for a given company or product line [5].

All of the foregoing suggests two questions which the design engineering

community might wish to consider. These questions are intended to spark 

discussion and ld ead td o fuff rther research efforts working closely with existing

product development companies and in collaborative groups within the

academic part of the community.

1. Can a tool be developed to assist design engineers to consider the

capability libraryr  of the company in making design decisions?

Such a tool would have to be relatively fast and simple to use and it 

would need to encompmm ass all of the issues raised above in Section 2 of this

papaa er as well as others that are considered relevant. It could take the form of

a simple checklist for design reviews or perhaps a more sophisticated tool

should be devised. The author has worked with a number of companies in

several manufacturing sectors, each one of which would benefit from such a

simple and robust decision-making tool for design personnel, especially for

younger people.

2. How do we achieve the level of capability in the future generation of 

design engineers that will  enable them to use all of the tools available in

modern CAD packages while maintaining their  level of interest in doing the 

more routine tasks such as geometry creation and detailing of  working

drawings?

The second question is as much a local issue as a profession-wide

concern since different locales have different employment outlooks for
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qualified people. The author looks forward to working with colleagues on

these issues and making progress on them in the future.
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Abstract: The current manufacturing climate is characterised by increasing frequency of

new product introductions, shorter product lifecycles and the need for shortest 

possible time to market. High innovation rate companies today make morey

than 60% of their profit on products less than two years old. In this

environment a key responsibility of any manufacturing company is to

maximise its fitness for product innovation. The commercial benefits from

doing this usually far outweigh the cost of manufacturing machinery, yet we

are still veryr conservative about investing capital in manufacturing capability

and, in this high innovation rate arena, equipment capabilities must be agile 

enough to change (rapidly) to follow the product portfolio. The issue is

therefore how to decide on the right equipment capabilities for your particular

product family and how to identify yff  the untapped product innovation spacey

available from your currently installed asset base. This paper presents a

method for characterising both the agility requirements of the product(s) and 

the agility capabilities of the manufacturing equipment and illustrates how

these can be used to support capital investment decisions and guide new

product development by reference to a specific example. y

Key words: Agile manufacturing; Mass customisation; Manufacturing fitness; Innovation;

Responsiveness.

1. BACKGROUND 

The current commercial climate for manufacturing enterprises is 

characterised by increasing frequency of new product introduction, shorter

product lifecycles and the need for shortest possible time to market. These
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trends are most pronounced in consumer goods but are also apparent in

OEM products and, in all cases, are propagated along the supply chain. High

innovation rate companies today make more than 60% of their profit on

products less than two years old. Product life cycles are typically halving

every five years. In a competitive market, time to market for new products

has a direct bearing on market share and hence on total sales volume, see

Fig. 1. Whether first to market and seeking to secure market share or second

(or nth) to market, seeking to catch up, the speed at which products can be

introduced has a direct bearing on a company’s bottom line.

Figure 1. Time to market impmm acts total sales volume

1.1 Sequential Product and Process Development 

In sequential product development where the nature of the manufacturing

processes is well established, the product size, shapaa e, etc. are determined 

with little involvement of the manufacturing function. Even if 

Manufacturing is closely involved in the product development, it is usually

not possible to order change parts for production machinery until the product

form has been decided - see Fig. 2. Take, for example, a bottle of bath lotion. 

Let’s ignore, for a moment, the contents of the bottle! The size, shape and

height of the bottle must all be known before suitable transport carriers can

be sourced. The screw thread for the capaa and the size and shapaa e of the capaa

itself are needed before the assembly end effectors are ordered. Cartons,

labels and their associated erection and application equipment depend in turn

on the design decisions made on the base product. With lead times for

production machinery change parts being as much as sixteen weeks (it used 

to be at least sixteen weeks) the time taken from deciding to launch a

relatively simple new product to having it available to ship can be almost six 

months. In today’s demanding and competitive market place time scales as

long as these are unacceptable. For many years, industries have been striving
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to increase parallelism in their new product introduction activities – Fig. 2 

again. Especially in the case of products of an established genus, such as the

bath lotion, where the processes and operations used in their manufacture are

understood but just require dimensional design, parallel product design is the

norm. The container shape, bottle top, contents, labels and cartons are

designed with a great deal of overlap in the programme. But there is still a

significant delay in designing the change parts for the production equipment 

as these usually require the product attributes to be known before they can be

made (Fig. 2). The reasons for this are both attitudinal and organisational.

Providing engineers, product development professionals and business

decision-makers with the tools to improve agility in product and equipment 

design and in investment can increase innovative capacitytt  and improve time

to market.

Figure 2. Delay in parallel design of products and processes

1.2 Investment Decisions 

In an effort to devolve decision making and improve accountability,

especially in larger companies, responsibility for investment in capital

equipment and change parts is given to the manufacturing site or function.

Their target is to spend as little as possible to manufacture the companynn ’s

products. Capital expenditure is usually subject to severe scrutiny and 

requires watertight justification. The swiftest and least controversial way of 

making such justification is on the basis of it being essential in order to

manufacture products currently marketed, e.g. if existing equipment breaks

down catastrophically. If investment is tied to a new product introduction

which itself is commercially riskykk , then the less capital expended the better
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and the more difficult the capital expenditure approval is and the riskier the

investment is perceived. Under these circumstances, taking a decision to

invest more heavily – even if it can be argued that the proposed new capital

equipment, modules or change parts could be used on other future products, 

is veryrr difficult. Manufacturing is criticised for being profligate and wanting

better toys, the product innovation team is unhappy because the proposed

additional expenditure is associated with its specific new product and thus

affects the cost benefit analysis of the product, perhaps even threatening its

launch. Thus, it is clear that, without a framework to view capital

investments strategically in the light of the whole current and anticipated 

product portfolio, a company’s manufacturing capability is destined to creep 

forwards incrementally, doing no more than satisfyff ing the immediate need

and placing a recurring brake on the launch of each and every new product. 

So, while the declared strategy for the company may be for highly

innovative commercial activitytt with frequent new product introductions, so

long as the manufacturing function is being constrained to invest for the

present and immediate future production, it will be constantly constrained

because of its inherent lack of fitness for product innovation. The

responsibility and funding to act to deliver this strategy falls on the 

marketing and new product development functions, but frequently 

insufficient thought is given to the role manufacturing might play and, most 

importantly from a strategic perspective, to fund and manage this function to

improve the company’s manufacturing fitness for innovation. This

organisational disconnection, reinforced by entrenched financial processes

and practices within companies (cost centre mentality), hampers their ability 

to capaa italise on product innovative potential, which in turn has severe

consequences for bottom line profitability.

2. THE AGILE MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE 

2.1 Future Market Place 

For all companies, but especially for those with strategies for a high

product innovation rate, having a manufacturing base only able to produce

your current product portfolio is a severe limitation. Equipment capabilities

must be agile enough to change rapidly to follow the developing producmm t

portfolio and lean enough to produce an expanding portfolio economically.

Even more than this, we must anticipate that the product portfolio will not

only change more frequently but will contain greater variety, as customers 

become more attracted to mass customised products. In time more products
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will be designed in terms of a product realisation space, see Fig. 3. Only a

small proportion of the possible products may have been made so far but 

customers can order any product within the product realisation space. This

space can be determined by market decisions and/or supply chain process

capabilities and it is important that a company’s manufacturing capability is

sufficiently agile to deliver the required scope of products.

Figure 3. Two-dimensional representation of product realisation space 

2.2 Product Design 

From the product designers’ perspective, new products fall into two

broad categories:

i) products that can be made using established processes

ii) products dependent on entirely new processes 

Products that fall into the second category are usually related to a

significant strategic process development, undertaken to ensure product

differentiation that is difficult to replicate and hence provide a compmm etitive

advantage – does anyone remember the early years of Viennetta ice cream

deserts, Velcro, even sandpaper? Once a process becomes established, the

close relationship created between product development and manufacturing 

during the development of the new process, fades away. Subsequent new 

products are designed that rely on the, now established, process, and fall into

the first category.  

In most industries, the design of new products based on established 

processes is carried out with little and usually badly structured knowledge of

the process capabilities of existing equipment. Thus product designers have

little basis for anticipating what might be easy or difficult to make, cheap or

expensive, swift or time consuming to prepare for, and hence what is

involved in time, cost and other resources to bring a particular product to

market.

Products currently made

Product realisation space
(shown as two-dimensional)
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2.3 The Manufacturing Function 

For manufacturing engineers their crucial importance to the company’s

ability to fulfill and profit from its strategy for product innovation is often

overlooked. Frequently consulted too late in the product development 

process, it is too often the manufacturing engineer’s depressing duty to

inform the product developers that their new product cannot be made with

existing equipment and change parts, and, even if the capital expenditure 

could be justified, it would take several months to source and fit the

necessary machine modifications. Furthermore, if this was done, it would 

preclude manufacture of some established products, or the changeover time

between the various machineryrr configurations would be prohibitive. The

frustrating reality for the manufacturing function is frequently that if it had 

only known that new products were likely to be developed in the direction

now taken, it might have recommended purchase of a different machine or

line initially. While one accepts that there will always be some new product 

development in unanticipated direction, the majority of new products are 

within a product realisation space that was known intuitively to the

marketeers for some considerable time – often several years. Good 

manufacturing departments hate to have to say that a proposed product 

cannot be made and always pull out all the stops to meet the target launch

date, but the consequences are frequently detrimental to existing products.

For companies in high innovation rate businesses the general mode of 

operation inside the company is frequently reactive, always striving to catch

up, with departments being caught out by unanticipated demands.  

2.4 The Need for New Tools 

For a company, the need is for a combination of knowledge and

communication: how do you decide on the right equipment capabilities for

your particular product families? How do you characterise the agility

requirements of the product(s) and the agility capabilities of the 

manufacturing equipment.1 Once these are available, how do you

communicate this information to those who can use it to make capital

investment decisions, product design decisions, estimate time to market,

undertake cost benefit assessments and so on and do all this in a strategic,

rather than operational time scale.

In the following sections I present a way to view and characterise the

dimensions of agilitytt in manufacturing machineryrr  and a simple method for

characterising the agility requirements of products. These facilitate the

1 This can also be extended to considering the agility characteristics of the whole supply chain

and the internal company processes, but those are topics for another time. 
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dialogue between the manufacturing and product development functions,

providing a basis for decision making on the design and introduction of new

products and the purchase of capaa ital equipment.

3. AGILITY CHARACTERISATION OF 

MANUFACTURING MACHINERY 

Manufacturing machineryrr  tends to be of a generic type, e.g. assembly,

machining, filling, cartoning, etc., each of which carries out specific types of

operation. The agility of a particular machine can be characterised by the

range of specific parameters it can operate in or deliver, the speed at which it

can be changed from one setting to another and the way in which those

changes are achieved (e.g. change-parts, peg settings, continuous adjustment 

with jigs, which also gives an indication of the lead time to enable the 

machine for a new setting). A significant amount of work was undertaken by

partners in the ARMMS Network on this topic, some of which is 

documented in reference [1], exploring alternative approaches to classifying

manufacturing agility. For practical purposes it is useful for a particular

company to create tables of the various equipment types that comprise their

production capability, together with the parameters and parameter values

that determine the products the machines are able to process – see Table 1

which is based on specifications of bottling plant in a personal care factory .

In addition to this it is valuaba le to tabua late the time and cost associated with

enabling the machineryrr for a new product (the manufacturing contribution to

the product launch programme) and the time to change between products 

once the machines are enabled (informs decisions on frequency of 

manufacture, stock turns etc.), see Table 2, which is based on the

manufacturing requirements for introducing a 50% extra free promotion for

a personal care product, by increasing the height of the bottle.

TableTT 1. Comparison of alternative machines using key parameters

Candidate Bottling

Machines

Speed
(bpm)

Filling fluid
viscosity range

(kg/(m.s)) 

Bottle height
range (mm) 

Bottle diameter
range
(mm)

Dedicated Mad chine
(with change parts)

120 1.0x10-3 – 1.5 120 / 140 50/ / 65/

Conventional Machine 130 1.0x10-3 – 1.5 100 - 140 40 - 75

High speed 200 1x10-3 – 1x 10-1 80/100/120/140 40/45/50/55/60

Low speed / high 
flexibility

80 1.0x10-3 – 1.5 60 - 200 30 - 100

These tables can be used to enable decisions to be taken on which plant

to use for a specific new product or when considering manufacturing options
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in early and late life of the product. They can also be used to support 

purchase decisions in conjunction with an analysis of historical and 

projo ected product innovation activitytt . Tables 1 and 2 are examples of such

tables for bottling machines.

TableTT 2. Consequence of accommodating change of parameter in new product on alternative

installed equipment

Bottling Machine Consequences associated with bottle height change

Likely method /
innovation categoryr

Parts
cost

Lead
time to
enable

C/O
time

Waste
cost /

change
over

Labour
cost

Dedicated Machine  New module / 2 £12,00
0

16
weeks

2 hr £100 £50

Conventional
Machine

Change parts / 2  £2,000 4
weeks

1hr £100 £25

High speed Machine Programmable /1 £50
(code)

1 day 1 cy ycle zero zero

Low speed / high
flexibility

Manual adjustment /0 zero zero 4hr £50 £100 

For a specific change in a specific parameter value a machine will not 

always need the same work to enable it to deliver it. Some changes may be

very easy, cheap and swift, while others prohibitively lengthy or expensive.

Another way of visualising the capability space of specific machines is

presented in Fig. 4 and 5, which depicts a mapping of the difficulty of 

achieving variable values in one or two-dimensional form. The

representation depicted in Fig. 4 was generated by the author and colleagues

as part of the ARMMS project [1]. For variables that are independent a 

series of one-dimensional mappings will suffice, one for each parameter, 

whereas if variables are dependent it may be necessary to represent them in

two-dimensional space or even in n–dmensional theoretical space. 

Figure 4. Example of mapping of independent variables

Key     0      – simple ady jd ustment
1 - modifications to software
2 - change parts requirede parts required
3 - new module requireduiredqq
4 - modifications required - modifications required
5 - new plant / line required - new plant / line required

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

4 3 0           1            2         4    2 5

Bottle Diameter - mm
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Figi ure 5.  Example of mapping of independent variables

Since we are interested not only in the capabilitytt of the machines but also

the agilitytt  we can represent this with respect to each key parameter by

plotting its range against the speed to change from one value to another

within the range, Fig. 6.

Figi ure 6. Representation of the height agility of various bottling machines
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4. NEW PRODUCT CHARACTERISATION 

While it is interesting to map out the process parameter values for a

particular new product, the value of this becomes apparent when the next 

step is taken; that of determining how quickly and easily the available

equipment alternatives can be configured to produce the new product. Take

again the example of the bottling line and the example that a proposed new

product is of a different height to existing products made on that machine, a

different shape and requires the application of differently shaped and sized 

labels. The table summarises the difficulty encountered in making the new

product on each of the plant tytt pes currently available to the manufacturer,

using the same key. Thus a level 5 innovation requires whole new plant,

whereas a level 1 innovation needs only a new machine control program to 

be generated. The innovation category level of a proposed new product can

be used by product line management to inform their product portfolio 

management decisions. More quantitatively, using the tables created for each

variable, and taking care not to double count cost or time, the total cost and 

time to introduce a proposed new product on each of the available machine 

types can be assembled. In this case, data is gathered from equipment 

manufacturers and internal production data.

TableTT 3. Example of ease / difficulty of equipment to process new product

Plant New Bottle Shape New Bottle Height New Label

Dedicated Mad chine 5 4 2

Conventional Machine 3 2 2

High speed machine 1 1 1

Low speed / high
flexibility

1 0 0

TableTT 4. Evaluation of time and cost associated with the introduction of a proposed newd

product on alternative plant 

Parts cost Lead timd e to

enable

C/O time Waste cost /

change over

Labour cost

per C/O

Dedicated

Machine

£150,000 16 weeks 2 hr £100 £50 

Conventional

Machine

£20,000 6 weeks 1hr £100 £25 

High speed 

machine

£2000

(coding)

1 week 1 cycle zero zero

Low speed /

high flexibilitytt

zero zero 4hr £50 £100
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5. HOW TO ACHIEVE MANUFACTURING 

FITNESS FOR INNOVATION 

The key question each company must ask before embarking on a 

campaign to enhance its manufacturing fitness for innovation is, “How much

product innovation and of what kind are we going to have and so, what level

of agility do we need?” Agility costs and this cost must be commercially

justifiable to ensure ongoing profitability of the company. The aim for all

compmm anies whatever their level of product innovation, should be to make the

introduction of the vast maja ority of new products run-of-the-mill. These 

product introductions, many of which are straightforward variants of existing

products, should be achieved with minimal cost and disruption to existing

production and, perhaps most importantly, without undue demands on the 

valuable resources of manufacturing and product development personnel. It 

is important for these experts to be able to concentrate the bulk of their effort

at a strategic level on the development of new categories of product and the

new process developments to enable them.

5.1 Common New Product Introduction 

Thus, for those run-of-the-mill new products:

1. Manufacturing teams document the capabilities of existing equipment 

using the agility mapping options given in Table 1 and Fig. 5,6 & 7.

2. Manufacturing teams communicate these capabilities to product design

teams to enable rapid evaluation of potential new products.

3. New product development teams use the capability maps and charts to 

identify potential innovative space for new products that can be delivered 

to market with greatest ease.

4. New product development categorise new product ideas as in Table 3 to

gain an understanding of the difficulty of bringing each concept to 

market.

5. For short-listed product concepts, product development teams, together

with manufacturing build composite tables containing the time, enabling

cost and operational cost, etc. of introducing a particular new product.

6. Teams use this information to guide decision-making and prepare cost /

benefit proposals for specific product launches.

5.2 Strategic New Product Innovation 

For the strategic new product families and associated new process

developments:
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1. New product development teams record the parameters that characterise

the new product family and decide on a range of values for these, within

which anticipated new products will reside, as in Fig. 4. 

2. Product line managers decide target number of new products within this

family over a two to five year period (this can usually be derived from

company strategy), that will need to be made using the new plant or line. 

3. Product line managers using market research to determine projo ected

volumes and product life cycles of such new products and, with supply

chain management, determine the stock turns and frequency of

manufacture (even to manufacturing batches of one).

4. For commercially available equipment (or elements of the whole line thataa

are commercially available), manufacturing teams map their

characteristics as in Table 1 and Fig. 4, 5, & 6, and use this to select 

suitaba le candidates.

5. For completely new function / processes, process and machine

development teams use the product and supply chain requirements to

hone the final equipment design.

5.3 Complementary Approaches 

There are other complementary ways in which various players can

contribute to the deliveryrr of higher product innovation rates. These are

mentioned below for compmm leteness but are not expanded here. Product

design can focus on ways of using product customisation and delaying

product differentiation to increase varietytt of final products while minimising

the need for agility at the early stages of the supply chain. Machine designers

can look to increasing modularity, turning design variables into

configuration variables and configuration variables into operational variables

in order to increase the agility of individual machines and machine types. 

Machine suppliers can look to new business relationships with their

customers, for example leasing of machines and modules, to enable their

customers to operate with greater apparent agility in their plant, while 

simultaneously shifting capital purchases into revenue spending.
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Abstract: The product development and the production Ramp-Up are still maja or cost

drivers in automotive industry. An outstanding new product performance can

only be achieved by y combininy g the influence of technical product design

complexity and cost drivers in production an s well as influences of market

potentials. The approach presented in this paper serves as a key for they

formation of the Rampmm -Up fit to proactively support the Ramp-Up

management by developing market/ design as well as production triggered 

Rampmm -Up scenarios. Thus, it will be possible to detect margin-optimised and 

complexity-reduced Ramp-Up-strategies and the explicit planning of the

Ramp-Up curve. The present approach is separated in the three stages - 

Strategies, Planning and Evaluation. At first, production-optimised Ramp-Up

strategies will be developed, which guarantee the specific absorption of market 

potentials. Afterwards, from a production point of view, planning determinates 

for building up the Ramp-Up curve will be presented. Finally, a Ramp-Up

benchmarking process for OEMs and suppliers during Ramp-Up phases will

be derived. The benefit of the presented approach has been verified by

industrial experts as a result of a nationally funded study to open up potentials

within the Ramp-Up phase.

Key words: Production ramp-up; New product launch; Market oriented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a global, dynamic and competitive environment the introduction of 

new products has become a focal point of attention for automotive OEMs 

and suppliers. Increasing speed of innovations, shortened product lifecycles

and a continuous differentiation of product programmes characterise the

current situation in the automotive industry. During the last four decades
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product lifecycles have decreased by 60 % and, at the same time, the number

of new product innovations has significantly increased. The production

Ramp-Up becomes a more complex business process and is of special

interest as the lifecycle profit of a product is primarily determined in the 

early phases of product market introduction. 

To increase their level of competitiveness European companies especially 

have to amplify product customisation. Ramp-Up specific individualisation 

potentials are mainly generated by the ability to cope with complexity and 

variety [1]. The short time of changeover form R&D to series production 

emerges to a strategic chance for real differentiation from competitors due to

own product innovations. Lost sales profits due to production problems in

the Rampmm -Up phase can never be compmm ensated because of decreased product

life cycles [2]. Thus, the proper control of production Ramp-Ups advances to

an eminent success factor in the automotive industry [3].

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

From authors point of view the main Ramp-Up problems as well as

existing chances can be described by four theses.

Thesis 1 - Everlasting problem: The Ramp-Up quantity and impacts

within the whole supply-chain will increase. The quantity of Ramp-Ups will

escalate because of decreasing innovation-cycles and rising model and

derivative diversity as seen in Fig. 1. Moreover the trend of dispensing R&D

and production responsibility to suppliers will continue. As a consequence, it

will be on a significant challenge for OEMs and suppliers to be able to cope

with the rising Ramp-Up quantity and complexity on each value-added

stage. Reliable evaluation instruments do not exist but would generate 

auspicious benefit.

Thesis 2 - Complexity of products and technologies will further increase

and strongly influence the Ramp-Up process effectiveness. The essential

strength of the European automotive industry and differentiation against 

global competitors will still be achieved by characteristics like Mass-

Customization, strength of innovations and quality orientation. Retaining on

such key-characteristics, only such Ramp-Up strategy and planning

approaches would be applicable, which support and keep the rising product-

and process complexity manageable. Variance for diversity is necessary, the 

key of success however is a market oriented and temporal reduction of

variance during the Ramp-Up phase. 
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Figure 1. Current situation and potential in Ramp-Up management 

Thesis 3: Skimming of Margins in early stages and prevention of Lost-

Sales: If a company focuses on innovation leadership instead of price 

leadership, it is essential to gain profit and to guarantee the return on 

investment to compensate innovation efforts. Losses in time and money due

to the need for additional installation and troubleshooting efforts

significantly lower profit margins. To achieve notable profit in automotive

industry vehicles have to be personally configured and to be highly diverse.

In consequence, in future not only generating volume in early stages after

launching new products will be of maja or importance, but also the abilitytt  to

cope with the combination of margin focussed variants and according

volumes for located customer segments is showing promise. 

Thesis 4: Only Ramp-Up robust production systems avoid

troubleshooting: Today’s production Ramp-Up is very often still managed 

on a trial and experiment short-time basis and is not free of process failures.

There is a significant lack of knowledge and on hour to react on critical

disturbances production. This generates high additional costs for production

downtime and for the ability to provide the right knowledge to the right

people at the right time. Thus, the Ramp-Up phase is often working on a

stability edge. As a consequence the Ramp-Up process has to be secured and 

evaluated to provide the correct reaction strategies due to plan variances.
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3. STATE-OF THE-ART THEORIES AND 

APPROACHES IN RAMP-UP MANAGEMENT 

In scientific literature no or only less meaningful information for the

production phase “Rampmm -Up” can be found. State-of-the-art appaa roaches are

mostly isolated applications and solutions of specific Ramp-Up problems. A

complete overview of the “Ramp-Up” phase and the management of this

complex phase does not exist. Nevertheless within the Scientific Community

a couple of researchers focus on the field of production Ramp-Up. Frizelle

presents a framework for Ramp-Up manufacturing where the three 

dimensions novelty, learning and performance in Ramp-Up manufacturing

form the body of the framework [4]. Zeugträger argues that the essential

potentials in effort reduction in this phase stayaa  unused [5]. According to

Bungard no automaker has developed a Best Practices Model to reduce

losses in the change of product models because of adherence to tayloristic

thinking patterns to handle this phase with sequent processes [6]. Zangwill

and Kantor maintain that in the Ramp-Up of serial products a mostly over-

fast transfer from research to a commercial product is taking place, which

results in the enterprise suddenly facing outstanding problems [7].

Some studies pick up the problem of Ramp-Up management. The latest

are “Word Class Vehicle Launch Timing” (1992-1996, USA), “An 

Exploratory Study of International Product Transfer and Production Ramp-

Up in the Data Storage Industry” (2000, USA) [8], “Fast Ramp-Up –

Schneller Anlauf von Serienprodukten” (Germany, 2002) [9] and

“Developing the R&D to Production Ramp-Up Process 2001-2003” 

(Finland) [10]. In practice some compmm anies introduce special Rampmm -Up

teams with participants of all departments involved during Ramp-Up 

activities for a smooth communication and coordination. For example at 

DaimlerChrysler commercial vehicle division the Ramp-Up management 

consists of nine partial projects with fixed project phases, responsibilities 

and dates. An interdisciplinaryrr team measure the projo ect status at defined

quality gates. For achieving the economic goals within the projo ect a single

project manager is responsible [11]. To evaluate the productivity of Ramp-

Ups BMW implemented a parameter based reporting system which identifies

critical characteristics and certain measures within a production Ramp-Up. 

Actual data will be compared with knowledge-based nominal values. The

parameters of the reporting system are separated into quantitative (technical)

parameters and qualitative parameters such as quality of communication

between the different departments involved. A reasonable usage of this

reporting system can only be guaranteed by charging it with actual reviewed 

Ramp-Up data [12]. Another reporting system established at Ford is a lesson 

learned documentation based on a web platform. Target deviations, failures
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and their measures of worldwide production Ramp-Ups/ product launches

can be archived systematically. The tool supports the improvement of future

Ramp-Ups by using the evaluated data of different Ramp-Ups in global Ford

plants.

There are completed studies and practical approaches for Ramp-Up

management in the automotive industry. These existing methods include

Simultaneous-Engineering, Projo ect-Management, Total Quality

Management, different Re-engineering approaches and Reporting Systems.

However, each of these methods only provides a limited view of the issue of 

Ramp-Up management and neither present nor future problems have been

addressed. A cutting edge reference business process for the Ramp-Up phase 

is required. Thus, a key characteristic of a new Ramp-Up approach will be to

shift focus from the resource driven production process to the knowledge 

intensive Rampmm -Up process.

4. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE HOLISTIC 

RAMP-UP APPROACH 

Notable improvements can only be achieved by a holistic approach which

empmm hasises three thematic directions.

1. A general Ramp-up strategy is need to orient Ramp-up preparation

between partners towards concerted objb ective. But the chosen strategy

has to be type and process specific adapted. The chosen strategy provides

the essential input variables for the planning process to be initiated 

afterwards.

2. The Ramp-Up has also to be planned specifically. Meanwhile classical

production planning parameters are insufficient to coordinate complex

and frequent production run-upuu s and shutdowns in own and suppuu lier

plants. A detailed tomography with additional parameters could help to

solve that problem. Furthermore the planning is not a singular process

but has to be adjusted regularly on ever-changing ancillary conditions.

3. Because of high-grade interconnectedness of partners it is arguable

whether actual strategy and planning can exceed the limits of future

demands. It has to be ensured that all players within the partner network 

have necessaryrr  Ramp-Up competences and act conformable in kinds of

strategy and planning declarations. A benchmark based evaluation audit

enables the identification of deviations, points out optimisation potentials

and alld ows to initiate remedial actions.

At first – within the strategy related thematic direction – parametric 

Ramp-Up strategies with focus variant and volume triggering will be

developed. To raise profitability while concurrently lowering complexity 
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will be the major advantage. With such parametric Ramp-Up strategies it 

will be possible to align the production e.g. for providing at first the high

margin variants and related volumes for special customer segments. Hence it 

will be affordable to forego on high volumes in early launch phases but to 

gain customers willingness to pay for novelties. That means complexity

could be actively managed by strategy and planning parameters by means of 

controlling volume and variety. Thus the parameters variance and volume

are the main influencing factors in strategy design.  

With a general Ramp-Up strategy partners are aligned towards the long

term view. Based on this the tomography is used for the short-term planning

procedure. Due to the fact that ordinary production planning parameters are

insufficient, with the tomography appropriated parameters are presented to

solve this problem. Furthermore, the Ramp-Up planning will not be 

accomplished only once, but has to be adopted according to actual and 

changing boundaryr  conditions. The planning steps will feature more detailed 

time-based planning with extended planning determinants from two (variety

and volume) to eight. This advanced planning procedure will help to avoid

layoffs in times of restructuring of industries. To react on deviations to

unexpected disorders also an active deviation management will rely on the 

developed tomography.

In Ramp-Up management considering only the strategy and planning 

aspects is not sufficient due to highly integrated partner networks in

automotive industryrr . It has to be assured that suppliers are able to meet the 

Ramp-Up strategy and planning values. Therefore a benchmarking based

evaluation instrurr ment enaba les the identification of derivations and

optimisation potentials and measures, as presented in the third section.

5. DETAILED PRESENTATION OF THE HOLISTIC 

RAMP-UP APPROACH 

5.1 Ramp-Up Strategy 

Within this chapter a strategy model will be presented. Beneath one quite

familiar strategy three new Ramp-up strategies will be introduced. As seen

in Fig. 3 the parameters expressing the strategies alignments are variety,

decoupling level, Ramp-Up time and utilization.

At first the already existing strategy – with focus on high utilization

degree within the Ramp-Up phase – will be introduced. Major aim of this

strategy is a high volume production at once after new product launch. This

kind of strategy is called “Volume-First” because it is dominated by thoughts

of gaining profit with advantage of scale. Major leveraging parameters are 
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Ramp-Up time and Utilization. Though according to the author’s

expectations in future there has to be more intelligent Ramp-Up strategies.

Complex Ramp-Ups and higher quantity can only be harnessed as a cash-

cow when it will be possible to rule efforts and benefits. Rampmm -Up efforts

related to handling rising product- and technology complexity has to be

adjd usted on achievable market potentials. A time wise reduction of product 

variety, interworking with customers higher price attendance, will be

necessary. The major goal is to make profit first with reduced complexity

and afterwards to increase volumes on secured processes. The three new

Ramp-up Strategies take this change of paradigm into account and will be

called “Tuning-Profit-into-Scale Strategies”. Major leveraging parameters

are variety, decoupling level and Ramp-Up time.

Turning -Scale-into-Profit - Volume First

In industrial practice the question of the right Ramp-Up strategy is

dominated by two basic procedures. The most suitable euphemism for both

is “Volume-First-Strategy” because both focus particularly on short

production downtime periods. The classical “Shut-Down” appaa roach -

practiced in recent years – facilitates certain production facility changes and 

new installations. However such a strategy can cause at least a few weeks of

down-time and extensive losses. Efficiency requirements oblige OEMs and

suppliers to disavow more and more from this procedure. Today a more 

fluent changeover from old to the new model production is preferred. The so 

called Back-To-Back-Launch offers these efficiency potentials. Here a total

changeover from the old to the new model production within a few days is

aspired. Even though flexibility potentials of today’s modularised facility

concepts make this procedure possible there are critical boundaries due to 

the resource rivalryr  in the Ramp-Up. Pre-Series production, while the old

model is still produced, is necessary to provide vehicles for homologation,

crash tests and marketing purposes. The Volume-First Strategy is most 

suitable for high volume and low variety production programmes. 

Turning-Profit-into-Scale - High Margin Variants First

As a consequence of high product diversity balancing the essential

bottleneck resources and hence managing the Ramp-up related complexity is 

an increasing challenge. It is quite obvious that for European OEMs product 

diversity is one of the maja or success factors. Managing the ramp-up related

complexity by means of ramp-up equalisation and staggering provides an

opportunity to combine a marketwise as well as production oriented long-

term planning. Product variety adjustment in attractive customer segments
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and volumes will be one of the maja or leverages of the new Ramp-Up

strategies. Related configuration parameters are Variety, Decoupling Level

and Ramp-Up Time. With these configuration parameters an enhancement of

the strategy portfolio with three new strategies and specific optimisation

potentials is feasible as seen in Fig. 2. A solution to decrease the Ramp-Up

specific system-complexitytt  features the „Dedication-Strategy“ the “Slow-

Motion-Strategy as well as the “Step-by-Step” strategy. 

The “Slow-Motion-Strategy” is characterised by a parallel Ramp-Up of

all vehicle variants whereby the whole volume keeps on a constant and low

level for a longer time period. However, afterwards the volume will upswing

conspicuously more steeply in comparison to the sequential Ramp-Up. In

general this kind of Ramp-Up type offers advantages for run-up of highly

automated manufacturing systems, because specific problems of automated 

production normally only appears on maximum system severity. Advantages

of this strategy are expected especially in phases of pre-series where an

overlapping of the old and new models production is quite familiar to

prepare the new model launch. Ongoing production and distribution of the

old model will be possible and resource rivalry will fail to appear.

The “Dedication-Strategy” is characterised by a sequential Ramp-Up of

consecutive vehicle variants with accumulated volumes. Maja or target of this

strategy is to produce and to launch variants on a gathered way. A relief of

production and logistics will be achieved because of an optimised bounding

of orders in charges. This Ramp-Up strategy is suitable especially for final

assembly requirements and to support the Ramp-Up qualitytt  management.

Reasons for inadequate quality and process-related disturbances could be

allocated up to related variants. New variants will only be launched when all 

new assembly operations are learned. So assembly collaborators could be

relieved during the Ramp-Up because of a well directed reduction of

variance.

The “Step-by-Step Strategy” is especially suitable when an enormous

technical complexity has to be accomplished. This Ramp-Up strategy

focuses on process and area specific problem characteristics, the Ramp-Up

curves are decoupled and the area and process related and optimised

separately. It is not a matter of an isolated consideration of different areas in

production, because the processes proceed in parallel or in sequence. The

clue is in the holistic integration and optimisation of the controversial 

requirements of the different areas within the value-added chain. The stett p-

by-step strategy requires a number of buffers within the areas, which is

contrary to the lean-layout approach.
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Figure 2. Different kinds of Ramp-Up Strategies

5.2 Ramp-Up Planning 

The second part of the holistic approach deals with the realisation of 

Ramp-Up strategies in the Ramp-Up planning from production point of 

view. As described in chapter 5.1 the Ramp-Up strategies are characterised 

by the active planning determinants volume and product variety. These

active planning determinants of influence in their entirety passive planning

determinants, which are not directly or only in part controllable. Primarily 

the passive determinants process chain and quality are driven by the volume

and product varietytt . The realisation of the Ramp-Up strategies in the Ramp-

Up planning phase takes place by a determined control of these planning

determinants.

The Ramp-Up planning phase goes in parallel with the product 

development process in sense of a concurrent engineering process. In early

phases the planning reliability for Ramp-Up strategies is not given due to the

poor forecasting stabilityt , because the influences of the market is determined 

a long time before start of production. Thus, the Ramp-Up curve will be

planned to certain point of time along the Ramp-Up phase. Due to the

increasing planning and forecasting reliability along the planning phase the

characteristics of the planning determinants will be more concrete and

detailed. The changes of characteristics of the planning determinants are

described in the so called “Ramp-Up Tomography” as seen in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the Ramp-Up Tomography

In the Ramp-Up tomography the four planning determinants are

described by eight operative planning parameters. The volume is specified 

by the quantity accretion and utilisation. The planning parameters of the

product variety are variant diversity in the sense of the model mix and the

assorting lots. In addition to that, the planning parameters for the determined

process chain and quality/ maturity are the decoupling level on process

stage, the level of overlapping to precursors (Ramp-Up/ Ramp-Down),

process fluctuation and rejections.

As a basis for the realisation of the Ramp-Up strategy in the planning of 

the production new and innovative design concepts for production

equipment are necessary. These concepts have to fulfil the requirements

concerning volume flexibility, product mix flexibility and change-over

flexibility. Especially modular built production equipment can be easily

configured to particular stages due to the different stages of the planning

phase. But from author’s point of view a generic and optimal Ramp-Up

curve will not be possible for example due to unplanned changes in product.

In consequences production Ramp-Ups in automotive industry are faced

with plan deviations and failures in production. If deviations take place the

Ramp-Up tomography will be adjusted to new management objectives.

Thereby, modular flexible production equipment, fixtures and tools can be

adjd usted to the Ramp-Up planning parameters as well as for achieving the

operative Ramp-Up targets.
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In summary, by implementation of the Ramp-Up tomography in planning

activities, aggressive launch targets can be planned for the long term and 

adjusted quite easily in the short term with operative Ramp-Up parameters. 

Furthermore the tomography serves as a basis for internal and external 

supplier performance measurement as described within the next chapter.

5.3 Evaluation/ Benchmarking 

The third stage of the holistic Ramp-Up approach describes the Ramp-Up

evaluation concept using established benchmarking theoryrr . Because of

increased number of partner and highly integrated supplier networks it is

necessary that internal and external suppliers can guarantee their Ramp-Up

fitness due to strategy and planning requirements. The characteristics of the

Ramp-Up planning parameters have to be achieved. Due to that a Ramp-Up

benchmarking serves as an useful evaluation instrument to measure the

internal and external supply capabilitytt  of suppliers for Ramp-Ups.

The benchmarking concept is divided in two areas “Benchmarking-

Process” and “Fields of Action”, where the benchmarking-process forms the

backbone of the concept as seen in Fig. 4.

Within the benchmarking process four stages are proposed starting with

the preparation of the benchmarking process, analyse in terms of actual

comparison, implementation of measures and finally process maturity in

terms of circulating realisation of benchmarking projo ects. In addition to that,

fields of action are considered, which have to be investigated at the supplier

to analyse the Ramp-Up ability due to the selected Ramp-Up strategy. The

main field of action forms the supplier’s business processes followed by

organisational and production structure including equipment and process

ability. The third field deals with the product degree of maturity followed by

the supply chain and personnel. The Ramp-Up tomography gives the input

for the benchmarking with its planning determinants volume, variety,

process chain and quality. The benchmarking takes place during the Ramp-

Up planning phase where the supplier has to provide its Ramp-Up

feasibility, ability and stability. In the following the proceeding during the

preparation phase will be explained in more detail, because this phase is of

particular importance.

The preparation phase is divided in three sub-phases as shown in Fig. 4.

In the beginning the Ramp-Up benchmarking project has to be defined.

Within the second stage the benchmarking team is determined, that means, it 

has to be established who is involved in the benchmarking projo ect. Because

of the complexity a matter of particular interest is the determination of key 

parameters for performance assessment within the benchmarking projo ect.
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Within this phase all relevant quantitative and qualitative key parameters for

the benchmarking are determined.

Figure 4. Detail of Preparation phase within the “Ramp-Up Benchmarking Concept”

Starting point of the proceeding is the development of a target system,

which is defined especially for the requirements of a Ramp-Up

benchmarking. After that, targets for the production Ramp-Up have to be

defined and classified within the target system. The realisation of the defined 

targets is often afflicted with problems, which are under investigation during

the supplier’s process analysis within the third stage. Based on the identified

problems in the next step success factors for the Ramp-Up have to be

defined and classified into the target system. In the fifth step a usable

concept is developed, where the success factors can be realised adequately in

practice. In the last step the definition of the benchmarking parameters takes

place, which represent the values for the performance measurement of the 

supplier and are derived from the success factors.

In summaryr , the Ramp-Up benchmarking serves as a suitable evaluation

instrument for the Ramp-Up planning phase. From the results of the

benchmarking process optimisation measures can be derived and

impmm lemented within the Rampmm -Up process.
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6. CASE STUDY 

The above presented approach is a suitable instrument especially for the

European automotive industry. The German Federal Ministry of Education

and Research (BMBF) agreed on the potential chances and risks of

production Rampmm -Ups in serial production for OEMs and their suppliers and

promoted a study with the topic “Fast Ramp-Up - schneller Anlauf von

Serienprodukten”. The aim was to detect the essential influencing factors

and potentials within the complex phase of production Ramp-Up. On top of 

that, future research fields and initial solution approaches should be

identified. With support of the Association of German Automotive Industry

(VDA) the WZL identified the central and industry specific Ramp-Up 

problems in automotive industry. With several experts of OEMs and their

supplier solution appaa roaches were discussed. Based on that, the holistic

approach was detailed exemplarily for a defined value chain in production

by WZL in cooperation with an automotive OEM. As a result of industrial

expert inquiries the potential benefits of the holistic Ramp-Up approach are

enormous. This approach will be enhanced with different companies

participants in an international projo ect which will be applied for.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Based on the problem statement of production Ramp-Up in the

automotive industry presented in this paper a hypothesis has been derived,

that the increasing number of always complex production Ramp-Ups can

only be faced by developing a holistic approach for market and value chain

optimised production Rampmm -Up. The appaa roach presented is based on three

stages Ramp-Up strategy, Ramp-Up planning and Ramp-Up evaluation

using benchmarking technique.
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Abstract: Industrial performance goes through an ongoing improvement of the whole

process permitting the transition from R & D to product design, down to the 

industrialization or even the final recycling. Innovation plays a pivotal part in

design, organisational changes and improvement : It makes it possible to

define increasingly performing processes. However the first and fd off remost

preliminary step quite obviously boils down to the improvement of the

different tools used at one time or another throughout all the steps pertaining

to the processes being used. This article hereby proposes an overall view of the y

innovating breakthrough in the field of improved design aid tools for

laminated strucrr tures.

Key words: Composite, Damage, Design, Simulation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Within the design of laminated structures (made up with multi-layer

materials) numerous problems still occur, more particularly whenever the

issue of the numerical study of those structures are submitted to extreme

changes such as impacts or overall shocks (e.g. structure collision in the field

of transportation) is addressed. Composites, more particularly laminated

ones, are currently used in order to design wide ranging structures in the

field of transportation (aeronautics, marine, automotive or railway

technology…). Improved numerical tools and higher passive safety levels

have therefore resulted in changed design specifications and increasingly

rigorous standards.  
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In the field of compmm osites, the experimental appaa roach is still too often

resorted td o foff r the validation of numerous steps in the design phases, but this 

has been made necessary on account of behaviour complexity. For instance,

the material transition from the test-piece scale to the whole strucrr tutt re scale is

difficult on account of all the differences not only in terms of geometry but 

also of manufacturing process. As an aid to improve the scaling-down of

those experiments, the requirement is to improve the numerical simulation

tools for the study of those structures. This study, innovatively goes through

the performance of the codes which take into account the physical

phenomena and translate them into compmm utational models. It is all the more

complex as those phenomena significantly vary with the constituents making

up the laminates used. In order to consider the heterogeneous behaviour of 

the material and therefore of its constituents, the numerical tools have to

provide a representation as accurate as possible of the damage modes, and 

consequently of the failure modes, encountered in most cases. The approach

presented here, brings about the first tentative answers to this issue. It is part 

of the improvement of the numerical simulation tools aiming at an

innovative approach to laminated structures design.

2. PHENOMENON PRESENTATION  

A laminated structure is made up of the assembly of several different 

layers which may themselves in their turn be made up with so-called 

standard materials (featuring well-known behaviour laws as in the case of 

metallic materials), or alternatively composites made up with fibres in a

matrix. As regards the latter, the phenomena usually encountered during the

damage phase are primarily at the layer level such as fibre fracture,

fibre/matrix debonding, and matrix cracking (Fig.1). This propagating

damage then generates ensuing damage at the laminate level, particularly

with delamination phenomena revealing splitting between the different 

material plies (Fig.2). All these phenomena will depend not only on the basic

constituents but also on the loading being applied. More particularly, when

issues of collision or impact phenomena are to be considered, strain rate 

effects can no longer be neglected within the laminated material

configuration.
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Matrix cracking  

Fibre fracture  

fibre/matrix debonding  

Si l lSingle layer  

Figure 1. Damage modes within the elementary layer. 

Figure 2. Different opening modes between two layers of a laminate.

If for example the case of the impact of a structure geometrically close to

a helicopter energy absorption device configuration is to be considered [1],fiif

Fig. 3 shows the damage obtained after an axial impact onto the structure. 

This model type is fairly complicated to represent in a numerical model for

the following reasons:

- The problems pertaining to behaviour changes at the fullscale 

manufacturing level in comparison with the characterization test-pieces. 

- Strain rate effects are quite significant and thus generate important 

changes both in the behaviour and the deformation modes.

The fairly complex failure modes are still poorly represented in the

methods of computational models such as Finite Element Method (FEM).
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Figi ure 3. Energy absorption structure failure modes.

3. TOOL IMPROVEMENT CONTEXT 

The experimental laboratoryrr work started from the preliminaryrr

consideration of the modelling of GLARE (GLAss REinforced aluminium

laminates) or ARALL (Aramid Reinforced ALuminium Laminates) tyt pe

materials, used a few years ago for airplane fuselage design. More often than

not, aeronautic structures are submitted to severe point loading which does 

not necessarily entail visible damage at the upper surface of the material but 

generates significant inner damage, thus jeopardizing both the component 

safety and lifespan. In order to partly address this problem, it is proposed to

develop a multi-material multi-layer element [2] which enables the topic of 

impact modelling of laminates made up with quite different materials from

the point of view of behaviour to be addressed. Numerous examples [3] have

made it possible to validate this finite element integrated within the

industrial PAMCRASHTM software. Once this first step was completed, the 

main behaviours of a fibre and resin type composite was also improved and 

an in-depth basic model [4] was integrated within the computational code in

order to reproduce behaviours close to reality. To that aim, the approach

used was often identical in order to try and reproduce within a numerical

model a phenomenon or set of phenomena pertaining to the damage

previously presented (Fig. 1 & 2). This can be broken down as follows: 

- Implementation of a veryrr  accurate experimental campaign allowing an

in-depth, or at least as precise as possible, analysis of the phenomenon

under study.

- Analysis of the existing bibliography possibly to be found in the

“Benchmarking” field and in-depth study in order to try and define a
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mathematical model or an innovative methodology permitting to tackle

the phenomena under close scrutiny.

- Model or methodology integration within a compmm utational code,

industrially based whenever possible, thus permitting the testing of

developments within discrete appaa lications making final validation easier.

The latter often being carried out in close correlation with an 

experimental campaign applied on a real structure.

4. PRESENTATION OF EXAMPLES OF 

PHENOMENA TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION 

The main objective does not consist of defining the models developed inf

diffeff rent studies conducted within our research-lab, but in demonstrating the 

influence that either taking into account or ignore certain phenomena. Three

examples are presented, thus allowing the effect of integration into a

computational model, as applied to laminated composites (Fibre-matrix), to 

be defined.

4.1 Modelling resin ductability within a laminate 

Figure 4. Tensile test on a [45]2s laminate.

Here, a numerical visualization of the likely influence matrix ductility

may have over the overall behaviour of a laminated material [5] was

proposed. A tensile test on a laminate [45]2S, featuring a 60% E glass fibre 

rate and 40% epoxy resin rate (Fig.4), has been simulated. The experimental

stress/strain curve was compared with a composite behaviour model 

featuring an elastic type law with damage and a plasticity integrating model 

(Fig.5). A 50% error rate on the shear deformation can be noticed if ther

inelastic phenomema are not taken into account. This study case is extreme 

since the stacking under study favours shear stress.
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Figure 5. Tensile compmm arisons on [+/-45]2s laminate.

4.2 Study of strain rate influence over a laminate 

behaviour

4.2.1 Experimental approach 

Tests [6] on the influence likely to be exerted by strain rate onto a

composite in-built into a 60% E/Glass fibre volume rate and epoxy resin 

have been carried out: Tensile tests on [0]4, [±45]S, [±67.5]S, [+45]4

laminates, and finally a compression test onto a [0]6 laminate. The

experimental setup incorporated a hydraulic jack. For each type of test, four

different loading velocities were mainly applied : 5 mm/min, 500 mm/min,

0.2 m/s and 4 m/s. The experimental tests brought forward two essential

conclusions :

- As Fig. 6 & 7 clearly show, the elastic modulus, the initial plastic flow

stress and finally the longitudinal fracture stress significantly increase

from a certain strain rate threshhold. This increase ranges from 30% up

to 300% depending upon the constants. 

- In Fig. 6, a conservation of the behaviour type can be noticed, in the

case of a tensile test on the 0° material, since it is still a brittle elastic

type behaviour. However, in all the other cases, the behaviour tends to

become “damageable elastic” under the influence of strain rate.

Consequently, the behaviour law may be defined as “viscous”

damageable elasto-plastic, starting from a “reference” behaviour law. 
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The experimentally observed behaviour type was hard to identify: it was

neither visco-elasticity nor visco-plasticity. The modelling approach hereby

proposed was associated with the viscous fluids appaa roach [6] : The “pseudo-

viscoelasticity” of resin (and under the present circumstances of the

composite) was taken into account by means of a viscous strain to be added

to the computed one (Fig. 8). The clearly identified behaviour was

considered at a reference velocity level.
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Figure 7. Dynamic tensile loading on a [+/-45]s laminate.
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8. Viscous stress definition.

4.2.2 Numerical simulation

In order to make sure the theoretical “primary” behaviours were properly 

represented, elementary validations, corresponding to experimental tensile or

compression tests and originating from a static and dynamic framework

study, were investigated. Fig. 9 & 10 as compared with Fig. 6 & 7, visually

demonstrate that the approach developed seemingly correlates satisfactorily 

with experiments. 
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Figi ure 10. Numerical dynamic tensile loading on a [+/-45]s laminate.

4.3 Delamination phenomena into numerical models 

Through a methodology [7] developed within the framework of 

experimental studies conducted in the laboratory, the delamination

phenomena can be fully integrated into the finite element models and thus

bring about improvements to the expected results. The presentation of this

methodology in this publication is not the main objb ective but can be

summarized ad s foff llows.

The first part concerns delamination detection within thin laminated

structures. As a result of to the computational code used in rapid dynamics,

the laminated materials were modelled by means of shell-type elements. The

approach was quite ambitious although limited to modes II & III of Fig. 2.

This methodology used post-processing criteria, based on fracture mechanics 

and related to damage mechanics by the effective stresses computed with the 

composite ply behaviour model. The second step allowed both the

consideration and trand slation of delamination influence within the overall

strucrr ture behaviour. This influence was introduced by a local change of the

material mechanical characteristics. These integrated effects generated a 

change in the structure behaviour.

Tests have been conducted with a three point dynamic bending loading

applied to laminated plates. Here a glass-epoxy [902/04/902] plate is 

presented (Fig.11). The dynamic experimental results have been obtained 

using a velocity controlled jack. The damage mechanisms have been 

validated through observations made experimentally through the use of a 

high-speed video camera, and strain gauges and displacement sensors.
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Figure 11. Bending test on a laminated plate

Figure 12. Comparison of the energy/displacement curves

In order to demonstrate the relevance of the developments, two different 

types of computations have been achieved: the first, referred to as “general”, 

does not take into account the post-processing of mechanisms detected by

the methodology; the second, referred to as “sequential”, integrates the

changes in the layer-intrinsic characteristics. The results presented here are
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given for a 5 m/s loading velocity. A complete set of numerical curves has 

been plotted versus the experiments. The gap between the overall

compmm utational appa roach and the experimental results was large . As regards 

the sequential compmm utational method, it provided a considerable

improvement in the assessment of the energy evolution (Fig.12). The 

sequential computation showed a significant contribution for the overall

structure behaviour prediction at the end of the impact. Thus, it allows a 

relatively accurate result to be reached, particularly as regards the

fundamental quantity of energy absorbed.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS  

Within laminated structure design, the phenomena encountered during

severe loading were far from being perfectly represented in the existing

numerical models, even with the most advanced codes. Depending upon the

designers' requirements and of their technical means, models specifically

adapaa ted to each particular situation have to be considered. The impmm rovement

of industrial performance results from the development of numerical tools

allowing, for some given application cases, development of precise models

which will then facilitate the adjd ustment of the design parameters aiming at

structure optimization.

Within the field studied in this paper, the models developed provided 

valuable material. However, further studies still need to be conducted for antuu

in-depth understanding of the domain of composite material damage.
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MICRO EDM DRILLING: ACCURACY STUDY 
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Abstract: This paper examines the influence of various factors onto the final accuracy in

EDM (Electro Discharge Machining) micro drilling. In particular, the main 

parameters affecting the size and position of the hole are discussed and 

techniques for minimising errors are proposed. The paper analyses the

technological capabilities of different methods of setting up and dressing the 

drill (electrode) on the machine. The paper also evaluates the limitations of the

EDM drilling process.

Key words: Micro EDM, Micro-EDM accuracy y, Micro holes

Notations

∆d d variation

∆D D variation

∆gd
gd variation

∆ge
ge variation

∆gmeas
gmeas variation

∆H H variation

∆Xmeas
Xmeas variation

∆Xpos
Xpos variation

∆yd
yd variation

∆Ymeas
Ymeas variation

∆Ypos 
Ypos variation

∆yunit
yunit variationt

d effecff tive dressed diameter of electrode

D electrode initial effecff tive diameter of electrode
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Notations

Dguide
diameter of the ceramic guide

Dinit
initial diameter of the electrode

Dinit_min
minimumm m initial diameter of the electrode

gd
spark gap during dressing of the electrode

ge
spark gap during erosion of the workpiece

gmeas
spark gap during measuring cycle

H achieved hd ole diameter

Lguide
length of the guide

tmeas
time interval between each contact signal check 

Vmeas
speed of measuring cycle movement

XH
X coordinate of the hole relative to the workpiece reference 

Xmeas
X coordinate of the measured point of contact between electrode and workpkk iece
surface

Xpos
X coordinate of the hole relative to the machine zero point

yd
target dressing position in Y axis

yd_init 
an initial target dressing position 

YH
Y coordinate of the hole relative to the workpiece reference

Ymeas
Y coordinate of the measured point of contact between electrode and workpkk iece
surface

Ypos
Y coordinate of the hole relative to the machine zero point

yunit
Y coordinate of the dressing point relative to the machine zero point 

zguide
length of electrode protruding from the ceramic guide

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) is a non-contact machining

process for conductive materials that has been applied for more than 40 

years and has proved particularly useful in the tool making industry. Due to

its high precision and the good surface qualitytt it can ensure, EDM is 

potentially veryrr  suitable for micro-fabrication [1, 2]. The EDM process

utilises the thermo-electric energy released between a workpiece and a

highly charged electrode submerged in a dielectric fluid. A pulsed electrical

discharge across the small gap (known as the “spark” gap) between the

workpiece and the electrode removes material from the workpiece through

melting and evaporation. Clearly, due to the contactless nature of EDM, 

there are only very small process forces at work. This, combined with the

availability in recent years of advanced computer controlled spark generators

that help improve machined surface roughness, promises to make EDM the

preferred method for producing micro features.
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This paper focuses on the use of EDM to create one tytt pe of micro feature

– holes. The paper examines the influence of various factors on the final–

accuracy in EDM micro drilling. In particular, the main parameters affecting 

the size and position of the hole are discussed and techniques for minimising

errors are proposed. The paper analyses the technological capabilities of 

different methods of setting up and dressing the drill (electrode) on the

machine. It also evaluates the limitations of the EDM drilling process.

2. PROCESS OVERVIEW 

The electrodes usually used for micro EDM drilling are tungsten (W) or 

tungsten –carbide (WC) rods or tubes 0.1mm to 0.2mm in diameter and 150tt

mm to 300mm in length. One end of the electrode is clamped in a high-speed

spindle and the other end goes through a fixed ceramic guide positioned a 

few millimetres above the workpiece. By rotating the electrode improves the

achievable aspect ratio and surface finish due to the fact that a rotating

electrode helps to remove debris from the work zone and makes the final

roughness less dependent on the initial electrode roughness. During the

EDM drilling process, the electrode wears and this can be compensated for

with Z movement while the ceramic guide remains at the same fixed

position. When an electrode diameter smaller than the smallest rod available 

is needed, the electrode section protruding from the ceramic guide can be

ground (dressed) on the machine using either a WC block [3], a spinning

WC wheel or a special wire grinding device [4, 5].

3. ACCUMULATION OF ERRORS 

3.1 Process Definition 

This work investigates the accuracy achievable with the micro EDM 

drilling process. Drilling a small hole in a block of material by single pass

machining and using a single dressed electrode will be adopted as an 

exampmm le.

Figi ure 1. Dimensions of Interest

Y

XHXHXX

YHYHYY

∅H
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The main dimensions of interest are (Fig. 1):

H – Diameter of the holeH
XHXXHX  and H YHYYHY – position of the hole with respect to the co-ordinate system.–

3.2 Factors affecting hole diameter 

The achieved diameter H depends on the diameter of the effectiveH
dressed electrode d and the spark gapdd gegge (Fig. 2).

d: Effecff tive Dressed Diamd eter

ge: Spark Gap

H∅∅ : Produced Hole DiameterHH

Figi ure 2. Achieved diameter H

dgH eg (1)

The deviation from the nominal H (H ∆H∆∆∆∆ ) will depend on variations of theH))H
spark gap ∆g∆∆∆ e and of the effecff tive dressed electrode diameter ∆d∆∆∆∆ .

dge∆ gH gH
(2)

Dressing Unit

dggdg

d/2//yd

yunit
Erosion point

X

Y

Figi ure 3. Dressing process 

In order to reduce the initial effecff tive diameter D down to a micro

effecff tive diameter d, an electrical-discharge-grinding unit is used as shown

in Fig. 3. For this study, movement in the dressing process is performed t

along the Y axis. Distance yunit gives the position of the eroding point in the

work area of the machine relative to the machine reference point. The

electrode is eroded until the centre of the spindle reaches a target position yd
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resulting in an effective dressed electrode of diameter d. Taking into account 

the spark gap gdggdg between the electrode and the dressing unit, the effectived

diameter obtained d is defined by equation 3.d

)dunitd gyd (2 unitd yy(((222 d (3)

The variation in the effecff tive dressed diameter d (d ∆d∆∆∆∆ ) will depend on the d)d
variation in the position of the grinding device ∆y∆∆∆∆ unit, the variation in the

positioning of the centre of the electrode ∆y∆∆∆∆ d and the variation of the spark d

gap when grinding ∆g∆∆∆∆ dggdg .

)dunitd gd ( yyd ( unitd∆ ggyyddd ggyy(((2 unitd (4)

Finally the variation in the diameter of the hole drilled by a single

dressed electrode will be determined by equation 6:

( )dunitdeH ((2
(5)

( )dunitde(∆ (H∆H (
(6)

3.3 Factors affecting the position of the hole 

The position of the hole is described by the following equations directly

derived from Fig. 4.

X

Y

XHXHXX

XpXpXX os

XsXsXX et

YHYHYY

YsetYsYY
YpYpYY os

Figi ure 4. Hole position description

setposH XXX posH XXX (7)

setposH YYY sssposYHY YYY (8)

In order to set up the workpkk iece position in the work area, an electrode of

nominal effective diameter (D((DD( ) is used. It should be noted that the use of

probes or other setting devices is ruled out because it would require 
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reattachment of the high speed spindle and readjd usting the ceramic guide and

is therefore likely to introduce more errors. The set-up process is represented

in Fig. 5.

workpiece

XmeasXXmX

gmeas

D/2

XsetXXsXsX

Figure 5. Set-up process

)2/( measmeasposH gXX 222////(((( measposHX XXX 222///(((pos (9)

)2/( measmeasposH gYY 222////(((( measposHYY YYY 222///(((posY
(10)

The deviations are respectively:

measmeasposH gmeasposH ∆∆∆∆∆ ggggD∆X∆X∆X∆ ggDXXX measposH /
(11)

measmeasposH gmeasposH ∆∆∆∆∆ ggD∆YYY gDmeasYYposYHY /
(12)

The accuracy of the hole position will depend on the accuracy of machine

positioning (∆X∆∆∆∆ posXXpX , ∆Y∆∆∆ posYYpY ), the detection contact signal accuracy with surface 

(∆X∆∆∆∆ mXXXmX eas, ∆Y∆∆ measYYYmY , ∆g∆∆∆∆ measggmg ) and the variation in the initial effective diameter of

the electrode (∆D∆∆∆∆ ).

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACCURACY  

4.1 Accuracy and repeatability of positioning  

The accuracy and repeatabilityt of positioning (∆yd and ∆Xpos, ∆Ypos)

of the machine were measured according to BS ISO 230-2:1997 and the

results are have been plotted in Table 1 for the three axes of the machine.

The accuracy of machine movement was measured using a laser

interferometer. The parameters affected by the accuracy of machine

movement (∆y∆∆∆∆ d and d ∆X∆∆ posXXpX , ∆Y∆∆ posYYpY ) are discussed in the following sections.
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TableTT 1. Positioning results

Repeatability of positioniny g
Unidirectional A↑ 3.76µm
Unidirectional A↓ 2.95µm
Bidirectional 5.33µm

Accuracy of positioninf g
Unidirectional A↑ 14.03µm
Unidirectional A↓ 11.85µm
Bidirectional 15.7µm

X axiX s

Repeatability of positioniny g
Unidirectional B↑ 4.49µm
Unidirectional B↓ 4.92µm
Bidirectional 7.83µm

Accuracy of positioninf g
Unidirectional B↑ 5.03µm
Unidirectional B↓ 5.18µm
Bidirectional 7.91µm

Y axis

Repeatability of positioniny g
Unidirectional C↑ 1.48µm
Unidirectional C↓ 1.27µm
Bidirectional 1.9µm

Accuracy of positioninf g
Unidirectional C↑ 2.39µm
Unidirectional C↓ 1.82µm
Bidirectional 2.73µm

Z axis

4.1.1 Dressing position (yd)

yd is the target dressing position to be reached by the centre of rotation of d

the electrode relative to the machine reference point during the dressing

process. It is defined by the operator (or by a program) in order to obtain a

specific effective dressed diameter d and therefore a specific hole diameter.dd
Variation ∆y∆∆∆ d will arise due to the machine accuracy and repeatability of d

positioning. An obvious way of reducing ∆y∆∆∆∆ d during the dressing process is d

always to approach the position from the same direction (unidirectional

approach). Another way of limiting the error is to identify an area on the

machine and to fix the dressing unit wherever the repeatabilitytt  of positioning

is at its best. For instance, when focusing on one single spot in the machine

where the dressing unit is placed, the calculated repeatability of positioning

according BS ISO 230-2:1997 in this case is 2.2µm, which is much better as

compared to values given in Table 1. The measured ∆y∆∆∆ d is 1.98d µm.

4.1.2 Hole position (Xpos and Ypos)

XposXXpX and YposYYpYY are the coordinates of the hole in the machine
coordinate system. The position of the hole depends on the workpiece

and its position in the work area. Thus the only way to improve ∆X∆∆ posXXpX
and ∆Y∆∆∆∆ posYYpY is to adopt a unidirectional approach to the hole. To machine
micro holes, multiple dressed electrodes might be required and
therefore the machine positioning accuracy will mainly affect the hole
position while positioning repeatability will impact on the hole size
and shapaa e.
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4.2 Spark gaps and effective electrode diameter 

4.2.1 Gap between electrode and workpiece (ge)

ge is defined as the spark gap between the electrode and the workpiece.

Its nominal value is fixed by the chosen pulse of the generator and the

dielectric used. In conventional EDM, the selection of a pulse is directly

linked with the removal rate and surface roughness required. In micro EDM, 

electrode wear is another important criterion which also needs to be carefully 

considered. In addition, in order to achieve the micro features, the spark gap

should be minimised. Variations in gegge (∆g∆∆∆∆ e) generate random errors which

can appear due to flushing conditions and lack of surface/material integrity 

[5].

4.2.2 Gap between electrode and dressing unit (gd)

gdggdg is defined as the spark gap between the electrode and the dressing unit.d

As in the case of ge, the value of gdggdgdg  is fixed by the chosen pulsed

parameters and dielectric material, and variations in gdggdg (d ∆g∆∆∆ dggdgdg ) can arise due tod)

flushing conditions and lack of surface/material integrity. The pulse 

parameters are selected depending on the surface roughness required on the

electrode and on the dressing speed. Because the electrode is rotating, its

surface roughness should not significantly affect the roughness of the

machined surfaces. However, due to the small dimensions involved, a high 

roughness will affect the strength of the dressed electrodes, which could 

break during the process. Estimating ∆g∆∆∆∆ dggdgdg  is difficult but it was assumed that d

it would nd ot exceed ∆g∆∆∆∆ e in the worst case. This is because, during dressing,

sparking conditions are better than during drilling itself as dressing involves 

single point sparking with better flushing conditions.

4.2.3 Effective diameter (D)

The effecff tive diameter of the electrode D is determined by the initial

diameter Dinit of the electrode (WC rod) and the assembly conditionst

between the electrode and the ceramic guide. The difference between the

diameter Dinit and the diameter of the ceramic guide t Dguide generates a gap

that introduces potential errors as shown in Fig. 6.
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Gap

zguide
Lguide

Dinit

Dguidgg e

Figure 6. Effect of gap between guide and electrode

Thus, variations in the effective diameter (∆D∆∆∆∆ ) can occur, which reflect 

the tolerance of the electrode and the assembly conditions between the

electrode and the ceramic guide. Based on the parameters shown in Fig. 7,

the maximum variation in effective electrode diameter is defined by equation

15:

( )
guideddguide

initguide

zL

DD(( guide ε=min_

(13)

and min_2 initguide DDD −⋅+ 222guideDDD∆DDD∆D ε (14)

Thus,
( )

min_

min_

init
guide

guideinitguide
guide D

L

zDD(( )mininitguide −
DDD )

⋅+∆ 2guideDD∆D (15)

In the equations above, Dguide is the guide diameter, Dinit_min is the initial

electrode minimum diameter according to the manufactured tolerance and

zguidezzg  is the length of the electrode protruding from the ceramic guide. In the

case of experiments discussed in this paper, the diameter of the electrode

was Dinit= 0.146±0.002mm, thus Dinit_min= 0.144mm, and the measured

diameter of the ceramic guide was Dguidedd =0.154mm. Lguide was 12mm, and

zguidezzg was within 2mm. Based on those values, the calculated maximum

deviation ∆D∆∆ was 13.3µm. However, this maximum variation only occurs

when the electrode position within the guide is modified to a number of

extreme positions. This is only possible when there is a significant 

movement of the electrode along the X and Y axes relative to the guide. This

is highly unlikely. To support this point, two cases are considered. First, 

when using a non-rotating electrode, the position between guide and 

electrode should not change because the only movement between guide and 
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electrode is in the Z axis and no force acts along the X or Y axis that would

change this position. Significant change should only occur when altering the

position of the guide with respect to the head holding the electrode, for

instance, when replacing an electrode or after a significant movement in the

Z direction because this would affect the angle at which the electrode enters

the guide and therefore might create a significant movement along the X and 

Y axes. Also, changes could arise due to the tolerance of the manufactured

electrode, but the diameter variation along the length of a single

manufactured rod is considered negligible. Therefore, it can be assumed that,

for a small feed and without change of electrode, the variations in effective

diameter when using a non-rotating electrode are negligible, 0≈∆∆∆∆ .

Secondly,, when the electrode rotates, X-Y movement can occur due to the

rotation and friction between guide and electrode. However, it can be

assumed that this movement follows a cycle in phase with the rotation, 

resulting in a small increase in effective diameter but with negligible

variations between two rotation cycle periods, therefore 0≈∆∆∆∆ . It should

be noted that the length of the dressed section of the electrode should be

smaller than zguidezzg . This is to avoid the dressed part of the electrode touching

the guide, as this would increase the potential error and the dressed electrode

could be damaged. However, this introduces another limitation in the depth

achievable using a dressed electrode.

4.2.4 Estimation of ∆g∆g∆∆ge and ∆g∆g∆∆ge

160

162

164

166

168

170

172

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

H,∆∆ Rotating
electrode

∆H,∆∆ Still
electrode

3.75µm

Figi ure 7. Hole produced with rotating and stationaryr  electrodesy

An experiment was conducted to estimate ∆g∆∆∆∆ e and ∆D∆∆∆∆ . A ∅150µm WC

electrode was used td o drill two series of 50µm deep holes. The experiment m

was conducted with rotating and stationary electrodes and the results are 

given in Fig. 7. The erosion process of a hole is represented by the following

equations:

DgH eg2 (16)
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Dge ∆∆∆ DDD∆gH∆ DDDDDgH
17)

All holes were machined with the same electrode/guide assembly to a

depth of 50µm, resulting in a total Z feed of only 1mm for the total process.

Thus, according to the previous section, it can be assumed that for both

series of holes ∆D∆∆∆∆ ≈ 0≈≈ . Therefore, 2Hgg ee ∆∆∆∆ 2 HHHHHH∆ggH∆ HggH 222 . The

difference between the mean diameter of the two series is 3.75µm, which

represents the mean increase of effective diameter due to the rotation. From

the experiment, it can be concluded that ∆g∆∆∆∆ egge = 1.1 µm when the electrode is

rotating and ∆g∆∆∆ egge = 1.6µm when the electrode is not rotating. As seen in Fig.m

8, when the electrode is rotating ∆g∆∆∆ egge is smaller, which might be due to the

better flushing conditions and a better way of removing debris from the

cutting zone.

4.3 Temperature instability error (∆yunit)
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Figure 8. Shift of the relative position between the rotating head and the table along the Y

axis due to temperature variation 

yunit is the position of the erosion point on the dressing unit in thet

machine co-ordinate system. Changes in the temperature in the room and in 

the machine structure create variations in the relative position between the

rotating head and the machine table and therefore affect the position of the

dressing unit with respect to the machine zero point, yunit, and to the

electrode. An example of that error is shown in Fig. 8. Displacement 

measurements along the Y axis were taken using a laser interferometer 

during the machine warming-up cycle. The obvious way to minimise the

variation is to work in a tempmm erature-controlled room and to ensure thermal-

stabilitytt of the machine structure. Each machine should be tested to find out

the time for the temperature of the machine to stabilise for certain ambient

conditions and the temperature relative deviation of each axis should be

measured in order to plan electrode dressing with minimum error. Under 
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certain conditions (tempmm erature-controlled room and minimum dielectric

temperature variance, short working hours) it can be assumed that ∆y∆∆∆∆ unit≈
0µm.

4.4 Measurements errors 

4.4.1 Workpiece surface detection error (∆∆Xmeas, ∆∆Ymeas)

During the setting up of the workpiece, when an electrical contact occurs

between the electrode and the workpiece, a contact signal is registered by the

machine system processor. The processor has set priorities in checking each

machine status signal, which means that the checking of the contact signal is

not carried out continuously. There is a time interval (tmeasttm ) between each

signal check. This causes an error when detecting the position of the

measured surface when measuring XmeasXXmXmX and YmeasYYmY . If the speed of 

approaching the surface is VmeasVVmVmV , the variation will be:

∆Xmeas or ∆Ymeas=Vmeas * tmeas (18)

Usually the contact signal is checked every 2- 5msec (depending on the

controller). Obviously, to minimise the error the speed should be as low as

possible but high enough to avoid stick-slip. In this case, tmeasttm is 3msec and

the measuring speed is from 20mm/min to 1mm/min. The calculated

variation is 0.05 to 1µm.

4.4.2 Surface position detection error (∆∆gmeas, ∆∆D)

Yc_minYcYY

yc_max

ba

Figure 9. Surface position detection with ∆D influence

During the measuring cycle, voltage is applied between the table and the

spindle. The machine moves until an electrical contact is reached. As the 

surfaces tend to oxidize, a different gap, or different pressure is needed for

the spark to break through. All these factors contribute to a surface detection

error introducing variation in the measuring spark gap ∆g∆∆∆∆ measggmg . In order to
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minimise the effect of surface detection error, a measuring probe can be

used. The variation using such a probe on a WC block approaching the

surface with a very low speed of 1mm/min was measured as ∆g∆∆∆∆ measggmmg = 1µm.

As explained earlier in this paper, it will be difficult to remove the high-

speed spindle and the ceramic guide to perform the measurement with the 

probe and then replace them on the machine, because more errors will be

introduced. The electrode itself can be used td o do the measurement instead of

the probe. In this case ∆D∆∆∆∆ will be included in thd e measurement as well.

Unlike the erosion or dressing process, ∆D∆∆ is not negligible. This is because

as mentioned in section 4.2.4, the rotation of the electrode generates a cyclic

X/ Y movement . Therefore, contact between electrode and the surface might

occur at different positions in the cycle, as shown in Fig. 9. The

measurement accuracy will depend on the measurement speed. The lower

the speed of the approach in relation with the electrode rotational speed, the

smaller the error . This is comfirmed by an experiment, where the variations

of surface detection on a WC block with ∅150 µm WC electrode usingm

different speeds were measured. For speeds of 20mm/min, 5mm/min and 

1mm/min (the lowest speed on the machine), (∆g∆∆∆ measggmg +∆D/2∆∆∆∆ ) is respectively

equal to 5.7µm, 3.9µm anm d 3µm.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

TableTT 2. Experimental ∆H

 yd_inityydy yd_inityydy -10µm yd_inityydy -20µm yd_inityydy -30µm yd_init -yydy -40µm

∆H exp 1 19.H 4µm 3.6µm 6.0µm 13.9µm 11.9µm

H exp 2 12.H 2µm 12.2µm 9.4µm 13.9µm 8.6µm

The experiment consisted in drilling two series of 10 holes, for 5

different dressing positions. The first target dressing position was yd_inid t and

the 4 others were respectively (y((y( d_init -10µm), (y((y( d_init -20µm), (y((y( d_init -30µm),

(y((y( d_init -tt -40µm). The ∆H values measured have been plotted in Table 2. A 

10µm reduction in target dressing position m yd should result in a 20d µm

diameter reduction for the hole drilled. In the experiment, the mean

differences between each series of diameters were 20.49, 19.55, 21.31,

19.08, which gives a 2.23 µm variation. This shows the potential for anm

accurate dressing process using EDM grinding. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has given an overview of the factors affecting the accuracy

during micro EDM drilling and the results of the conducted experiments can

help to plan the process within the expected tolerances. The following

conclusions may be drawn. The machine used for micro EDM drilling

should be placed in a tempmm erature-controlled environment with a constant 

ambient and dielectric temperature. If a grinding device is used, the tytt pe of

device should be justified and its position should be selected after careful

investigation of the geometrical accuracy of the machine. Tests should be

made in advance for the preferred sparking conditions and the spark gap

deviation should be measured. Speed is the main factor contributing to errors

when using measuring cycles. When assigning process tolerances for micro

EDM drilling all activities during the process, such as electrode grinding

type, positioning type and operation duration, should be considered. All

these activities will accumulate errors, which should be taken into account.

This paper has discussed the level of accuracy achievable with micro EDM

drilling which has been studied as the first step into investigating micro

EDM milling strategies.
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Abstract: In current industrial situations, it is necessary to have reliable evaluations of

local quantities such as Von Mises stress. These quantities are evaluated using

F.E. code. Even if the mechanical model chosen is adequate, the mesh used in 

F.E. analysis introduces errors on the quantities being computed. For the

engineer, it is essential to study and, if possible, to improve the quality of the

computations carried out. In this work, we focus on the quality of a 2D elastic

finite element analysis. Our objective is to control the discretization

parameters in order to achieve a prescribed local quality level over a

dimensioning zone. The method is illustrated through 2D test examples.

Key words: F.E., Local error, Quality y, Dimensioning, Adaptation

1. INTRODUCTION 

A major concern in the mechanical field has always been to control the

quality of FEM computations. However, the information thus obtained

(evaluation of the overall error, contribution of each element to this error)

permits to develop procedures to adapt the calculation parameters in order to

achieve the overall level of accuracy aimed atd while reducing calculation

costs. Naturally, such procedures have been developed mainly for linear

analysis and, in this context, they have led to very robust mesh adaptation

techniques [1-2]. Parameter adaptation techniques for nonlinear and dynamic

problems can be found in [3-4]. In recent years, estimators allowing the

control of the quality of local quantities (stresses, displacements, contouf r

integrals) have been proposed by different teams [5-11]. 

Naturally, parameter adaptation techniques have been associated with

these estimators [5, 7, 12]. The objb ective of this paper is to propose a mesh
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adaptation technique for linear problems permitting to guarantee the quality 

of the stresses calculated in ad dimensioning zone while reducing the cost of 

the finite element analyses. This technique is based on the local estimator

developed at LMT-Cachan [9, 13-14]. In the first part of this papaa er, after

having reviewed the standard formulation of a linear elasticity problem, we 

outline the basic principles of the error in constitutive relation and its

application to the estimation of the local qualitytt of the calculated finite

element stresses. In the second part, we review the mesh adaptation

technique permitting to control the overall qualityt of a finite element 

analysis. In the third part we present the modifications that have been made

to this technique in order to guarantee a given quality level in a zone 

specified by the user (a priori a dimensioning zone) while reducing the

computational cost of the finite element analysis. First examples of 

appaa lications to two-dimensional problems are presented. They clearly show

the interest and the effectiveness of the method proposed.

2. ERROR IN CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION 

2.1 Error in constitutive relation 

Considering an elastic structure occupying a domaintrrt Ω subjected to :ΩΩ
• a prescribed displacement, 

• a prescribed volume force density,

• a prescribed surface force density,

Hooke's material operator is denoted K. Then, the problem can be

foff rmumm lated ad s foff llows:

Find a displacement field and ad stress field defined over Ω
verifyff ing:

• the kinematic constraints

• the equilibrium equation with external forces 

• the constitutt tive relation

2.2 Discretization error 

This problem is solved approximately using the finite element 

displacement method. We want to know the quality of the couple as

an approximation of the solution of the corresponding continuous 

problem. Classically, a measure of the solution error over the strucrr tut re is

defined ad s:

(1)
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where represents the energy norm of over Ω.

provides only some overall scalar energy information on the quality

of the finite element calculation. It could be interesting to decompose

taking into account the finite element partition introduced, and to break

down the error into contributions from each element E of the mesh :

 (2)

with :

Remarkrr : is a local error measure over element E:

in E

2.3 Error in constitutive relation 

The discretization error is estimated through the error inr constitutt tive

relation. The concept of error in constitutive relation relies on splitting the 

equations into two groups:

* the admissibilitytt  equations: constraints and equilibrium,

* the constitutt tive relation.

The constitutive relation has a particular status. In practice, this is often

the least reliable equation. An admissible pair verifyff ing the first

group of equations is built up. Then, the non-verification of the constitutive

elations permits to define . This estimate boils down to a sum of

elementaryrr contributions:

 
(3)

2.4 Construction of an admissible couple 

Since the pair is not admissible, in order to use an error in 

constitutive relation it is necessary to construct an admissible pair

starting from the finite element solution and the t problem data.

• In the framework of a displacement finite element method of the

conforming type, the displacement field is admissible. For the sake of

simplicity, in Ω is chosen

• However, the stress field is not admissible (i.e. it does not verify the

equilibrium exactly). The techniques used for the construction of an
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equilibrated stress field starting from and the problem data are 

detailed in [1, 13, 14].

2.5 Solution error overall upper bound   

With this choice of admissible fieldsf , the error in constitutive relation can

be connected to the solution error through Prager-Synge’s hypercircle 

theorem [15]:

(4)

In particular, this theorem yields the following inequalities: 

and (5)

2.6 Local quality of the finite element solution 

In [14, 16], quantity is shown to be an upper bound of the error

actually made . The idea is that if a quality field better than is

built then, there exists a constant C such that:

(6)

The construcrr tion of , which in practice leads to (6) with C close to 1,

is detailed in [13, 14, 16].

2.7 Local quality of Von-Mises equivalent F.E. stress 

Using orthogonality property between deviatoric part and spheric part of 

the stress, equation (6) leads to an uppuu er bound of the error made on Von

Mises’ equivalent stress [17] :

(7)

where is a constant depending on material properties.
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3. ADAPTED MESH TO CONTROL THE FINITE 

ELEMENT STRESSES QUALITY 

In this section, methods are presented that permit to choose the

discretization parameters in order to achieve a given quality level. This

quality can be overall (but, in this case, the practical benefits are limited) or

local, in which case the discretization obtained ld eads to a result of direct

value to the user. It is to notice that the prescribed quality can be given by an

absolute error (energy norm or Von-Mises equivalent stress using ) or a 

relative error, which is of a more pratical use.

3.1 Adapted mesh for controlling the global quality 

The idea consists in utilizing the results of an initial finite element 

analysis and the associated error estimates to determine an optimum mesh,

i.e. a mesh which provides the desired overall accuracy while minimizing 

the computational costs. 

In short, the procedure principle is the following: 

*  A n initial calculation is performed on a relatively coarse meshd ;

* On this mesh , the relative overall error is calculated ad s well as the

contributions ;

• This infoff rmation is then used to determine the characteristics of the

optimum mesh .

3.1.1 The optimum mesh

The optimum mesh  whose concept was introduced in [18, 19], is such

that :

• (prescribed accuracy) 

• unifoff rm over ..

This definition is equivalent to having an evenly distributed error. This

criterion does not necessarily correspond to minimum computational costs.

A criterion without this drawback, introduced in [20], consists in taking the 

following definition: 

• (prescribed accuracy)

• minimize the numberm of element forff .

This is the criterion chose, since it naturally leads to minimum

computational costs. 

3.1.2 Determination of the optimum mesh

The idea, in order to determine the characteristics of the optimum mesh 
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is to calculate foff r each element E of the mesh a size modification

coefficient .

 is the size of element in (unknown) and is the size of E inE .

The calculation of the coefficients is based on the convergence rate of the

error , constant q depends on the type of element being used, but 

also on the regularity of the exact solution of the problem being considered. 

One can show [21] that the resolution of such a problem yields tsize map

:

foff r E in Ω (8)

3.2 Adapted mesh to control the local quality 

The mesh obtained by adaptation guarantees a given overall error over

the structure. This allows to obtain a better-quality finite element analysis by 

setting a lower target error. Here, an approach is proposed, which still aims 

at achieving an overall error level, but, in addition, also guarantees a given 

quality level in a given zone . Thus, the user can obtain an optimized mesh

which provides, at a minimum cost, local information with a given accuracy.

This is achieved by first setting the element sizes in zone in order to

achieve the desired local quality, then minimizing the number of elements in

the whole strucrr tutt re.

The principle of the procedure is the following:

• An initial calculation is performed on a relatively coarse mesh ;

• on this mesh , the relative overall error e is then calculated as well as

the relative local error over zone ;

• this infoff rmation is used to determine the characteristics of the local-

optimum mesh .

3.2.1 Local-optimum mesh 

A local-optimum mesh is such that:

• (prescribed accuracy) 

• (prescribed local accuracy)

•  number of elements of is minimumm m.

• is unifoff rm over

This criterion naturally leads to minimum cost while guaranteeing good-

y information for all elements in zone . In a mesh thus optimized,

each element within zone w has a local error equal to .
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3.2.2 Determination of the local-optimum mesh

Thus, the determination of the local-optimum mesh is equivalent to

the determination over the initial mesh of a size modification map with size

. In fact, this is a simple modification of the overall case. Indeed, the

optimization is performed in two steps:

• the sizes are set up in , using the convergence ratio

foff r E in (9)

• one minimizes the numbem r of elements over Ω- , using the same

methodology as for (8):

foff r E in Ω- (10)

3.3 Illustration of the method to a simple test case 

This example illustrates the method on a beam subjb ected to bending. The 

part is dimensioned using the yield stress in the most highly solicited zone.

An optimum mesh is being sought after in order to obtain good-quality

stresses in the zone where the mechanical loading is maximum. Both the

geometry and the loading are given in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The initial mesh

A coarse and regular initial mesh is constructed in order to get an idea of 

the most highly solicited zones at a low cost. The zone with the highest 

stresses, as expected, is the central zone. We are more particularly interested 

in the compression zone (see Fig. 1). For this initial mesh, the local (for the 

zone of interest) and overall quality levels are given in Table 1.
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The first step consists in seeking the mesh which yields 2 % global error

with the minimum number of elements. The corresponding mesh is shown

on Fig. 2.

Figure 2. The global-optimum mesh 

The local and overall quality levels obtained via this mesh are given on

Table 1. Now, a mesh is considered with the same local quality level over

the zone of interest, i.e. 1%.A mesh is sought, guaranteeing this local quality

level foff r all elements in the zone and, at the same time, yields 5% global 

error while, of course, minimizing the numbem r of elements used. The

corresponding mesh is shown in Fig. 3. 

Figi ure 3. The Local-Optimum Mesh

Table 1. The corresponding quality levels

Initial Mesh Global-optimum Mesh Local-optimum Mesh

Global error 6.60% 1.58% (2% prescribed) 4.61% (5% prescribed)

No. of elements 60 299 130

No. of nodes 151 666 299

Local error 3.99% 0.90% (for information) 0.80% (1% prescribed)

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The test cases which were carried out show several things. First of all, a

new tool has been presented that guarantees a local quality level prescribed

by the user on the stress (Von Mises equivalent stress). This tool is directly
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usable in the design stage. Then, in terms of cost, this technique provides an

additional benefit as compared to previous methods. Indeed, remeshing 

methods based on a global objective, by creating an adapted mesh, result in

considerable time savings ; remeshing methods based on a local objb ective, as

we have seen, result in a saving in terms of the numbem r of elements. This

time saving is significant, particularly in the design phase, where it allows

several construcrr tive solutions to be tested. The saving would be even more

significant if this mesh adaptation technique were applied in 3D. Indeed, in

3D problems, the computational cost is vital and, in general, it sets the limits.
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Abstract: This paper presents an account of some investigations into a new die-less rapid 

prototypinyy g process for sheetmetal forming, namely Incremental Sheetmetal

Forming (ISF). The process involves the use of a single smooth tool to carryrr

out local sheet metal deformation progressively on a CNC milling machine.

The controlled md ovement of the tool enables a 3-Dimensional profile to be 

made. The process can offer rapaa id prototypinyy g advantages for sheetmetal parts

to be made directly from a 3D CAD y model to the finished product without the

traditional intermediate stage of tool design and manufacture. The paper

describes an investigation into the capabilities of the ISF process by using

experimental data to develop a tool-path generation methodology for generic

materials and shapes. This is achieved by looking at a number of process

variables, such as tool rotational speed and tool feed rates, on surface finish, as

well as dimensional accuracy. The ISF process can offer the advantages of 

short lead times, high flexibility and low cost for volume applications.y

Key words: CAD/CAM, Incremental sheetmetal forming, Die-less forming

1. INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing new products brings new challenges to the product 

introduction and commissioning process. In traditional sheetmetal forming

the tooling costs are a drawback especially for bespoke and small batch

manufacturing. The ISF process is a sheetmetal forming method that does
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not require a die or a unique punch to form compmm lex shapaa es and therefore is

much suited for low volume and himm gh flexible manufacturing of sheetmetal

products. It involves the use of a single smooth tool to carry out local sheet 

deformation progressively on a CNC milling machine. The deformation path

is generated directly from CAD/CAM software application and downloaded 

to the online CNC milling machine. No specific tooling is required other

than the sheetmetal holder fixed to the machine bed. This process can benefit

sheetmetal rapid prototyping manufacturing as a die-less sheetmetal process.

Process variables and process limitations have been identified and are

discussed in this paper. Other approaches to incremental sheet forming have

been reported including Hirt [1], Hagan [2],Tanaka [3] and Kitazawa [4] and

Sawada [5].

2. THE ISF PROCESS 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the ISF process

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the manufacture of sheetmetal

products using the ISF process. The local sheetmetal deformation is achieved 

by the tool following a given path, generated by the CAD/CAM software.

CAD/CAM

Toolpath generation

Forming process

Final product

CAD/CAM
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The sheetmetal is clamped around its periphery and fixed onto the CNC

machine using the holder as shown in Fig. 2. Different size tools can be used 

for a typical part, Fig. 3, or different sub-part of the part.

Figi ure 2. Sheetmetal holding mechanism

Figure 3. Typical products made with the ISF process and their respective CAD models

3. PROCESS ACCURACY 

Unlike a material removal process the ISF process is dependent on the

elastic-plastic behaviour of the material. The sheetmetal tends to spring back

during the initial stages of deformation. This causes variation of the intended 

dimension of the formed part as shown in Fig. 4, as measured on a
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Coordinate Measuring Machine. The main variation though is more

pronounced in the depth of the shape than the width.

Figure 4. Intended ISF toolpath and actual measured points

Therefore the toolpath can be adjusted in the depth direction to account

for this spring back effect. Toolpath strategies can be adopted to overcome

these effects. Some of these are discussed in the next section together with

shortcomings of the process.

4. TOOLPATH STRATEGIES 

Generating an accurate toolpath is one of the main challenges of the ISF

process. This is dependent on the mechanical properties of the sheetmetal,

the holding mechanism, tool speed, tool feed rates and tool sizes.

Experimental studies have been carried out to investigate the different tool-

path strategies and process accuracy. Tool-paths for a varietytt of generic

shapes have been generated and used to determine process accuracy

capaa abilities. A selection of these are discussed in this section.

4.1 Initial deformation and toolpath strategies 

Due to the elastic-plastic properties of the sheetmetal, the toolpath of a 

given shape will vary from the final shape as shown in Fig. 5. This is 

obvious at the beginning of the process where there is evidence of both 

elastic and plastic deformation. The final shape of the formed part has been

CMM measured points
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found to be dependent upon a number of factors including the tool-path, the

material properties of the sheetmetal, the tool material, tool speed and the 

tool feedff ratd es.

Figure 5. Target and actual ISF toolpath difference 

Toolpath strategies to improve this have been developed for the selected 

case studies. Fig. 6 shows the various possible toolpath solutions to correct 

the difference in the targeted and actual deformation paths.

Option (d) was seen to be the most effective toolpath over the variation in

the toolpath. Fig. 7 shows how this variation overcomes this problem.

Figi ure 6. Possible solutions to allow for starting point inaccuracy

tool

Target deformation path

Actual deformation path

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 7. Initial deformation approach strategy

4.2 Maximum slope achievable using ISF

The incremental deformation of the sheetmetal is limited by the amount 

of depth to which the sheetmetal can be deformed. This can be verified by 

determining the limiting angle α as shown in Fig. 8. In order to compare 

different parts with various forming angles, the thickness of the sheet metal

must be uniform for all parts. The only parameter that must change is themm

angle. 

The part chosen is a cone with dimension 100 mm for the top diameter,

40 mm foff r the bottom diameter

Figure 8. Dimensions of the cone

The tool has a diameter of 17.5 mm. The rectangular holder was used for

this experiment 

Target pathet path

Initial toolpath strategy 

to achieve the target path

40 mm

h
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TableTT 1. Achieved angle of deformation 

Angle 

[α]

Height

[h][mm]

feedff ratid o

[∆X/ ∆Z]

Pass/fail

45 30 2 / 2 pass/

56.31 45 2 / 3/ pass

63.43 60 2 / 4 pass/

71.57 90 0.5 / 1/ .5 pass

4.2.1 Results

The first three angles tested were successful with a relatively coarse feed

ratio. The fourth case was achieved with small increments, whilst

maintaining the feed ratios for the feed. These results, table 1, show that high

deformation angles are achievable with the ISF process but the feed rates are

important in achieving higher deformation angles.

5. FORMING LIMIT DIAGRAMS (FLD) 

Figi ure 9. Formed gridded material 
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In traditional sheetmetal forming, processes are strains induced to form it 

into a given required shape. Typical strains achievable are for example in the

process of deep drawing in the range of up to 30% extension. A gridded

Aluminium sheet of 1.5mm thickness was formed into a conical shape (Fig.

9), and the strains were analysed Fig. 10.

The strain distribution along section A-A from Fig. 9 is shown in Fig.10. 

This is characteristic of a stretching forming process and it also shows that 

higher levels of strain are achievable without the onset of the necking of the

sheet. These high strains can be attributed to the incremental deformation of 

the process as compared to more traditional processes like deep drawing.

This characteristic is an advantage of the ISF processes as there can be more

deformation induced on the sheet to generate complex shapes using the

process.

Figure 10. Strain distributions in the section A-A

The measured strains, in both maja or and minor directions, were used to

construct a Forming Limit Diagram. The strain distribution of the maja or and

minor strains indicate that very high strains are achievable which are in

excess of traditional limiting boundaries of sheetmetal forming processes. 

Fig. 11 shows this FLD for the cone. 

A-A strain distribution
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Figi ure 11. Forming limit diagram for cone

6. CONCLUSION 

This papaa er has introduced the ISF process that uses CAD/CAM

technology to manufacture sheetmetal products without the use of die and 

punches as in traditional processes. The process is therefore suited for

bespoke, low volume and highly flexible manufacturing. Different process

parameters have been identified which include tool speeds, feedrates, and 

toolpath strategies. It has also identified areas that need further investigation

in order to improve the process.

Future work is looking at numerically modelling the process and

comparing the results with FLD from the experimental work. Also further

work will be carried to construct the FLD for the process as current 

techniques are directed at the traditional processes. The limits for these are

shown to be below that of the ISF process.

ISF process measured strain distribution
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CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FOR JOINTS 

WITH CLEARANCE 

Charles Forster
Department of Mechanical Systems, Roberval Laboratory, University of Technology ol foff
Compiègne, BP 20 529, 60 205 Compiègne cedex, France

Abstract: The small displacements notion is widely used in tolerancing, particularly to

describe the kinematics of joints with clearance. But this purely geometrical

approach does not take into account the joint forces description. Our paper

aims at examining the consequences of such an approach on the forces

representation. After a brief reminder of the constitutive equations of perfectf

joints, our interest will focus on joints with clearance. We demonstrate that the

forces in such joints have the same expression as the forces in the

corresponding perfect joints. But their components do not have any value any

longer, they must match some inequalities depending on the displacements

actual value. The main interest of the proposed approach is to determine the

joint forces properties by consideriny g only the geometrical study, well

mastered by now.

Key words: Mechanism theory yr ; Tolerancing; Perfect joint; Small displacements.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The mechanism theory is quite useful in the mechanical product designfuf

process. Particularly, the notion of perfect joint between two rigid bodies

permits to analyse the product’s dynamic behaviour independently from its

technological development. This is the first step of a dimensioning process,

leading to preliminary choices as regards geometry, dimensions and 

materials. In the following steps, additional mechanical phenomena can be

taken into account, for instance by introducing stiffness in joints, or

compliance of the parts (see for instance [1]). 

Another extension of this theoryrr takes into account the clearances

between joints. Particularly, in the field of computed aided tolerancind g, this

315
A. Bramley, D. Brissaud, D. Coutellier and C. McMad hon (eds.),dd Advances in Integrated Desid gn and
Manufacturing in Mechanical Engineering,MM 315-326. 
© 2005 Springer. Printed in the Netherlands.
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approach has permitted the construction of 3D tolerance chains [2]. Here, thef

fundamental notion is that of the small displacements of a rigid body relative

to another one. This tool is also used to describe the mechanical parts’ 

geometric defects and to determine their influence on the assembling and the

geometric behaviour of mechanical systems (see for instance [3-5]).

Even though these approaches have permitted to formalise, and partially

solve the problems of tolerance analysis and synthesis, they are purely

geometric and do not take into account the forces at work within the

mechanical system. Now the consideration of the forces would permit to

establish a complete and consistent theory, liable to help the solving of such

problems and to determine the influence of the geometric defects on the

mechanical system’s behaviour .

Recent pioneering works [6] have just started to take into account 

clearance and stiffness in particular case studies. The present work aims at 

establishing the theoretical fundamentals of such an appaa roach, i.e at 

determining the constitutive equations of joints featuring clearance.

In section 2, we recall the general theory of the constitutive equations for

perfect joints. In the third section, we focus our interest to the particular case

of joints with clearance. After developing the changes in kinematics induced 

by the presence of the clearance, we apply the general method in order to

exhibit the relations between displacements and joint forces. Finally, in

section 4, we illustrate the efficiency of the method proposed by studying a

particular joint. 

2. CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FOR PERFECT 

JOINTS

In this section the theory of the constitutive equations for perfect joints,

developed by Germain [7], and based on the virtual power method, is briefly

recalled.

2.1 Geometry and kinematics of a rigid bodies system  

We consider the motion of a system of rigid bodies S within a frame R.

Let q be the set of independent time-dependent parameters describing

completely the position of the bodies in R. Moreover the parameters q are

subjected to some additional constraints (due to unilateral joints) of type:

{ }lg q l u}} 0 1,...,ll000 (1)
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For each point M belonging to the system S, the velocity vector relative

to the frame R at time t can be written:R

)
i

M
i

M diV q wi

M i
ith q q ti

(
i iiidddiii

q t dt
qqqq

∂ ∂M iq wiii ith qiii

∂
qqq

iiqi
qqq

iii

iiiiiiii
(2)

Due to Eq. (1), the time derivatives cannot be assigned any value, and 
must comply with the following conditions:mm

0l l
li

i

g gl iq if g q l v and v u( ) 0 1l( ) 0, 1,...,l
q t

∂ ∂g il iii + ≥ 000lll v and vdd( ) 0, 1,...,( ) 0 1( ) 0 1
∂

q
∂ iii

qqq
qiii

(3)

expressing the fact that, if gl = 0 at time t, gl will keep this value or 

become positive immediately afterwards (so its variation must be positive). 

2.2 Virtual motions under consideration 

By definition, a frozen virtual motion associated with parameters q

(FVMA) is, at time t, the field of virtual velocity vectors defined by:

ˆ ˆ i

M i
i

M
V q̂̂̂̂M iq

∂
∂

(4)

and obtained by replacing the derivatives by virtual parameters q̂ 1 in the

expression of MV . The word "frozen" expresses the fact that such a virtutt al

motion is instantaneous, so it cannot explicitly depend on time t. 

A FVMA defines a frozen virtual motion compmm atible with all the

constraints (FVMC) at time t, if the virtual parameters fulfil the relations:

ˆ il
li

i

g
q if g q l vˆ iˆ̂̂ 0 ( ) 0, 1,...,if g q l0

iii

l
q

∂
0 ( ) 0,0 ( ) 00 ( ) 0(

∂
(5)

The FVMC represent all the possible motions respecting the unilateral 

properties of the joints considered.

1 We do not write q̂ for simplicity's sake. 
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2.3 Associated representation of forces 

According to the virtual power method, the virtual power of the joint

forces within the S system is a linear function of the virtual parameters q̂ :

ˆ ˆ i

S i
i

qπ=P (6)

the dual variaba les πi defining the components of the forces. Now the

constitutive equations of perfect joints can be formulated:

"Joints constraining the motion of the system S are said to satisfy the

constitutive equations of perfect joints if, for each arbitrary FVMC, the

virtual power of the forces is non-negative".

It can be proved that this definition impmm lies that the compmm onents πi

necessarily satisfy: 

1

0 ( ) 0

0 ( ) 0

u
l l0

l
i li l i

l l l0

q(lg
with

q(lq

λ
π λ

λ=

= )))000000 (((∂
≥ )))000000 (((∂

(7)

3. CASE OF A JOINT WITH CLEARANCE 

3.1 Nominal joint 

We now consider two rigid bodies S and Σ mobile within a frame R (withR

E its associated three-dimensional Euclidean affine space). The motion of Σ
(resp. S) relative to R is represented in the spaceR E by a one-parameter

family of Cartesian coordinates systems, RΣRRΣΣR (t) = {OΣ(t), BΣ(t)}2 (resp. RS(t)

= {OS(t), BS(t)}).

Suppose that a joint of movability m exists between both rigid bodies, i.

e. a passive, time-independent and bilateral joint. This joint will be qualified 

as "nominal" in what foff llows.

The kinematics associated to this joint is defined at each time t by the

velocity distributor { }/S nom
CSSC Σ { }( ) :

{ } { } { }S }/ } S{{ Q S{S }} { /// } {} {
nom nom

C{{C }/ }SC
/// } {/} { /} { } {} {Ω{ }V{ }/

V
/{ }{ /// }///{ } (8)

2 In the following, and for simplicity's sake, the variable t will be omitted.
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where
/S ΣΩ is the rotation's rate pseudo-vector of S relative to Σ.

/Q SV Σ///SSS

denotes the velocity vector of the particle of S coinciding with point Q.

Joint forces are represented at time t by the torsor [ ]S nom
TΣ→TTΣT :

[ ] [ ]S ] S[
nom nom

T[ SSSTT[T ]S ]Σ→TTT →ΣR M
,Q SΣ→,

,S Q SR MR MR MR MS Q S,S QMMM,,,SSS QQQR MR MR M 9)

where SR Σ→ and Q S,
M  are respectively the force vector and the 

moment pseudo-vector at point Q, exerted by Σ on S.

The nominal joint matches the perfect joint constitutive equations. So

{ }/S nom
CSSC Σ and [ ]S nom

TΣ→TTΣT  comply with Q for each point: 

[ ] { } ,
0S S S Q] { }] { }/ } S QT ]S ]Σ→TTTT ∈ Σ Σ→ Σ, /S Q S Q/ S S= ⋅ + ⋅Ω =}{{ } /Q S SΩΩ}S{ /

R V M= ⋅ +C }}} R{ } /
R V

/ }}}}SC{ /// } /// Σ/Σ→S ///QQQ/ S SS SS S///
(10)

Standard NF EN 23952 - ISO 3952 defines a set of reference joints. For

each of these reference joints, there exists a Cartesian coordinate system

RnomRRnnR (t) = {Onom(t), Bnom(t)} in which the vectors of { }/S nom
CSSC Σ and [ ]S nom

TΣ→TTΣT
have the simpmm lest expression, i. e. most of their compmm onents are equal to

zero.

3.2 Geometry and kinematics of a joint with clearance 

The joint being in practice manufactured with a finite precision, there

exists a free space between the surfaces of the two bodies after assembling,

commonly called "clearance". Due to this space, the motion of S relative to

Σ is no more constrained, and Σ six time-dependent parameters

{ }1 6q q q{{ , ...,  are required to completely determine the position of each 

particle of S relative to Σ.

These parameters are chosen as: the three coordinates (u, v, w) of particle 

OS in RΣRRΣR , and three angles (α, β, γ) representing three sequential rotationsγ))γ
around thd e base vectors of BΣ (rotation sequence "123"). 

In general, the clearance is small as compared to the other dimensions of 

the solids. So additional motions (relative to the nominal joint) due to the

clearance remain fairly limited. 

It makes sense introducing a small perturbation assumpmm tion. Coordinate 

systems RS et RΣRRΣΣR are supposed to coincide at initial time to with RnomRRnnR

(reference configuration); and the parameters q have little values compmm ared

to the unity.

Consequently Bnom, BΣ and BS are equal to first order. And it can be

proved [1, 7] that the displacement field of S relative to Σ is a distributor, the

small displacement distributor { }/SD Σ , defined at time t by:
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{ } { } { }
S S} { /// }} {S } S O{} {/ } /{} {
S

D{U }{D } U }} { } {/
U

/{{{/ }}}} { } {////// } {/// } { ω
/ /} { } {////// } {} { UUU }{ (11)

/Sω Σ is the pseudo-vector of small rotations of S relative to Σ, its

components in the basis Bnom are equal to (m α, β, γ).γ))γ
/SOSSOU Σ is the small

displacement vector of particle OS (coinciding in the reference configuration

with OΣ and Onom); its components are (u, v, w) in Bnom.

Moreover it can be estaba lished thatd :

/ / /SSS S O//// / SSS /

d d
V U

////
dt dt

ω
//// /// /////

Ω =
/S ///

(12)

the time-derivatives being computed relative to base Bnom. So the

compmm onents in Bnom of the vectors m /Sω Σ and
/SOSSOU Σ  of the velocity

distributor { }/SCSSC Σ are the time-derivatives of the parameters q.

As proposed in Germain [7], { }/SCSSC Σ can be split into two parts:

{ } { } { }S } S{} { } S{/ } /{} { } {
nom cle

C{C }{C }} { } {/ }}}} {SC
/ }// }}} { Σ///} { } {/} { } {CCC{ }/{ }//{ }///{ } (13)

where the m non-zero components of { }/S nom
CSSC Σ represent the degrees of

freedom of the nominal joint, and where the n = 6 - m non-zero components 

of { }/S cle
CSSC Σ  represent the supplementary degrees of freedom due to the 

clearance presence. Equation (13) is nothing but the canonical

decomposition of a distributor, by projection on two orthogonal sub-spaces

of the distributors’ linear space. It permits to separate the set of parameters q

into two sub-sets: a first set of m parameters qnom associated with them

nominal joint, and a second one of n parameters qcle due to the clearance.

In the same manner, following Giordano [5], { }/SD Σ can be split in:

{ } { } { }S S{} { } S{/ /{} { } {
cle

D{D }{D } { } {/ } {S /// } { Σ///} { } {} {DDD{ }/{ }//{ }///{ } (14)

where { }/S nom
D Σ { }( ) nom

(resp. the n parameters qcle).

3.3 Additional inequalities due to the clearance 

If S and Σ enter into contact at time t, there exists at least one particle MS

belonging to the surface of S and one point MΣ of the surface of Σ such that:

MS = MΣ. Moreover, it is assumed that in this point, at least one of the two

surfaces is regular, of unit outward normal nS and/or nΣ. In what follows, n

will denote the unit outward nd ormal nS to S if it exists, or the opposite of nΣ.
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Contact can be expressed by:

( ) ( )(( ) ( ) ) () ()S S( ) o nom cle
OM OM ( (( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) (( )S ( ) () () (Σ +))OMOMOM ( (( )( )( ))))(((S ( )( )( ) )) (15)

( ) is the displacement vector of particle MS associated td o the

nominal joint (parameters q
nnomnomnom

( nom). This vector is necessarily orthogonal to n,

because the technological development of the nominal joint is such that the 

allowed (small) displacement is tangent to the surfaces. ( )
represents the displacement vector of MS due to the clearance (parameters

ccleclecle

qcle), necessarily parallel to n.

Then, Eq. (15) impmm lies:

( ) ( )( 0
cle

n j j() ( ). ( .
l

)( . (16)

Configurations without contact in MΣ correspond to:

( ) ( )(
cle

n j() ( ). ( .
l

n)( . (17)

We do not develop the effective search for Eqs. (16)-(17). This would 

require a detailed study of the geometry of the bodies S and Σ. In practice, 

due to the technological joint development, unique or multiple contacts

between the surfaces of S and Σ can be expressed by u independent3

inequalities:

{ } ( )1 n

l cle cle{{
cle

g n j l u(q q }1 n } ( )111
, , . 0 1,...,n j lnnn

cle cleqq, q,, ...,,
l

000 (18)

where n and j may depend on the parameters qcle.

3.4 Associated virtual motions 

The velocity field of body S relative to Σ being defined by the distributor 

{ }/SCSSC Σ , FVMA are represented at time t by distributor { }ˆ
SCSSC , obtained

frff om { }/SCSSC Σ  by substituting the time-derivatives of the parameters q by

virtual parameters q̂ .

Due to the definition of the parameters qnom and qm cle, and taking into

account the canonical decomposition of { }/SCSSC Σ given in Eq. (13), virtual

3 When these inequalities transform into equalities, if the parameters qcle are solutions foff r

some of them, they are not solutions for the others.t
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parameters q̂  are separated into two sets ˆ
nom

q and ˆ
cle

q of natural

interpretation. { }ˆ
SCSSC can be written:

{ } { } { }} { } {S S}{S }} { } {
nom cle

C{C }{C }} { } { SSC{S }C }} S }} { } {CC{ }SC{ } 19)

where { }ˆ
S nom

CSSC { }( ) is built from { }/S nom
CSSC Σ { }( )

n
(

y p
nomnomnom

(
cle

y py py p nom (resp. qm cle) by the parameters ˆ
nom

q
( ) .

In the same way, a FVMC will be defined by the two distributors

{ }ˆ
S nom

CSSC and { }ˆ
S cle

CSSC such that:

1

1

ˆ
n

i n111l
cle l cle clei

i cle

g
q if g q q l vˆ iˆ̂̂ ( , ..., ) 0, 1,...,ll0

nnniii 111
0 (

111

cle l cle cle( ,...,
q=

∂
0 ( ,..., )))0 (0 (0 (

111
( ,...,( ,...,( ,...,

∂
(20)

3.5 Representation of the forces 

Because the virtual power is in the present case a linear function on the

MVFC vector space, the joint forces are represented by a torsor [ ]STΣ→TTΣT , and

the virtual power of these forces becomes:

[ ] { }ˆˆ
S S] {] {S C{]] { SSC{Σ→SSS [= [[ S ]T ]S ][P (21)

Combining Eqs. (21) and (19) leads to: 

[ ] { } [ ] { }ˆ[ ] {ˆ }} [ ] {ˆ
S S S S S] {[S }S ] {] { } [ ] {

nom cle
C{]C }{]] { } [ ] { SSC{Σ→SS [= [[ S ]S{S ]] { } [C }CC }}{{{T ]]]] { } [ ]TS }C }CC }{{{S ]]]] { } [ ][P (22)

According to the virtual power method, the consequences of Eq. (22) are 

explored by considering different particular cases.

If one chooses { }ˆ 0S cle
CSSC = , i. e. ˆ 0

cle
q = , one easily finds: 

{ } [ ] { } [ ] [ ]ˆ[ ] {ˆ }} [ ] {ˆ
S S] {S }} ] { S nomnom nom

T[T ][C }{ } [ ] [0SC{ S ] [S [ Σ→S ] [TTTT SSS ] [][}∀{{ } [ ]S } S ]T[[[C }}}} [ ]STS [[[S }C }}} [ ]S [SSS [ (23)

We thus prove that the torsor of the joint with clearance has necessarily 

the same shapaa e as the torsor relative to the nominal joint. The dual variables

π are the components of this torsor: πi is a component of the force SR Σ→

(resp. of the moment) if ˆ
i

cle
q  is a dimension (resp. an angle). Moreover, from 

Eq. (10), we can derive the new virtual power expression:
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[ ] { }ˆˆ
S S nom cle

C{]] {Σ→SS [= [[ ⊗]ST ]S[P (24)

If { }ˆ 0S cle
CSSC ≠ and all the functions gl satisfyff : gl > 0 (there is no contact

between the bodies), all the
ccleclecle

λl are equal to zero, π is equal to zero and 

consequently [ ]S nom
TΣ→TTΣT . This is logical: when there is no contact because of

the clearance, forces must be null.

In the general case where { }ˆ 0S cle
CSSC ≠ and one or more functions gl

satisfy: gl = 0, the components π of the force torsor are computed from Eqs.
ccleclecle

(7).

4. EXAMPLE 

We consider a composite joint with four degrees of freedom, the 

association of a planar joint of normal znom and a cylindrical one of axism

(Onom, xnom).

The nominal Cartesian coordinate system is (Onom, xnom, ynom, znom), and 

the components (plotted in columns) of the vectors of the velocity distributor

{ }/S nom
CSSC Σ and thd e foff rce torsor [ ]S nom

TΣ→TTΣT are:

{ } [ ]S}
nom nom

M0[ ][ ][}} [} [[} [ ]
0 0A UAA UA UA U

000000000000

0G 0G

(25)

It is worth noting that F et M may have any value, because the nominal 

joint is bilateral. 

The joint is technologically built up with a cylinder (body S) of diameter 

2r, of length 2l, lying between two parallel upper and lower planes PuPuP and PlPPlP

belonging to the body Σ and distant from 2R (see Fig. 1). In the initial 

configuration, S is half way from both planes. Consequently there exists a

gap j = R – r between the upper and lower linear generators Gu and Gl of S f

and the planes of Σ.

To take into account the symmetry of this configuration, we change the 

definition of the coordinate system RnomRRnnR . But it is worth noting that

{ }/S nom
CSSC Σ and [ ]S nom

TΣ→TTΣT remain unchanged.
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Onom

ynomyyny

xnom

znom

PuPPuP

PlPPlP

PuPPuP

PlPPlP

xnom

znom

U+UU U-

L-L+∅ 2r

R

R

l l

Onom

Figure 1. Technological realisation of the joint and definitions.

Small displacements of S relative to Σ involve the three coordinates u, v, Σ
w of particle OS, and three angles relative to the axis xnom, ynom, znom. The

distributor { }/SCSSC Σ can be split into:

{ }
nom cle

u

} v

α α
β β
γ γ

α 0 0uαα 00 00 00 0uuuα
0ββ 0ββββ

γ γ
nom

w0 0γ γγ 000 00 00 0γ
(26)

Expressions of { }/S nom
D Σ  and { }/S cle

D Σ  are:

{ } { }}}
nom cle

u

}}}
α

β
γ

}}
0 0

{{ }
00 00 00 0

0}}
cle

{{{{ β{{{ }{ β{{{ } 0{ }{ β{{ }{{
cle

{ ββ}
cleclecle

β{
γ 0γ 0 w0

(27)

The compmm onents of { }/S nom
D Σ are small but of any value. The

components of { }/S cle
D Σ are bounded by the fact that the points of the linear

generators Gu and Gl are confined by planes PuPPuP and PlPPlP . For instance the

contact between point U+ belonging to Gu (with coordinates (l, 0, r)) and

plane PuPPuP of unit outside normal nΣ = - znom (nm s = + znom) is expressed by:

( ) 11
0S S/

jU (/ (SS ///
. j g w w l) 1

() 1
, )β β β

//// ( ) (28)

All the possible cases have been recorded in thd e first two columns of

Taba le 1.

Concerning the forces, the torsor has two non-zero components: F is the

dual variable of w, and M is associated to β. Both components are null if 

functions gl are strictly positive. Otherwise, F and M satisfy the Eqs. (7),

Gu GR
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depending on the values of w and β. For instance, if g1 = 0 (unique contact in 

U+), one obtains for F and M: 
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All the other cases have been plotted on Taba le 1. The second and d lad st

columns define the constitutive equations of the joint under consideration. 

TableTT 1. Forces and displacements relations for each contact case
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5. CONCLUSION 

The general formalism of the constitutive equations of perfect joints has

been applied to joints with clearance. From the small displacement

assumption classically used in this case, we give the expression of the

relevant virtut al motions. Then we derive the relations existing between joint 

forces and displacements.

These constitutive equations complete the purely geometric approach of

these joints. They can be helpful to find particular configurations associated

with given loads. From a purely theoretical point of view, they represent the

first step towards a complete theory of mechanisms including joints with 

clearance.

Further works will concern the extension of this model to finite

displacements for the nominal degrees of freedom, and the definition of 

extended indicators (movability, redundancy, …) for multibody systems. 
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AN ASSISTANCE TOOL FOR SPLINE 

COUPLING DESIGN 

Adrien Barrot, Manuel Paredes and Marc Sartor
Laboratoire de Génie Mécanique de ToulouseTT , INSA, F-31077 Toulouse, France

Abstract: This research was motivated by the absence of a means to design a straight 

spline coupling in a reliable way. It is shown that the strain and pressure 

distribution in a spline coupling are not uniform. To predict t these phenomena,

an assistance tool would be of key interest. In this paper, a simplified finite

element model has been made of a spline coupling to build a dimensioning

tool for such couplings. This tool can give information about strain on the 

outside diameter of the sleeve and axial td orque distribution. This study is based

on an experimentally validated three-dimensional finite element model of the

coupling under torsional load. Different sleeve sizes and loading methods are

tested to highlight their effects on the axial torque distribution

Key words: Straight flank spline coupling; Finite element analysis; Strain distribution.

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the industrial world, it is becoming more and more necessary to

discover spline coupling behaviour with precision. There is little published 

information about the sizing of spline couplings. The studies presented here

show that the axial load distribution on the teeth is far from unifoff rm. The

highlighted axial stress concentration contradicts the assumptions of 

standardization concerning the dimensioning of the spline coupling. This can

have harmful consequences: mistakes in dimensioning can lead to a failure

in spite of correct dimensioning in agreement with standards. 

It is therefoff re essential to simumm late such assembm lies in order to evaluate

the load and stress distributions, and thus to be able to adjd ust the

standardized dimensioning according to the operating conditions. This work

deals with creating and validating a tool that would allow the behaviour of a

spline coupling to be quickly analyzed.
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Analytical approaches can be useful for developing such a tool. Volfson

[1] performed an analytical study and highlighted the influence of shaft and

sleeve inertia on the axial pressure distribution along the side of a tooth. Fig.

1 shows the different pressure distributions according to the inertia of the

parts.

Figure 1. Diagram of pressure by Volfson (After [1]). 

Volfson takes a parabolic pressure distribution as a hypothesis to resolve

his problem. Moreover, a concentration coefficient of pressure distribution is

imposed. Unlike Volfson, Tatur [2], tried td o determine the axial distribution

of the loading without assuming a coefficient of stress concentration.

Finally, Orain [3] developed an analytical approach to axial pressure 

distribution that like Tatut r also takes the effecff t of inertia into account. He

then obtained a pressure distribution:

p(x) = A . e k xk + B e− k x, where: )))11.((((...
mIIG

.(.(.(
mmmIa

rnhH ...Hk +=

A and B are constants depending on the boundary conditions, H

corresponds to torsional rigidity of the spline contact, n is the number of 

teeth, G is the shear modulus, Ia and Id m correspond to the quadratic momentm

of shaft and sleeve, and h and r are described in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Representation of spline coupling with parameters (After [3]).
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In this calculation, the radial pressure distribution is considered as

constant (see Fig. 2). It is significant to notice that no calculation clarifying

H (parameter describing the behaviour of the teeth) is described. Orain

impmm osed H at the time of the appaa lication exampmm les.

All these analytical studies can be used to model a basic spline coupling 

where the inertia of the shaft and thd e sleeve are constant in the axial

direction. Moreover, only basic loading cases are to be considered (the

torque has to be applied on one side of the coupling).

To improve the spline coupling model, a simplified finite element model

can be built. Blanc [4] developed such a model to determine the axial load

distribution of an involute spline coupling. To achieve this, the spline

coupling is divided into twenty parts in the axial direction. Fig. 3 shows a

description of a part of the sleeve or shaft.

Figi ure 3. Description of degrees of freedom for a finite element model of a piece of shaft or

sleeve (After [4])

Rm = sleeve radius

θ1, θ2 = extremities of rotation of the part

KT = torsional rigidity of the shaft or sleeve for a length L

KF = tangential rigidity in bending of a spline with a length of L / 2  

The strain energy of a shaft or sleeve part is expressed as follows:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]222

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1 θθθθθθ K) [( ) () (222

2
111K) (222

2
111K ( FK (FK (KE 111 KKK) [( ) (( ) (222

2
111

CK)222+)222((KKK
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TTTK

With
L
JGKTKKTK =  and

L
SGKCKKCK = , where J is the moment of inertia and S the 

surface area of the section.

The determination of KF with an analytical method has not proved 

satisfactory. It has therefore been necessary to use a numerical method to
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find KFKKFF. Blanc calculated a stiffness coefficient, and obtained a fixed value

(KF = 7,3 x 104N/mm) whatever the involute spline coupling.

With such a model, complex shaft and sleeve geometries can be tested 

and the external torque can be introduced at any axial position. It can quicklyd

give the torque along the contact length at every node. Axial pressure

distribution has been evaluated by Blanc [4]. The hypothesis is to take the 

radial pressure distribution as a constant.

For further results, exhaustive FE calculations can be performed. Leen

[5] and TjT ernberg [6] carried out simulations of an involute spline coupling

using 3D finite elements to find the pressure distribution on the side of a 

tooth. The considered load is a torque applied to the side opposite to where

the shaft is fixed. Fig. 4 [5] shows that the axial distribution of pressure is

not uniform along the side of a tooth. It is significant to note the two peaks at 

the extremities of the spline.

Adey [7] used a boundary element method to study the axial load transfer

mechanisms in involute spline couplings with a helix angle. The results were

compared with strain gauge data and photoelastic torsion stresses.

Figi ure 4. Axial pressure distribution along a tooth (After [7]).

These studies all show that the load is not uniformly distributed along the

axial direction of a spline coupling.

To build an assistance tool, a simplified FE model based on Blanc’s

study [4] has been developed. This papaa er first presents the assistance tool

using a simplified FE model, which can change the point of torque

introduction and model load distribution in the axial direction of the spline

coupling. Secondly, a three-dimensional finite element model with contact 

elements, built in order to validate the assistance tool, is described. An 

experimental study is then presented. Finally, a parametric study is
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performed and both numerical and experimental results are compared. In this

paper a standard straight flank spline coupling is considered.

2. AN ASSISTANCE TOOL BASED ON A 

SIMPLIFIED FE MODEL 

Figure 5. Main tool menu.

The assistance tool is based on the Blanc study. Visual Basic and Excel 

have been used to develop it. Fig. 5 shows the main menu where the sleeve

and shaft characteristics can be defined. This tool takes into account

different types of teeth, the sleeve and shaft characteristics (length, diameter,

material). The flange geometry can be defined and placed at any axial

position on the sleeve, enabling torque to be introduced at any axial position. 

The spline coupling is divided in the axial direction into twenty intervals. An 

additional option allows for the distribution of the axial elements on the

three parts of the sleeve (see Fig. 5: L left, Thickness, L right). The buttons

“calculate mesh” and “d show mesh” are used td o calculate the element

distribution and td o show the distribution of the elements.

To prepare our assistance tool, as in the Blanc study, FE analyses have

been performed in order to define KFK . To find thd e associated coefficient foff r a

given spline, a 3D model of part of the spline coupling (1mm width) has

been studied with ABAQUS 6.3 (see Fig. 6). The coefficient is calculated for

the shaft and the sleeve by using the average node displacements on a line in

the thickness of each tooth. The nodes lines used are represented with an
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oversize in Fig. 6. Each spline coupling considered in the tool has different 

KF Shaft and KF SleeveKKF .

Figure 6. A part of 3D model to determinate the value of KFKKFK .

To be able to validate this tool, results have to be compared with

experimental data. Unfortunately, the axial pressure distribution that would 

be of key interest for designers can not easily be measured experimentally.

For that reason, we have decided, as the results of the calculation, to draw

the axial torque distribution (no hypothesis on the radial pressure distribution

is made) and also the axial strain distribution on the outside sleeve diameter

(this strain can be experimentally measured [7]). The sleeve strains are stored

at every middle point of the finite elements and calculated as follows:

( ) oRoooRo
L

))12 1θθε=

θ1, θ2 = angle of twist at the node 1 and 2,

ε = strain at the middle point of the sleeve elements,

L = length of the element,

Ro = outside radius.

3. A 3D FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

Three dimensional finite element models using ABAQUS 6.3 have been

made of different spline couplings considered in the parametric study (See

Section 5).
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Figure 7. Part of the shaft and sleeve with the associated md esh.

A part of the shaft and sleeve are represented in Fig. 7. The model

includes contact on the teeth flanks, and the gap between the contact surfaces

is considered. The final model is the combination of copy and joining of

those two parts. Fig. 8 gives an idea of the finite element model.

Figure 8. Finite Element Model of a shaft and ad sleeve.

The boundary conditions are defined as follows: on the one hand nodes

of a shaft’s extremities are locked but the radial expansion is allowed, on the

other hand nd odes of a sleeve’s extremities are foff rbr idden to move in the axial

translatoryrr  motion (see Fig. 8). The torque is applied to the outside edge of

the flange.

4. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

An experimental study has been conducted to validate the two presented 

models and to test two loading configurations.
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Figure 9. Experimental study.

Figi ure 10. The two loading configurations.

Fig. 10 presents the two loading configurations. Configuration 1 is the

loading case where power crosses the assembly. The sleeve is fixed to them

side opposite to where the torque is applied. Configuration 2 is the opposite 

configuration, where the sleeve is fixed on the same side as the applied 

torque.

5. PARAMETRIC STUDY 

5.1 Introduction 

In our parametric study, different standard straight flank spline couplings

have been considered. As an exampmm le, we give below the results related to a
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coupling that has been tested experimentally. The spline dimensions are

described in tad ba le 1.

Table 1. Data for a straight flank spline coupling

Shaft Sleeve
Numbem r of teeth 6 6

Root Diameter (mm) 27,92 34,15
Outside Diameter (mm) 33,78
Tooth Thickness (mm) 6,92 7,12
Contact length (mm) 34 34

The tangential stiffness in bending (KF) values of this spline, used in the 

assistance tool, are:

KF sleeve = 5,62 x 104 N/mm

KF shaft = 9,42 x 104 N/mm

In order to observe the influence of both inertia and axial loading

position, the tests were carried out with two sleeves in the two loading

configurations presented in Fig. 10. The sleeve geometry is represented in

Fig. 11 with an outside diameter value of 40mm. The outside diameter value 

of the second sleeve is 50mm. The spline coupling is loaded with a torque of 

200Nm. Five strain gauges are stick on the outside diameter of each sleeve, 

along a longitudinal line above the contact surface (See Fig. 9).

Figure 11. Sleeve geometry (values in mm). 

The sleeve geometryr (see Fig. 11) can be divided in three parts, a flange,

a tubular section and a spline. The tubular section has been included in order

to limit the influence of the flange to the spline. 

Fig. 12 presents the obtained results. The Z axis represents the axial

direction of the coupling. Value 0 represents the beginning of the contact 
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tooth on the side where the torque is applied, and 34 the end of the contact 

(see Fig. 10).

Figure 12. Strain of the sleeve for different outside diameters in two configurations:

a = outside diameter 40 and configuration 1, b = outside diameter 40 and configuration 2,

c = outside diameter 50 and configuration 1, d = outside diameter 50 and configuration 2.

5.2 Comparison between the experiment and the 3D 

model

The 3D model provides a satisfactoryrr estimation of the real situation.

When considering the contact pressure as constant, the strain curve

should be a straight line. All the curves of Fig. 12 show that it is not the case.

Indeed, according to Volfson [1], the inertia has a significant importance in

the pressure distribution, and also in the strain distribution. When a gradient 

on the strain curve appears, at the same point, a gradient on the pressure

distribution curve exists too. Thus, a gradient on a curve shows that the

associated section is transferring torque.

The next values are the inertias of the shaft and thd e diffeff rent sleeves:

I shaft = 2,96 x 10-2 mm4

I sleeve = 9,03 x 10-2 mm4 foff r an outside diameter of 40mm

I sleeve = 0,23 mm4 foff r an outside diameter of 50mm
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The study, which gives the curves of Fig. 12a, is made when power

crosses along the spline (configuration 1). As the outside sleeve diameter is

40mm, the I shaft value is almost the I sleeve value. At the beginning and at the

end of the contact, great gradients on the strain curves exist, as Volfson

predicted. They are highlighted in Fig. 13 in which only the 3D model 

results are shown.

Fig. 12b represents the same spline coupling but when the power does

not cross all the contacts (configuration 2). The curve has only one region of 

high gradient which is highlighted for the 3D model results in Fig. 13.

Figure 13. Gradients on the strain curves for the two configurations.

This shows that for the same spline coupling design, the torque is mostly 

transferred by the two axial extremities of the spline in configuration 1 and

by only one extremity in configuration 2. The axial position of the loading is

thus a veryr  important factor in the distribution of the strain. 

The curves in Fig. 12c and Fig. 12d were obtained for a spline coupling, 

which has a larger outside diameter for the sleeve (50mm). It inducesr

I shaft < I sleeve thus according to Volfson [1] only one region of high gradient 

should appear. This is in fact the case, whatever the configuration. Thus, the 

torque is mainly transferred by only one axial extremity of the coupling.

Figi ure 14. Detail of the sleeve strain foff r outside diameter 40 mm and configuration 1.
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Moreover, Fig. 14, which is an enlarged detail of Fig. 12a shows that 

between 0 and 1.5mm, at the beginning of the contact, the finite element 

model curve is horizontal. It is a local phenomenon that also appaa ears on the

experimental curve. In fact, the strain value of the experiment at 4mm is

almost null. We can explain this because of a local bending on the teeth.

The local bending at the beginning of the contact is shown in Fig. 15.

Figure 15. Local bending at the beginning of the contact.

The influence of this local bending on the external strain is shown in

Fig. 16. Fig. 16c represents a detail of the beginning of the deformed sleeve 

(z = 0). It shows that at the beginning of the contact, the first elements of the 

external radius are similarly deformed and thus induce a local horizontal

curve in Fig. 12a.

Figure 16. Visualization of the external strain. 

All these results show that the 3D model can be considered ad s correct.

5.3 Comparison between the 3D model and the 

simplified tool 

In Fig. 12a at the end of the contact and Fig. 12b at the beginning of the

contact, there is a significant difference between the finite element model
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results and the tool results. This is mainly due to the influence of the tubular

section of the sleeve. In fact, the theoretical strain of the tubular section is

409µrad/rad. The 3D model solution is close to this with a strain value of

425µrad/rad, unlike the tool, which gives a strain value of 300µrad/rad. The

origin of this difference comes from the change in sleeve geometry between 

the tubular section and the spline section. The simpmm lified tool considers each

section individually and does not take into account local phenomena due to

the change of geometry. This phenomenon does not appear in Fig. 12c and 

Fig. 12d. Indeed, the change of geometryr  is less important than in the

previous case.

Let us now consider the case where the outside diameter value of the

sleeve is 60mm.

Figi ure 17. Sleeve strains for outside diameter 60mm for the two configurations.r

Once again, the influence of the inertia and the loading introduction is

visible: only one peak appears in the two loading cases (see Fig. 17). Thus

the assistance tool provides an accurate estimation of the spline coupling

behaviour.

6. CONCLUSIONS 

To study spline coupling behaviour, an assistance tool based on a 

simplified FE model has been developed. It takes into account part inertia

and the axial position of the appaa lied torque. It quickly determines the axial

torque transfer and the strain distribution. This tool requires the calculation

of the tangential rigidity in bending of each different spline to be determined 

by a separated FE analysis.

The assistance tool has been validated by comparing its results with a 3Dd

model and an experimental study. The three-dimensional finite element 
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models, built with ABAQUS, allow different types of loading to be

introduced.

The experiments have proved that both models give an accurate

estimation of the real situtt ation. The limits of the assistance tool are also

highlighted.

The results obtained from the parametric study show that both the inertia

of shaft and sleeve and the axial position of the applied torque play a key

role in the axial torque transfer distribution. It has been shown that torque is

mainly transferred by the two contact axial extremities. Moreover, in some 

cases, the torque can only be transferred by the contact extremity where the

torque is appaa lied on the shaft.

We suggest that future research might focus on the pressure distribution

and the sliding at the contact in order to define a fretting corrosion criterion

in order to modifyff and improve the spline coupling design.
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PART SURFACES 3D DIGITISING   
An approach to accurate characteristic lines measurements  
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Abstract: The accurate measurement of characteristic lines using contact-less sensors is

an important issue for it conditions the further point exploitation. For

applications such as surface reconstruction the characteristic lines represent the

3D boundaries of point sets that can be fitted with surface models. The

problem combines two specific issues: evaluating the accuracy of data

obtained using non-contact sensors and identifying characteristic lines from 

discrete data. The first problem is solved through the use of quality indicators

that are representative of data density, data completeness, and data accuracy. A

particular attention is given to the digitising noise that greatly influences the 

precision of the acquired points. The second problem is solved through the 2D

identification  of points that are characteristic of 3D contours. The proposed 

approach relies on a voxel-space representation of the 3D digitised data that

allows both the extraction of voxels belonging to the contour and the

evaluation of voxels not satisfying the specified index precision. To improve

data accuracy a method for rescanning non-accurate zones is detailed on the  

calculation of new sensor orientations so that the sensor is as normal as

possible to the contour voxel and the digitising noise is limited.

Key words: Laser scanning; 3D data accuracy; Characteristic lines; Voxel representation.

1. INTRODUCTION 

From now on, product functional or aesthetic requirements lead to the

design of more complex free-form surfaces. The realisation of such surfaces

is henceforth made possible with such new manufacturing processes as rapid 

prototyping. Once the free form is performed, the recurring problem is the

measurement of the 3D object surfaces. Indeed, a throrough inspection of the

part is recommended for free form surfaces [1].
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With the advances of 3D digitising systems using optical sensors, it is 

now possible to acquire the 3D object surface as a large set of 3D points, in a

relatively short period of time. This set of 3D points, generally called a larll gr e
cloud of points, is a discrete representation of the surface geometry. 

However, this large cloud of points is dense, inhomogeneous and noisy,

which makes it difficult to use it for applications such as surface 

reconstruction, direct machining or part inspection [2]. Therefore, the

evaluation of the point cloud accuracy represents an important issue. 

Nevertheless, as the expected quality level depends on the point exploitation,

the qualitytt of the delivered point cloud must be considered as regards its

exploitation. Little work has been done in this direction. Most generally,

accuracy is evaluated by the measurement of an artefact, including effects of

both the depth of view and the view angle [3]. The influence of the scan

planning is thus highlighted, and attention is generally focused on finding

the best scan planning so that the surface inspection is complete [1, 4, 5]

while optimising the accuracy of the acquired 3D points [6, 7].    

Previous works provide keys to the user's evaluation of point cloud 

quality as regards its application (or exploitation) throughout the definition

of indicators. These quality indicators are representative of the sensor

accessibility relatively to the part surface, the digitising noise, and the

accuracy [8]. They qualifyff the variable density of data (ρ-dense), the

completeness of the point cloud as regards the initial object surface (κ-

complete), the accuracy of the data in relation to the digitising noise and its

position in the CCD space (δ-noisy and τ-accurate). The latter indicators are

specific to the means used: a laser-plane sensor.

Most of the applications rely on the identification of characteristic lines,

such as surface contours or styling lines [2]. Indeed, the extraction of surface

contours gives the curves limiting subsets of points. This step is generally

called point segmentation and simplifies surface reconstruction as well as

direct manufacturing. In the first case, surfaces are fitted to point subsets,

and in the second case, point subsets represent machining features. Styling

lines or character lines are also essential in design, considering that they act 

as structural lines [9]. Therefore, extracting characteristic lines is an essential

problem. Some automatic methods have been developed to extract

characteristic lines from discrete data, but due to the inaccuracy of 3D 

digitising, they generally fail when applied to points issued from a real

digitising [10, 11]. The method developed in previous works relies on the 

extraction of characteristic lines through the identification of characteristic

points of 2D discrete profiles [2]. These profiles correspond to the cutting of g
the point cloud by planes. The use of the voxel-space representation of point 

clouds allows defining contour voxels: a contour voxel contains at least one

characteristic point. The growing of contour voxels according to a proximity
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criterion defines an image of one characteristic line [2]. Basically, the

characteristic lines are measured with less accuracy than the whole set of 

points. For instance, measuring an edge involves the sensor to be “as normal

as possible to the real edge” in order to measure points really belonging to

the edge. Edges play a pivotal part in surface reconstruction for data

segmentation as well as for data meshing [12].

The paper deals with an approach to evaluate as accurately as possible,

sets of points which are representative of characteristic lines. The 3D

digitising system used is a CMM equipped with a plane-laser sensor

supported by a Renishaw PH10 head. The approach consists in a first 3D

digitising of the object surface with a given sensor orientation. The quality of

the point cloud is evaluated through quality indicators [8]. Simultaneously,

the identification of the 3D characteristic lines using the voxel-space 

representation from the discrete data is performed [2]. Using the voxel-space 

representation, we can compare the qualitytt  indicators associated to the

characteristic lines to given thresholds. If necessary, an automatic calculation

of new sensor orientations is carried out defining new digitising allowing the

expected qualitytt  to be reached.

This approach imposes to deal with the whole process of 3D digitising.

Therefore, the paper is organised as follows: Section 1 is dedicated to the

presentation of our experimental measuring system, and details the step of

sensor calibration for a given orientation [13]. Then, in section 2, the steps

“analysis of data accuracy” and “identification of the characteristic lines are

explained. Finally, section 3 summarises the step of generating “a new 

scanning process” leading to accuracy improvement. The paper ends with 

some conclusions.

2. 3D DIGITISING OF FREE FORM SURFACES 

3D digitising of an objb ect surface consists in defining a digital surface

representation  through sets of 3D points. The 3D digitising system used is a

CMM equipped with a laser-plane sensor,  mounted on a motorized indexing

head PH10 from Renishaw (httptt ://www.renishaw.com). Such a 

configuration, seldom used as it might be, enables the sensor to be oriented 

to repeatable positions increasing its accessibility space. The laser-plane

sensor  (KLS51 from Kréon Technologies; http://www.kreon3D.com)

consists of both a transmitter and a receiver.
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Figure 1. Measuring system 

The transmitter sends a thin laser beam whose width allows to cover a

large part of the surface objb ect; the receiver, a CCD (Charged Couple

Device) camera, visualizes the plane under incidence, with a given fixed

triangulation angle. The observation is thus carried out in the 2D space of the

CCD camera (Fig. 1). Therefore, the 3D digitising requires a calibration step

in order to set upuu  the relationship between the 2D data acquired and the 3D

coordinates of points belonging to the object surface (Fig. 2). Basically, 

current calibration processes are split up into two stages, one for the 

geometrical parameters of the camera, and the other one for the sensor

orientation. Moreover, orientations are generally limited to 4 indexed 

orientations.

Due to the specific measuring system, a calibration process has been

developed which leads to define a global transfer function13 which expresses

the link between the 2D coordinates, N(R, C), (R: row, C: column), in the

CCD space, towards the 3D ones M(X, Y, Z) :
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specific artefact, the facet sphere [13]. With such a method, both the sensor

geometrical parameters calibration and the sensor orientation calibration are

performed through the same identification process.

f ?f

3D space2D space

C

R

2D CCD space

Z

X

Y

3D space 

X =XX f=ff1ff1f1f (R,C(( )C
Y = f2ff2f2f (R,C(( )C
Z = f3ff3f (R,C(( )C

N(R,C)
M(X,Y,Z) MMMMMM

Digitising line

Figure 2. Calibration: expression of the 3D coordinates data in function of (R,C).

Nevertheless, due to optical phenomena, some of the measuring system

parameters may affect measurements. In particular, the location in the 2D

CCD space combined with digitising noise influences data accuracy. It is

thus possible to estimate the variability of the identified parameters that 

impacts the global transfer function and leads to a dispersion on the location

of 3D points [13].  However, this calibration process is robust and allows to

calibrate the whole range of possible orientations of the laser-plane sensor,

which is particularly convenient for new scanning steps.

3. ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS OF SPECIFIC 

SETS OF POINTS 

The point cloud resulting from the 3D digitising using non-contact 

sensors is clearly dense, inhomogeneous, noisy, featuring gaps, and less

accurate than when obtained using usual measuring techniques. 

Nevertheless, the 3D points obtained must be exploited for applications such

as surface reconstruction, free form copying, or inspection, which means that

the quality must be in line with the application.  To solve this problem,

quality indicators have been defined that allow the analysis of data accuracy

[8]. These indicators have been detailed in §3.1. The use of a voxel-space

representation allows a local representation of the indicators. In the same

3D DigitisingPart surfaces 
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way, the identification of characteristic lines is essential for applications,

since they generally represent the first step of point exploitation, whatever its

nature. The method we have developed takes advantage of the voxel-space 

representation of the point cloud. In particular, characteristic lines are built 

from contour voxels. The latter are identified using the extraction of

characteristic points in 2D. The method is explained in §3.2.

ApplicationpplicationAA
yesno

New digitising

process planning

ok

Quality analy ysis:
AnalAA ysis of data accuracy

Identification of interest
zones or characteristic lines

First digitising

Introduction of
index of precision

Cloud of points

Figure 3. Description of the approach for accurate measurements

However, the evaluation of the indicators for acquired sets of points only

gives an indication of the quality, but does not provide accurate

measurements. In parallel, the identification of characteristic lines does not

give information about the accuracy of such lines. To answer the problem of 

accurate measurements of characteristic lines, we propose to compare an 

index of precision ε, which corresponds to one of the quality indicators, to a

threshold εmax, only for measured points corresponding to characteristic

lines. From the voxel representation, contour voxels corresponding to the

characteristic lines are identified. On the other hand, from the whole set of

voxel contours, those meeting the criterion ε<εmax are separated from those

that do not. Following, the rescan of these particular zones can be carried 

out. Obviously, the new scanning process must incorporate the qualitytt

criterion to lead to more precise zones (Fig. 3).
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3.1 Analysis of data accuracy 

As previously explained, the conformity of the 3D digitised data is

evaluated through quality indicators: δ-noisy, ρ-dense, κ-complete and τ-

accurate, as suggested by Contri [8]. The first indicator is linked to data

sampling errors. It is generally evaluated considering the deviations between

the points and a geometric model fitted to the points. The densitytt  indicator is

directly linked to the sampling density, and strongly depends on the scan

planning and the digitising system used. The completeness figures out the

importance of the gaps existing within the point cloud. The accuracy relates

to the common notion of measurement uncertainty applied for a 3D point 

resulting of non-contact measuring. Methods have been developed to 

evaluate all these indicators [14].

An illustration is given in Fig. 4, which presents maps of indicators for a

set of measured points obtained but with a unique sensor orientation. Fig. 4b

and 4c are accuracy maps associated to the points. τ1 corresponds to the

dispersion of the 3D location linked to the variability of the parameters 

identified during the calibration step. Note that for some zones, the

dispersion can reach 0.2 mm. τ2 is the dispersion linked to the anisotropic

behaviour of the CCD space. Indeed, a same 3D point can be observed in the

2D space through various location (R,C). The closer to the CCD centre the

position of 2D picture (R,C), the better the 3D point accuracy. 

δ-noise linked to the view angle τ1-accuracy linked to the

calibration

τ2-accuracy linked to the CCD

Figure 4. Quality indicators applied to measured points

Fig. 4a shows the evolution of the digitising noise δ in fuff nction of the

view angle α. δ is evaluated as kσ, where σ is the standard deviation of the

points relative to the geometrical model. To limit the values of δ, k is chosen

equal to 1. As it is well known [1, 3, 6], the view angle α, influences the

quality of acquired data. This influence has been experimented using a test

part. The noise δ can be described as a polynomial function of the incidence

mm mmmm
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angle. In particular, with the measuring system used, a “forbidden” zone is

brought out: if α > 60°, δ becomes greater than 0.02 mm (Fig. 5). 

Figi ure 5. Digitising noise vs. view angle

It is thus recommended td o choose a sensor orientation so that the view

angle α is as small as possible to limit the digitising noise. To obtain the map

presented in Fig. 4a the normal to the digitised surface must be computed at 

each point in order to calculate the incidence angle. The calculation is

conducted considering a local Delaunay triangulation at the neighbourhood 

of each point. The use of a voxel mapaa of the point cloud is also possible. For

the orientation under consideration, the digitised noise is limited to 0.02 mm

except for a few outliers. In parallel, the identification of the characteristic

lines from the discrete data is carried out.

3.2 Identification of the characteristic lines 

The method used is the method developed by Osty [2] that relies on the

detection of characteristic points marking geometrical singularities.

Basically, this approach originates from an observation of the continuous
world. When a plane cuts an object, a point of the boundary can be identified 

by its singularities within the 2D profile: change in curvature, sharp angle,

and inflection point. Therefore, a wise sweeping of the data by cutting planes

allows to determine points that are characteristic of the 3D contours. This

observation can be extended to the discrete world, that means to digitised 

data. The first step is the definition of the characteristic points. Six tytt pes of

characteristic points are defined that permit to identify angular points,

inflection points and extremities from the 2D profile. They represent limits

between linear regions and regions featuring a same convexitytt (Fig. 6). The 

algorithm used to extract the points from discrete data is the directional

α (°)

δ (mm)δδ

x y

z

dn

Digitising object

Laser plane 

Sensor

Laser beam
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coding [15]. It can be noticed that extremity points define characteristic 

points. Therefore, the boundary of a hole is a characteristic line.

Angular points Inflection points Extremity 

Figure 6. Characteristic points

As far as the sweeping step is concerned, the simplest remains the

sweeping of the data by parallel planes to a given direction. Nevertheless,

points so determined only represent a basis for the extraction of

characteristic lines. Indeed, experience shows that extracted characteristic

points are more significant when the cutting plane is normal to the contour

(characteristic line) [15]. Therefore, according to a proximity criterion,

characteristic points are gathered to define the initialisation line: a

polynomial cubic curve fits the points according to the least-square criterion. 

The tangent to the curve in construction (or cutting direction) defines the 

normal to the cutting plane in which the extraction of characteristic points 

can be performed (Fig. 7). The closure of the characteristic lines gives the

3D contour.

Digitised points Characteristic points Identification of the characteristic

lines

Figi ure 7. Identification of the characteristic lines

However, the identification of the contour is only effective if the 

neighbourhood of a point can be  defined. This leads us to base our method 

on a voxel-space representation of the 3D digitised data. A voxel map is

defined on points. The size of a voxel is defined so that it contains at least 20

points. Then, we classify each voxel in function of the point set that is

included within its space, a voxel that contains a portion of a characteristic

line is called ad contour voxel. To each contour voxel, we associate the

attributes normal and l cutting direction. The construcrr tion of the characteristic

3D Digi itisingPart surfaces 
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lines is performed by the union of contour voxels according to the proximity

criterion and the concordance of attributes (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Illustration of the extraction of contour voxels

3.3 Synthesis 

The following step is the analysis of the precision (according to the index

ε) of the characteristic lines. This is simply carried out using the voxel map.

Indeed, we check only for the contour voxels if the value of the index is less

than the given threshold. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. Suppose that εmax =

0.02 mm. On the left, the map is the voxel representation of the digitising 

noise for points obtained with 4 different views. The scale of colours shows

that for some voxels, the noise may varyrr from 0.02 to 0.08 mm. For these

points, the precision index ε exceeds the value authorised. On the right 

handside, pink voxels mark voxel contours. As the precision of the pink

voxels is greater than the authorised one, a new scanning process must be

defined so that ε is decreased.

Figure 9. Evaluation of the digitising noise of contour voxels 

Another illustration concerns hole boundaries. In this case, characteristic

lines are representative of limits between both visible and hidden zones. The
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point cloud, which is studied for the characteristic point identification,

results from a first digitising process for which there is no information

whatsoever aboua t the surface contours. Even if the sensor orientation is

defined according to the normal of the part surfaces, the points belonging to

the contours can be inaccurate as normals abruptly vary near the surface 

boundaries. As an example, in Fig. 10 it is not possible to precisely define

the exact boundary between zone 1 and zone 2. Therefore, the characteristic

line initially identified represents “the interest zone characterised by the

presence of one characteristic line”.

Figure 10. Point cloud after a first digitising

4. NEW SCANNING PROCESS 

For the new scanning process various methods can be implemented.

Some can be specific to the quality indicator. For instance, Contri [14]

suggests to rescan portions for which τ2 (dispersion linked to the anisotropy 

of the CCD matrix) is less than the given threshold calculating the new scan

planning so that the barycentre of the digitised lines are centred in the CCD 

space. This is well adapted for the τ2 accuracy that depends on the location

within the CCD space of the point. observed Some authors consider that one

of the most significant factors to improve the accuracy of 3D acquired data is 

the view angle [3, 6, 7]. The scanning process is calculated so that the 

number of views is minimal while optimising the orientation of the sensor

relatively to the surface object. They generally base their algorithms on a

CAD model of the objb ect surface from which they calculate the local 

normals.

In our work, the first digitising plays the role of the CAD model. Indeed,

a voxel map is defined from the point clouds, and as previously stated, it is 

thus possible to calculate local normals. Considering the specific case of the

rescan of characteristic lines, the local normal is the normal to the voxel

contour. Therefore, various possibilities are available to define the new

scanning method. The simplest one is to use the polynomial cubic curve in

construction. The parallel curve by a distance, which is in accordance with

the maximum depth specified for the measuring means, can define the

3D DigitisingPart surfaces 
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trajectory of the sensor. However, this imposes that the parallel curve can be

calculated for all points, and does not present any self-intersection. This may

give rise to a problem for concave curves. 

Figure 11. Orientation of the sensor according to the normal to the contour voxel 

Another solution consists in using only the normal to the contour voxel. 

The sensor orientation is defined considering the position vectors 1v and 2v
within the CCM space. These positions are calculated from the extremities

of the characteristic lines, and incorporating the recommended depth of 

view, d (80mm for our measuring system). For each position we calculate: 

j

j
j

v

nv jIpII = (2)

Where n is the normal to the voxel. n is calculated considering the set

of points belonging to the voxel space, and corresponds to the normal of the

best-fit least-square plane. To maintain the view angle within the prescribed

interval ( ∈[-30°;30°]), we impmm ose that:
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Voxel
contours

Figi ure 12. Space interval for the sensor's orientation

However, the initial digitising does not deliver accurate points. 

Moreover, for points close to 3D contours, the normal may vary abruptly. 

Therefore, it is necessary not to consider only the contour voxel for Ipvox

calculation,  but to consider a mean value integrating the 18-neighbours of

the voxel. Thus, a system of inequations, given by a set of Eq. (3) is set up,

where the only undetermined variables are the sensor's position ( jv ). As it is

shown in Fig. 12, the system solution is a cone shape space interval . 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, the problem of accurately measuring sets of points that are 

representative of characteristic lines has been handled. This problem can be

divided into two specific sub-problems. The first one concerns the quality

analysis of data obtained using non-contact sensors. In order to cope with 

this issue, we analyse the quality of digitised points through indicators that 

are representative of some characteristics of the point cloud: noisy data, gaps

in the digitising, variable densities, … The synthesis of the indicators is 

conducted using a voxel representation. The second problem relates to the

identification of characteristic lines resulting from discrete data. It is solved

by the extraction of contour voxels that contain 3D contour characteristic 

points.

The approach developed hereby relies on a first digitising that is the 

support of accurate measurements. An authorised precision is given in order

to separate voxels meeting the precision requirements for those that do not.

The evaluation of the precision of the contour voxels is performed using the

indicators. A map of colours highlights voxels that do not meet the criterion.

A new scan of these zones is planned taking advantage of the voxel

representation, in particular for the calculation of the sensor orientation. The

orientation vector of the sensor must be as close as possible to the normal at

the contour voxel in order to limit digitising noise. Further work will concern

the implementation and the assessment of the approach proposed on the

experimental site.

3D Digi itisingPart surfaces 
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SIMULATION AND VALIDATION OF STATIC 

AND DYNAMIC MACHINE TOOL 

MEASUREMENTS  

Mahbubur Rahman, Jouko Heikkala, and Kauko Lappaa alainen
Production Technology Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Universitytt ofo  Oulu, P.0. Box 4200, FIN-90014 Oulunf yliopisto, Finland, 

Abstract : Machine tools’ accuracy level is an important factor for producing accurate

dimensions in workpieces. To be sure about the suitable accuracy level,

machine tool users use diffeff rent kinds of measuring methods. There are two

kind of measuring systems for machine tool measurements: static and dyd namic

measurement systems. There is a clear relationship between these

measurements. In this work, a theoretical and practical relation has been

established between static and dynamic measuring systems. These relations are

important whenever machine tools are measured using different measuring 

devices to validate the measurement results. In this work the tool-tip trace 

obtained by one measuring system has been compared and simulated with the

trace obtained by other methods. A number of systematic mathematical

models have been developed and compared with the results obtained by

alternative measuring methods.

Key words:  Multi-axis machine tools, Accuracy, Error origins and measurements

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are mainly two types of machine tool measurement systems: static 

and dynamic. Static measurement is such that a position deviation is

measured along the linear axes using a comparator system, permitting

conclusions exclusively on the machine’s geometric accuracy. Machine tool

conventional inspection and acceptance testing have been limited essentially
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to static measurement of the geometrical machine structure without load.

Normally one axis is measured at a time. 

Laser interferometers, linear compmm arators, inclinometers etc. are

examples of devices for static measurements. Dynamic measurements,

especially at high traverse speeds, provide information on contouring

behavior that permits conclusions both on the conditions of the machine tool

and on the parameter settings of the control loop consisting of CNC control,

drives and position feedback systems. 

Machining accuracy depends both on dynamic deviations from the

nominal contour and on high acceleration in the machine tool. The Double

Ball Bar (DBB) and Cross-grid Encoder (KGM) are examples of devices for

dynamic measurements.

Measuring the NC machine tools motion error via existing measurement 

devices is difficult and needs long experience to understand the

measurement results. NC machine tools experts use several methods [static

or dynamic measuring systems] to measure the NC machine tools. All these

methods are complex in their nature. There are currently no methods to

compmm are the measurement results with each other. There should be a suitable

method to find relationships among measurement systems to validate the

measurement results. In this work, several mathematical algorithms have

been developed for several measuring systems to compare and validate the

machine tools motion error measurement results.

2. MACHINE TOOL ERROR MODELING  

2.1 Ideal and real machine tool 

Most machine tools are designed with the view that all of the joints will 

be either prismatic or rotary (for more than 3-axis machine tools) but it is 

physically impossible to construct a joint that will perfectly generate this

type of motion. This kind of error always exists but due to servo tuning and

calibration process these errors can be taken into consideration in CNC

controllers.

In three-axis NC machine tools, if there are three linear axes, the tool tip

position is expressed as a distance travelled from the reference point. For an 

ideal machine we get the tool tip point and work piece point via equations 1 

and 2 [1].
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Figure 1. A three-axis machine tool.
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Equation 4 indicates that tool tip can be calculated on the basis of the

ideal X, Y and Z controls for an ideal machine [1]. If we consider the roll,

pitch and yaw errors (RPY) of an axis we can write:
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Simplifyff ing equation 5 we get:
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We can find
A

AoTAAT and
B

BoTBBBT based on equation 6, which will represent the

real coordinate foff r each axis.

The volumetric error can be defined between the diffeff rences of real tool

tip position and the ideal tool tip position in the working space of the 

machine [2]. The actual tool tip position is given by:

realwrealsreal TOPOP rrrwrealsrealP OPOPOP l (7)

The real tool tip can be found by integrating the transformation matrix

into equation 7

Volumetric error can be expressed by equation 8.

idealrealvol TTE iiTrealvol TTT l (8)

By expanding equation 7, equations 9 and 10 are obtained:
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Volumetric error can be found by using equations 8 and neglecting those

terms that do not directly affect the error.
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(11) (12) (13)

2.1.1 Error modeling for X-axis via laser interferometer

measurement

Z and Y-axes are kept in fixed locations while X-axis moves from oA to

A. Positioning error for wPwwP is recorded with suitable intervals. Positioning

error at point wPwwP includes the effects of RPY, any thermal expansion, elastic

axis deformation, measuring system error ,etc. We define that the positioning

error at wPwwP  is the total positioning error and the positioning error at point A 

[a point on the ball screw center line] is defined as basic positioning error.

Total positioning error = Roll, Pitch and Yaw Effects + Basic
positioning error (14)

When we measure the positioning error of wPwwP  we actually measure the

total positioning error of X-axis. The xxX∆XXX∆X  in equation 18 is the basic

positioning error. 

The X component of equation 14 gives the total position error.

xxxwzxwytotalxx XbAPAP xwzxwyX −= bbbAPAPAPcAPAPAP xwzPxwyP (15)

where totalxxX∆XXX∆X , xxX∆XXX∆X , xc and xb are total positioning error, basic 

positioning error, pitch and yaw error at a location A for X-axis. From

equation 15 we can easily find the basic positioning error. When we measure 

the positioning error with laser interferometer we actually measure totalxxX∆XXX∆X .
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2.2 Error modeling for linear comparator measurement 

In the Heidenhain VM182 linear comparator [3] the scanning head moves

over the graduation scale without mechanical contact. When the scanning

head moves along the rail, it reads the linear positioning error as well as the

positioning error to the perpendicular direction. For example, for Y-axis

movement it can measure the total positioning TotalYYTTT∆ error and the

transverse error such as yxYyyyY∆ and yzYyyyY∆ . The linear compmm arator can measure

but one transverse error at a time.

2.2.1 Linear comparator modeling for X-axis

In linear comparator measurement we do not have any information about

RPY at any location (as we do with laser measurement). Instead we receive

the total positioning error in three directions [one linear and two orthogonal].

We can express the real position for X-axis by the following equation:

+

=

1000

Z100

Y010

XX001

T
totalxz

totalxyYYtY

totalxx

A

AoTTA (16)

totalxxX∆XXX∆X is the total positioning error in X-direction when the slide

moves in X-direction. totalxyYttt∆ is the total positioning error in Y-direction

when the slide moves in X-direction. totalxzxxZ∆ is the total positioning error in

the Z-direction while the slide moves in the X-direction. Similarly we can

model it for Y and Z-axes. Similarly we can find
B

BoT and
C

CoT . We find the

volumetric error for any point in the working space by the following

equation for linear comparator measuring system [equation 8].

−−
−−
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ZZZ
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E (17)

2.2.2 Linear comparator and laser interferometer measurements

For a particular axis, whenever laser interferometer measurement

technique is used, the total positioning error, roll, pitch and yaw are
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measured in separate cycles. When the slide or spindle moves along the axis,

the machine also generates a transverse error but the laser interferometer

cannot capture the transverse error on account of its working principle. On

the other hand the linear comparator is capable to record linear errors (total 

positioning errors) as well as the transverse error sat the same time. 

2.2.3 Relation for X-axis

totalxxX∆XXX∆X (of equation 14) is measured with linear compmm arator when linear

positioning for X-axis is measured. totalxyYttt∆ and totalxzxxZ∆ are the total

transverse errors in Y-direction and Z-d direction while the slide moves to X-

direction. All these three total positioning errors can be computed on the

basis of the laser measurement result.

xxxwzxwytotalxx XbAPAP xwzxwyX −= bbbAPAPAPcAPAPAP xwzPPxwyPP (18)

where totalxxX∆XXX∆X , xxX∆XXX∆X , xc  and xb are total positioning errors (measured 

by VM182), basic positioning error, pitch [laser measured] and yaw [laser 

measured] error at a location A for X-axis. totalxyYttt∆ and totalxzxxZ∆ can be

found by using laser measurement results. Thus we have:

xyxyxwzxwxtotalxy XkYAPAP xxxxwzxwxYttt +xy= YYYxxxYYaAPAPAPcAPAPAP xwzPPxwxPP (19)

xzxzwyxwxxtotalxz XkZAPAPbb wyxwxxZ +xz−= ZZZAPAPAPaAPAPAPbbb wyPPxwxPPx (20)

Left hand side of equations (18), (19) and (20) are computed based on the

right hand side components (laser measured), thus we could obtain or

simulate trace for linear comparator measurement systems. Similarly, we can

find relations between Y and Z-axes.

2.2.4 Converting the laser interferometer measurement results into

DBB measurement

With laser interferometer the total positioning error is measured with

suitable interval along the axis.

F
EE

EE ii EEE
iptdes ×

∆
+EEEiEEE_ (21)
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The error between two measurement points can be found by the equation

(21) where ptdesE _  is the error at a desired point, ∆ is the measuring interval 

and F is mantissa.

∆R∆∆R∆
R

x y z=
( )C X C Y C Zx y zCC Cy Cz ⋅+ C⋅Y+ C⋅ XXXX CCC YYY CCCz+ Cy YXXX CCCy YYY CCCz

(22)

In DBB-measurement we make a circular interpolation on a plane while 

the radial changes are recorded with certain intervals (for example 1200

points around a circle) [4]. If we calculate the radius changes for DBB

measurement by DBB formula we can simulate the DBB measurement.

3. MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION 

3.1 Simulating the DBB measurement by laser 

measurement results 

By using error information obtained from the laser interferometer we can

plot circular interprr olation. The derived trace pattern [simulated DBB trace]

obtained from laser interferometer measurement is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.

3 shows the actual machine measured [by DBB] with the same condition.

These trace patterns are quite similar so we can think that the measurement 

conversion is correct for major geometric errors.  

Figure 2. Simulated trace obtained from laser measurement.
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Figure 3. Trace obtained from DBB.ff

Fig. 2 is plotted based on the laser interferometer measurement results.

With these results we have theoretically predicted the DBB trace. Fig. 3 is

obtained by DBB measurement. In the simulated trace, backlash has not 

been considered, but there is clearly a backlash in negative X direction. On

the other hand frd om the real DBB trace we see that DBB trace is more

elliptical in the direction of X-axis. The reason could be a combination of the

following reasons [4]:

• Local X-axis thermal expansion [Uniform expansion of X-axis]

• Scale error between X and Y-axes.

• Temperature effects have not been included in Fig. 2.

• When DBB detects the tool tip, it actually detects the resulting effects of 

all geometric errors of those axes and related Abbe effects. Resultant 

errors could be magnified or cancelled by individual error components.

This is the main reason why there are big differences between circular and

radial deviation.

• Controller compensates some of the errors. 

Still there are some differences between Fig. 2 and 3. Most important

differences are radial deviation and circularity. 

Table 1. Comparison of simulated traces (from laser measurement) with DBB measurement

results.

Method Fd eed rate

mm/mm minute

Scale 

(µm/division)

Circularity Max. Radial

deviation

(µm)

Min. Radial

deviation

(µm)

Simulation from laser

measurement to DBB

measurement

N/A 20 43 22 -21

DBB measurement 500 5 15 8 -7
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Three different kinds of measurement modeling have been studied in this 

research. We have plotted the actual measurement results obtained from the

DBB measurement and predicted them from the parameters obtained from

laser interferometer measurement. If we were absolutely correct in our

modeling, then Fig. 2 and 3 should have been exactly the same. As we

noticed that these two figures are not alike, this tells us that our modeling is

not 100% reliable. The main reasons for these deviations are:

• Temperature effects are not considered in modeling.

• Two measurements were made at two different times, which means that 

they have different heating effects onto the machine tool.

• Cross coupling effects are not considered in modeling.

• Mass, velocitytt and acceleration effects have not been considered.

Converting the measurement results from one measuring system to

another by software can increase the measurement confidence. This kind of

conversion software can be developed based on the mathematical models

developed within this research programme.  
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Abstract: This paper reports on follow-up assessments carried out at industrial sites that

had been previously benchmarked using a derivation of the Carnegie-

Mellon/SEI Systems Engineering Capability Maturity Model (SE-CMM )

called the Process Capability Model – Mechanical Design (PCM-MD).  Two

sites that had been previously assessed were revisited to carryrr out another

assessment of the mechanical design process in  use.  The results were initially

surprising in that it had been expected that key findings from the first batch of 

assessments would have been implemented as management had indicated

when previous assessment results were released. It was found however that 

due to significant reorganizations at Group and Company levels that the t

impetus to improve at site level had not occurred to the degree expected.  This

showed up as stagnation and in some cases a retrograde movement in many of

the capability levels measured.  The continued development of the assessment 

method to include assessing people from key functions that interface closely

with mechanical engineers has highlighted the communication issues that can

arise across interfaces..

Key words: Process improvement; Process measurement; Mechanical engineering; CMM;

PCM-MD.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of the effectiveness of the mechanical design process 

can be seen as a significant challenge for companies that have a requirement 

for this design function.  Inevitably, questions arise on what should be

367
A. Bramley, D. Brissaud, D. Coutellier and C. McMad hon (eds.),dd Advances in Integrated Desid gn and
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measured, particularly with the potential for making bad investment 

judgments should the wrong metrics be used; this is particularly the case 

when people strive to meet the designated metrics to avoid redress.  The use

of a well structured measurement tool such as the Capability Maturity

Model® [1, 2] can help avoid such issues by providing a model for

companies’ processes to be measured against.

A new model called the Process Capability Model-Mechanical Design

(PCM-MD) based on a derivation of the Systems Engineering Capability

Maturity Model (SE-CMM), was created to specifically address the

mechanical design process [3, 4]. The model retained the structure and 

engineering principles described in the SE-CMM but was substantially

adapted to meet the working practices and nuances of the mechanical

engineering design environment. A significant number of different

engineering orientated disciplines (e.g. manufacturing, procurement, printed 

circuit board, production, stress, thermal engineers) can be involved in the 

production of a mechanically engineered product when compared say to a 

less involved software product; therefore it was impmm ortant to find out when a

site was reassessed whether this model could be used to capture the true state

of the mechanical design process taking into account the many dependencies

between such functions necessary for an effective mechanical design

process. 

The aim of this research is to determine if the PCM-MD can be used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the process areas in the mechanical design

process model.  This papaa er follows on from previous work [4] to show how

applying the model in a follow-up assessment can highlight differences from

previous assessments and to determine if both negative and positive changes

in the design process can be detected from people involved in the

mechanical product creation chain. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Many techniques and standards have been created to help companies

address the target of continued process improvement such as benchmarking,

EFQM, Baldridge, ISO 9000 [5-9]. The availability of scarce resources and

the time required for impmm lementation means that models selected for such

use must be carefully chosen in order to generate the best return and be

repeatable.   

The various CMM techniques developed by Carnegie Mellon University 

such as the Software CMM (SW-CMM), Integrated CMM (CMMI) and SE-

CMM have been designed to provide a structured means of assessing process

efficiency.  The PCM-MD is based on the CMM approach, specifically the
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SE-CMM, and provides a means to chart the existing engineering, project 

and organisation support capabilities of the mechanical design process thus

helping to identify the areas where change can best be made.

TableTT 1. Capability level description

Capability Level Description

Level 0;  Not Performed Base Practices not performed 

Level 1;  Performed Informally Base Practices (Level 1 questions) are 

performed 

Level 2;  Planned and Tracked The base practices are carried out and

meet the following levels of performance -

The Base Practice activities are:

Planned

Tracked

Disciplined

Verified

Level 3; Well Defined Levels 1&2 are performed and a Standard 

Process is defined for all to follow and carry

out

Level 4;  Quantitatively Controlled Levels 1-3 are performed and measurable

quality goals (process and product) are 

established to allow objective management of 

performanceff

Level 5;  Continuously Improving Levels 1-4 are carried out with the addition

of improving the organization capability and

process effectiveness

Within this tool, each Process Area (PA) is applied at one of 6 levels as

shown in Table 1 depending on the results of the analysis [4].  Eighteen

process areas (PAs) are investigated into, covering 3 categories of interest,

namely 'Engineering' (PAs 1-7), ‘Projo ect’ (PAs 8-12) and

'Organization/Support' (PAs 13-18); these are plotted in Table 2.  

After adapting the SE- CMM to meet the needs of the mechanical design

environment on-site studies were carried out with Company A from 1999 to

2001.  These initial studies had been deemed sufficiently successful by the

company involved that in 2002 they requested that a second series of

assessments be carried out to re-measure the mechanical design process in

the light of the many changes that had taken place, including maja or high-

level company activities such as physical relocations and mergers.

TableTT 2. Process Area numbering and description 

PA#     Process Area Title

ENGINEERING

PA 1 Understand Customers Needs and Expectations

PA 2    Derive Specification and Allocate Requirements

PA 3    Analyze Possible Solutions 
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PA#     Process Area Title

PA 4    Generate Design

PA 5    Integrate Product Modules

PA 6    Verify and Validate Product 

PA 7    Integrate Disciplines

            PROJECT

PA 8    Ensure Quality

PA 9    Manage Risk

PA10   Plan Product Development Effort 

PA11   Monitor and Control Product Development

PA12   Manage Configurations

ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT

PA13   Define Organization’s Mechanical Design Process

PA14   Improve Organization’s Mechanical Design Process

PA15   Manage Mechanical Design Support Environment 

PA16   Provide Ongoing Skills and Knowledge

PA17   Manage Evolution of Product

PA18   Co-ordinate With Suppliers

3. METHODOLOGY 

1. Select participants and run questionnaire sessions

2. Analyze questionnaire data using Excel assessment tool 

3. Determine initial process area ratings

4. Conduct individual interviews

5. Prepare initial comments for feedback Discuss individual PAs and update ratings

where necessary.

6. Conduct group interviews

7.  Discuss individual PAs and update ratings where necessary.

8. Transcribe interviews.

9.  Analyze transcripts and update

ratings where necessary.

10. Compile draft final report

11. Issue and agree distribution of final report with company 

12. Present assessment findings

Figure 1. Assessment methodology used at Site 1 & 2 

As a proof of concept the initial pilot study carried out at Site 1

concentrated on applying the model to the mechanical discipline (designers
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and drawing office staff) and a few closely associated disciplines such as

stress and thermal analysis.  Although this was successful it was believed

that more would be gained from broadening the base from which participants

were drawn to include people from the various stages of the mechanical

product lifecycle - from conception to customer deliveryrr - who were in a 

position to contribute towards the success of the mechanical design product 

created.

Consequently, the pilot study was supplemented by another assessment 

carried out in the Autumn of 1999.  The results highlighted the value of this

approach as several areas that were originally perceived to be reasonable

from a purely mechanical engineering stance were found to be lacking when

‘seen’ from the perspective of people involved in the next stages of the 

product creation lifecycle process.  This approach is analogous to a view

recently taken within CMMI [10] which advocated ‘an integrated approach

across the enterprise for improving process.’  

The methodology applied to the site reassessments followed closely the

one used for the initial pilot study work and site assessments [4] including

the use of a broad base of people and associated disciplines that had positive

links with the mechanical design process. The method used is shown in 

Fig.1.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Site 1 Results 

Using the methodology outlined in the previous section, the sample of 

personnel involved in the re-assessment process for Site 1 in Sep 2002

comprised:

•   3 senior mechanical engineers; 

•   2 mechanical engineers; 

•   4 drawing office personnel;

• 13 members from other disciplines including quality, stress, thermal,

production engineering, configuration management.

After filling out the questionnaires and analyzing the results six senior

engineers were interviewed individually with the rest being interviewed in

two groups of eight people.  Process Areas for which the results were close

to reaching either Level 1 or 2 or where there tended to be some

disagreement amongst the questionnaire respondents, were then targeted for

discussion.  Many interview sessions also covered other PA issues due to the 

nature of the mechanical design function and the fact that problem cause-
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and-effect relationships became apparent during discussions.  This provided 

fertile ground for building up a picture of the way that products evolved on

both sites.

The results of the second survey at Site 1 in September 2002 can be seen

at Fig. 2.  Surprisingly, a general reduction in capability level is evident in

many areas from when the model was applied during the previous

assessment. As can be seen from the diagram, PAs 14 ('Improve

Organization’s Mechanical Design Process’) and 15 ('Manage Mechanical

Design Support Environment') in particular displayed dramatic reductions in

level as well as illustrating several reductions in the other ‘Projo ect’ and

'Organization' PAs (PA8-PA18).  However, after discussions during the

interviews, and through post-analysis talks with company management, the

reasons for this apparent decline in process performance became evident. 

Site 1 had become demerged from one internal unit and merged into

another. Whilst this was going on a major move was taking place into a new

building with the integration of other design groups from other divisions and 

sites into Site 1's mechanical design offices. So it would appear that both

initiative fatigue and 'change' fatigue were having an adverse impact on

mechanical design process performance. In this context, PCM-MD as a tool

gives some measure of how employees respond to new ideas implemented

and how they affect performance in a creative environment such as

engineering design. It is often quoted that the only constant in business now

is change but does industry really understand - or indeed know how to

measure - the real effects of such an approach? Also, many people expected 

improvements identified after the first study to be implemented; this was not tt

followed through.

Another key weakness from the results, and as has been found in all

studies carried out in the mechanical engineering environment by the Heriot-

Watt group, is that relating to PA7 ('Integrate Disciplines'). Due to the lack

of formality in the mechanical design process and the fact that, due to 'cost 

cutting', many disciplines are not involved in the product development 

process at an early enough stage by project managers, there is a distinct

feeling of poor communication between the functional groups. Mechanisms

do exist for people to work in design teams - co-located or virtual - however,

people on this site tend to resent the fact that the product development 

process itself does not trigger their involvement early enough in the life

cycle management process. Also, the loss of quality in the mechanical design

process was apparent by the score in the relevant process area (PA8).

After completing this detailed analysis a number of recommendations

were made to the company with regard to improving its mechanical design

process, some of which are now given:
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• There was a need to formalize the product design (not just mechanical 

design) process and drive it through a system of milestones and gates

using some form of product data management system (workflow). Staff 

members  needed to be well educated in this process.

• This system should incorporate the company's product specification,

project management and configuration management tools into the

formalized and system driven process.

• The mechanical design workflow system should be tailorable, traceable

and flexible enough to handle different kinds and sizes of project.

• Integrated Disciplines was particularly weak and real efforts have to be

made to pull in various affected disciplines early on in the product 

development process, e.g. at the bid stage. It was recommended that the

workflow system contain a series of positively enacted opt-outs for

different disciplines to decide upon from the start of a bid or contract.

• Functional learning was inhibited by working in teams; this needs to be

addressed.

• Engineers lower down the hierarchy should be involved in the bid stage

and experience all aspects of the product development process.

• PCM-MDs carried out at all sites should enable a generic process to be

developed for all company sites.

• CMM studies should be carried out for Systems Engineering and Projo ect

Management, understanding the problems in these areas will greatly 

enhance improvement in the overall mechanical design process.
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Figi ure 2. Site 1 results
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4.2 Site 2 Results 

Following the reassessment process at Site1, Site2 was reassessed.  The

sampmm le of personnel involved in the re-assessment process compmm rised:

• 3 senior mechanical engineers;

• 4 mechanical engineers;

• 4 drawing office personnel;

• 12 members from other disciplines including qualitytt , stress, thermal,

production engineering, configuration management.

In keeping with previous studies, a positive reply rate of 90% was taken

as the level required for each question in the questionnaire to be regarded as

being carried out robustly on site. A key element that came out of the

discussions during the interviews and post-assessment discussions with 

management was that, although the site had proactive mechanical

engineering management, they had been blocked from releasing updated 

mechanical procedures shortly after the first assessment so that a group-wide

approach could be taken.  Interestingly, the biggest improvement was in the 

area of PA18 ('Co-ordinate with Suppliers') where issues raised by the last

assessment were addressed (Fig. 3).  However, PA7 ('Integrate Disciplines') 

was again very weak, for similar reasons to those outlined for Site 1.
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Figi ure 3. Site 2 results

The key findings from the study for Site 2 are very similar to those for

Site 1.  Some of the Site 2 findings are listed below:

• A group-wide formalized mechanical design process urgently needs

rolled out amongst all the company's sites. 
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• Tailoring the new design process to individual projo ects is critical when

deemed essential foff r business needs.

• There is a need to create mechanical design process metrics for

measurement, analysis, reporting and continuous process improvement.

• There is a need to embed project management, product definition and

configuration management tools into the workflow process. 

• Co-location, physically or virtually, should be driven into the project 

culture so that mechanical engineers are not seen merely as a ‘service’

but as part and parcel of the solution within projo ects. This has to carefully

balance the needs for multi-disciplinaryrr team working and functional

learning. 

• There is a need to make more physical prototypes available for engineers.

• The level of interaction between different disciplines during design

seems to vary according to the strength of personal interaction.

•  Access and visibility to relevant project planning information and plan

modifications should be given in a more timely manner to all concerned.

Projo ect planners should liaise more closely with mechanical leads,

especially with regard to plans used for forward loading of effort.

• Ownership of estimates and budgets should be flowed further down to

people who are closer to doing the work.  

• A more structured and formal mechanism should exist for cross-project 

and cross-discipline learning.  

• Senior mechanical engineers should be tasked with leading their more

junior colleagues through the web based available information.

5. CONCLUSIONS 

As can be seen from the site analyses carried out in this work the PCM-

MD provided a rich source of data for quantitative and qualitative analysis

when investigating the mechanical design processes within this company.

The recommendations, some of which are given above, have led to the

company taking two maja or steps in attempting to improve its process: 

• As well as these reassessments the company also informed the Heriot-

Watt team that they wished to roll out this process to at least their three

other key mechanical engineering sites. Due to the time constraints in 

which they wished this completed, a team of senior mechanical engineers

were trained to carry out this process internally with external auditing of 

the process being done by the University.

• A formalized, web-based mechanical design process workflow is being 

developed and introduced at all of these sites to give them better,

consistent control of their overall mechanical design process. 
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Although these analyses did not show the expected overall improvements

but more typically regression in the way in which these sites' processes

operated, the company involved was able to measure the effect of some of its

strategic business decisions where products have to be designed and data

prepared for manufacturing.  Improvements were measured where relevant 

and best practice can be observed from one site's results and investigated at 

another site if cross-site compmm arisons of results are made for specific PAs.

Indeed, they are able to use these data as a strategic planning tool to help

target their investment in process improvement.

To conclude, due to the way in which this company has adopted the 

PCM-MD and has been better able to understand its mechanical design

process and function as well as the feedback obtained on the final results,

this work has significantly validated the proposition that a modified CMM

can be used to effectively evaluate the mechanical design process.
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THE DESIGN OF FOOD PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

FOR IMPROVED RESPONSIVENESS AND LATE 

CUSTOMISATION
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Abstract:    In designing food manufacturing systems, it is important to have design models

to help increase understanding and to predict the behaviour of proposed 

processes. However, understanding of the properties of the relevant food

materials may be limited and the underlying relationships are often highly 

non-linear. When coupled with models of the manufacturing syf stem itself,ff the

sensitivities of the various design parameters can be very different. Constraint

modelling is a technique that has been used successfully in the design of 

machine systems. Here it is applied to create an initial model of a yoghurt

processing line. The approach is to identify the constraints which bound the

application and then to use optimisation techniques to resolve these.

Key words: Systems design; Complexity; Product customisation; Processing.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently most products in the food industryrr  are not developed using

modern engineering techniques. Reliance is placed instead upon long

established processes. This often leads to virtually no scope for small batch 

size or product customisation. For example, the ability to add flavour to 

foods as late in the production process as possible whilst still maintaining 

product quality and integrity is highly desirable. In the case of yoghurt, this

would allow the base product to be made in bulk with the individual

flavouring and fruit added to meet variation in customer demand. Such

improved responsiveness requires the design of production machinery in

order to allow late customisation whilst maintaining product quality.
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In order to design production machinery effectively, determine design

trade-offs, and allow an overall optimal procedure to be established, the 

consideration of food technology and process engineering during the design

and construction of production machinery is essential. The food technology

issues impose constraints upon how the food material can be handled and 

processed without detriment to its taste, appaa earance and nutritional values,

whilst the process engineering constrains certain operations such as heat 

transfer, mixing and product flow. The collective consideration of all these 

aspects is further frustrated by the fact that the modelling approaches and 

support tools used in the various disciplines are very different and are often

incompatible. Food technology tytt pically relies upon the empirical results

arising from tasting sessions. Machine design is often based upon CAD data

which is generally geometric and parametric, and food processing systems

may be governed by fluid flow analysis that relies upon continuously

varying parameters.

In order to address some of the above problems, the use of constraint-

based methods is being investigated. These have been used successfully in

mechanical design applications such as the design of mechanisms and 

machine subsystems. In such applications the design parameters usually 

relate to aspects of the system geometry, which are generally comparable in 

size and have roughly the same sensitivitytt . In wider applications such as

food processing, the sensitivity of the governing design parameters may be

widely different for different parameters. This complexity causes significant 

problems for the numerical methods used to analyse such systems.

This paper deals with a specific case involving the production of yoghurt.

An additional difficulty here is that not only is the behaviour of the material 

non-linear in its response to deformation, but also the parameters involved in

modelling that behaviour varyrr as more and more processing is applied. It is 

found that there is some recoveryrr  of properties when the material is allowed

to rest.

2. CONSTRAINT MODELLING 

The ideas of constraint modelling arose from investigations into the 

mechanical design process. In the early conceptual stages of a new design

task, the precise rules by which the design is to operate are largely unknown.

What are more apparent are the constraints which limit the performance and

physical attributes of the design. For example, a part may need to be less 

than a particular size but still be sufficiently strong. As the design evolves,

more and more constraints emerge, partly from a better understanding of the

specific design problem. The aim of the designer is to find a design solution
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which meets all the imposed constraints. Often this is not possible since the

constraints are in conflict and the skill of the designer is in deciding which

constraints can be relaxed without compromising the overall design.

To support design work, a software environment has been created [1]. 

This incorporates a command language in which design parameters can be

declared and constraints between them impmm osed. In order to resolve

constraints, optimisation schemes are used to determine the best compmm romise

solution even in cases when the constraints are conflicting. The user presents

constraints as expressions between the design parameters. When each 

expression is true its value is zero, otherwise its values represents the error. 

During the resolution phase, the system forms the sum of the squares of 

these values and tries to minimise this by varying parameters specified by

the user. Within the language of the system, constraints are specified within

user-defined functions. The following is a simple example.

function solve
{
  var  x, y; 
  rule( x + y - 4 );
  rule( 2*x - y - 5 ); 

}

Here x and y are have been declared elsewhere as global real variables.

When this function is invoked, the system automatically adjusts the values of 

the two parameters and effectively solves a pair of linear equations. 

In principle, any of the standard optimisation methods [2] for handling

problems with continuous variables can be used in the constraint resolution 

process. As the system does not know beforehand what form of constraints

are to be presented, robust general purpose methods are preferable. In

particular, the derivatives of the constraint expressions are not available (but

could be determined numerically). For these reasons, direct search methods 

have been implemented in the current version of the constraint modelling

software. The two main ones are the method of Hooke and Jeeves and the

extension to this, which is Powell's direct search method [2]. Both of these

methods have been found to work well with applications arising in 

mechanical design.

As previously mentioned, the constraint modelling approach has been 

successfully used in the area of mechanism and machine design [3]. Here the

constraints typically relate to the assembly of the parts of the machine and to

its kinematic performance. Simple graphics allows the machine model to be
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viewed in wire-frame and the incorporation of the ACIS solid modeller 

allows solid objects to be handled and constraints applied to them.

The purpose of the work described here is to investigate the use of the

constraint modelling approach in a complementaryrr area, namely food

processing systems. There are constraints here in terms of how the food

product is processed and how it is perceived by the consumer. Modelling of

the properties of food material often involves the use of non-linear algebraic 

equations and the solution of these seems to be a natural appaa lication of the

resolution techniques within the constraint modeller.

As a simple example, consider the modelling of a Newtonian fluid 

through a simple pipe network. The network is shown in schematic form in

Fig. 1 and comprises six branches which meet at four internal nodes. The

model is described as a series of constraint rules. Some of these specify

conservation of volume flow at the nodes. The typical nodal rule of this type

has the foff rm

rule( v01*a1 - v12*a2 - v13*a3 );

where the v terms represent velocities in the branches and the a terms are

cross-sectional areas.

Figure 1. Flow of Newtonian fluid through pipe network. 
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The Bernoulli equation for a tytt pical branch has the form

rule( (p0/(rho*g))+y0-h01-(p1/(rho*g))-y1 ); 

where p terms give the pressures at the nodes, the y terms relate to the

height of a node above a given datum, and the h term represents a head loss

along the branch. For the example shown here, there are four nodal

constraints and six branch constraints. When the system is allowed to vary

the nodal pressures and branch velocities a solution to the set of constraints

is achieved as shown in the figure.

3. HERSCHEL-BULKLEY MODEL 

Attention is now turned to the modelling of food production systems.

Many food substances exhibit highly non-linear behaviour and a plethora of

models have been proposed to deal with these [4]. Of these, one commonly

used is the Herschel-Bulkley model, and this is usually assumed to hold for 

yoghurt. The model relates the shear stress τ to the strain rateττ
.

γ  by the

foff rmumm la

n

KKKK
.

00 γττ +ττ 0 (1)

where τ0ττ is the yield stress of the material, K is the consistency factor, and K n
is the flow behaviour index. Fig. 2 shows the graph of τ against ττ γ when τ0ττ =

10 Pa, K = 10 Pa sK n and n = 0.3.

Figi ure 2. Typical Herschel-Bulkleyy y curve with τ0τττ  = 10 Pa, K = 10 Pa sK n and n = 0.3.
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The apparent viscositytt η of a material is defined as the quotient of ηη τ and.

γ . So, from Eq. (1), the apparent viscositytt is given by

.

.

00

.

γ

γτ

γ

τη

n

K+
== (2)

In the case whenτ0ττ  is zero, this expression reduces to

1. −

=
n

K γη (3)

It is necessary to note that the value of apparent viscosity is dependent

upon the current value of γ . In particular, the above equation says that, for

τ0ττ non-zero (or for τ0ττ = 0 and n < 1), the apparent viscositytt  is infinite when.0000

γ is zero. Fig. 3 shows a graph of viscosity against strain rate in the case 

when τ0τ  = 10 Pa, K = 10 Pa sK n and n = 0.3. In the example given in the next 

section, the apparent viscosity is evaluated at the point when the strain rate is

32 s-1.

Figure 3. Typical graph of apparent viscosity obtained from the Herschel-Bulkley model with 

τ0ττ  = 10 Pa, K = 10 Pa sK n and n = 0.3.

The Herschel-Bulkley model can be used to investigate the flow of

material along a circular pipe of radius R. A relation between the volume

flow rate Q and the imposed pressure gradient p' can be derived. This result '
has reported previously [4] but has an error in sign. The correct result is the

following. 
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Here τω is the shear stress at the wall of the pipe. This is related to the ω
pressure gradient p' by '

'

2

1
Rp=ωτ (4)

One of the difficulties in dealing with yoghurt is that its properties varyr

while it is being processed. Shear thinning of the material occurs. Initial

experimentation has produced results corresponding to Herschel-Bulkley

curves for repeated application of the test. As the repetition number 

increases, so thinning occurs and the curves tend to flatten and rise to lower

heights (Fig. 4).

The following table gives the values of the parameters associated with

some of the repeat curves in this process and it is clear that K decreases and K
n increases. The value of τ0ττ has here been assumed to stay constant.

Table 1.  Herschel-Bulkley parameters over various curves

Curve τ0τττ K (Pa sn) n
1 10 12.59 0.268 

5 10 4.11 0.437

10 10 2.97 0.476

15 10 2.71 0.482

21 10 2.45 0.491

Let the curve numbem r be m. The above data have also been interpolated 

with respect to m. The following formulae for the three parameters have 

been obtained.

100 =τ (5)

0136.0

791.10
944.1

+
+= 944944944.111

m
K (6)
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6891.0

4094.0
5103.0

+
−= 510351035103000

m
n (7)

Figi ure 4. Graphs from the Herschel-Bulkley model usiny g interpolated values of the

parameters foff r m = 1, 5, 10, 15, 21.

Figure 4 shows the graphs from the Herschel-Bulkley model using

parameters derived from the above interpolations. These compare well with

the original experimental results. These formulae are used in the model of

pipe flow and of mixing. To do this it is assumed that m related to the time

of processing. Let f be a time factor related to the time of each repeat. Thenf
the processing time t is related tot m by t = (t m-1)f)ff)  The (f.f m-1) term ensures

that time t is zero at the start of curve number 1.t
Other preliminary experimental results have revealed that viscosity 

decreases exponentially as the temperature rises. In practice, yoghurt is

cooled after being processed and packed and so there is some recovery of its

viscous properties as this happens. What has been found is that the amount 

of recovery is reduced by extensive working during the processing stages.

Again a formula has been fitted to the experimental data. If the processing 

time is t (in minutes) andt θ is the temperature (in θθ °C), then the viscosity η isηη
given by

( ) ϑη 282.0)((= ((( ))) (8)

Figure 5 shows graphs of η against ηη θ obtained from the abovea fuff nction in the

cases when t is 5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes.t
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Figi ure 5. Graphs of interpolated formulae for cooling and recoveryrr  for processiny g times of 5,

10, 15 and 20 minutes.

4. THREE STAGE MODEL 

Three stages of yoghurt processing have been modelled using the

experimental results. The first stage is flow along a pipe. This has the effect 

of reducing the viscositytt . The pipe diameter is 0.75mm and its length can be

varied between 6m and 10md . The flow rate is between 6000 and 8000 litrd es

per hour. The second stage is a mixing stage (during which fruit is added),

which has the effect of reducing the viscosity considerably. The final stage is

a cooling and recovery stage. Here the yoghurt is allowed to rest and cool.

Let T0TT0T  = 0 be the time at the start, and let T1TT1, T2TT2 and T3TT3 be the times at the

ends of the three stages. Let η0, η1, η2ηη  and η3ηη  be the corresponding 

viscosities.

Eqs. (5)-(7) are assumed to hold in both stages 1 and 2. Since the

processing is more intense in the mixing in stage 2, the time factor is

assumed to be lower. The following equation is now used for determining

the effecff tive curve numberm m.

++

+
=

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

f 222f

Tt − 111TT

f111ff

T111TT

f111ff

t

m
when

when

1

1

Tt 111T

Tt 111T
(9)

The values taken foff r the two time factors are: f1ff1f1f  = 60 s and f2ff2f22f = 5s.
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There are two parts to the first stage of the model. One is to find the

pressure gradient p'. This is done by applying a single constraint which is

derived from Eq. (3). The constraint specifies that the flow rate should reach 

the given desired value. To resolve the constraint, the modeller is allowed to

vary the value of the pressure gradient p'. The other part is to find the

reduction in the viscosity. This is done by using the imposed flow rate to 

determine an average flow velocitytt  in the pipe and hence an average time.

This time is converted to a curve number by Eq. (9) and then the viscositytt  is

determined by Eq. (2) using the parameters obtained from Eqs. (6)-(7). The 

time is of the order of 20s and hence the values are those associated with the

first curve (m = 1) of Fig. 4.

In the second stage of the model, the value of T2TT2 is effectively determined

by the required final viscosity. If T2TT2 is increased then the final viscosity is

reduced. The time is found by applying a constraint to ensure that the final

viscosity reaches the required value. To resolve the constraint the processing

time for the second stage is allowed to vary. Once the value of T2TT2 is known,

the other parameters of the yoghurt can be determined. Figure 6 shows the

basic output from a single run of the model. This is for the following values.

TableTT 2. Values for one run of the model

Parameter Value

Initial viscosity 1.302 Pa s

Initial temperature 25°C

Pipe diameter 0.075 m

Pipe length 10 m

Flow rate 0.00222 m3 s-1

Final viscosity 12 Pa s

Final temperature 5°C

Cooling time 125 s

Figure 6. Graph of viscosity over the three stages of the model.
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Figure 7 shows the effect of changing the final required viscosity η3ηη . The

final values used are: 10, 12, and 14 Pa s. The lower the final viscosity value

the more time is spent in the second stage, thus elongating the graph. 

Figi ure 7. Graph of viscosity for three different prescribed final viscosities.

Figure 8 shows the effect of varying the pipe length. The values used are

the same as for Fig. 6 except that the pipe length is reduced from 10m to 6m.

Figure 8. Graph of viscosity for reduced pipe length of 6m.

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The design modelling and analysis of food processing systems is a

difficult task for a number of reasons. Understanding of the properties of the

food materials may be limited and what models do exist can involve highly

non-linear relations between the parameters. These relations may change

significantly while processing is being undertaken. Modelling of the food 
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system itself brings in other parameters which may have different

sensitivities to those of the foodff matd erial itself.ff

This paper has looked at the application of constraint modelling

techniques to an application related to yoghurt processing. As the approach

is based upon optimisation and the constraints can deal with bounding

conditions, it opens up the possibility of creating useful models with only 

incomplete understanding of the underlying processes. Furthermore it allows

consideration of the food properties, the processing systems, and the

machinery to be undertaken concurrently in the same modelling

environment.
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Abstract: The paper presents a new structured approach to inventive engineering design,d

called evolutionaryr morpholoy gy (EM), as proposed by the author of this

article. In the first part of the paper we present the main paradigms and ther

foff rmalization of this new method intd egrating morphological and evolutionaryr

approaches. EM and evolutionary algorithms are in fact complementaryrr

methods. Evolutionaryr aly gorithms start from a given initial population to

obtain an optimum solution with respect to a fitness function. EM creates this

initial population to enhance the chance of obtaining a “more global optimum”

by non-quantified diversification of the initial population. Evolutionaryrr

algorithms are optimized oriented methods; EM is a conceptual design

oriented method. EM is formalized by a 6-tuple of final objb ectives, primaryrr

elements, morphological operators, evolution criteria, morphologies and a

termination criterion. The main EM paradigms are inspired by the synthetic

theory of evolution developed by modern biology. In the second part, an

application to inventive design of orthogonal anthropomorphic robotic

manipulators with only isolated singularities is presented.

Key words:  Evolution, Morphology, Morphological research, Design, Robots 

1. INTRODUCTION  

In general, any abstract task can be thought of as solving a problem,

which, in turn, can be perceived as a search through a space of potential

solutions. The generation of this space is an inventive activity inherent to 

any innovation. Whether this is in product, manufacturing or service design,

in structuring a company, a marketing network, innovation remains a 
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challenge. Too much invention is guided by mystery. An inventive

structured approach eliminates mystery, errors and time bombs, and reveals

new solutions while remaining adaptable to future changes. In an inventive 

structured approach, the inventive effort becomes an inherent judgment 

process, traceable and reproducible. Inventive structured approach is ideally

suited to engineering design and inventive problem solving [1-2].

Evolutionary morphology (EM) is such a structured approach to inventive

design combining features of morphological research and evolutionary

algorithms.

We use “morphosis” as the morphological terminology for change,

replacing one system by the next one. This concept is based on the

fundamental scientific method of alternating between analysis and synthesis.

It can be trusted as a useful, non-quantified method for investigating

complex problems which cannot be processed by direct mathematical

formalization (equations), causal modelling and simulation [1]. We

differentiate between static, dynamic and evolutionary morphosis. In static

morphosis, a system is disassembled into very tiny components, and 

reassembled into a completely different system that has no obvious 

similarity with the previous one. In dynamic morphosis an existing system

changes by enhancing, adding or reducing existing properties (parameters). 

Evolutionary morphosis has the characteristics of both static and dynamic

morphosis. 

2. MORPHOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY 

APPROACHES  

The morphological approach is a methodology, first proposed by Zwicky

[3] to enhance the systems’ engineering process. The morphological

approach determines the requirements and conceptual design solutions of a 

system by considering the "totality" of all solutions included in a

morphological box. This is an initial phase before the optimization process

starts looking for “the best solution”. The evolutionary algorithms are

stochastic techniques whose search methods for optimal solution model

some natural phenomena: genetic inheritance and Darwinian striving for

survival.

The term morphology comes from antique Greek (morpr he) and means

shape or form. The general definition of morphology is "the study of forms

or patterns", i.e. the shape and arrangement of parts of an object, and how 

these "confoff rm" to create a “whole” or Gestalt. The "objects" in question 

can be physical objects (e.g. an organism, an anatomy, a geographical or an
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ecological entity) or mental objects (e.g. linguistic forms, concepts or

systems of ideas). 

The term morphology, as an explicitly defined scientific method, was

first mentioned by J. W. Goethe (1749-1832). In addition to poetry, dramas,

and novels, Goethe continued his work in science, studying structures and 

shapes in mineralogy, geology, and osteology (the study of bones). In 1784,

he had made the discovery, by methods which foreshadowed the science of 

comparative morphology, that the human jawbone contained traces of a

structure similar to the intermaxillary bone found in other mammals. In

1790, he wrote Versuch, die Metamorphose der PfP lanzen zu erklärenff (Essay

on the Metamorphosis of Plants), which further developed his ideas on 

comparative morphology and to some extent foreshadowed Darwin's ideas

on organic evolution. His "comparative morphology" of botany describing

how animals and plants changed shape and evolved into new species was a

breakthrough in thinking.  

Today, morphology is associated with a number of scientific disciplines.

In linguistics, morphology is the study of word formation and how the parts

of words relate to each other. Morphology is used in disciplines where 

formal structure and structural interrelations, and not necessarily quantity,

are the central issues, e.g. geology, anatomy, botany, zoology etc. Fritz

Zwickyk  proposed a generalised form of morphological research [3]. He

proposed to generalize and systematize the concept of morphological

research and include not only the study of the shapes of geometrical,

geological, biological, and generally material structures, but also to studydd the

more abstract structural interrelations among phenomena, concepts, and 

ideas, whatever their character might be. Essentially, general morphological 

analysis is a method for identifying and investigating the total set of possible

relationships or “configurations” contained in a given complex problem. In

this sense, it is closely related to typology construction [4], although it is

more generalised in form and conceptual range.

Although Zwicky coined the term morphological analysis, the technique

predates him and can be traced back to the “universal method of thinking”

presented by the Catalan philosopher Ramon Lull (1233-1315) in his work

Ars Magna (The Great Art) published in 1275. Zwicky was the first to use 

the technique in modern-day applications. He used morphological research 

in new product and process ideation such as jet engines, propulsive power

generation and astronomical investigation [3]. After his main work on the 

subject [3] originally published in 1966 by Droemersche Verlagsanstalt Th. 

Knaur Nachf., München/Zürich, under the title Entdecken, ErEE fr inden,ff
Forschen im morphologischen Weltblid, morphological research was

extensively applied to engineering design, manufacturing and process

design, systems engineering, technological forecasting and scheduling [5-6].
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The evolutionary algorithms are stochastic techniques whose search

methods for optimal solution model some natural phenomena: genetic

inheritance and Darwinian striving for survival. There are several variants of

evolutionary algorithms (genetic algorithms, evolution strategies,

evolutionary programming, genetic programming) and there are also many 

hybrid systems which incorporate various features of these paradigms [7-

12]. However, the structure of any evolutionaryrr  method is veryrr  much the

same [7-8]. The beginning of the evolutionary algorithms can be traced back

to the early 1950s when several biologists used computers for simulation of 

biological systems [9].

An evolutionaryr algorithm maintains a population of individuals for

iteration t. Each individual represents a potential solution to the problem at 

hand, and is implemented as some data structure S. Each solution is

evaluated to give some measure of its fitness. Then, a new population

(iteration t+1) is formed by selecting the fittest individuals. Some members

of the new population undergo transformations by means of genetic

operators to form new solutions. There are unary transformations im
(mutation type), which create new individuals by a small change in a single

individual ( im S S:i ), and higher order transformations ic (crossover

type), which create new individuals by combining parts from several (two or

more) individuals ( jc S S S:j SSS... ). After a number of generations the

algorithm converges to a “best individual”. It is hoped that the best 

individual represents a near-optimum (reasonable) solution.

The genetic algorithms, as they are known today, are closely related to

the work performed in the late 1960s and early 1970s at the University of 

Michigan under the direction of John Holland [9]. Genetic algorithms (GAs)

were designed to model adaptation processes, mainly operated on binary 

strings and used a recombination operator with mutation as a background 

operator. Mutation flips a bit in a chromosome and crossover exchanges

genetic material between two parents. The fitness of an individual is

assigned proportionally to the value of the objective function for the

individual. Individuals are selected for the next generation on the basis of 

their fitness. The combined effect of selection, crossover and mutation gives

the so-called reproductive schema growth equation. The crossover operator

enables structured yet random information exchange. The mutation operator

introduced greater variability into the population. 

To apply a GA to a particular problem, it is necessaryrr to design a

mapping between a space of potential solutions for the problem and a space

of binary strings of some length. This is not a trivial task and, often, it has an 

important impact on the final solution [10-11]. EM contributes to solving

this task. Conceptual aspects inspired by evolutionary theory are integrated 

in EM to generate non-quantified diversification of the initial population.
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3. EVOLUTIONARY MORPHOLOGY  

In this section we present the structure of EM and its specific differences

with respect to morphological research and evolutionaryrr algorithms. To

facilitate understanding of the proposed formalization, the main paradigms

of EM are presented in a closed relation with the biological background of

the synthetic theory of evolution.

EM can be defined as 6-tuple

t t t tEM ( ,E, , , , )t t( ,E, t tΦ Ω Ψ Σ ι
applicable to each generation t of the morphological evolutionary process, in

which, there are :

1 n( ,..., )1 n,...,Φ φ φ=   - the set of final objb ectives,

1( ,..., )1 nE ε ε= - the set of primaryrr elements,

( ,..., )1t n( ,...,1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111ω ωΩ =t  - the set of morphological operators applicable at each 

generation t,
( ,..., )1t n( ,...,1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111ψ ψΨ =t  - the set of evolution criteria from generation t tot

generation t+1
( ,..., )1t n( 1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111σ σΣ =t - the set of solutions at each generation t, called

morphological product or morphologies at generation t,
{ }: {i true false,ι ϕ →  - a termination criterion foff r EM.

The set of final objb ectives represents the final solution’s required 

characteristics, which could be expressed by any kind of formal language:

mathematical (equalities, inequalities), semantic (textual description), 

graphical (parametric design), etc. We can see that the final objective is not

necessarily expressed by an objective function as in genetic algorithms. EM

is not an optimization technique; it is an approach to generating the total set 

of possible solutions matching the complete set of final objb ectives. EM

operates preferably with non-quantified characteristics or with quantified

characteristics limited td o a low numbem r of discrete values.

The set of primaryrr elements represents non-quantified “protoelements” 

(from the Greek “proteios“““p ” or primaryr  and element), used to build the

solutions along the morphological evolutionary process. 

The primary elements belong to homogeneous groups, called primary

groups, which could be: a) material parts (subsystems) of the final system, b)

geometrical, physical or chemical characteristics, c) geometrical, physical,

chemical or organizational principles, d) natural phenomena, e) human

behaviour, f) interrelations among certain parts, characteristics, principles,

natural phenomena and human behaviour.

This list of primaryrr groups is non exhaustive. It could be completed with

problem-specific groups. The protoelements are non-quantified elements.

For instance, the distance, as a geometrical characteristic, could be a non-

quantified primaryrr element when it is important as a qualitative dimension
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and not as a specific value with a specific unit of measurement. The distance,

as a primary element, is equivalent to a length in parametric design. In

conceptual design what really matters is to consider or to ignore the

existence of this distance as a design parameter. The absolute value and the

measurement unit are not important at this design stage.

The primary elements represent the evolving unit in EM. They are

equivalent to a cell structure’s nucleic acids and proteins. EM is equivalent

to chromosome generation, a common gene pool included in the genotype of

the individuals. The genetic algorithms manipulate the genotype of the initial

population to find the “best” individual. EM generates the initial population

genotype.

The identification and studydd of genes are of great interest to biologists.

All genes of an organism, distributed over several chromosomes, are

summarized under the term genome. The identification and study of primary 

elements in EM is equivalent to the generation of the “genome of the

technical system” in engineering conceptual design. This generation could 

help both in understanding and avoiding functional flaws as well as in

diversifying and improving technical systems designed by the engineer. 

A primary element has a monary or a binary structure. The monary 

structure indicates that the primary element ( iε ) maintains the same feature.

The binary structure indicates that the primary element has two different 

features. In conceptual design we often use ( iε =0 or i 0ε ≠ ) which

correspond to the lack ( iε =0) or the presence ( i 0ε ≠ ) of a feature in a 

solution. Any other two distinct features could also be used; for instance the

parallel and perpendicular geometric position ( iε or iε ⊥ ). The

solutions exclusively built up with primaryrr elements featuring monaryr

structure are equivalent to haploid organisms in evolutionary theory. The

solutions exclusively built up with primary elements featuring binaryr

structure are equivalent to diploid organisms. Haploid organisms are

modelled by one set of genetic information per individual which is

unicellular from a biological point of view. In the diploid organisms (e.g., in 

the case of humans) each body cell includes two sets of chromosomes, such

that for each chromosome two homologous forms exist. The structure of

both sets of chromosomes is identical, but their genetic information contents 

may be different. For diploid organisms, corresponding genes in homologous

chromosomes are called alleles and they may be identical (homozygotic) or

different (heterozygotic). The primary element with a monary structure in 

EM is homozygotic for a particular gene in evolutionary theory. A primary 

element with a binary structure is heterozygotic for the particular gene. Both

alleles are carried by the primaryrr  element, as in genetic material of the

individual, but if one is dominant, only that one will be expressed. The other

allele is called rd ecessive.
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The morphological operators are: (re)combination, mutation, migration 

and selection. These operators are deterministic and can be appaa lied at each

generation t of EM. t
Morphological combination is applied directly to the primary elements to

obtain the complete set of solutions at the first generation. Morphological 

recombination is used to combine solutions of generation t with solutions of t
the previous generations, including the primary elements, to obtain the

complete set of solutions at generation t+1. We use the morphological box to

generate the total set of possible solutions at each generation. In EM,

(re)combination is a deterministic operator and not a probabilistic one as in

genetic algorithms. The mechanism of morphological (re)combination is 

combinatorial. The evolution is made by adding up parts/characteristics to

the previous morphology and not by interchanging (crossing-over)

characteristics as in intrachromosomous recombination (crossover) specific

to genetic algorithms. The (re)combination in EM is equivalent to

chromosome generation in ontogenesis.  

We know that chromosomes contain the genetic blueprints for a specific

organism. Several thousand genes are arranged in a single line on a

chromosome, a threadlike structure of nucleic acids and protein. The

variation present in individuals is a reflection of the genetic recombination of

these sets of chromosomes from generation to generation in phylogeny.

Morphological mutation modifies variability in the process of solution 

generation, as in genetic algorithms; the difference is that morphological

mutation is a deterministic omm perator (all mutations are predefined) and not a

probabilistic one. Morphological mutations act in two ways:

a) increasing variabilitytt by interchanging a dominant allele by the

recessive one,

b) diminishing variability by changing a binary primary element into a

monary one (by cutting up the dominant or the recessive allele).

The morphological migration acts by interchanging a dominant primary

element ( iε ) by a new dominant primary element ( jε ). The primary

elements must belong to the same group of homogeneous elements. The

morphological migration, such as the mutation in genetic algorithms,

introduces more variability in the solution generation process.

The morphological selection acts to eliminate the non-evolving

intermediary solutions and the incompatible final solutions. The non-

evolving intermediary solutions are the solutions in a generation t that did t
not evolve with respect to the previous generation. The incompatible final 

solutions are the solutions which do not match the set of final objb ectives.

The set of evolution criteria from generation t tot t+1 allows us to eliminate

the non-evolving solutions at generation t and to stop spreading that to thet
following generations.
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procedure EM
begin
 initialize 1 n( ,..., )1 n,...,Φ ϕ ϕ=

t 0←
 initialize 1( ,..., )1 nE ε ε=

while (not termination condition) do
 begin 

t t 1← ttt
combm ine 1( ,..., )1 nE ε ε= with ( ,..., )1t n1 1,...,,...,,...,111σ σΣ =1t 111 to obtain    

( ,..., )1t n( ,...,1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111σ σΣ =t

evaluate ( ,..., )1t n( ,...,1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111ψ ψΨ =t

  modify ( ,..., )1t n( ,...,1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111σ σΣ =t by mutation
  modify ( ,..., )1t n( ,...,1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111σ σΣ =t by migration
  eliminate non-evolving solutions from ( ,..., )1t n( ,...,1,...,,...,,...,((( 1111σ σΣ =t

end
procedure mutation

 procedure migration
end

Figure 1. Structure of evolutionary morphology 

The set of solutions is also called morphology at generation t. The set of

solutions in the final generation represents the result of EM called 

morphological product. It corresponds to the first generation that satisfies all 

the final objectives. When the morphological product is obtained, the

termination criterion stops the evolution algorithm.

The general structure of EM is shown in Fig. 1.

EM enables us to make discoveries and inventions in a systematic way,

and it is a guide to the exploration of the basic evolutionary interrelations 

among conceivable families of objb ects and physical, chemical and biological

phenomena that govern their interactions. We can see that EM could be

considered as genetic manipulation of the “genome of the technical system”.

4. SERIAL 6R ROBOTS INVENTIVE DESIGN WITH 

ONLY ISOLATED SINGULARITIES  

We present the application of EM on a concrete conceptual design

example. We have chosen the structural design of a new class of serial 

robots matching the following set of final objb ectives 1 6( ,..., )1 6,...,Φ φ φ= :

1φ - robotic manipulator with a serial kinematic chain; only one

elementary open kinematic chain in which the extreme links are linked by 

only one joint and the intermediary links are linked by two joints,
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2φ - anthropomorphic robotic manipulator; only revolute joints in robot

strucrr tutt re - R,

3φ - orthogonal robotic manipulator; with perpendicular (⊥) or parallel⊥⊥⊥⊥
(//) relative position of axes of two revolute pairs adjacent to the same link, 

4φ - six degrees of freedom (M=6),          

5φ - no structural redundancies; the degree of spatiality/connectivity must

have the same value as the degree of mobility, i.e M = S=rankM (J(( )JJ , where J is J
the jacobian matrix mapping the joint vector space and the operational vector

space,

6φ - only isolated singularities; the determinant of the Jacobian matrix can

be factorised in functions of one single joint variable, that is 
4

i i
i 1

det( J ) f ( q )i if ( q∏ where ffff (q(( i)i))i  is a function of single joint variable qi.

The final objb ectives are either non-quantified or quantified by the

mathematical conditions abovea mentioned.

Serial orthogonal anthropomorphic robotic manipulators with six degrees

of freedom are the most commonly used industrial robots. The standard

structural synthesis approach to serial six degrees of mobility robotic 

manipulators is based on the concatenation of a positioning kinematic chain 

(called the arm) and an orientation kinematic chain (called the wrist). The

use of these two distinct kinematic chains considerably reduces the number

of structural solutions currently used in industrial robots. To overcome this

inconvenience, we have used EM successfully. It gave the author the

opportunity to design a new class of anthropomorphic robots featuring but 

isolated singularities. This capacity was recently presented for the first time 

in literature [15]. By using EM, the author achieved the structural synthesis

of 126 serial orthogonal anthropomorphic robotic manipulators with only

isolated singularities. These new robots have veryr few singular positions,

which is an important advantage in task planning and motion control. This

advantage is corroborated with very simple structural solutions. No serial 

anthropomorphic robot with six degrees of mobility produced today by the

robot manufacturing industryrr benefits from this important characteristic of 

having only isolated singularities.

We apply EM step by step to generate all inventive solutions of serial

orthogonal anthropomorphic robotic manipulators with six degrees of 

mobility and only isolated singularities. In Fig. 2 we present the structural

graph of a serial anthropomorphic robotic manipulator with six degrees of

mobility. We can see that such a robot contains one fixed link (0) and six

kinematic links (1,2,…,6) connected by six revolute joints (6)) R((R). The relative

positions pi (1,2,…,5) of the axes of two revolute joints adjacent to a

kinematic link i are orthogonal (⊥) or parallel (⊥⊥⊥⊥ //) in the case of orthogonal 

robotic manipulators. Each kinematic element i (i=1,2,..,6(( )6 of af 6R
orthogonal robotic manipulator can have two dimensions [13]: the axial
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offset ai, measured on the axis of the joint (i-1,i(( )i , and the link length bi

defined by the length of the normal to the joint axes adjd acent to element i.
The dimensions ai and bi can be zero or non-zero.

By applying a simple combinatorial approach we obtain 217=131 072

potential solutions by combining the two positions (orthogonal or parallel) of 

pi and the two values (zero or non-zero) of the dimensions ai and bi. Each

potential solution must be checked with respect to quantified final objb ectives

4φ - 6φ  although few solutions match them. We can see that this

combinatorial approach (morphological box type) combined with symbolic

calculation of conditions defining 5φ and 6φ  became deceptively complex.

The main disadvantage of the morphological research by using the

morphological box method is real although few parameters exist in this

design problem - 17 parameters (p((p( i, ai and bi) with two generic values each.

To bypass this disadvantage of morphological research we apply EM.

The set of primary elements, which represents the non-quantified 

“protoelements” used to build up the solutions by morphological

evolutionary process, is composed by : 1iε - revolute joint (R((R( i) between the

links i -i 1 and i, 2iε - dimension ai of the kinematic link i, 3iε - dimension bi

of the kinematic link i, 4iε - relative position pi of the axes of two revolute

joints adjd acent to a kinematic link i.
The revolute joint belongs to a primary group representing material

subsystems of the robotic manipulator (the joints). Dimensions ai and bi

belong to a primary group representing geometrical characteristics of the

links and the relative position pi belongs to a primary group representing

interrelations among the axes of the revolute joints.

We note that the protoelements are non-quantified elements. Here the

distance is important as a qualitative dimension and not as a specific value

with a specific unit of measurement.

We consider the following primary elements with monary structure:

1iε =1, (i=1,…,6(( )6 , 21ε =0, 26ε =0, 36ε =0. These monary features indicate

that only revolute joints exist in an anthropomorphic robotic manipulator as

well as the fact we always consider a1=0, a6=0 and b6=0. This is possible

due to a proper choice of reference and final frames used in kinematic

modelling and Jacobian matrix calculation. The primary elements with

monary structure are not affected by the morphological mutation operators.

They contribute to the reduction in the number of non-evolving solutions.

The following primary elements have binary structure: 

2iε =0 if ai=0 and 2i 1ε = if ia 0i ≠ , (i=2,…,5),            

3iε =0 if bi=0 and 3i 1ε = if ib 0ib ≠ , (i=2,…,5),                   

4iε =0 if ip and 4i 1ε = if ip ⊥ .

We consider ji 1ε = as dominant and ji 0ε = as recessive alleles
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Figure 2. Structural graph of a serial anthropomorphic robotic manipulator with six degrees of 

mobility (a) and the primary elements of the link i (b) and (c)

(j=2,3,4(((j( and i=2,…,5). Fig. 2 (b) and (c) illustrates the geometrical meaning

of the primary elements defined for the link i by

1i 2i 3i 4i( 1, 1, 1, 1)1, 1, 1,1i 2i 3i 4i1 1 11 1 11 1 11 1 11i 2i 3i1i 2i 3i1 1ε ε ε εε εε ε1 1 111 1 1 and 1i 2i 3i 4i( 1, 1, 1, 0 )1, 1, 1,1i 2i 3i 4i1 1 11 1 11 1 11 1 11i 2i 3i1i 2i 3i1 1ε ε ε εε εε ε1 1 111 1 1 .

The evolutionary process from generation t to generationt t+1 (MtMMtM <6) is 66
analyzed by the set of evolution criteria t 1 2t 1( , )2((( 1Ψ ψ ψ , where 1ψ is a

mobility criterion defined by MtMMtM <Mt+1MMtM  and 2ψ is a spatiality criterion defined 

by StSSt<St+1SSt . The solutions of the generation t+1 that do not match those twott

criteria are eliminated from the evolutionary process. This allows us to avoid

the proliferation of non-evolving solutions in the next generations. These

evolution criteria are applicable to the generations with MtMMtM <6.

The evolutionary process from generation t to generation t t+1 with MtMMtM =6
is analyzed by the spatiality condition StSSt=St+1SSt =6, that can be considered a 

non-involution criterion. In fact, this criterion indicates that the process is 

stationary.  

The set of morphological operators is composed by three operators: 1ω -

(re)combination, 2ω - selection and 3ω - mumm tation.

Morphological combination is applied directly to the primaryrr elements to

obtain the complete set of solutions at the first generation. At this stage, we

consider only the dominant alleles of the primary elements. Evolution is 

achieved by adding parts (revolute joints - R) and geometric characteristics

(ai, bi and pi) to the previous morphology. At least three generations are

necessaryrr  to evolve from the primary element with M=S=1 (Fig. 2,b) to a 

serial anthropomorphic robotic manipulator with M=S=6 (Fig. 3,a). At each

generation (MtMMtM <6) the solution matches the evolution criteria 1ψ and 2ψ .

We first apply the mutation operator to the solutions with Mt=3MMtM =St=3SSt =6
obtained at the end of the recombination process. This operator interchanges

the dominant allele 4 1ε = with the recessive one 4ε =0. By applying this

operator, we obtain a fourth generation with 25=32 solutions having Mt=4MMtM =6.

Only 23 solutions match the spatiality criterion 2ψ . The 9 incompmm atible
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solutions with St=4SSt <6 are eliminated from the evolutionary process. The

remaining 23 solutions of the 4th generation comply with the evolution 

criteria and implicitly the final objb ectives -yet they do not match the final 

objective 6φ .

The solutions with two and three consecutive parallel joint axes of the 4th

generation are subjb ected to mutation operators which change some

predefined binaryr primary elements into monaryrr ones. The 5th generation

still contains 23 solutions with the following extra monaryrr structure primary

elements: 2iε =0 (ai=0) if 4iε =0 ( ip ), i=2,…,5 and 3iε =1 ( ib 0ib ≠ ) if 

4iε =0 ( ip ), i=1,…,5. New mutation operators are then appaa lied to the

23 solutions with Mt=5MMtM =St=5SSt =6 to interchange the dominant alleles6 2i 1ε =
and 3i 1ε = with the recessive ones ( 2iε =0, 3iε =0) in the remaining primary

elements with binary structure. By applying these two operators, we obtain a

final generation with 1528 solutions complying with to the final objb ective,

1450 solutions matching to the final objb ectives 1φ - 6φ and 126d solutions in

compliance with all final objectives. The selection operator checking the

compliance with the final objective has ruled out no fewer than 1402

solutions. The set of 126 solutions represents the final morphologies of new

architectures of serial orthogonal anthropomorphic robotic manipulators with

six degrees of mobilitytt and only isolated singularities. These new

architectures belong to 5 groups of solutions: 40 solutions with three parallel

joint axes, 34 solutions with two parallel joint axes, 30 solutions with no

parallel joint axes, 18 solutions with three parallel joint axes plus a pair of 

two parallel axes, 4 solutions with two pairs of parallel axes. Fig. 3,b

presents an example belonging to the second group [16]. This solution has

b1 0, b2 0 and b5 0. The solutions of the fourth group have also been

published recently [15]. The other solutions will be published in subsequent 

papers.

Figure 3. General architecture of a serial 6R orthogonal anthropomorphic robotic manipulator

(a) and an architecture with only isolated singularities (b) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  

EM is based on the fundamental scientific method of alternating between

analysis and synthesis. For this reason, it can be trusted as a useful, non-

quantified method for investigating inventive problems, which cannot be 

solved by formal mathematical methods, causal modelling and simulation.

Furthermore, EM gives a fairly clear “audit trail”, which makes the judgment 

processes relatively traceable, reproducible and inventive. EM “solution 

space” consists of the complete subset of configurations matching some

criteria (final objb ectives). Of course, as is the case with everyrr thing else, the

output of an EM depends on the quality of its input. The final solutions 

depend a lot on the choice of primary elements. This choice is a problem-

dependent task. The main advantage of this approach consists in finding the

complete set of possible solutions in an evolutionaryrr  sequence based on a set 

of protoelements. EM may help us to discover and to invent new 

relationships or configurations, which may not be that obvious, or which we

might have been overlooked by other – less structured – methods. By using

EM, the author has “discovered” the possibility to design serial orthogonal 

anthropomorphic robotic manipulators with only isolated singularities. Most 

importantly, it encourages the identification and investigation of boundary

conditions, i.e. the limits and extremes of different contexts and factors. The

evolutionary sequence limits the generation and the proliferation of 

incompmm atible solutions.

The main EM paradigms are inspired from the synthetic theory of

evolution developed by modern biology. EM integrates some features of

morphological research and evolutionary algorithms but it also represents a

radically different approach. Morphological approaches are based especially 

on static morphosis, the evolutionary algorithms on dynamic morphosis and 

EM on evolutionaryrr  morphosis.

The morphological box represents a static morphosis based on a simply 

combinatorial approach. However, Zwicky’s highly systematic approach to 

this field should not be underestimated. Used properly – and on the right 

types of problems – the method is both deceptively complex and rich.

Evolutionary algorithms start from a given initial population to obtain an

optimum solution with respect to a fitness fuff nction. EM creates this initial

population to enhance the chance of obtaining an optimum “more global” by

non-quantified diversification of the initial population. EM is a new 

approach acting prior to the application of any evolutionary algorithm.

Genetic information is quantified in evolutionary algorithms and non-

quantified in EM. Evolutionary algorithms are optimized oriented methods; 

EM is a conceptual design oriented method. EM and evolutionaryrr algorithms

are complementary methods. 
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EM is formalized by a 6-tuple of final objectives, primary elements,

morphological operators, evolution criteria, morphologies and a termination

criterion. EM was gradually developed by the author of this paper in the last

20 years and it was applied especially to structural synthesis of new 

mechanisms used in machine-tools, robots, car suspensions, published by the

author in more than 100 articles and 30 patents protected in about 80

countries. In spite of this long period of development and application [14],

the author has generalized and formalized EM veryrr  recently. This is the first

paper in which the author presents the main paradigms and the formalization 

of EM as a structured approach to inventive engineering design. 
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Abstract: Micro systems technology is expected to play a pivotal part in future productd

development both in scientific and industrial fields. Decreasing size and 

tolerances make mounting and joining operations quite a challenging task.

Laser adjd ustment is a suitable technology to achieve the necessary accuracy by

processing specifically designed actuators on which the fuff nctional elements

have been mounted. Nowadays, the specifically tailored design of these

actuators is performed by experts through an iterative process. In this paper we

will present the concept and parts of the design and development of a 

computer based assistance system helping the designer define new actuator

geometries. We will introduce a data model to describe already existing 

actuator geometries and summarise them in a construction catalogue. The

adjustment task at stake is described by means of kinematic chains. The design

of actuator geometry therefore boils down to the desiy gn of a kinematic chain.

A suitable kinematic chain is sought for and computed using the Denavit-

Hartenberg method which has been extended to handle closed kinematic

chains as well.

Key words: Actuator desiy gn, Manufacturing processes, Laser adjd ustment, Micro systems

technology

1. INTRODUCTION 

Both scientific and industrial experts agree that micro systems

technology is one of the future key technologies. It will be the pre-requisite

for the development of new product generations. Micro systems technology 

aims at integrating electronic, optical and mechanical features into micro

components and workpieces. Besides the ever increasing pressure on prices
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explains the importance of this technology in terms of the rising demands on

the part of customers who keep demanding small high functionality low

price products. 

Therefore a necessary condition to make the most of the potentialities of 

micro system technology is the development of comparably inexpensive but 

reliable concepts and technologies for hybrid micro systems manufacture

and assembly. For this purpose an optimisation and development of all the

technologies involved has to be carried out. Special attention has to be paid 

to the adjd ustment processes. Due to miniaturisation it is becoming veryrr

difficult and expensive to assemble workpieces within tolerances. Often an

adjustment step is needed to ensure product quality. The adjustment process

should be flexible to be applicable to a large variety of products. In addition,

it is desirable to use a process that might be automated. Metallic material

laser beam forming is a process that satisfies these demands. The integration

of laser beam forming into the process chain of adjd usting preassembled 

systems leads to a new technology called laser adjustment that allows the

highly accurate and inexpensive production of high precision parts [1].

Basically, laser adjustment replaces the highly accurate assembly process

with a less accurate and thus faster and less expensive assembly step and a

subsequent highly accurate laser adjd ustment process. One or more

specifically designed actuators are a prerequisite for the laser adjustment 

step. Through planned irradiation of these actuators local plastic

deformations can be achieved which lead to the functional element position 

adjustment. A major advantage of this procedure is its ability to be 

controlled by functional signals in both static and moved or closed systems

[2].

The design of assemblies with integrated actuators is veryrr challenging for

both the design of the geometry and the process. Complex interdependencies 

of process, geometry and material have to be taken into account. Especially

the definition of a suitable actuator providing the degrees of freedom needed 

for the adjd ustment process while fitting into the space available and having

the required stability is quite a demanding task. So far human experts have to 

design the actuators depending solely on their intuition [3] in an iterative

process that is time consuming and thus cost intensive. So far there has been

no computer assistance specifically developed and suited for this task

available. The missing system should take into account the boundary

conditions resulting from the space available as well as the demanded 

stabilitytt . It should then guide and assist the designer in finding an actuator

geometry that can fulfil the required adjustment task. The remainder of this

papaa er will describe the developed methods and concepts in some detail.
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2. LASER BEAM FORMING 

Laser beam forming is based on the base of the introduction of thermal 

stresses into sheet metal workpieces through local heating. Through the

stresses and the heating the flow limit is reached and plastic deformationt

occurs. Since the ambient material prevents lateral expansion local

compressive stresses are introduced. When cooling, this area shrinks and the

corresponding stresses deform the workpiece. A detailed description and 

analytical investigation of laser beam forming can be found in [2], [4].

Depending on geometry and irradiation strategy this basic mechanism leads

to different forming mechanisms. Today four different forming mechanisms

are distinguished [5]. The fundamental mechanisms applied in laser

adjustment are the temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) and the upsetting

mechanism (UM). Both are depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Two basic mechanisms of laser beam forming

The TGM as depicted on the left half of Fig. 1 is the most used of the

existing mechanisms for laser beam forming. It is effective whenever a

significant temperature gradient is introduced between the upper side of the

workpiece facing the laser source and the lower side. To achieve this 

temperature gradient, taking into account the usually satisfactory metal heat 

conductivity, short irradiation times are needed. The workpiece usually is
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irradiated along a straight line. The width of the upset area on the upper side

depends on the applied temperature distribution. It is usually of the same

magnitude as the sheet thickness. Details on the effects leading to the

bending towards the laser are described in [4]. The potential of the TGM for

adjustment tasks is already in use in micro optics [6].

The UM as shown on the right hand side of Fig. 1 is effective whenever a

homogeneous temperature field is given over the sheet thickness and the

width of the plastic area is similar to the sheet thickness. So far the UM has 

been mainly used in tube and extrusion forming. Lately it has also been

introduced to complement TGM into adjd ustment as a second mechanism [7].

The geometry resulting from laser beam forming is influenced by many

parameters. They can fall into three different groups: material/laser/ part 

geometryr  parameters. Heat conductivity, densitytt , heat capacitytt , thermal 

expansion coefficient, surface qualitytt , inherent stress condition, state

structure as well as yield stress are material parameters. Laser parameters

such as laser power, path feed rate, beam diameter and laser operational

mode are of special importance. Not only are they are operator dependent 

but they also determine the forming mechanism, since they cause the

temperature field development within the interactive area. Sheet thickness,

irradiated path length, bend area geometry and actuator overall are noted as

geometry parameters. These are the parameters likely to be influenced by the

designer. They should be optimised to the adjustment task at stake. 

3. ASSISTANCE SYSTEM CONCEPT  

As mentioned before, the construction of such an optimised actuator that 

fulfils the geometric constraints of the surrounding workpiece while

providing the necessary degrees of freedom for the desired adjd ustment step

places high demands on the designer’s technical skills and intuition. A

computer-aided system that assists the designer has to allow for the

constraints and demands applicable to the actuator geometry being looked

for.

The challenge of defining the actuator geometryr can fall into two parts. 

One part is to find a sequence of axes that can be activated by laser

irradiation and provide the needed ability to move the functional element.

The other part is to transform this sequence into a geometryrr that can then be

manufactured. The first part can be modelled as the search for a suitable

kinematic chain as known from robotics. A kinematic chain is a sequence of

rotational and transitional axes with some bars in between. Modelling

actuators this way allows the computation of the movement and thus the

adjustment that can be carried out with them. To design an actuator that 
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consists only of the necessaryrr axes to carryrr out the required transformations

is done by combining basic actuator geometries. These basic actuator

geometries have to be defined. They are then described using the same 

abstractions that will be used to model the resulting actuator. The basic

actuators are archived in a construction catalogue. The first task in designing

an actuator specifically tailored to solve a problem can thus be expressed as

looking for a combination of basic actuator geometries that provide the 

demanded adjd ustment capability while fulfilling constraints imposed by the

workpiece properties. The computer system will then use the geometric 

descriptions of the combined basic actuator to provide a first sketch of the

resulting geometry. The information on the locations to be irradiated and the

irradiation needed for a requested forming will also be provided by the 

system based on the archived information on the basic actuator types. The

fine adjd ustment of this geometry that includes all the mandatory axes and 

bars must then be carried out by the designer. However the difficult task of

combining the basic actuators is assisted by the computer system. The parts

and their interoperation are depicted in Fig. 2. Due to their major importance

for the overall function of the system, some veryrr basic actuator types as well

as the modelling and calculation of an actuator’s abilities within the

construction catalogue will be described in more detail. 

Figure 2. Models of the assistance system and their interaction

4. BASIC ACTUATOR GEOMETRIES AND THEIR 

REPRESENTATION 

4.1 Classification of basic actuators 

For the design of actuator systems an exact description of the basic

actuators is necessary. A basic actuator is defined as the minimum unit,

which leads to a controlled displacement or bend by means of laser

irradiation. Fig. 3 shows the four basic types: the bridge and angle actuator
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with possible displacement in positive x-direction, the double-bridge and

angle actuator with embossment, which allow a displacement both in

positive and negative x-directions.

Figi ure 3. Basic actuator types and possible movement yy

The angle actuator is simply represented by a stripe which can be 

irradiated by single pulses, scans or lines. Bending occurs depending on the

bending moment. Fig. 3 illustrates the bending angle as a function of the

pulse number. If the irradiation side is not changed the angle actuator is

limited to the adjustment in one direction. Therefore the angle actuator with

embossment also shown in Fig. 3 has been developed. The embossment

shifts the position of the neutral bending line of the sheet. Therefore it is 

possible to adjd ust towards or away from the laser position depending on

whether the laser pulse is located inside or outside the embossment. The 

bridge actuator presents excellent linear behaviour at multiple irradiations. 

Applying the first pulse on one strip of the bridge generates compressive

stresses in the irradiated area resulting into tensile stresses at the adjd acent 

strip. During the cooling phase tensile stresses arise in the irradiated strip

and therefore generate compressive stresses in the unprocessed strip. 

Therefore the pulse on the second stripe starts with a highly effective

compressive stress field, since the yield point is reached quite fast. The

procedure described can be repeated many times. A limitation is given by the

initial strip length. The double bridge actuator is based on the same

mechanism as the bridge actuator. The most important difference between

both is that the double bridge actuator is not limited to the adjd ustment in one

direction.
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Further actuator geometries that have been developed and used for

industrial applications can be generated by combining these basic actuators.

To assist the designer in defining an actuator geometryrr for the needed

adjd ustment, the effects of the actuator have to be mathematically formalised.

This enables the combination of several actuator geometries already archived

in the construction catalogue with a new actuator. The possible adjd ustment 

with this actutt ator can then be calculated.

4.2 Mathematical description of the actuator behaviour 

As mentioned before, an actuator system can be described as a kinematic

chain of single geometric elements. The basic actuators can be regarded

either as joints in the out-of-plane (TGM) case or as guides for the in-plane

case, depending on the effect they use. Thus it is possible to describe an

actuator by means of a bar model as a multi-body system with n partial

bodies. The coordinate system describes a single partial body initial position 

coordinates.

Each single actuator can be regarded as an open kinematic chain or as a

tree structure. For the recursive description of the actuator’s orientation the

well known Denavit-Hartenberg method [8], [9] can be applied. With this

method, a base Bi is assigned to each bar. The relative position of base Bi to

base Bi-1 is described by the Euler angles ψiψψψψ  and ψψ θiθ  and the line segmentsθθ ui

and vi. Angle ψiψψψψ  is the rotation around the z-axis of baseψψ Bi-1. Angle θiθ resultsθ
from the rotation of base Bi-1 around the new x-axis of base Bi-1 until the z-

axes of the bases i and i i-1 coincide. The segment lines ui and vi are

perpendicular to each other. vi is defined as the length of the linking straight

line of the generally curved joint axes i-1 and i. The distance between the

intersection of this linking straight line and base Bi-1 is ui. Using these

definitions each angle in the actuator, either an edge, which was produced by

the manufacturing process of the actuator, or an irradiation position for laser

beam application in the out-of-plane basic form, can be described by a

rotational matrix TiTTiT  as given in Eq. (1).

−⋅
−
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iiiiiii

iii

ii−TiiiT
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ψψ
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001
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With rigid forming edges angles ψiψψψ and ψ θiθ are fixed. The angles resultingθ
from laser beam application depend on the initial angle present before any

irradiation, the number of irradiation ni at any given spot i and a transfer i
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coefficient CiCCi which depends on process parameters and geometric details.

The present angle at any given state of the actuator is then given as

ψiψψψψ = ψi,initψψ +CiCCi ni and θiθ = θi,initθ +CiCCi ni. CiCCi. This approach uses the linear

behaviour as shown in Fig. 3, which can be assumed for the number of 

irradiations that are to be applied to a given actuator. Rigid bars, e.g. the

transfoff rmation from B0 into B1 in Fig. 4, which only connect two active 

elements, are described by a translation vector ti defined in Eq. (2). 

=

iu
iiv
iiv

t ii− ψ
ψ

sin

cos

,1 (2)

For active bars like B1 in Fig. 4 two cases have to be distinguished. Either

the active axis coincides with the rotational axis i-1. In this case ui has to be

replaced by ui = ui,inii t-CiCCi
. ni. Or, if this is not the case, vi has to be expressed 

by vi = vi,init-CiCCi
. ni. Through the subtraction of CiCCi

 . ni the shortening effect of 

the UM is described.

Figure 4. Kinematic chain of the angle actuator

Fig. 4 shows a description of the angle actuator by means of kinematic

chains. This actuator provides a bending which transforms the initial

coordinate system of the functional element (x,y,z) to the target frame

coordinate system (x’,y’,z’). For this, a translation in terms of ui and vi of the

framff e B0 is indicated. Furthermore, a rotation around the z-axis needs to be

modelled as well in order to approach the target frame B2,targr et. Consequently,

the value of ψiψψψψ must be mm greater than zero. In contrast θiθθ  is equal to zeroθ
keeping in mind that no rotation around x-axis can be achieved by the

irradiation of an angle actuator (see Fig. 3).
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In order to describe the behaviour of an actuator geometryrr in a general 

way, the rotational matrices TiTTiT and thd e translation vector ti are combm ined in

the matrix Di. Considering the formulae presented in [8] the total matrix for

the actuator can be drawn up by Eq. (3).

=
10

,1,1:,1
i,111−ti − ,1111TiiT

ii − ,111D (3)

While the Denavit-Hartenberg method works for open kinematic chains,

the assumption of actuators being connected to the surrounding workpiece at 

one point like robots does not hold for real world appaa lications. Thus closed

kinematic chains have to be taken into account. Therefoff re the Denavit-

Hartenberg method has been extended to closed kinematic chains as depicted

in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Extension of method of Denavit-Hartenberg for closed kinematic chains

To handle the closed kinematic chain a virtutt al basis BP has been

introduced into the system. Therefore we get an open kinematic chain

connecting the basis of B0 and the basis of the effector’s coordinate system

and a closed kinematic chain connecting B0 and thd e virtutt al basis. For the

calculations it is important to have BP unchanged after finishing. This is

achieved by thinking of BP as a clamping device that is attached to some

fixed point and thus cannot be changed throughout the simulations. Thus the

calculation of a closed kinematic chain can basically be reduced to the

calculation of an open kinematic chain.
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5. REPRESENTATION OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM 

The basic function an actuator has to provide is the movement of the

objb ect that has to be adjd usted from an initial position to a target position. The

frame for all initial positions is provided by the manufacturing and handling

accuracy. The frame of the target positions is given by the tolerances of the

workpiece (Fig. 6).  

Figi ure 6. Transformation from the initial into the target frame

The construction engineer developing the actuator geometry has to 

ensure that it can move the object to be adjusted from any point within the

initial frame to a position within the target frame. Describing actuators as

kinematic chains and using Denavit-Hartenberg’s matrices as shown above,

the two positions can be described with Eqs. (4) and (5). T and T t describet
rotation and translation before (TinitialTTiT , tinitial) and after (TtargetTTtT , ttarget) irradiation

of the actuator as defined in Eqs. (1) and (2). For the initial state of the

matrices the number of irradiations in each position ni = 0. The construcrr tion

of a complex actuator geometryrr  thus has been reduced to finding a

combination of basic actuator geometries presented as Di,i+1 that fuff lfil both

Eqs. (4) and (5) with a certain combination of ni.

tT
DDD initialinitialTTT

,nn,initial =DDDDDD
10

110 , … (4)

=
10

,11,0
targettarget

nn− ,111target
tTtargetT

DDD ⋅⋅= 10target … (5)
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The resulting linear equation system can be solved using the numerical

Newton procedure. The constructing engineer is thus given the basic actuator

geometries from which a suitable kinematic chain can be built up. The linear

equation system can be enlarged to incorporate further limitations e.g. 

available space or rigidity requirements.  

6. APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEM 

Fig. 7 shows an actuator with three bars, an active angle and a rigid 

angle. This actuator is used for the adjustment of a lens, its three dimensional 

shape being also depicted in Fig. 7. 

Figure 7. Kinematic chain foff r an actuator

The part of the actuator represented by the kinematic chain is also 

marked in thd e volume model. The kinematic chain has one rotational axis

that will be taken into account for this example. The dimension in question is

the length of bar v. All the other rotational axes and bars provide the ambient 

structure in order to fulfil the constructive constraints. Some points are to lie

on a straight line thus limiting the design possibilities. The maja or constraint

concerns the adjd ustment area, which has to cover the range from -0.75° to

+0.75° in relation to α and β. As a minimum step size and thus a final 0.10°
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precision is required [10]. All other dimensions are considered as fixed. Both

angles α and β can be influenced by irradiating the indicated rotational axis.

The magnitude of the influence depends on the length of v if all other

parameters are kept constant. The actual actuator has more than one 

rotational axis and can vary in more than one bar length, but for the 

demonstration of the general function of the presented approach this degree

of freedom is satisfyff ing. Formulae for α and β can be derived from the

geometric relationships formalised as Denavit-Hartenberg matrices for the

target and the initial frame, shown in Fig. 7 by the grey shaded areas. By 

inserting different values for the length of v into these foff rmumm lae the aba ilities

of the actuator geometryrr can be examined through simulation.

The results obtained from simulating the actuator geometry behaviour

have been plotted in Fig. 8. Three different values for the length of v have v
been investigated. The resulting adjd ustment possibilities in α and β are

shown in Fig. 8. The requirement was a minimum step width of 0.10° and a 

working range from -0.75° to +0.75°. By calculation of the actuators reaction 

resulting from different irradiation pulses, a point field has to be set. To meet 

the requirements this point field should have a minimum point distance <=

0.10° and size of target space >= 0.75°.

Figure 8. Transfer behaviour of an actuator dependent on the bar length, v

It can be seen that with a bar length of v=5mm an almost linear behaviour

can be achieved with simultaneous equivalence of the size of space in α and

β. The demanded range is therefore covered. Reducing the length v to just

2.5mm improves linearitytt but also has the effect that the size of space in the 

α-direction does not meet the requirements any longer. If the bar length is

fuff rther increased to v=10mm the minimum step size, which can be achieved 

by laser adjd ustment with a pulse in α-direction, is far above the demanded

value of 0.10°. Thus from the calculation it can be seen that 5mm is a

satisfying solution for the length of bar v. Furthermore, the irradiation pulses
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and position are also known from the calculations in order to carry out the 

adjd ustment later on.

7. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

Motivated by the complexitytt of the design task in defining actuator

geometries for laser adjd ustment in micro technology, a concept and

methodology to assist the construction engineer in this challenging task has

been developed. In this paper a method to mathematically describe the

behaviour of actuator geometries has been presented. These are understood 

as kinematic chains and are described using Denavit-Hartenberg matrices. 

Thus the demanded adjd ustment abilities of a new complex actuator can be

guaranteed in the construction process by solving the linear equation system

that results from describing both initial and target frame using the respective

matrices. The abilities of the thus defined actuator geometry can be verified 

in simulation runs. A first sketch of the actuator’s geometry can be obtained 

by combining the basic actuator geometries archived in the construction

catalogue.  

Fine-tuning of this geometry to rigidity and other constraints and 

limitations has to be carried out by the construction engineer in the current 

state of the system. Future research should lead to assistance in this step of 

the design process as well. Topologic simulation and optimisation are quite 

promising tools for this task. Furthermore the present system does assist the 

construction engineer in the definition of a suitable kinematic chain.

However, this kinematic chain has not been optimised in any way and thus

usually does not really provide an optimum solution. Therefore optimisation

algorithms should be integrated into the system. Preliminary research in this

direction suggests genetic algorithms may be an appropriate tool for this

task. While the modelling and calculation of actuator geometries from basic

actuator geometries provide a first step towards assistance and automation of 

this vital step in laser adjustment for micro technologies, additional research

is needed to complete the assistance system.  
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Abstract: This article gives a definition of reconfiguration and evaluates former

approaches towards reconfigurable machining systems. Derived from the lack

of these approaches a concept for the design of a reconfigurable machining

system, including the control system is presented. The basic principle is

autarkic, mechatronic compmm onents with well defined mechanical, electrical and 

infoff rmation interfaces. The machine’s modularisation in mechatronic

components and the demand for a fast and reliable reconfiguration process 

leads to a self-adaptable, platform-based control system. To maintain the

machines production ability after reconfiy guration processes an autarkic 

diagnostic system is introduced. 

Key words: Reconfiguration, Open-control, Mechatronic components

1. INTRODUCTION 

The demands on production companies increasingly vary due to

unpredictable changes. The reasons are influences of the market (e.g. 

fluctuating demand or technical developments) but sometimes they are not 

pushed by the market (e.g. legal changes). This results in batch production of 

varying products and shorter life cycles of products and leads to difficulties 

in controlling the production sequences. In order to maintain optimal

production processes the machining systems, including the controllers, must

be adapted, when changes get far too drastic.

The adaptation process is called reconfiguration. The reconfigurability of

a system is derived from its configurability. Whereas the configuration
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process includes the design, the selection und the composition of modules of

a modular construction system meeting the requirements and the user’s

demands. Reconfiguration is the modification of the structure, the capacity

and technology at a later date. This is achieved by replacing, complementing 

or removing self-contained functional modules. 

The idea of reconfiguration is not new. There have been several 

approaches to reconfigurable machining systems. But these approaches were

not veryrr  successful and partly disappeared from the market. The following

chapters evaluate the current approaches to reconfigurable machining

systems and deduce requirements which are considered in the conception

and design of mechatronic components and controllers for reconfigurable

machining systems.

2. EVALUATION OF CURRENT APPROACHES TO 

RECONFIGURABLE MACHINING SYSTEMS 

In many areas of daily life and in industrial manufacturing configurable

and reconfigurable machining systems are used. Studying their current

designs demands can be derived, which have to be met, so that a

reconfigurable, metal-cutting machining system will be accepted in the 

market.

One of the most famous reconfigurable machines is the kitchen machine:

existing of one “active” base-module (autonomous drive-unit) it can easily

be reconfigured in a few seconds due to a mechanical adapter and different

passive process modules (cutting, kneading, stiring, pressing, …). The

kitchen machine becomes a process specific machine.

A similar principle underlies the first generation of do-it-yourself 

machines: an autonomous, active base module can be reconfigured within a

few seconds to a specific machine by passive process modules (milling,

turning, planing, drilling) due to a mechanical adapter. In contrast to the 

kitchen machine this system disappeared from the market, because it was not 

handy and the specialized machines were produced more cost-effectively.

In the area of production engineering modular robot systems [1, 2] and 

the development of CO2-Laser machines [3] show the advantages and 

disadvantages of reconfigurability.

Reconfigurable robot systems are built up by active modules

(kinematically oriented one- or more axes joint drives) which form the robot

base, and are complemented with passive modules (robot arms) which

mainly form the structure of the whole robot (FigureFF 1(((F( ). The advantages of 

this concept are well defined mechanical interfaces allowing exchanges of

active and passive modules within seconds and machine internal bus systems
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foff r commumm nication which could be routed into the modules via an

appropriate adaptor. But disadvantages outweighed, so that this

reconfiguration concept was not successful. One problem was the machine-

internal distribution of auxiliary energy. A fundamental reason for the

reluctance of the end-user was the weak adaptability of the control system

and the absence of appropriate diagnosis systems to check and document the

static and dynamic behaviour, i.e. the usabilitytt of the reconfigured machine.

Considering the non-machining-system-relevant aspects, there was a lack in

construction- and simulation tools with adequate flexibility.

Figi ure 1. Six-degree of freedom robot with drive modules and link modules.h

In the area of CO2-Laser machines there was a similar approach of

achieving (re-)configurability of the kinematic structure: the modularisation

of the machine and the design of reconfigurable processing heads (FiFF gi ure 2(((F( )

[4]. The reasons for the low acceptance of modularised CO2-Laser machines

were just the same as why modular robot systems did not succeed.

Additionally, there is a strong coupling of the tool “laser” and the

mechanical structure of the CO2-Laser machine by the components for

guiding the laser beam. The user cannot handle the reconfiguration process

and until now no really satisfactory software have been provided.
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Figure 2. Application examples for CO2 Laser processing head.

Recapitulating can be deduced that reconfiguration will only be

established for such machining systems in which the manufacturing process

(tool) is for the most part decoupled from the kinematic and structural design

of the machine. Furthermore, it can be stated that the reconfiguration of

machine tools is accepted and will gain practical success only if:

• The reconfiguration process can be carried out in a short time (from a

few minutes up to a couple of hours).

• The reconfiguration process is manageable not only by experts.

• The cost for reconfigurable machines and the reconfiguration process are

lower than purchasing specialized machines.

• The producibilitytt  after a reconfiguration process can be checked and

documented smoothly and automatically.
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Formulating requirements for reconfigurable machining systems these

results must be kept in mind.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR RECONFIGURABLE 

MACHINING SYSTEMS 

The evaluation has shown that the reconfiguration process must primarily

be manageable in a short time by non-experts. This means that:

• The mechanical interfaces and adaptors must be handy and easy-to-use.

• The interfaces for closing the supply systems for auxiliary energy, power,

communication and information handling must be designed “plug-and-

producible”.

• The modules of the reconfigurable machining systems must be

reactionless in order to simplify and accelerate the reconfiguration

process performed by non-experts. 

Mechanical reconfiguration of the machining system results in the need for

changes in the control system, including control kernel and human machine

interface. There are complex relations between the different application

software modules and the mechanical assembly of the machining system,

which can only be managed by experts. Accordingly it is not sufficient to

look only at the mechanical requirements because the requirements for

controllers must also be considered. The main requirements for controllers

are [5]:

• Modularised appaa lication software: the controller software must be

modularised and encapsulated into independent components.

• Scalability: the increase or decrease in functionality and capacity of the 

controller can be achieved, corresponding to reconfiguration of the

mechanical part of the machining system

• Inter-operability: application software modules can be substituted by one 

another due to reconfiguration of the mechanical part of the machining

system. 

Additional requirements for controllers arise from the fact that the

reconfiguration process must be manageable and carried out within a short 

time:

• Change of controller configuration: the number and tytt pe of the 

application software modules must dynamically be changeable,

corresponding to changes in the mechanical assembly of the machining 

system.

• Automatic adaptation of the controller after mechanical reconfiguration:

a controller integrated mechanism automatically adapts the controller to
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the new machine structure and functionalities in order to achieve fast,

fault-safe and high-qualitytt  reconfigurations.

4. CONCEPTION OF A RECONFIGURABLE 

MACHINING SYSTEM 

A basic concept for designing a reconfigurable machining system is

shown in Figure 3. The machine-structure is formed by mechanical modules

divided into passive and active modules. Active modules are for exampmm le

modules that generate motion by drives or other adaptive elements, whereas

passive modules feature static and supporting functionality.

Each module aggregates a main- or auxiliary function like motion

generation or workpiece exchange. The linkage of the modules can either be

movable or fixed. The mechanical interfaces (i.e. attachment and load

transmission), power interfaces (i.e. electricity, hydraulics, pneumatics) and

information interfaces (i.e. bus systems like PROFIBUS, SERCOS Interface, 

Ethernet, IEEE 1394) of the modules are well defined, in order to guarantee

their free exchange.

Figi ure 3. Arrangement of a machine tool with a modular design.

Furthermore, the reconfigurable machining system does not only consist

of the mechanical modules but also of decentralised, linked controllers

integrated into the modules. Thereby a module is no longer a mechanical

module but a full mechatronic component.
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In order to meet the requirements worked out in chapaa ter 3, the conception

presented is not sufficient. Particularly the manageability and the operability

of the reconfiguration process are still veryrr  complex because of the lack of

methods checking the machine’s ability after a reconfiguration process. 

Tests have to be carried out whether the modules are suitably connected in

and whether the reconfigured machine meets the accuracy requirements. 

Therefore, measurement methods and more particularly measurement 

devices have to be developed. In addition, tools for the (re-)configuration

planning and execution are needed. 

The following chapters describe the mechatronic components and

controllers for reconfigurable machining system in details. Afterwards a

special component for the automatic measurement after a reconfiguration

process is presented. 

4.1 Conception of mechatronic components and 

controllers 

The partitioning of the machine into modules inflates the number of

interfaces because each module has to be supplied with power and 

information. One example for the enlargement of the number of interfaces

are process specific interfaces which have to be complied with by being

passed through. This is contradictoryrr  to the requirements formulated in

chapter 3 stating that the number of interfaces has to be small in order to

maintain manageable “plug-and-produce”-modules. Therefore, module

specific functionalities have to be integrated so that . the module becomes an 

autarkic module.

Autarkic modules integrate all elements used for the realisation of service

functions or process specific functionalities. In order to minimize the number

of interfaces parts of the control functionality are also integrated in the

module. Therefore each active autarkic module has a controller (e.g. 

embedded controller, micro-PLC) that can locally process I/O and sensor

signals without the help of a central control system. That way

communication to a central control system is avoided.

Figure 4 shows an example for a conventional dynamic module (Figure FF((F(
4a) and a (re-)configurable autarkic dynamic module (Figure 4b(F( ). Contrary

to the conventional module the autarkic module integrates communication-, 

power-supply- and control components (including PLC); additionally closed 

autarkic circuits for lubrication and compmm ressed air. This leads to the

necessitytt of miniature pumps and compressors. But such components have

already been developed, for example, in medical technology (high-power

pumps as artificial hearts) or in automotive technology (miniature
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compressors). Also miniature power-supply components and miniature

control systems are available.

Figure 4. (Re-)Configurable design of machine modules.n

Figure 5. Structure of the communication system.

Since each module has a controller for decentralised functions, like

sensor data processing, control of actuators or drivest , a module-internal 

cross linking is needed. Therefore an autarkic module has a module bus

which can be proprietary as long as it is encapsulated. In order to enable 

machine-internal commumm nication between modules each module has the

same bus interface connected to the machine bus system. Figi ure 5 shows the
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conception of a communication structure with decentralised control

functionality. As there is no difference between modules and drive modules

the numbem r of interfaces is reduced and d standardised. The machine’s

commumm nication strucrr tutt re looks like a module’s commumm nication strucrr tut re

with an internal bus system (machine bus) and a bus interface.

The illustrated communication structure (Figure 5)(F( has no central control

system. This is only possible with a decentralised control system based on a

modular system platform which is described in the following chapter.

4.2 Conception of a platform based controller for 

reconfigurable machining systems  

The modularisation of the machining components into autarkic and

mechatronic modules leads to the decentralisation of the control

functionality and demands new approaches from control systems as parts of

the control software are integrated in the module and run on the module’s

integrated controller. Therefore a conception of a platform based controller

for reconfigurable machining systems is presented which enables the

distribution of control functionality. 

The platform consists of specific hardware, a specific operating system

and system software, which encapsulates the layers beneath. The system

software provides the functionality needed to support the openness for

application software, like hardware- and operating-system-independent

communication (realtime-capable) and mechanisms for instantiating

encapsulated application software modules. This so-called configuration

runtime system allows combining of modules into a running system at therr

start-upuu  of the control [6-8].

Figure 6 shows the modular system platform with different hardware and6
operating systems, an integrated communication system and control- and 

application software modules. The control functionality is implemented in

the control- and application software modules. These modules have defined 

application program interfaces (API) and they are connected with a real time 

communication system. The communication system hides the underlying

operating system and the hardware. From the module’s point of view the

hardware on which the module is processed is not visible. The hardware can

even be distributed so that the use of a central control system is no longer

needed. Consequently the control functionality is distributed among the

modules. Nevertheless some modules with central functions are still needed,

for example modules for coordinated motion or integrity test modules.
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Figure 6. Structure of the system platform for an open controller architecture.

The presented platform enables the distribution of control functionality

integrated in autarkic modules. But so far the conception is common. In 

order to achieve a control system which can react on mechanical

reconfiguration and automatically adapt itself, additional modules and 

adaptation mechanisms are needed. These reconfiguration-specific modules 

are described in [5]. The main extension modules for a self-adaptation

enabled control system are:

• The bus administrator, which detects new attached modules or removed

modules.

• The identification module, which identifies detected modules and the

whole mechanical configuration.

• The plausibility test module, which tests the configured control systems

in respect of completeness, plausibility and contradictions. 

• The configuration runtime system, which boots the control system,

automatically loads the software application modules from a library and 

removes the software appaa lication modules unused.

During the reconfiguration process, the bus administrator detects module

replacement, attachment or removal. Afterwards the new mechanical

configuration is automatically detected by the identification module due to 

the modules’ information crosslinking features and a reconfiguration

command for the control system is generated. For that purpose an integrating

mechatronic model is needed which associates the mechanical modules with
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the necessaryrr control software application modules. The model also

describes the inter-dependencies between mechanical and software modules

with formalised rules allowing the automatic checking of the whole

configuration. Figure 7 shows the necessary modules for a self-adapting7
control system for reconfigurable machining systems.

Figi ure 7. Self-adapting control system.

4.3 Conception of an autarkic module: A closed 

diagnostic system 

Changes in the machining systems’ structure after a reconfiguration

process affect the qualitytt  and accuracy of the machine. Thus, it is necessary

to check whether the dynamic and static characteristics of the machine meet 

the requirements on demand. In order to keep the reconfiguration process
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manageable for non-experts a diagnostic system which can analyse the

accuracy between tool and workpiece is presented below.

Figure 8. Autarkic diagnostics- and measurement system for reconfigurable machining 

systems.

Figure 8 shows the closed diagnostic system consisting of two

components: Component D1 with a tool adapter and the complementary D2

component fixed on a pallet. The interfaces of the diagnostic system are

intentionally designed like a tool and a workpiece pallet, so that the whole

diagnostic system can be handled without any special apparatus. Based on

the concept of autarkic modules the diagnostic system integrates a controller

for local data processing and a communication unit which transmits the 

measurement’s results to the control system. Radio communication or

internet technology can be used for data transmission.

5. SUMMARY 

Shorter product life cycles and the batch production of varying products

lead to the demand for reconfigurable machining systems. Though former

approaches to adaptable machining systems did not fulfil the requirements

for reconfigurable machines, they provide an indication of how

reconfigurable machining systems have to be designed. The evaluation of the

approaches results in the main requirements of autarkic, manageable “plug-

and-produce”-components integrating the mechanics, the electric devices

and the necessary information technology. This leads to mechatronic

components featuring well defined interfaces. To achieve a fully integrated

approach the control system including self-adaptation mechanisms is 

decentralized and based on a open platform. To automatically test the 
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machining ability after a reconfiguration process the concept is completed by

an autarkic diagnostic- and measurement system. The consideration of the 

concept for reconfigurable machining systems could increase the acceptance

of these systems on the market. 
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